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WORK PACKAGE TITLE REVIEW 0F THE QUADREX REPORT

'

l.0 SUMMARY

The purpose of this work package (EN-619) was to establish a program for the
evaluation and disposition of the Quadrex Findings (Reference A " Design,

Review of Brown & Root Engineering Work for the South Texas Project, Vols. I,
II, and III, Quadrex Corporation, May 1981") and to coordinate and consolidate
the results of the Bechtel STP Project Team efforts with those of the Bechtel
Task Force efforts (Reference B). The term "Quadrex Finding" as used in this

,

work package means the identified concerns in the Quadrex Report regarded by
Quadrex to be indicative of technical problems present at the time of their
review of design wock.

!
I The Quadrex Report Findings were stated as either Discipline or Generic

Findings. Discipline Findings formed the bases for "a summary assessment of
technical adequacy" of each of the B&R disciplines included in the review.1

These findings were given one of five rankings by Quadrex; Most Serious,
Serious, Noteworthy, Potential Problem or Other. Generic Findings were based
on a combination of the individual Discipline Findings and represented

#

observations of B&R practices, policies, and procedures which Quadrex
attributed to more than one discipline within the B&R organization, and were
given a ranking of either Most Serious or Serious.

!

The EN-619 program was described in detail in the letter, ST-YB-HL-0452, dated

| April 5,1982 (Appendix A). The guidance and comments provided by
ST-HL-YB-0507, dated April 7,1982 ( Appendix B) were incorporated into the
program.

[ Appendix C contains Resolution Summary Sheets for the Discipline Findings.
j These summary sheets provide the project team evaluations of the findings and

the actions proposed to resolve the concerns. The information for a portion
of the sumary sheets was extracted directly from the system work packages.

.
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For Rhose work packages that will not be completed until some future date,
information for the summary sheets was submitted directly by the disciplines.
The information is that which will appear in the system work packages when
they are issued.

||
I

Final resolution of some of the findings will extend beyond completion of |
their associated work package as a part of ongoing design activities. A key !
element of this effort will be the tracking which will continue until the !
final resolution of all findings is obta'ined. This will be accomplished I
through the Work Package Action Item List. By this method of tracking, each [
Quadrex Finding that' is not resolved at this time is assigned to the proper f
functional group, so that timely resolution consistent with the project [
milestone schedulo can occur.

,.

:

Appendix D provides the evaluation of findings that Quadrex considered to be '

generic. These findings are considered resolved. The basis for this [
determination is discussed in Section 2.1.4. I

!

Appendix E provides a description of the program established to address
searal findings related to computer codes and calculations. The program was
established to review and finalize B8R computer calculations and associated i

Computer Program Verification Reports. |

Appendix F contains " Table 4-1 - Definitions of Task Force Categories"
repeated from the BTF assessment, Reference B. !

I
,

Appendix G contains the HL&P comments to the Draft EN-619 report along with
the Project Team closure. j

!
2.0 STATUS !

!,
The following describes the work completed to date for this work package, work !
remaining to complete the work package objective, and the estimated manhours f
required to obtain the objectives of the work package. |

f
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2.1 WORK COMPLETED

2.1.1 Program

A program was developed to provide for the evaluation and disposition cf all
of the Quadrex Findings (Appendix A). The Bechtel Task Force (BTF) assessment
report (Reference B) was used for guidance on establishing priorities for
resolving the findings by the Project Team, for assistance in identifying
documents pertinent to the evaluation, and for providing an overview on
typical industry practices.

The Project Team made independent assessments of the project documents

reviewed and the practices intended to be applied to the on-going work. It is

possible for the Project Team assessments to differ from the BTF assessment,
since the Project Team reviewed actual project documentation and records,
whereas the BTF could only review the Quadrex Report and infonnation obtained
through discussions with individuals from Quadrex and d&R. Thus as described
in Appendix A, the Project Team effort represents a second independent
assessment by Bechtel of the Quadrex Report.

The BTF subdivided the 282 Quadrex discipline findings into 310 line items in
order to address and resolve particular aspects of the Findings. The same
line item designation is also used in this work package effort. Further, the
BTF assigned categories to each line item to indicate the recomended action
and timing sensitivity for eact; of the findings (see Appendix F for the full
definitions of the categories).

Since the Project Team evaluation of the Quadrex Report was an integral part
of the STP Transition effort and Transition Work Packages were identified in
which the results of evaluations and proposed resolutions should appear,
Project Team responsibility was assigned for the 9iscipline Findings

! (contained in Volume 1 of Reference A). Then, copies of the related Quadrex '

auestions were extracted from Volumes II and III of Reference A and assembled
! with the findings and BTF assessments for each of the categories listed in

|
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Appenaix F. This data was theo given to the responsible individuals on the
Project Team for tneir information to oe usea as an aid in developing their
assessments. The findings, questions, and assessments that were considerea to
oe timing sensitive were assemoled and aistributed to the Project Team first,
to aid in their evaluation. Suoseguently, the remainder of the findings,

questions, and assessments were assemolea witn tne findings ana transmitted to
tne Project Team.

.

i

Review of Reference C, "Tne Brown & Root Assessment of the Quaarex Design

Review of tne Soutn Texas Project," was performea ana oovious items of fact
ana references to B6R accuments consicerea to De pertinent were extracted from
tne report ana transmitted to the Project Team as an ata to tDe evaluations. j

No otner inf ormation in Reference C was useo nor aia it influence conclusions
reacnea by Bechtel. In aaaition, an independent review of volumes II and III
of Reference A was performea as part of tne EN-619 effort to assure that no
ooviously significant concern had inadvertently been omitted in developing the
Volume I finaings. None were f ouna.

,

2.1.2 Quadrex Discipline Findings Effort

During the transition effort, each of the Quaarex Discipline Finaings was
reviewed by at least one and in many cases several Bechtel STP-engineering
groups, witnin the Project Team. Tnese reviews were in accordance with the
Transition Program Proceaure QE-002 and the work package review plans which

providea for tne overall review of tne existing engineering aesign of tne
project ana associatea accumentation records, to assess the current status of

tne work ana to aefine outstanding items. Botn tne proceoure and review plans
included tne Quaarex Finaings as an item to be evaluated.

Tne BTF assessment of the finaings proviaea guicance to the Project Team witn
'regard to tne timeliness of action required for each finaing. The project

team usea this guiaance ano adaressed the Quaarex Finaings accoraingly. |
<

{
,
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The Project Team evaluations for the Quadrex Findings are documented in the
applicable system work packages. This information has been extracted from
those work packages issued to date and incorporated into the Resolution
Summary sheets (see Appendix C). Programmed resolutions for work packages not

yet issued were submitted directly by the discipline for incorporation into
the Resolution Summary sheets.

Most of the evaluations that appear on the Resolution Summary sheets have work
packages identified wherein the additional details of the evaluation may be
found. However, some of the evaluations have only the responsible group
identified. The reasons for this are: Some of the findings are such as to
require the expertise of one engineering discipline to evaluate the finding,
but this evaluation and/or actions described represent a support effort and
are applicable to a number of work packages in other disciplines. For
example, the Pipe Stress Support Group (PSSG) addressed several findings but
they do not have any assigned work packages; however, their supportive efforts
are applicable to many of the system work packages. Other findings were not
assignable to a work package or to a discipline because of their general
nature. These types of findings are addressed in this work package, EN-619.

Effort to achieve final resolution of some of the findings will continue
beyond the transition period. These findings will be tracked by the Project
Work Package Action Item List until final resolution is obtained, and the
progress will be monitored by the Nuclear Licensing Group.

Further, the findings, developed by Quadrex based on an examination of an
Inservice Inspection Technical Reference Document and a review of the STP

plant model (Section 4.9 of the Reference A), were addressed by the Project
Team.

|

|

1
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2.1.3 STATUS OF QUADREX DISCIPLINE FINDINGS

Tne status of the Discipline Findings based on the project team evaluation is
indicated by the terms " Resolved" or Dispositioned."

The definitions of these tems as used in this work package are as follows:

Resolved - No further action is required. Review has been completed*

and corrective action defined and is in progress; or
methodology or procedures are in place to address the
Concern.

Dispositioned - Review is complete and further action has been identified
pending issuance of criteria; or, review is not complete but
a plan of action is identified.

As a result of the effort for EN-619, all of the Quadrex Findings have been
either Resolved or Dispositioned. Most of the concerns in the Quadrex
Findings are considered " Resolved." Findings have been given a status of
" Resolved" when evidence exists that is was not an issue or that methodologies
or procedures are in place which either resolve now or will remedy or preclude
deficiencies of the type alleged by Quadrex to exist at the time Reference A
was issued.

'

As shown by Table 2.1.3-1, 225 of 310 line items are considered resolved.
Three of five BTF Category 1 items are resolved and no action relative to the
potential reportability of these items remains outstanding (see Appendix F for
definitions of categories). Significant progress has been made in resolving
BTF Category 2 and 4 items (which are time-sensitive), and schedules have been
established for resolution of the remaining items. The remaining activities
associated with BTF Category 3, 5, and 6 items (not time-sensitive) have been
detemined and actions proposed consistent with the project schedule.

l
|
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Essentially all of the Category 7 items have been resolved. This result was
expected since the Category 7 items as evaluated by the BTF were considered to
need no further action.

Table 2.1.3-1

RESOLVED QUADREX DISCIPLINE FINDINGS

'

.

BTF CATEGORY 1 2 3 4 5 5 7 TOTAL

NUMBER OF BTF

LINE ITEMS 5 10 11 40 39 109 96 310

NUMBER OF BTF

LINE ITEMS

RESOLVED 3 8 8 23 24 72 87 225

The remaining concerns have been given a status of Dispositioned.
Dispositioned is indicated when a specific action must occur during the
production phase of the project to either eliminate an actual deficiency or
preclude such deficiencies. Dispositioned includes assignment to the Project
Work Package Action Item List and assignment of required completion dates for
timing sensitive findings. The assignment to the Project Action Item List
defines the action that must be taken by the responsible discipline to
accomplish final resolution.

Table 2.1.3-2 contains all those items listed as Dispositioned as of 8/18/82.
These items are further subdivided by the action necessary for resolution.
There are six specific actions listed and a seventh division for those items

| which refer back to the summary sheets for a better description of the
necessary resolving action. All of the actions have been identified and, for
time sensitive findings, the projected schedule is included in the Work
Package Action Item List.

t

|
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TABLE 2.1.3-2

DISPOSITIONED QUADREX DISCIPLINE FIN 3IJGS

1

Resolution Action * Line Item No. 1

1

i
A 49, 52, 124, 129, 133, 138, 153, 155, 158, 163, 164,

241, 310

B 87, 196, 225, 227, 230, 243, 247

C 268, 277, 280, 283, 285, 308

D 15, 25, 146, 165, 166, 170, 185, 186, 205, 245

'
E 37, 54, 58, 63, 64, 72, 81, 82, 84, 169, 180, 198,

212, 215, 274, 275, 290,'292, 297, 299

F 3, 4, 16, 18, 20, 24, 53, 66, 80, 83, 86, 107, 135,

142, 176, 178, 200, 201, 222, 229, 253, 269, 289, 294,
304, 307, 309

G 216, 246

* Resolution Actions

A Issue Systems Interaction Design Guide as described in EN-601.
B Revise FSAR pursuant to EN-600 effort.
C+ Issue STP Directive on ALARA as described in EN-603.
D Issue EQ program as described in EN-604.
E Issue revised criteria documents.
F Perform evaluation or review.
G See summary sheets for further explanation.

+ Issuance of the STP Directive on ALARA may actually precede the Final
issuance of this Work Package EN-619.

3099P/0456P
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Table 2.1.3-3 shows the dispositioned findings indexed by the assigned STF
category and the correlated resolution action. This gives a clearer
representation of past progress in resolving the findings and the actions
necessary in the future. As shown by this table, the majority of
dispositioned findings, that require further action to resolve, are those
which the BTF recommended that "the ongoing activities or actions be
completed". Further, none of the BTF Category 5, 6, or 7 findings were judged
timing sensitive. The Category 4 findings were timing sensitive only with
respect to investigating the concern. Thus, it is shown that the guidance
provided by the BTF relative to timing sensitivity for resolution of the
findings has been va'lidated, further indicating the general agreement of the
two review teams (B'TF and the Project Team) on key issues.

f

2.1.4 Quadrex Generic Findings Effort

In addition to the Quadrex Discipline Findings discussed above, there are
seventeen Quadrex Findings labeled Generic. Appendix D contains the Generic
Findings, the Bechtel Task Force assessments, and the Bechtel project team
evaluations.

These generic findings were based on a combination of the individual
discipline findings, and represented observations of practices, policies, and
procedures which Quadrex stated were applicable to one or more of the
disciplines within the B&R organization (with reepect to required corr a ive
action for past events). The observations were presented as an overview of
all the involved disciplines and include suggestions where improvements could
be made by B&R to minimize or preclude deficiencies from occurring in the
future similar to those noted in the discipline findings.

Since B&R is no longer involved with the project, the validity of the Quadrex
observations on the practices, policies, and procedures of B&R are no longer
germane nor applicable to future STP activities. dechtel is now the

i Architect / Engineer and will employ practices, policies, and procedures based
upon those effectively utilized in the conduct of engineering design on many

3099P/0156P
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Table 2.1.3-3
FINDING CATEGORY VS ACTION TO RESOLVE

BTF CATEGORY
Resolution
Action * 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A 49 52, 158 163, 210 124, 138
153, 155 164, 241 129, 133

B 196 87, 230,
225, 243,
227, 247

C 308 268, 283,
277, 285
280

D 166 15, 170 165 186
25, 185

146, 205
245

E 81, 64 63, 198 37, 84, 299
82 169, 72, 292 54, 274

180, 297 53 275
212, 290
215

F 66 4, 24, 294, 16, 86 3, 142 135
18, 229 307 304, 309 20, 176 178, 253

269, 53, 200
80, 201
83, 222

107, 289

G 246 216

* Resolution Action

A Issue Systems Interaction Design Guide as described in EN-601.
B Revise FSAR pursuant to EN-600 effort.
C+ Issue STP Directive on ALARA as described in EN-603. I

O Issue EQ program as described in EN-604. |
E Issue revised criteria on documents.
F Perform evaluation or review.
G See the summary sheet for further explanation.

+ Issuance of the STP Directive on ALARA may actually precede the
Final issuance of this Work Package EN-619.

3099P/045GP
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current nuclear projects. Therefore, in performing this review it was

considered most appropriate to: (1) determine if any of the Quadrex generic
concerns could have adversely affected the design; (2) review Bechtel plans
and procedures that will be used in the completion of the project to avoid
Quadrex-type concerns in the future; and (3) identify any new findings within
the context of the Generic Findings not contained in the discipline findings
that could affect the design.

Based on these three considerations all of the generic findings are considered
resolved because:

A. The Bechtel design review is intended to identify and resolve
design problems which may have occurred as a result of the
deficiencies implied by the Quadrex Findings. The transition
program, and specifically the transition procedures QE-001 and
QE-002, provide for a thorough review and status determination of
the project design and provides the mechanism whereby defects will
be documented for corrective action and f actored into the project
schedule.

B. Bechtel will conduct future project activities in a manner which

should preclude the types of deficiencies described in the Quadrex
Report. This will be accomplished by the use of Bechtel
Engineering Department Procedures, Table 1, which will be followed
in the performance of future design activities for the project.
These procedures are based upon those used effectively for
engineering activities performed at other major nuclear projects.
The effective use of these procedures is assured by the on-project
indoctrination, training, monitoring, and the Quality Assurance
Audit Program.

C. With the possible exception of one finding (3.1 1 of Appendix D)
relative to the use of symmetry, no Generic Findings were found
that were not related to one or more Discipline Findings.

|

|

3099P/0456P
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. Table 2.1.4-1

STP ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT PROCEDURES

RELEVANT TO THE QUADREX GENERIC FINDINGS

EDP No.

; 2.13 Project Engineering Team Organization and
Responsibilities

2.16 Project Design Group Functions
4.1 Design Criteria
4.2 Generic Engineering Documents,

4.4 Project Design Standards and References
4.7 Bechtel Manuals
4.22 Preparation and Control of SAR
4.23 SAR Change Control'

4.25 Design Interface Control
4.26 Interdisciplinary Design Review
4.27 Design Verification

; 4.28 Project Q-List
4.33 On-Project Design Review
4.34 Off-Project Design Review (Design Control

Check List and Design Review Notice)
4.36 Standard Computer Programs
4.37 Design Calculations
4.43 Standard Project Document Numbering System
4.46 Project Drawings
4.47 Drawing Change Notice '

4.49 Project Specifications
' 4.55 Project Material Requisitions

4.58 Specifying and Reviewing Supplier Engineering
and Quality Verification Documentation

4.63 Supplier Deviation Disposition Requests
4.64 Review of Supplier Audit, Survey, and

,

Inspection Reports 1

6.10 Supplier Quality Assurance Program Selection
and Evaluation

. ,

!
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2.2 Work Remaining

A. Tracking of the Quadrex Findings is required to assure that all
dispositioned findings are resolved. Tracking and closeout are
to be accomplished through normal project handling procedures
for Work Package Action Items.

B. Continued discipline effort will be required to provide the
closeout of dispositioned findings.

C. Additional effort may be required in the future associated with
ASLB hearings, and preparation of testimony concerning the
status of this effort.

2.3 Estimated Manhours

The estimated manhours required for completion of the objectives of this work
package are:

A. Manhour requirements for Discipline effort to resolve the
Quadrex Findings. These are documented in individual system
work packages.

B. Develcpment of input for the tracking of the resolution of
Quadrex Findings. (300 MH)

C. Discipline interf ace until resolution of all findings. (500 MH)

D. Review of remaining system work packages prior to submittal to
HL&P, to assure consistency and that the assigned findings are l

addressed.(300MH)

3099P/0456P
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E. Other - Contingencies for additional documentation, ASLB Hearing
Attendance, interface with HL&P and NRC, Discipline interface
otherIhantracking.(900MH)

The total manhours required to achieve the objective of this work package is
2000 MH.

3.0 ASSESSMENT OF DESIGN VERIFICATION

Design Verification is not applicable to this work package, bs;ause all
necessary assessments of design verification is addressed and documented in
the appropriate System or Compliance Work package.

4.0 RELATED WORK

Many of the compliance work packages include evaluations and status appraisals
on concerns which are also the concern of Quadrex Findings. The work packages
and subjects being addressed that are related to this work package are as
follows:

EN-600 - Licensing Document Review

A. FSAR commitment

B. Incident Review Committee issues; e.g., Computer Program
Verification Reports

C. FSAR revision and update

EN-601 - Systems Interaction, Separation Criteria, and High Energy
Line Break Analysis

3099P/0456P
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EN-602 - Pressure Temperature Transient Analysis

EN-603 - ALARA and Shielding Criteria

EN-604 - Environmental Qualification

EN-608 - Classification of Eauipment and Structures

EN-609 - Incorporation of NRC Bulletins and Generic Letters

EN-630 - Quality Engineering Group Review Plan for Vendor Control
Program

A program was also established which addresses several of the findings
relative to computer programs and calculations. Appendix E contains the
description of the program established to review and finalize B&R computer
calculations and associated Computer Program Verification Reports.

In addition to the related work described above, the entire transition of
design responsibility to Bechtel embodies the evaluation of the design
adequacy of the Project. The Transition Procedure QE-002 defines how Bechtel
will evaluate and analyze each system work package for design adecuacy,
including its interfaces with other elements of the plant design, and
including an assessment of the adequacy of existing design verification in

accordance with Procedure QE-001.

Bechtel Work Package reports will provide a status of the engineering,
adequacy of design verification, status of documentation and licensing,
recommendations for corrective actions, unresolved items, sumary of work to
go, and action items.

3099P/0456P
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Quadrex expressed a concern that "there may be other concerns in the STP
design that were not detected...." The transition program evaluation is
designed to be comprehensive enough to envelop the Quadrex concerns and to

identify concerns that may have been overlooked by Quadrex. Briefly stated,
the objective of the transition program is to establish the design adequacy of
the South Texas Project. The disposition of the Quadrex concerns represents a
small portion of the total engineering effort expended by the Bechtel. Project
Te am.

5.0 REFERENCES, ASSUMPTIONS, SPECIAL CONDITIONS, AND APPENDICES

5.1 REFERENCES

A. " Design Review of Brown & Root Engineering Work for the South

Texas Project," Vols. I, II, and III, Quadrex Corporation, May,
1981.

B. "An Assessment of the Findings in the Quadrex Corporation Report
dated May,1981," Bechtel Power Corporation, March,1982.

C. "The Brown & Root Assessment of the Quadrex Design Review of the
South Texas Project," Brown & Root, Inc., April, 1982.

5.2 ASSUMPTIONS

None.

5.3 SPECIAL CONDITIONS

None.

3099P/0456P
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5.4 APPENDICES

Appendix A - Letter ST-YB-HL-0452, April 5,1982, and
Appendix B - Letter ST-HL-YB-0507 April 7, 1982
Appendix C - Quadrex Finding Resolutiori Summary Sheets
Appendix D - Generic Quadrex Findings

'

Appendix E - CPVR Program to Finalize B&R Calculations
Appendix F - Definitions of Task Force Categories
Appendix G - HL&P Comments on EN-619 and Bechtel Resolutions.

6.0 ACTION ITEMS

The action items necessary to achieve resolution of the Quadrex Findings that
are dispositioned are listed in the resolution summary sheets in Appendix C.

-_
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RECEIVED Bechtel Power Corporation-

2109'82 Enonen . consirucio,sm

'

BECHTEL POWER CORP. o non Ten s ms2 21ss t un mm

8 ST-YB-HL-0452
3

M0C 82-0344g
April 5, 1982

P. O. Box 1700
. R E C E1'l EHouston Lighting & Power Company

APR
ggggg

Houston, Texas 77001

s001STgAS PROJECTAttention: Mr. S. M. Dew
Manager, Engineering

Subject: South Texas Project
Bechtel Job No. 14926-001
Quadrex Work Package EN-619 - -

Reference: (1) ST-HL-YB-0389 dated March 10, 1982
(2) ST-HL-AE-804 dated March 15, 1982

4

This. letter transmits the Bechtel program for the evaluation and disposition
of the Quadrex issues in response to your request (Reference 1). Attachment A

,

; j depicts the work logic to be employed in this program.
,.

Current activities to provide resolution of the issues include the following:

A. A Compliance work package has been established to address Quadrex
issues and is identified as EN-619 (Quadrex). The effort for this
work package consists of reviewing the discipline work packages to -

develop a summary of their evaluations and to provide evaluations of
Generic and Discipline issues not addressed in discipline work
packages.

,

-

8. Disciplines are reviewing the issues'during the revie'w of work -

packages and documenting the reviews in the work package reports.
This information will be consolidated and summarized into work
package EN-619 with particular attention given to disposition and
resolution of the issues.

All 3 volumes of the Quadrex report are being considered in the
discipline work package reviews, and the Bechtel Task Force report is
being used for guidance on expediency in resolving the issues, as
well as the degree of effort required for resolution of each issue.

The discipline work packages will identify " Action Items" that jj .

,
require further effort for resolution, and a tracking system will be

'

! used to monitor the status of open items until all issues are closed
out.

'
,

|
6
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Houston Lighting & Power Company
,'

Mr. ' S . M. Dew
Page 2

o

C. The Generic Issues are being addressed by EN-619. Preliminary
evaluation indicates that Bechtel Engineering Department Procedures

i will provide resolution of many of the generic issues, even in cases
i where design. work is..already complete. These issues are also being - -

addressed by the discipline work packages if applicable. The
discipline work package reviews are comprehensive and the large
volume of material being reviewed is providing insight to the:

validity of all the issues, Generic and Discipline (which were
brought forth on the basis of a relatively small sampling). All,

issues, Generic and Discipline, are receiving the warranted attention
,
-

and appropriate disposition.

! It is worth reiterating that the Generic issues raised by the Quadrex
report may or may not have been applicable to Brown & Root procedures.
and practices; however, there is no justification for assuming the
Generic issues are applicable to Bechtel. All issues are being
addressed, and resol'.tlon provided if applicable, to assure that the
issues are dispositioned or not valid for Bechtel's participation in
the South Texas Project.

*/ D. The Quadrex Section 4.9 issues relative to In-Service Inspection,

- aspects are being addressed by EN-619. Work package DORS were made
and the Disciplines are now reviewing the. issues.

E. Although the Bechtel Task Force report' recommends "no further action"
for the Category 7 issues, these and all other issues are being
addressed by EN-619 and assigned to the work packages as

! appropriate. The work package reviews of the B&R turnover material
is expected to substantiate, in most cases, the Task Force
recommendations, and to provide the "more detailed evaluation" -s

recommended in the repo' t. If additional effort for the Category 7r3

j issues is found to be prudent, this effort will be expended until all -

issues are closed out.

|' F. Volumes 2 and 3 of the Quadrex report are being addressed, in the
following manner, to identify issues that do not appear in Volume 1: |

1

1. Disciplines were given instructions to include Volumes 2 ;
and 3 in the review of the Quadrex issues. i

!

2. Each Discipline was given a set of material for the
Category 1, 2, 3, and 4 issues which included Volumes 2 and
3 related material. (Category 1, 2, and 4 are timing
sensitive). The transmittal memo reiterated that Volumes 2-

and 3 may contain issues not b'rought forth in Volume 1.4

s
.

4

.

2466P/0427P
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Bechtel Power Corporation
.

Houston Lighting & Power Company
_

Mr. S. M. Dew
Page 3

3. Sets of material for the Category 1, 2, 3, and 4 issues,
with Volumes 2 and 3 related material, are also being
reviewed as part of the EN-619 activity.

4. The Volume 2 and 3 material for Categories 5, 6, and 7
issues is being assembled; however, these issues are not
" time sensitive".

5. Volumes 2 and 3 are receiving a detailed review and cross
correlation with Volume 1 as part of the EN-619 activity.

6. If additional issues arise from the detailed reviews of
Volumes 2 and 3, appropriate action will be determined and
taken. Upon completion of the reviews and
cross-correlation described in 3 and 5 above, a synopsis of
the reviews will be developed.

'

In summary, all issues raised by the Quadrex report are being addressed and
determinations are being made of the required actions that will be necessary
until resolution is obtained.

'

Very truly yours,

BECHTEL P'0WER CORPORATION

-

[ProjectEngineeringManager. L. Rogers
/

..

RLR/RLS/fch .
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APPENDIX B

|
Letter ST-HL-YB-0507, Dated April 7, 1982 |
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' IOC8843.

The Light-

Company nousion tigniing & Power no. Box 1700 Housion, Texas 77001 (713)228-9211

~

April 7, 1982

ST-HL-YB-0507
Mr D W Halligar
Vice-President
Bechtel Power Corporation ~
P O Box 2166
Houston, Texas 77252-2166

Re: HL&P Comments On Bechtel Task Force Report
South Texas Project Electric Generating Station

Dear Mr Halligan:

We have completed a review of the Bechtel Task Force Report,
"An Assessment Of The Findings In The Quadrex Corporation Report",
submitted by your letter of March 15, 1982. General comments are
provided below. Specific comments are contained in Attachment 1.

Our first general comment is that the Task 1-orce assessment
is not clear as to how the project engineering reviews should take
into account or address the Generic Findings. Bechtel should clarify
whether, as apparently reflected in the Task Force's comments on the
Generic Findings, the Generic Findings will be disposed of primarily
through Bechtel's engineering review of related Specific Findings.
Please also confirm that any meanin Jful information relating to a
Generic Finding found in the review will also be identified and
resolved.

Our next genera] comment is in regard to the assessment of
Generic Finding 3.l(b) on Page A-4. The assessment should be clari-
fied to provide Bechtel's policy regarding the subject of review of
engineering work performed by a major subcontractor or supplier;
i.e., EDS, Westinghouse, etc.

,

A final comment is that Bechtel is requested to include
Section 4.9 of the Quadrex Report in your Project review of Quadrex
concerns;eveh though this section does not contain " Findings" and,
as such, was not addressed in the Task Force Report.

I As stated in the report preface, the assessments contained
in the Report are guidelines for the further engineering review
being performed by Bechtel. Bechtel will necessarily have to verify
the accuracy of information that the Task Force relied upon and take

lh%r f|
APRgg79g,
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.
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Hcustorj Ughting & Pour Company -2-

Mr D W Halligan, Vice-President April 7, 1982
Bechtel Power Corporation,

ST-HL-YB-0507

into account additional Project documentation which was not
< included in the Task Force review. Such documentation would,

of course, include not only the basic design data but also any
other pertinent information, such as any related NCRs, LERs,
CARS, 50.55 (e) reports, etc. We believe that the final dis-
position of Quadrex Findings should reflect that such verifica-
tion and review of pertinent documentation has been accomplished.
In this connection please note that, although it may not be
evident by reading the Quadrex Report due to its lack of explicit
detail, three items (Line Items 1, 100, and 146) are also related
to deficiencies reported to NRC prior to the Quadrex review.

Very truly yours,

.

J H Goldberg, Vice-Plesident
Nuclear Engineering and
Construction Department

JHG/aks.

Attachments

cc Service List (attached)
Messrs S M Dew

J G White

*

,
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.
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cc: G. W. Oprea, Jr. April 7, 1982
.J. H. Goldberg ST-HL-YB-0507
J. G. Dewease Page 3
J. D. Parsons

.D. G. Barker
C. G. Robertson

' R. A; Frazar

J. W. Williams
J. W. Briskin
J. E. Geiger|

R. L. Ulrey
S. M. Dew
J. T. Collins

I;I

D. E. Sells
,

W. M. Hill, Jr. I

M. D. Schwarz I, Baker & Botts)

(i, Baker & Botts)
R. Gordon Gooch
J. R. Newman Lowenstein,Newman,Reis,&Axelrad)
STP RMS
Director, Office of Inspection & Enforcement

Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, D. C. 20555

..

R. L. Range /G. W. Muench Charles Bechhoefer Esquire
Central Power & Light Company Chaiman, Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
P. O. Box 2121 U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Corpus Christi, Texas 78403 Washington, D. C. 20555

,

H. L. Peterson/G. Pokorny Dr. James C. Lane, III' City of Austin 313 Woodhaven Road
P. O. Box 1088 Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

j Austin, Texas 78767
I

J. B. Poston/A. vonRosenberg Mr. Ernest E. HillCity Public Service Board Lawrence Livemore Laboratory
P. O. Box 1771 University of California
San Antonio, Texas 78296 P. O. Box 808, L-46

Livermore, California 94550

Brian E. Berwick, Esquire William S. Jordan, III
Assistant Attorney General Harmon & Weiss

! for the State of Texas 1725 I Street, N. W.-

P. 0.' Box 12548 ~

Suite 506
Capitol Station Washington , D. C. 20006Austin, Texas 78711.

,

Lenny Sinkin Citizens for Equitable Utilities, Inc. !
-

Citizens Concerned About Nuclear Power c/o Ms. Peggy Buchorn '

5106 Casa Oro Route 1, Box 1684
San Antonio, Texas 78233 Brazoria, Texas 77422.

Jay Gutierrez, Esquire
Hearing Attorney
Office of the Executive Legal Director

! U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comissionm
t

'

Washington, D. C. 20555 Revision Date O' 30- 82 i

-
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ST-EL-YB-0507-.

ATTACHMENT 1*

,

.

1. Page A-18 EL&P did not contract with NUS to conduct the
initial nuclear analysis inside the contain-
ment. The NUS work was performed under contract
with Brown & Root.

_

2,. Page B-4 Line Item 8: Brown & Root did not contract with
Teledyne. The contract was between HL&P and
Teledyne.

,

3. Page B-8 Line Item 14: ,A suggested change is for "how-
ever, this poses no safety problem" to be re-
vised to read: "For safety purposes, this is
acceptable."

,

4. Page B-27 Line Item 47: In the last sentence of the first
paragraph, change " instituted corrective action"
to " instituted actions".

5. Page B-46 Line Item 84: Since Brown & Root was in the
process of issuing design documents for Pipe
Break Criteria and the Safety System Eazard
Analysis Program, the appropriate category

*

should be 6 rather than 7.

6. Page B-82 Line Item 160: Since this item is related to
Line Item 113, the appropriate category should.

be 5, as in the referenced Line Item 113.

7.' Page B-139 Line Item 248 (cont. ) : Delete repetitive state-
ment, "the SSE SAMs need to be examined but" in

~

the second line.

8. Page B-145: Line Item 258: Add category ranking (according
to Table 4-4, it should be a 6).

9. Page 165 Line Item 297: Add category ranking (according
to Table 4-4, it should be a 5).

.
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; Log No. EN-619

Cl of Cl

APPENDIX C

QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY SHEETS
'

The following explanations will a'id in the review and understanding of the
enclosed resolution summary sheets.

1. " FINDING N0." identifies the Quadrex Finding and the section where it
appears in Volume 1 of the Quadrex Report.4

2. " FINDING" is the concern which Quadrex expressed relative to the adecuacy
of the engineering design of the project. To obtain a full understanding
of the concern, Volume 1 of the Quadrex Report should be consulted as
well as the referenced questions in Volumes II & III.

3. " REFERENCED QUESTIONS" are the questions in Volumes II & III of the
@ adrex Report. The responses to these questions are also contained in
Vols. II & III and formed the basis for the findings.

4. "RELATED FINDING" are those findings which address the same or similar
Concerns.

5. "QUADREX RATING" indicates the ranking of the finding as given in the
,

Quadrex Report.

6. "BTF CATEGORY" is the category assigned by the Bechtel Task Force to
provide guidance on the action and timeliness recomended for addressing
the findings.

7. "8TF ASSESSENT" is the assessment of the finding by the Bechtel Task
Force to provide guidance to the STP Project Team relative to actions
required and the urgency to resolve the issues raised by Quadrex. These
assessments are frequently synopsized on the sumary sheets.-

9. "BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION" is the project evaluation of the
finding and the proposed resolution for the finding.

10. "(WORK PACKAGE XX-XXX)" indicates the work package in which additional
details for the resolution of the finding may be found. There are many
findings which were addressed by more than one work package.

11. " STATUS" indicates the status of the effort required to resolve the
finding. " Resolved" indicates that no further action is required.
Review has been completed and corrective action defined and is in
progress, or methodology or procedures are in place to address the
concern. "Dispositioned" indicates that review is complete and further
action has been identified pending issuance of criteria; or, reivew is
not complete but a plan of action is identified.

12. " RATIONALE" provides the reasoning for considering the status of the
finding to be resolved or dispositioned.

3099P/0456P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.la
.

FINDING: B&R Structural Group does not appear to question the reasonableness

of input dcta including margin.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-1, C-4

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.5w, 4.1.2.4n

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 1

BTF ASSESSMENT: The engineer generating the data is responsible for the

adequacy of the data, and such data are not submitted for use without adequate
calculations and verification.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-103): The input data reviewed to date for the

civil / structural design is reasonable and generally consistent with Bechtel's
past experience. No specific evidence has been found that B&R fonnally
questioned the reasonableness of the input data. However, many times this
type of coordination is done informally with only the final information being
documented formally.

l

|

I

3177P/0489P:1
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.la (cont.)

(EN-619): QE-001, " Design Verification Assessment" applies to work package
reviews of previous work. Item IV-13 addresses questioning reasonableness of
output compared to input. For further design work, this issue is addressed by
Bechtel EDP-4.26 section 4.1, 4.27 item 3 of Exhibit A under design
verification elements, and 4.49 item 1 of Exhibit A. Further, margins are
usually not specifically identified and are treated informally, but
reasonableness and conservatism are considered in data developed for design
purposes.

STATUS: Resolved

'

RATIONALE: Input data appears to be reasonable, further design will use
Bechtel procedures that address the concern. See EDP-4.26, 4.27 and 4.49,

also QE-001.

t

i

|

t

!

!

:
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION' SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.la

FINDING: Some of the environmental information that affected the Structural
discipline has not become fixed even at this point in design.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-1, H-12,N-3

I RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.lb, 3.lg

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability..

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 2

BTF ASSESSMENT: Although desirable, it is impractical for all of the
environmental parameters to be finalized at the time the structure is erected.

I BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

| (WORK PACKAGE EC-103): Bechtel's reviews have indicated that some of the
enviromental information is not fixed or final at this time. The preliminary
nature of this information is noted in the appropriate SDD or TRD and
calculations. There are presently plans to analyze the high energy line

,

breaks within the MEAB. High energy line breaks in the IVC are currently
undergoing a thorough review.

The normal course of design evolution will resolve the concerns noted. No
,

further action other than the normal continuation of the design process is
required.

!

!

4

3177P/0489P:3
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.1.2.la (cont.)

(EN-619): The follow-on effort of EN-602 relative to sub-compartment pressure
temperature analysis will provide fixed environmental information on pressures
and temperature. The follow-on effort of EN-603 will provide the information
on radiation.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Design evolution and the follow-on effort of EN-602 and EN-603
will result in fixed environmental in.'ormation. Preliminary data contained
adequate conservatism.

|

|

3177P/0489P:4
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.1.2.lb

FINDING: There was no evidence of Civil / Structural evaluation of the
reasonableness of postulated internal missiles or that the criteria for
internal missiles presented in TRD IN209RQ013-A had been implemented in the

design.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-9

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 3

The B&R app' oach is reasonable and *;onsistent with currentBTF ASSESSMENT: r

practice, including the timing of criteria implementetion.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-103): Bechtel's past experience is that internally generated
missiles will not govern the design of structures with the exception of
specific missile barriers used for no ..ther function.

The completion of the calculation review is required to fully assess the
status of design for internal missiles. This review is scheduled to be
complete by September 1982.

.

3177P/0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.lb (cont.)

EN-601: As in the case of pipe 1-upture effects, detailed review of internally
generated missile effects is not performed until the design becomes
finalized. With the separation provided in the STP design and the limited
damage potential of most postulated internally generated missiles, lack of
early detailed evaluation of these missiles is expected to have little impact
on plant cost and schedule.

Bechtel will perform all detailed evaluations of postulated missiles and their
effects as ongoing work as is discussed in Section 6 of EN-601 Work Package
Report. No further action is required (by EN-601) to resolve this finding.

(EN-619): The evaluation of internally generated missiles will be performed
during the normal course of design evolution. Completion of EC-103
calculation review is scheduled on the Work Package Action Item List.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon review of the EC-103

calculations. See Work Package Action Item List.

3177P/0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.lc

FINDING: It was determined that the turbine building had not been
specifically analyzed f0r the SSE. This analysis must be completed since it
is a PSAR commitment and actually should have been accomplished much sooner.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-40

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.
< ,

BTF CATEGORY: 3 - Action needed - not time sensitive.
1

BTF LINE ITEM: 4

BTF ASSESSMENT: Agree that a non-collaspe check of the turbine building under
faulted loads, including SSE, should be performed to verify Category 1
structures are not impacted.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVA._UATION:
L

(WORK PACKAGE EC-145): SDD 7G019SD004-F specifies that a non-collapse check

of the Turbine Generator Building under an SSE is to be performed. Review of
the Turbine Generator Building calculations indicates that no non-collapse
check under an SSE has been performed. Bechtel plans to perform this
non-collapse check prior to September, 1983. Due to the very low seismic
level (.lg for SSE) it is not anticipated that this non-collapse check will
have a significant impact on the design of the structure.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon performance of the non-collapse |

check. See Work Package Action Item List.

3177P/0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.1.2.ld

FINDING: There is evidence that significant Civil / Structural differences may
exist with respect to approved NRC criteria or methodology and/or FSAR
commitments.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-5, C-20, C-43

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 5

BTF ASSESSMENT: No evidence could be found to support this finding. B&R
practices are acceptable and consistent with industry practice.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVAULATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-103 and EC-140): The questions that formed the basis of this

finding were individually reviewed in depth. Based on engineering documents
available to Bechtel, no significant differences have been found with respect
to approved NRC criteria or methodology or FSAR commitments.

Bechtel has reviewed the Cask Dr7p calculations and found them to be
acceptable.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: No significant differences were found.

3177P/0489P:8
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.le

FINDING: The Civil / Structural discipline does not appear to be fully
responsive to recent NRC requirements.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-3, C-35

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.5.4q, 4.3.2.lk, 3.lf

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 6

BTF ASSESSMENi: B&R's process is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-510): (The basis of the finding is Question C-3 and C-35
which questioned whether a review of certain Reg. Guides and NUREGs had

occurred.) Quadrex was " unable to make an assessment as to whether all of the
proper loading combinations and acceptance criteria were handled properly."
Quadrex states that RG 1.104 or NUREG-0554 was not reviewed for potential
impact on STP. (However, R.G.1.104 is discussed in detail in the FSAR.)
RG 1.104 or NUREG-0554 is applicable to single failure proof cranes. The
polar crane is not a single failure proof crane and as such the Quadrex
concern is not valid. However, early drafts of RG 1.104 were addressed for
STP cranes, as appropriate. RG 1.104 is applicable to the fuel handlirg
building crane which has a single failure proof 15 ton hook, and satisfies RG
1.104 requirements. Accordingly, this issue is considered closed.

.

3177P/0489P:9
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

l

FINDING N0.: 4.1.2.le (cont.)

(EC-121): The RCS component supports of this project are designed to the ASME
Code Section III Subsection NF. The material for these supports has been
tested for fracture toughness characteristics (Charpy V Notch tests) in
accordance with subsection NF requirements. HL&P has conducted a prelimary
study for the implementation of NUREG-0577 recommendations on STP RCS '

component supports. However, to date, NRC has not finalized its position on
NUREG-0577.

(EN-619): Work Package EN-609 has developed a procedure to assure timely
reviews of NRC Bulletins, circulars, etc., by the disciplines and responses to
be submitted to the' licensing group for development of a coordinated position
letter. Further, EN-600 will verify the responsiveness to NRC requirements by
tracking FSAR commitments via the Licensing Commitment Tracking System.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: B&Rs approach is acceptable. The Licensing Commitment Tracking
System will track FSAR commitments.

3177P/0489P:10
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.1.2.lf

FINDING: B&R use of input data from EDS for pipe rupture loading may not be
adequate.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-4, C-15

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.2.lb

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 7

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's approach appears to be reasonable.

I

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

k(WORK PACKAGE EC-181, & 135): Preliminary loading (130 applied per SDD)

was used by B&R in the design of the containment structures. This is a common
industry practice as generally the pipe routing and rupture data is in a very
preliainary state at the time that the structures must be designed. It~must

be noted that the majority of these restraints are attached directly to major
concrete walls (secondary & primary shields). Generally these loadings are
relatively small ccmoared to the pressure and equipment support loads on the
walls. From Bechtel's past experience the inclusion of these pipe rupture
loads will have little if any affect on the design of the walls. For
restraints supported by structural steel, the structural steel reverification

effort is incorporating all up to date loads.

3177P/0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.lf (cont.)

The only pipe rupture loads determined outside the containment are for the
five-way restraints on the main steam and feedwater lines in the MSIVC. Due
to the plant layout, there will be a very limited number of restraints for

lines outside of containment. Generally, these restraints will be attached to

concrete which usually will have sufficient margin to accommodate these
rupture loads.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The values were reviewed and are considered reasonable.

.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.1.2.lf

FINDING: No pipe rupture loads have been determined for outside the
containment.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-4, C-15

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.la line item 128, 4.5.3.3m

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 8

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that due to the uniqueness of the South Texas

Project (STP) plant layout, the number of high energy lines outside the
containment and the Isolation Valve Cobicle (IVC) is limited to approximately
three lines. B&R* contracted Teledyne to perform pipe break analysis for the
piping in the IVC in 1977. Preliminary rupture loads for Main Steam and
Feedwater piping in the IVC have been provided by Teledyne.

With regard to the MAB, pipe rupture analyses have not yet been performed.
B&R stated that they had canpleted a TRD for High Energy Line Break Analysis
(HELBA) and would be analyzing the remaining high energy lines at a later date.

It appears that the B&R approach for pipe break outside of containment is
reasonable.

*HL&P stated that HL&P not B&R contracted Teledyne.

3746P/0483P:15
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.lf (cont'd)

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Evaluation of proper input of pipe rupture loads in
the containment design is discussed in work packages EC-181 and EC-120. The
most significant pipe ruptura loads outside containment are found in the IVC.

9
Teledyne completed a dynamic analysis in December 1981 to quantify these
loads. Evaluation of proper input of these loads for design of the IVC is
discussed in work package EC-135. No further action is required to resolve
this finding.

k(CIVIL / STRUCTURAL): Preliminary loading (130 ) applied per SDD was used by

B&R in the design of the containment structures. This is a common industry
practice because, generally, the pipe routing and rupture data is in a very
preliminary state at the time the structures must be designed. It must be
noted that the majority of these restraints are attached directly to major
concrete walls (secondary and primary shields). Generally, these loadings are
relatively small compared to the pressure and equipment support loads on the
walls. From Bechtel's past experience the inclusion of these pipe rupture
loads will have little, if any, affect on the design of the walls. For
restraints supported by structural steel, the structural steel reverification
effort is incorporating all up-to-date loads.

The only pipe rupture loads determined outside the containment are for the
sway restraints on the main steam and feedwater lines in the MSIVC. Due to
the plant layout, there will be a very limited number of restraints for lines
outside the containment. Generally, these restraints will be attached to

I

concrete which usually will have sufficient margin to accommodate these
rupture loads.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Loads will be developed during the normal course of design
evolution.

3746P/0483P:16
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.19

FINDING: B&R assumptions regarding MAB dead loads may not be representative

of actual conditions. In reviewing the design of the floor elements in the
MAB and EAB, it was determined that although the final design may be adequate,

there were areas where the calculations were hard to follow and there was
evidence the amplification effects of vertical seismic were not properly
considered.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-7

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.3j, 4.1.2.5y

i

QUADPEX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 9

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's approach appears reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-130, 131, & 132): Dead and live load assumptions for design

of the MAB and EAB are typical of the industry. Therefore, we do not expect
to find many cases, if any, where these have been exceeded by actual loads.
Amplification factors used to calculate vertical seismic forces are not

correct for miscellaneous platforms and concrete slabs. However, our
preliminary review of the calculations indicates that the effects of

additional vertical seismic loads can be accounted for by reducing
overconservative live loads and by the normal overdesign inherent in choosing
uniform reinforcing sizes and spacings. A complete review of the design will
be performed as a normal course of load verification.

,
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.1g (cont.)

STATUS: Resolved

i

RATIONALE: This is continuing design verification. No specific action is
required to close out this item.

!
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.1.2.lh

FINDING: The plan te verify actual loadings only after the structure has been
erected poses potential licensing risk.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-7, C-15

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.4se

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 10

BTF ASSESSMENT: The approach is retsonable provided that the design can

accommodate the final loads.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-103): Many loads are still of a preliminary nature as is
noted in the SDDs, TRDs and calculations. A reverification program using the
final loads was planned by B&R.

The use of preliminary information in the design of the structure and
verifying it with the final loads after the strucure has been erected is a
generally accepted design approach in the nuclear power industry. Bechtel
will continue the severification of the design with the final loads as part of

the design evolution process. No meaningful problems are expected.

(EN-619): Bechtcl STP Procedures, EDP-4.26 and EDP-4.27, cover the

engineering activities related to design reviews and verification of the
das;;a or safaty-related systems and structures.

3177P/0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.lh (cont.)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The approach is standard industry practice.

,
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.31

FINDING: The secondary shield wall is heavily reinforced and appears to be
controlled by compartment pressurization. This input was developed by other
disciplines and included factors of 1.2 for dynamic effects and 1.4 for NRC
margins. Use of an arbitrary dynamic amplification factor for a compartment
pressurization analysis in excess of 1.0 should have been reviewed before
acceptance by B&R.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-4

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.la line item 1

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 11

BTF ASSESSMENT: The value of 1.2 is reasonable for dynamic effects. Use of a
factor of 1.4 for margin as recommended by the Standard Review Plan is
consistent with industry practice.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-120): A rough calculation performed by Bechtel indicated

that the dynamic load factor (DLF) of 1.2 used by B&R for the compartment
pressurization load in the secondary shield wall design is reasonable. Past
Bechtel designs have used a similar factor.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: A review, by calculation, substantiates that the factors are
reasonable for establishing adequate margins in the final design.

3177P/0489P:17



. QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.3j

FINDING: Review of the calculations for the fuel pool design indicated
evidence of a lack of consistency in considering proper input loading for the
fuel pool floor design.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-7

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.1g, 4.1.2.5y

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 12
,

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's approach appears to be reasonable.

8ECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-140): Review of the fuel pool floor calculations indicates
that the fuel rack loads, as provided by the vendor were properly included in
the loads used for the design. Appropriate coefficient for vertical seismic
from the floor response spectra was also included in the design. Therefore
this item does not require any further action.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Review indicated loads were properly considered.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.1.2.3k

FINDING: There did appear to be a few areas of slight overconservatism in the
containment design be:ause of conservative interpretation of codes and
standards. Specifically the amount of prestressing could be more than
required by considering liner thermal expansion as a primary instead of a
secondary mode of behavior.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-12, C-14

.

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 13

BTF ASSESSMENT: The level of prestressing appears conservative but acceptable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-lll): The level of prestress as presented in B&R
calculations is defined as:

; X=F+D
ra

Where D is dead load, F is prestress force and Pa is internal LOCA pressure of
56.5 psig. X = 1.3 for vertical tendons and X = 1.2 for hoop tendons were
used in the analyis which is consistent with the general industry practice.
Although B&R took additional temperature over the normal operating condition
for the accident case and applied it as an equivalent pressure to the shell
wall, this additional pressure load was not included in evaluating the
prestressing requirements. Therefore the amount of prestressing was not
affected by the method of analysis for the accident thermal load case.

'
i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.1.2.3k (cont.)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: B&R's approach for the prestressing level is consistent with
general industry practice.

.
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-QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.31

FINDING: Potential overconservatism was observed in the containment structure
and cable tray areas. The cable tray and conduit supports area was evaluated
because of its potential impact on engineering and design manhours. It is

also an area that is frequently a bottle neck because of interfacing problems
between Engineering and Construction. The systems and procedures developed by
Brown and Root for cable tray and conduit support design seem to be well
organized and utilized sound methodology for standardization. However, it is
our judgement that the " standard" support system developed by Brown and Root
is overly conservative. and may cause increased construction cost and

complexities as compared with other industry designs. There seemed to be
excessive longitudinai connections between supports.

4

REFERENCED QUESTION: C-4, C-18<

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.
'f

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BFT LINE ITEM: 14

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION (WORK PACKAGE EC-185): B&R in order to

provide " standard hanger calculations," in most cases, used the largest
acceleration values from the response spectra for all structures in the design
of the cable tray hangers. A 20% increase in accelerations was incorporated

I to account for the tray-support interaction. This results in overconservatism
in the calculations, in particular for the MEAB which has smaller acceleration
values. We, therefore, agree with the Quadrex assessment. For future
analysis and design of cable tray hangers, current Bechtel procedures shall be

i employed.

|

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY-

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.31 (cont.)

STATUS: Resolved.

RATIONALE: BechtEl procedures will be used where appropriate to minimize

overconservatism which could adversely affect construction progress.

.

1

!
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.3m4

FINDING: A significant improvement is needed in the interface between
Civil / Structural and external vendors relative to equipment qualification.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-32, C-33

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.4v

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 15

BTF ASSESSMENT: The concern is valid.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-103): Review of Seismic input for Qualification of Category
I equipment will be done by September 1982.

(EN-619): Bechtel procedures address the concern of maintaining a

'

satisfactory interface with vendors. See EDP-2.16, 4.25, 4.26, 4.34, 4.55,
4.58, 4.63, 4.64, 6.10. Work Package EN-604 will establish the seismic and
enviromental qualifications of all safety-related equipment.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the Environmental

Qualification program. See the Work Package action item list.

3177P/0489P:23 !
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.1.2.3m

FINDING: The Materials Group should have reviewed more carefully the PDM
welding procedure for the fuel pool liner channels, and the specification of
materials by subcontractors.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-37, C-39

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 16

BTF ASSESSMENT: Agree

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PA;KAGE EC-103, EC-140): The PDM Welding procedure and the

specification of materials will be evaluated by the end of 1982. In addition,
a visual inspection of the fuel pool liner will be performed.

.

(EN-619): Bechtel STP Procedure EDP-2.16 provides for the overall review of
specifications of materials and the administration of vendor contracts for

materials.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of evaluation. See

Work Package action item list.

3177P/0489P:24
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.1.2.4n

FINDING: The Structural discipline appeared to have transmitted appropriate
information to other disciplines without confirming its receipt or proper
use. There was no evidence that Civil / Structural provided instruction on its
proper use to the receiving disciplines. Conversely, there was no evidence
that other Groups providing input data to Civil / Structural checked to see if
that data was being used correctly.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-1

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.l a, 4.1.2.5w

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 17

BTF ASSESSMENT: It is not normal practice to require confinnation of receipt
of data.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): Confirmation of receipt of information or data is

obtained when the information is incorporated in Design documents. Other
confirmation is not required nor considered necessary. Proper use of the
information and data is addressed by procedure. EDP-2.16 section 2.p
addresses coordination with other design groups to ensure complete,
economical, and accurate project development. EDP-4.27 item 3 of Exhibit A,
under design verification elements, requires assessing if output is reasonable
compared to input.

3177P/0489P:25
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.4n (cont.)

(EC-103): Information of a very significant or general nature were
transmitted to other disciplines via SDDs or TRDs (e.g. response spectra and

settlementdata). Information of less significance or very specific nature
were transmitted to other disciplines via controlled 10Ms. Many of these IOMs
have been referenced in the SDDs and TRDs as a source of the design basis.
This method of transmitting information from one group to another is
acceptable. Confirmation of the receipt of the information or clarification
on its usage can many times best be accomplished on an informal basis.
Generally a group is fully aware of the infonnation required for design or if
changes have occured prior to the actual receipt of the official IOM or TRD.
Reviews thusfar have not revealed any misuse of data obtained from other
disciplines.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Confirmation is provided by design reviews and procedures.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

|

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.4o

FINDING: Another area of potential concern was the tangential shear design.
This area has been under discussion in the containment code committee for the |
last six years and was in the process of evolution when Brown and Root
selected their methodology. Although criteria adopted by B&R in this area are
generally less conservative than the current code permits, the design of the
containment is probably not controlled by this load case.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-6

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 3 - Action needed - not time sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 18

BTF ASSESSMENT: The design should be verified using current criteria.
However, the containment shell is probably not controlled oy this load case.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-Il0 and EC-Ill): B&R has performed the design for tangential

shear in accordance with FSAR commentments. Quadrex's concern is that this
methodology used by B8R is less conservative than currently allowed per the
approved code case. Bechtel agrees with this evaluation. Information
presently available to Bechtel strongly indicates that the present design will
meet the current code requirements and construction activities may proceed.
However, all the necessary information, including the computer output, needs
to be throughly evaluated before a final resolution can be reached. It is

expected that this can be done by December 1982.

3177P/0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SU9tARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.40 (cont.)
:

STATUS: Dispositioned

RAT 10NALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of evaluation. See'

the Work Package Action Item List.

|

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.4p

FINDING: 'The coefficient for vertical seismic in the MAS did not include tne
correct amplification factor.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-7

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.19

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 19

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's approach appears to be reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-101, EC-131, EC-140): Amplification effects of vertical

seismic are not correct for miscellaneous platforms and concrete slabs.
However, our preliminary review of the calculations indicate that the effects

of additional vertical seismic loads can be mitigated by reducing
overconservative live loads and by the normai overdesign inherent in choosing
uniform reinforcing sizes and spacings. A complete review of the design will
be performed as a normal course of load verification.

STATUS: Resolved .

RATIONALE: Approach ?L ''easonable. Because of the relatively minor nature of
the loading for platfe.;s, no significant effect on design is foreseen.

i

'
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
|

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.44

FINDING: The original duct ring calculation did not include the appropriate
pressure load.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-12

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 20

BTF ASSESSMENT: Tre calculations were being reanalyzed.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-121): The ring duct calculation will be reviewed to

determine if the appropriate pressure loads have been used. This item will be
completed by September 1982.

;

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolucion will be provided upon completion of evaluation of
calculations. See the Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.1.2.4r

FINDING: The procedure for determining lateral capacity of vertical walls may
not be sufficiently rigorous.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-15

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 21

BTF ASSESSMENT: Based upon industry practice the B&R procedure for wall
design appears reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

i
(WORK PACKAGE EC-103, EC-140): A review of the calculations indicates that in

most cases lateral seismic loads and the effects of concentrated moments from
beams framing into embedded plates were not considered. Based on preliminary
review of the calculations we do not anticipate a significant impact on the
design of the walls because the effects of lateral seismic loads and

; concentrated moments are small. A complete review of the design of walls will
be performed by December 1984.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel will review the lateral capacity during the normal course
j

of design evolution. |
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f QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.4s

FINDING: In many areas, the equipment loading values are still preliminary.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-17

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.lh

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 22

BTF ASSESSMENT: The B&R approach appears to be reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-103): Many equipment loads are still preliminary and are

noted as such in the appropriate SDD or TRD. The usage of preliminary loads
in design is an acceptable practice. Bechtel will continue the process of
finalizing these loads and verifying the adequacy of the structure for these
as part of the normal design evolution process. See also the evaluation to
Finding 4.1.2.lh, line item 10.

.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Acceptable practice. Loads will be finalized as part of the
normal design evolution.

4
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.1.2.4t

FINDING: Although Brown and Root did consider torsional effects in the

building structural analysis, the torsional effects on the generation of
response spectra were not considered.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-27 '

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 23

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's methodology is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-101): The floor response spectra obtained at the center of

mass have been generated by accounting for the actual eccentricity between the
center of mass and the center of rigidity. These computed spectra are
normally used for systems and components design. Since systems and components
may not always have the same distance away from the center of mass, a more
correct and conservative approach is to regenerate the horizontal floor
response spectra to the edge by combining with the torsional response
spectra. However, this theoretical approach is not commonly used as a
standard design tool since the overall effect is insignificant. Quadrex
concern is, therefore, not valid.

STATUS: Resolved
i

I

RATIONALE: The B&R approach is consistent with industry practice. |
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.1.2.4u

FINDING: In the generation of vertical response spectra, there is a current
practice to more rigorously consider the flexibility of slabs. There was no
evidence of any consideration of this phenomenon by Brown and Root. This may
affect equipment qualification.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-28, C-31

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 24

BTF ASSESSMENT: In the case of rigid floors, B&R's methodology is reasonable,
however, the associated calculations need to be verified.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-101): There is no evidence in the calculations reviewed to
date that B&R considered the floor flexibility effect for generating the
vertical floor response spectra. Bechtel will evaluate whether floor slabs

can be considered rigid in the vertical direction. This evaluation will be

completed by December, 1982.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of evaluation. See
the Work Package Action Item List.

I
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.4v

FINDING: In the area of equipment seismic evaluation, there was evidence of a
lack of continuity in Brown and Root staffing. However, it was evident that
Brown and Root understood the nature of this activity, and their methodology
is in line with industry practices. To date, there was not much evidence of
completely cycled vendor seismic analysis with Brown and Root interaction;
consequently, we feel that this area will need considerable attention and
manpower effort in the near future. B&R has no criteria for determining
whether a given change in response spectra requires requalification of
equipment.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-32, C-33

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.3m

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 25

BTF ASSESSMENT: The concern is valid; also, the effect of changes in the
floor response spectra are considered on a case-by-case basis.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(MECHANICAL): Bechtel Mechanical will review the equipment seismic reports
and any discrepancies will be resolved to ensure equipment loads and supports
are compatible with design requirements.

(EC-103): The evaluation will be done by September,1982.

3177P/0489P:35
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.4v (cont.)

(EN-619): Work Package EN-604 and the follow-on work addresses the concern
relative to equipment seismic qualification. Further, Bechtel practice is to
reevaluate equipment when response spectra is changed.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the Environmental
Qualification program. See the Work Package Action Item List.

,
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.5w

FINDING: Some input data to the discipline was provided in the form of
unverified letters or IDMs.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-1, C-39

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.4n, 4.1.2. l a

QUADREX RATING: Other - minor iteo.
.

BIF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 26

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's procedure is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:
2

(WORKPACKAGEEC-103): DesigninformationhasbeenprovidedtotheC/Sgroup
in the form of 10Ms. The 10Ms have been referenced in the appropriate SDDs;
TRDs and calculations. The usage of a memo to transmit data from
discipline-to-discipline is perfectly acceptable.

.

(EN-619): Information contained in SDDs and TRDs will be reissued in
accordance with EDP-4.1. Calculations will be issued in accordance with
EDP-4.37. i

'

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel EDP Procedures are in place to control data transfer.

i

I
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.5x

FINDING: A standard penetration anchorage design procedure may have been more

efficient.

i

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-2

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Other - minor item.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.
<

BTF LINE ITEM: 27
i

BTF ASSESSMENT: The finding addresses the efficiency of a B&R procedure

rather than the adequacy of design.

6

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:
,

(WORK PACKAGE EC-ll2): This finding is an observation by Quadrex. Their
,

review stated that the design was adeaguate. Since the penetrations designs
are completed and anchorages installed, no further action is required.

|

STATUS: Resolved
, ,

RATIONALE: An observation that is no longer relevant. ',

3177P/0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.5y

FINDING: During our review it was evident that there was some lack of
understanding of some aspects of the design process. This was demonstrated by
the fact that B&R had some difficulties in following and explaining the
progression of some of the calculations and in being aware of what load cases
were controlling. Inexperience in implementing nuclear power plant design was
also observed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-7, C-12, C-32

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.1 , 4.1.2.3j9

QUADREX RATING: Other - minor item.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 28 |

BTF ASSESSMENT: The finding is not supported.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:
I

(WORK PACKAGE EC-103): The review of the calculations, thus far, has not
supported this finding. Generally, it has been found that the calculations
are at least equal to the industry standard with respect to technical content,
thoroughness, and clarity. In fact, some calculations have been performed
using two completely different methods to verify that the design is adequate.
The fact that B&R had trouble following and explaining the calculation is
understandable. The nuclear power plant design process is very long and
complicated. It cannot be expected that one should remember exactly what was

done in the calculations five (5) or six (6) years ago without a thorough
rereview.

3177P/0489P:39 r
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.5y (cont.)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: A review of the calculations indicates the finding is without
support.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.5z
,

FINDING: B&R did question the finite element model conservatism, but decided
to use it anyway. Justification for this decision was not evident.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-26

RELATED FINDINGS:

'

QUADREX RATING: Other - minor item.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.,

BTF LINE ITEM: 29

|BTF ASSESSMENT: Use of lateral soil pressures based on finite element

analysis is conservati<e.

i BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-100): The LUSH finite element analysis used by B&R to

compute tne dynamic lateral earth pressure on embedded walls is conservative,
but not outside the bounds of good engineering judgement.

(EN-619): Quadrex stated in their assessment of B&R's response to Question
C-26 that the technique is consistent with industry norms.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The conservatism is reasonable. Quadrex stated use or tne
technique was consistent with industry norms.

3177P/0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.1.2.5aa

FINDING: There was also a concern on the lack of use of mass participation in
the hign frequency range. We were unable to evaluate the impact of this
concern, and it is very possible that it is insignificant.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-29

RE'.ATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Other - minor item.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 30

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R included all modes up to 33 Hz and most of the mass would

be accounted for. The effect of not considering non-participating mass in
insignificant.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-101): The contribution from high frequencies of up to 33 cps
has been considered by B&R in the seismic analysis of major Category I
structures. Modal participation factors for frequencies in excess of 33 cps
are of no significance.

(EN-619): Quadrex states in their assessment of B&R's response to Question
C-29 that the omission is probably negligible.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Most of the mass is accounted for in the Modes less than 33 Hz.
That not accounted for is insignificant.

3177P/0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.5bb

FINDING: A parametric analysis for tornado loadings may have reduced the
total computational effort.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-36

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.5x

QUADREX RATINb; Other - minor item.
I

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 31

BTF ASSESSMENT: There are many ways to accomplish design objectives. The

finding addresses efficiency of a procedure rather than adequacy of design.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-103): Eacn building has tornado missile impact calculations
originated for that building. A parametric analysis for different panel
sizes, rebar ratios, and thicknesses would have reduced the total
computational effort. There is no impact on design because a parametric
analysis was not performed.

(EN-619): The finding is a suggestion on how the computational effort could
have been reduced. It is not a concern.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The finding is not a concern, it is an opinion. There is no
impact.

3177P/0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.5cc

FINDING: Several computer codes generated data for use in the major
Structural computer codes. The interface between these codes was not reviewed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-ll

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Other - minor item.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 32

BTF ASSESSMENT: The statement refers to the fact that Quadrex did cat review
the interface. This is not an issue.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): This is not an issue. It is an action not performed
by Quadrex. The rest of the assessment given with question C-ll is "B&R
response on selection and use of computer codes seems to be consistent or

better than industry standards in this area. A representative sample of the
verification manuals for some of the structural codes was examined and found
to be in very good order. The codes selected were consistent with industry
practice and documentation appeared to be adequate".

3177P/0489P:44
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.1.2.5cc (cont.)

The correct (and consistent) use of data for future work is controlled by
Bechtel EDP Pr',cedure 4.27 " Design Verification" which requires checking
reasonableness of output compared to inputs. (See EDP-4.27 Exhibit A)

(EC-103): This is not a finding, but only a comment that the interfacing
between computer codes was not reviewed. From the Bechtel STP review of the

calculations, the interfacing between the structural computer codes is
acceptable.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not an issue.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.1.2.5dd

FINDING: There appeared to be an inconsistency in the value of the
containment minimum temperature.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-39

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Other - minor item.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.
.

BTF LINE ITEM: 33

BTF ASSESSMENT: Different values may often be used by different disciplines.
The discrepancy referred to was only 5'F.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-122): The structural SDD (20019SD010-G), HVAC SDD

(5Y149YD006-D), calculation SC 003-4, and specification 2C26955006-H all show
the containment minimum temperature as 65'F. This is based on Westinghouse
Containment System Design Criteria Manual Vol. 4-1 and NUS preliminary

calculation A509XC009 ANS. No evidence has been found in the structural
calculations that sanething other than 65'F has been used as the minimum
containment temperature. It is further pointed out that even if some
calculation did use a design temperature of 60'F, the resulting impact on
design would be inconsequential.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Inconsequential.

3177P/0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.2.2.la

FINDING: Numerous programs are listed in the Program Status Summary as having
heavy usage on STP with no Computer Program Verification Report (CPVR) in
place.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C/M-3

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 1 - Potentially reportable.

BTF LINE ITEM: 34

BTF ASSESSMENT: All safety-related computer calculations must be individually
verified and documented within the project or performed using verified
computer codes.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): CPVRs are being reviewed as part of the program now in

place described in Appendix E of this work package. The finding concerning
CPVRs was reported to the NRC. (See Letter ST-HL-AE-720 dated August 27,
1981). Bechtel procedure EDP-4.36 will be followed for verification of
programs is documented in verification reports. (See also Work Packages
listed for appendix E.)

(EN-603): The two programs used extensively for shielding were QAD-P5A and
QAD-CYL. The CPVRs for these two lack a listing of the program or other
method for verifying actual changes made. If these cannot be provided, the
calculations will be verified in accordance with Bechtel EDP-4.37.

3177P/0489P:47
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| QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
i

FINDING NO.: 4.2.2.la(cont.)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: A program is in place to review B&Rs calculations and associated;

CPVRs to determine if requirements of EDP-4.36 and 4.37 are met.

,

'l

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.2.2.lb

FINDING: Procedure STP-DC-017 does not require verification of

non-safety-related programs; however, it is the project application of the
code rather than the code itself that really determines whether a
safety-related verification is needed. The basis used by B&R for
determination of safety-related is not sufficient, for example, some
safety-related calculations are not directly related to plant safety-related
systems. B&R's practice is not typical of industry practice.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-7, C/M-8

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.2.2.la, 4.8.2.1d line item 270, 4.6.2.1o

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 35

BTF ASSESSMENT: Even if a computer code is planned for non-safety related
design application, some level of verification and documentation should exist
or individual computer analysis checked.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

|
(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): The Computer Program Verification Report does not

determine end use of the program, thus it is desirable for each CPVR to meet
the documentation requirements equivalent to Bechtel '!DP-4.36. The CPVRs for

QAD-PSA and QAD-CYL are acceptable, except for the fa i that they lack as
listing of the program or other method for verifying letual changes made. If

these can not be provided, the calculations will be verified in accordance
with Bechtel EDP-4.37 which allows for case by case verification of computer
programs in an individual calculation.

3177P/0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUfEARY

FINDING N0.: 4.2.2.lb (cont.)

(EN-619): A CPVR program (See appendix E) is in place involving some 43 work
packages to provide for proper documentation on the respective programs.
Procedure EDP-4.36 requires verification for all codes wnether used to perform
safety or nonsafety-related calculations. All calculations are treated with
the some degree of concern and care, i.e. all calculation are treated as
though they are safety-related. EDP procedures EDP-4.34 and 4.37 are used for
reviewing, checking and verifying all calculations.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: A CPVR program is in place.

I

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.2.2.lc

FINDING: Because of the highly modular nature of most computer programs, it
is not adequate to assume that an entire code is verified if a portion f that
code has been verified. The B&R CPVR does not indicate which options of a
particular code have been verified.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C/M-13

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.2.2.la, 4.2.2.lb

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 36

BTF ASSESSMENT: All options of a computer program that are used should be

verified.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): A CPVR program is in place. See also response to

4.2.2.la and b.

(EN-603): For two programs QAD-P5A and QAD-CYL, the verified and nonverified
options are discussed in the CPVR.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: A CPVR program is in place.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.2.2.ld

FINDING: Identified discrepancies between the FSAR and the Program Status '

Summary need to be resolved.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C/M-1

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.2.2.4g

QUf.DREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 37

BTF ASSESSMENT: Discrepancies should be resolved and are considered a part of

design evolution. '

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEEN-603): The FSAR does not reflect the present status of design
and will be brought up-to-date.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon updating of the FSAR Appendix
3.8A. See Work Package Action Item List.

,

P

'
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.2.2.le

FINDING: The CPVR procedure did not prohibit use of a wrong verification
problem to be subsequently signed off as verified.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS:

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.2.2.la

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 38

BTF ASSESSMENT: Each revision must be reverified.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): Deficiencies of this nature will be resolved by the
CPVR program now in place as described in Appendix E. (See letter
ST-HL-AE-720, dated August 27,1981.) Bechtel EDP Procedures 4.36 and 4.37

will be used for future verifications.

(EN-603): For shielding calculations, requisite checks and reviews were
performed on CPVRs with the exception of 4.2.2.l(a). See also response to
4.2.2.1(a). This finding does not apply specifically to the shielding
programs. Computer output for the RHR and VCT series of calculations is
acceptably documented. Other calculation packages will be reviewed for
identification of computer output.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: See Appendix E and Bechtel EDP Procedures.

3177P/0489P
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QUACREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.2.2.le

FINDING: Computer calculations are not being treated with the same degree of
stringent quality control that is required of all manual calculations (see
Question C/M-2).

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C/M-2

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.2.2.lb

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 3 - Action - Timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 39

BTF ASSESSMENT: Computer calculations should be treated similar to manual

calculations. Steps should be taken to properly identify and catalog existing
computer output.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): See Appendix E dated April 23, 1982 which describes

the Bechtel "CPVR Program to Finalize B8R (Computer) Calculations." This
program provides the methodology to resolve this concern. Further, Bechtel

Procedure EDP-4.36 and 4.37 address the concern for future calculations.

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): For shielding calculations, requisite checks and
reviews were performed on CPVRs with the exception of 4.2.2.1(a). See also
response to 4.2.2.l(a). This finding does net apply specifically to the
shielding programs. Computer output for the RHR and VCT series of

calculations is acceptably documented. All other calculation packages will be
reviewed for identification of computer output.

3746P/0483P:17
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.2.2.le (cont'd)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: EDP-4.36 and 4.37 and the CPVR program address this concern.

3746P/0483P:18
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.2.2.lf

FINDING: STP-DC-017-C allows any one or a combination of five options to be
used for computer code verification; in our opinion, there is insufficient
guidance for selecting which option is preferable in a given STP application.
Also, the procedure should not limit re-verification to only those changes

,

deemed significant.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C/M-8, C/M-9

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.2.2.le

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 40

BTF ASSESSMENT: Any method defined as appropriate ran be used. The B&R

procedure is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:
,

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): All B&R ca > elations and CPVRs are being reviewed for

compliance with Bechtel pr6v w es ,JP-4.36 and 4.37 (see Appendix E).
EDP-4.36 does not limit rea,10,,:;>on of codes to only significant changes.

(EN-603): Each of the five options is an acceptable verification niethod. The
appropriate methods used for program verification are determined on a
case-by-case basis. The method used for QAD-PSA anu QAD-CYL is acceptable.

i

l
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SLMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.2.2.lf (cont.)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: All options are acceptable. EDP-4.36 provides for reverification
of all code changes.

!

l

!

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.2.2.49

FINDING: A control document identifying all computer codes used on STP may
not exist and should be prepared since the FSAR is not a design document.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C/M-1

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.2.2.ld

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 41

BTF ASSESSMENT: They are listed in the Program Status Summary, General

Structural Design Criteria, Section 9.0 and Appendix A of the FSAR. The
methodology is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): B&R listed the various computer programs used on STP

in various documents including the Program Status Summary and FSAR. This
approach is adequate.

(EN-619): A single control document is not required. Disciplines maintain
lists of codes applicable to their activity.

STATUS: Resolved

RATI0f; ALE: A single document listi, all codes is not required.

3177P/0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.2.2.4h

FINDING: Guidelines for certifying the appropriateness of computer code
applications do not now exist.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C/M-7

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 42

BTF ASSESSMENT: Written guidelines do not exist.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:
,

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): It is the joint responsibility of the originator,

checker, and reviewer of each calculation to assure appropriate application of
computer programs. Typically the user's manual describes the capabilities and
limitations of a program. Written guidelines are not necessary.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not necessary.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.2.2.41

FINDING: Use of nationally recognized prcgrams without further verification
relative to the intended application is not a typical industry practice.

| REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C/M-8

RELATED FINDINGS:

{
| QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 43

' BTF ASSESSMENT: Agree it is not typical industry practice.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): For the CPVRs reviewed the programs were tested with
benchmark calculations by B&R.

(EN-619): The CPVR program, now in place, will resolve the concern. In the
future, Bechtel procedures EDP-4.36 and 4.37 will be used for verification of
programs.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Additional action is not necessary. A program is in place to
resolve the concern.

|
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.QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.2.2.4j

FINDING: Improved control procedures for reflecting program modifications in
the computer code CPVR appear necessary (see Question C/M-10).

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C/M-10

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.2.2.le

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 44

BTF ASSESSMENT: 883 procedures for affecting modification in the computer
programs appear to be reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): Appendix E contains a description of the "CPVR Program

to Finalize B&R Computer Calculations" which will verify the adequacy of B&R
calculations. Bechtel Procedure EDP-4.36 addresses program modifications and
documentation. .

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): For the two shielding programs used extensively for
shielding, QAD-PSA and QAD-CYL, the verified and nonverified options are
discussed. Computer output for the RHR and VCT series of calculations is I

acceptably documented. All other calculation packages will be reviewed for
identification of computer output. The method used for verification of
QAD-PSA and QAD-CYL is acceptable except the CPVRs lack a listing of the

program or other method for verifying actual changes made. If these cannot be |
provided, the calculations will be verified in accordance with Bechtel
EDP-4.37.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUM ARY3

FINDING ': 4.2.2.4j (cont'd).

I= STATUS: Resolved

! RATIONALE: See Bechtel Procedure EDP-4.36.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.2.2.4k

FINDING: Improved " upward" communication procedures appear to be necessary

whenever program errors are discovered.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C/M-15

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 3 - Action - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 45

BTF ASSESSMENT: A suspected error report or equivalent should be incorporated

into the procedures.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): Bechtel EDP-4.36 requires upward communication and

will be adhered to in ongoing work which includes resolution of CPVR items.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: EDP-4.36 provides for upward communication.

.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.2.2.51

FINDING: A standard format and content guide does not now exist for STP.

User's Manuals.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C/M-4

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Other - minor item.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 46

BTF ASSESSMENT: The minimum content of a User's Manual should be defined.

BECHTEL STP. PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:
.

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): EDP-4.36, Section 5.1 describes the content

requirements of user manuals and is applicable to all standard computer
programs used on the project. As stated above, format is dependent on the
program.

(EN-603): Content requirements are specified in Bechtel EDP-4.36. Specific
format may be dependent on the program. B&R versions of QAD-PSA and QAD-CYL

make reference to the original RSIC document and are adequate.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Specified in EDP-4.36.

!
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.la

FINDING: For the Electrical discipline only, no findings were identified for
this category. However, the followir.g I&C finding, if left uncorrected, would
be a violation'of 10 CFR 50 and would seriously impact ' plant licensability.
An overall review should be made to determine if this is a generic design
error, as similar problems could exist in other portions of the design:

The common instrument air line, as depicted in FSAR drawing 9.4.2-2 attached
to Question R-o, does not meet the single failure criterion required by IEEE
279-1971 and 10 CFR 50.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-15, R-6

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.la

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 1 - Potentially reportable.

BTF LINE ITEM: 47

BTF ASSESSMENT: Actions have been instituted to remove potential for common

made failure. Review to determine if error is generic.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): The DER 82-001 Section IV states that safety of'

operation is not adversely affected and the final design of installation
details is not approved nor released for construction. The DER concludes that

the design configuration is not reportable per 10 CFR 50.55(e). Further,
design changes were made by B&R to eliminate any further licensing concerns.
A review of all

3177P/0489P |
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.la (cont.)

safety-related P& ids for application of the single failure criterion to

instrument air lines was conducted. Based on this review it was concluded
that the finding is not generic nor is it a significant safety issue. Refer

to Deficiency Evaluation Report 82-001.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The safety of operation would not have been adversely affected.

The completed design will meet single failure criteria.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY l

|
FINDING N0.: 4. 3. 2. l a i

FINDING: The' occurrence of this design error in the late 1970's in concert
with the B&R response to other single failure criterion auestions suggcsts
that B&R is not sufficiently experienced in the performance of a Failure Mode
and Effects Analysis that crosses discipline boundaries. In most
organizations, the I&C discipline would detect and immediately correct this
type of design error by performing a rigorous examination of the separation
provided between redundant divisions in the safety-related portions of the
plant for all involved disciplines.

~

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-15

RE' ATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2. l a, 4.8.2.4v_

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 48

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that the Design Assurance Group had the

responsibility for reviewing designs and performing and/or reviewing failure
modes and effects analyses. Details of their scope of responsibility were
reviewed with the Task Force, and it appears that this methodology of system
design review is reasonable and should ensure that cross discipline boundary
concerns are resolved.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): The design error referred to by Quadrex is a

misnomer. The design feature referred to was determined to be acceptable.
Also, Work Package EN-601 eaich has addressed the concerns on FMEA's and

separation states that guidelines will be developed and implemented.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.la (cont'd)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: - A program is in place for addressing the concern.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.lb

FINDING: No top level document (TRD) exists that specifies the STP plant-wide
separation requirements. A TRD presently under review is being generated for
the Electrical Group, but no plans exist for such documents in the Mechanical
and I&C disciplines. It is our assessment that such a top level document is
necessary in order that requirements for STP be communicated consistently to
all disciplines and to provide a basis for licensing documentation.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-1, E-15

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.3.2.1c

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 2 - Action needed ~;iming sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 49

BTF ASSESSMENT: There is no requirement for a single TRD, but disciplines
should have documented separation criteria. '

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:
j

(WORK PACKAGE EE-220): This is listed as an action item to develop the
'

|

separation criteria. TRD 3570EQ006C will be incorporated into FA530GP009-B, a
top level document, which will then be superseded by Bechtel criteria in
accordance with EDP-4.1.

(EN-601 ) : TRD FA530GP009-B issued subsequent to the Quadrex review, provided

a top level document for verifying separation adequacy. Implementation of
this TRD had begun prior to temination of B&R work. This TRD will be

superseded and reissued as the " System Interaction Design Guide" and will
include by reference EQ006C, thereby providing a top-level document.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.lb(cont.)

(EN-619): There is no requirement for a single top level document. However,
TRD FA530GP009B will be superseded by Bechtel Criteria to provide a top level
document. Plant separation criteria is addressed by Bechtel EDP procedures
EDP-4.22, 4.23, 4.26, and 4.27.

STATUS: Dispositioned

.

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the System

Interaction Design Guide. See the Work Package Action Item List for scheduled
issuance by Dec. 82.

,

|

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY |

FINDING N0.: 4.3.2.lc

FINDING: There is ample evidence that B&R has not had an overall plan to
identify and develop all of the key top-level TRDs needed for a nuclear power

3 pl ant.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-1

i

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.3.2.lb

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 50

BTF ASSESSMENT: Additional documents will be developed as the need is
identified.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(EN-619): Design Criteria incorporating B&R's TRDs and SDDs will be
superseded by design criteria documents in accordance with EDP-4.1. The

transition program and work package review plans developed pursuant to QE-002
will result in identification of needed TRDs. In addition, Bechtel is

experienced in the design of nuclear power plants and is aware of the various
documents that are required.

Discipline design guides and standards provide criteria for nuclear power
plant design. In addition, Bechtel is committed to identify, develop, and
superceed TRDs, SDDs, and revise the FSAR, etc., as needed for STP.

(EE-220): Listed as an action item to supersede TRD #3570EQ006C.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Criteria documents will be issued in accordance with EDP-4.1.
3177P/0489P:65
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.lc

FINDING: Furthermore, documentation does not exist for some of the basic

design decisions made in the past (e.g., choice of coincidence logic,
separation, single failure criterion).

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-19-

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.3.2.ld

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 51

BTF ASSESSMENT: Basic design decisions are reflected in SDDs which describe

the system design. Many iterations usually take place prior to a design being
finalized. There is no need to detail in SDDs or TRDs the basic design
decisions that are made.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE CONTROLS): System design decisions are reflected in the System

Design Descriptions (SDDs) which will be superseded by Bechtel approved
criteria in accordance with the requirements of EDP-4.1.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: SDDs exist and will be superseded in accordance with EDP-4.1.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY )
!

|

. FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.ld

FINDING: No formal methodology or documentation exists to verify adequate
separation or the single failure criterion.

.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-1, E-8, E-19

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.4.lc, 4.3.2.lc, 4.3.2.4w line item 73, 3.le, 3.la

QUALREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 52

BTF ASSESSMENT: Verification and documentation are needed.

1
'

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

| (WORK PACKAGE EE-220 and i'.9): Listed as an action item for resolution.
EE-580 computer program will verify separation for electrical equipment.

(EN-601): Formal methodology for verifying separation adequacy was developed
(GP-009) subsequent to the Quadrex review. Failure modes and effects analysis
will be pe formed by Bechtel for all safety-related systems. Failure modes
and effects associated with in-plant hazards events will be formally
documented as part of the detailed reviews discussed in Section 6, Work
Package EN-601.

STATUS: 91spositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of STP Systems
Interaction Design Guide. See the Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.le

FINDING: No documentation exists for defining separation barrier requirements
(i.e., functional or physical) for internal designers and for vendors
supplying equipme1t (panels, switch-gear, etc.) that inciude barriers.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-2, E-6

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 53

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's methodology is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): B&R did require separation in specifications by

reference to appropriate standards, but no project specific guidance was
issued. While such documentation is not required, it can be useful. Reviews

,

are being performed to assure separation adequacy.

.

(EJ-301 ): Existing specification requirements will be reviewed and updated as
necessary to ensure that documentation is provided by the vendor to enable
review of separation barrier methodology. For equipment such as the main
control panels where barriers are utilized extensively for separation, the
specification will be revised to provide more specific criteria.

3177P/0489P:68
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.le (cont.)

(EJ-314): The equipment covered by this work package is supplied by
Westinghouse in the NSSS contract. The solid state protection system
separation requirements are specified on Westitighouse drawings 7242D10 sheets
1 through 12 and Westinghouse Control and Electrical System Standards Tex-12-1
Volume 4, Binder 1. Tab 22, Section 2.22.

(EE-220): This is an as an action item to review barriers during the
Detail / Design Engineering Phase of the transition, using Bechtel design
practices and procedures.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIO |iALE: Resoultion will be provided upon completion of review of

specification. See the Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.lf

FINDING: No top level document (TRD) exists for equipment classification
requirements.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-3

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact-licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 54

BTF ASSESSMENT: A single document is generally not available.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-608): Proposes the project Q-List be issued in accordance

with EDP-4.28. Draft TRD A470GQ006-A exists and should be included in the
Q-Li st.

(Eti-604) : It has been found that an attempt was underway to create a TRD
(#A470GQ006-A) for classification of structures, systems, and components.
However, this TRD was not issued for use. The issuance of a Q-list will give
the safety classification and location of equipment. Based on the Q-List, the
equipment qualification criteria containing the updated environmental
conditions will be developed. No single top-level document is required.

.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY !

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.lf (cont.)

.( EN-619): Requirements'for equipment classifications are given in FSAR table
3.2.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the Q-list. See the
Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.3.2.1g

FINDING: A systematic method to assure that FSAR commitments are implemented
in the design does not appear to exist.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-1, E-3, E-4, E-14

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.lf

QUADREX RATING: Most Serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 55

BTF ASSESSMENT: The licensing group coordinates FSAR commitments.

Disiciplines are responsible for implementation. B&R's method is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-600): A Licensing Commitment Tracking System is now

established to track FSAR commitments until they are implemented. Engineering
Department Procedures; e.g., EDP-4.1, 4.23, 4.26 and 4.27, assure FSAR
commitments are incorporated into the design.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The computerized tracking system provides the systematic method to
assure FSAR commitments are implemented.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.1g

FINDING: In addition, one W design change may require further review with NRC
, _

'

to assure its acceptability (see Question E-22).

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-22

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action required.

BTF LINE ITEM: 56

BTF ASSESSMENT: The B&R position is that the NRC acceptance of NSSS design

changes is the responsibility of the NSSS supplier and not the AE. This is a
reasonable position.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): The design change is being reviewed by NRC. See NRC

Questions 211.62, 211.44, and 211.85. No further action required as
recomended by the Bechtel Task Force.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: NRC is rev ewing the change.

i
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QUADREX FINDING DESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.lh

FINDING: No basis or procedures were provided to identify support systems
needed to assure safety system performance.

'

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-3

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.la

'

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 57

BTF ASSESSMENT: It is good engineering practice to identify support systems.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEEN-619): Bechtel procedure EDP-4.13 provides guidance for the

preparation of system descriptions. System descriptions are to address
support of other systems. In particular: "The Safety Design Bases subsection
for systems which have no safety function as a design basis are to be
specifically identified as having no safety function and a statement made
assuring that system analysis has shown that failure of that system will not
compromise other safety-related systems and prevent safe shutdown." EDP-4.1
addresses the development of detailed design criteria.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Procedures negate the issue. QA will audit to assure EDPs are
followed.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION S PMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.11

FINDING: Plant operating and environmental conditions were considered at
least in the designs reviewed, but there is no project-wide documented basis

for these conditions and their use (see Questions E-4 and E-13).

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-4, 5-13

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.1d, 4.3.2.1m

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 58

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that they had established the basic plant
operating environmental conditions as documented in the FSAR. This Quadrex
finding was generated because B&R had not identified high energy pipe rupture
locations outside containment. As noted in assessment 4.1.2.lf, line item 8,
BE is aware of the need to conduct High Energy Line Break Analysis (HELBA).
BM also stated they had an ongoing program that would identify the rupture
locations a,d that the localized environmental effects of HELBA would be

evaluated after selection of the breakpoints.

This method is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-604): This finding was generated because B&R had not

identified high energy pipe rupture locations outside containment. The
locations and resulting environmental effects of HELBA will be determined and
factored into the equipment qualification effort.

1
I
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QUADREX FINDING ~ RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.3.2.11 (cont'd)

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): Other work packages that are developing or providing
for follow-on development of bases for environmental conditions are EN-601 on
systems interaction, EN-602 on pressures and temperatures, and EN-603 on
radiation.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of The System
Interaction Design Guide, the STP Directive on ALARA, and the Environmental

Qualification Program. See the Work Package Action Item List.

|

|

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.lj

FINDING: Specifications reviewed allow the vendor to apply applicable
requirements of the NRC regulations and industry standards. In our opinion,
B&R should be the responsible engineer doing the specifying of the specific
requirement.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS:

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.3.2.2q

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATE' GORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activitiy.

BTF LINE ITEM: 59

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's method was to direct vendor to follow standards and
regulations rather than to specify the requirements in detail.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): A detailed vendor document review in accordance with
the transition program and Procedure QE-002 will confirm that the vendor has
complied with the standards and regulations. Issues requiring interpretation
will be amplified with specific guidance provided in the specification.
Bechtel procedures EDP 4.58 and 6.10 will be followed relative to vendor
documentation. (Additional information is provided in work package EJ-303.)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel practices and procedures address this concern.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
|

FINDING N0.: 4.3.2.lj

FINDING: Significant decisions for the ESF Sequencer were left for the vendor
to make rather than for B&R to specify; such practices are marginal for this
type of equipment.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-8

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.lh

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 60

BTF ASSESSMENT: Safety-related equipment is normally specified to be of a
quality consistent with the intended service.

BECHTEL STP PRDJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(EJ-303): The vendor was not required to make any significant decisions on
the application of the codes and standards specified. The codes and standards
specified are such that the equipment will be of a quality consistent with
Class IE equipment and perform its intended design function. The ESF load |

sequence vendor is required to identify the applicable portions of the
specified codes and standards, and NRC regulations which pertain to the
equipment being supplied.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Review indicated vendor was not required to make significant
decisions.

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.lk

1

FINDING: Recent NRC requirements may not be reflected yet in the STP design.
Many TRDs and SDDs, based on their issue date, refer to superseded industry
standards and NRC regulations.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-10; E-3

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.le, 4.5.5.4q, 3.lf

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.
.

BTF CATEGDRY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 61

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's approach is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): Work Package EN-609 developed a system to provide for

the timely review of NRC Bulletin Generic Letters, etc. The transition
procedure and plans for system work package reviews provide for the review of
TRDs and SDDs and revision as required so that applicable standards and
regulations are referenced.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The transition program incorporates resolutions for the concerns,
and a system has been deve'oped to provide for review of current NRC
requirements.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.11

FINDING: The pre-op testing requirements and operating procedures interfaces
between B&R and HL&P appear to be long-standing problem areas.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-ll, E-16, E-21

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.2o

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 62

BTF ASSESSMENT: Questions regarding operating procedures are addressed when

the plant operations staff begins to prepare the plant operating procedures.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619 and EJ-306): Bechtel will assign a startup organization
to STP. This organization will work closely with Bechtel Engineering /
Construction and HL&P personnel to maximize cooperation between Bechtel and

HL&P relative to startup testing requirements and development of operating
procedures.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: This is an observation and is a future task.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.lm

FINDING: No basis or methodology appears to exist to assure that all required
manual operations at remote panels can be performed under various plant
operating conditions.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-13

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.1d, 4.3.2.11

QUADREX RATING: Most Serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 63

BTF ASSESSMENT: It is common practice to provide documents which specify
location and access criteria for all operating modes.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): Those panels identified in the B&R response to the

Quadrex questions will be revi9wed in the ongoing ALARA program. These

concerns are addressed in ALARA checklists to ensure that radiation levels
allow the required access.

(CONTROLS): Location and access criteria for various operating modes will be
reviewed in the on-going ALARA program. (See EN-603).

For safe shutdown requirements external to the control room, required manual
operations will be reviewed and access verified as part of the safe shutdown
pathways review. (See EN-605).

3557P/0490P:1
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.lm(cont.)

Post-accident access requirements for post-accident sampling will be addressed
during system development to post-TMI criteria. (See EN-607).

.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the STP Directive or
ALARA, completion of the safe shutdown pathway review, and finalization of the
safe shutdown criteria. See the Work Package Action Item List.

,
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.ln

FINDING: It is planned that various types of isolation devices will be used.

Actual devices are still under evaluation and qualification. There is no

existing document that provider, guidance to the designers on the circuit
application of these various types (e.g., optical couplers vs. fuses vs.
relays,etc.). It is our opinion that lack of such a document (TRD) could
result in design errors and licensing problems.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-14

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigata - time sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 64

BTF ASSESSMENT: Specific guidance for the selection of isolation devices is
necessary.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EE ' 20): Resolution of :he issue is listed as an action item to2

complete the implementation of isolation devices in tae design and to finalize
documents for the procurement of isolation devices. Selection and
implementation of Isolation Devices will be ma#de on the basis of engineering

principles, experience, judgement, and case-by-case analysis of design
requirements for each type of circuit. This is an ongoing effort and will be
completed in accordance with the Project Engineering Schedule.

(EJ-301): Specific criteria and guidance for the selection of isolation
devices will be developed prior to specification and procurement of isolation
devices being incorporated into the design to isolate Class lE associated
circuits interfacing with the annunciator, computer, ESF status monitoring and
other non-lE control circuits.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: '4.3.2.In(cont.)

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of criteria. See the
Work Package Action Item List.

|

l

!
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO,: 4.3.2.1o

FINDING: One instance was found where the design verifier was also the design
checker which is not consistent with B&R procedures.

'

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-18

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 65

BTF ASSESSMENT: The B&R procedure is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(CONTROLS): Bechtel will review design verification and design checking as
part of the transition program per transition procedure QE-001. Further,
designs will be verified in accordance with the Bechtel Engineering Department
Procedures (EDP) 4.27 and 4.37 respectively, for the South Texas Project.

(EN-619): B&R's procedure STP-DC-015-I paragraph 2.3.2.1 states that

" checking and verification of a calculation may be conducted concurrently by
the same individual."

STATU.:- Resolved

RATIONALE: See Bechtel EDP procedures.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

,
c

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.3p ,

FINDING: The rapid escalation in late 1980 in the DC battery sizing appears
to he untimely. The absence of adequate interdisciplinary documents may have
contributed to the design being late, and may prolong the identification of|

I
' unrecognized significant problems as the design evolves.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-23
I -

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or scheaule.

BTF CATEGORY: 2 - Action recommended - time sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 66

BTF ASSESSMENT: The entire system must be reviewed to assure adequate

capacity.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION: |

(WORK PACKAGE EE-208): Recommends preparation of a load study for Non-class

lE 48V DC battery and charger loads and prepare the calculations. This is an
action item scheduled for completion by July 1984.

(EE-206): Has as action items to resurvey the loads and revise the
calculations.

1

(EE-209): Recommends load study and revise calculations.

(EN-619): All battery systems are being reviewed in accordance with the
transition program and procedure QE-002. See also work packages EE-207, 210
and 224.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY-

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.3p (cont.) i

STATUS: Dispositioned

a

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of load study and
calculations. See the Work Package Action Item List.

.

!

P

1

1

,
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.3.2.3q

FINDING: B&R requires the vendor to interpret and implement applicable
portions of industry standards. It would be more appropriate for B&R to
provide detailed guidance to vendors.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-5

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.3.2.1j

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 67

BTF ASSESSMENT: It is the design engineers' responsibility to amplify and
interpret referenced standards.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EJ-303): Issues requiring interpretation will be amplified with
specific guidance provided in the specifications. A detailed vendor document
review in accordance with the transition program and procedure QE-002, will
ensure the vendor has complied with the Bechtel standards and regulations.
Issues requiring interpretation will be amplified with specific guidance
provided in the specification. Bechtel procedures EDP-4.58 and 6.10 will be
followed relative to vendor documentation.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel practices and procedures address this concern.

|

I
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.4r

FINDING: Technical communication among various disciplines may require
improvement.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-2, E-16

'

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.l a

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTc CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 68

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R had formed the Design Assurance Group to assure
cross-discipline concerns are resolved.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): Bechtel procedures provide for discipline interface.
EDP 2.13 paragraph 5.3b (4) lists resolving interface problems with other j

groups as EGS responsibility. Paragraph 5.7c gives the responsibilities of
Engineers, Designers, and draftsman to coordinate activities with other
groups. EDP 2.16. EDP 4.26, and EDP 4.25 also address interaction and
interface of the disciplines.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel procedures address discipline interf ace and interaction.

3557P/0490P:9
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NC.: 4.3.2.4s

FINDING: Specifications, TRDs and SDDs are inconsistent and could be a source
of design error. One example of this is the method of specifying
environmental conditions. Some documents reference other documents for this
information, while others directly contain the numbers. A second example
involves the use of IEEE 344-1971. A third example is the referencing of NRC
regulations, but B&R stated that this was not the practice for procurement
specifications (see B&R response to Question E-16, and STP documents
E310EQ002-C sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, and 3Z019ZQ001-C, Section 4.3). In the
Process Radiation ibnitoring System, B&R was inconsistent since NRC Regulatory
Guide commitments were provided in the SDD while IEEE Standards were

~

identified in the procurement specification to the vendor. No resolution of
the technical differences between these documents was evident.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-3, E-21, E-16

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problems - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 69

BTF ASSESSMENT: Inconsistencies are possible due to design evolution and are
normally resolved in due time.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): It is Bechtel's responsibility to review the SDDs,

FSAR, and TRDs to resolve inconsistencies. Reviews of the STP documents and

design criteria are being conducted for all work packages in accordance with

3557F/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.4s (cont.)

the work package review plans and checklists pursuant to the transition
procedure QE-002. B&R's TRDs and SD0s will be superseded by Bechtel criteria
documents in accordance with EDP-4.1. Further, it is not inconsistent to use
industry codes to purchase equipment which will be included in a system that
complies with NRC requirements.

STATUS: Resolved
.

i

RATIONALE: See EDP-4.1 and the review plans for system work packages

developed in accordance with the transition program and procedure QE-002.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.3.2.4t

FINDING: No formal procedures for the vendor documentation review process
exist. For example, the assignment and procedures for reviewing and approving
reliability evaluations within these disciplines was not made clear, yet
vendors were being requested to submit such evaluations (see STP document
3N099ES071-E,section3.4).

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-3, E-5

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.5.lc

QUADREX RATING: Po'tential problem - may or may not exist.
!

I

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 70

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that procedures for the vendor documentation

review process do exist. ardination of vendor documentation review is the

responsibility of the discipline which initiated the specification.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EJ-303): Bechtel Procedure EDP4.58 describes the vendor
document review procedure. Supplemental procedures are EDP 2.16, 4.25, 4.34,
etc. The vendor will supply a reliability analysis for the load sequencers.

Bechtel will evaluate the reliability analysis to determine if the equipment
meets the intended design function.

(EN-619): As a general rule, BPC does not require reliability evaluations;
however, it is not unundt for specified requirements to be included in unique
items; e.g. load sequences and emergency diesel generators. No procedures

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.4t (cont.)

exist relative to the conduct of reviews of reliability evaluations; however,
how the reviews will be done and who will conduct them is the responsibility
of the discipline supervisor.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONAlf.: See Bechtel EDP procedures.

I
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUP9tARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.4u

FINDING: B&R's position regarding use of only fail-safe Class lE solenoid i

valves should be re-examined.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-3

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing program.

BTF LINE ITEM: 71

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that it is their practice to specify fail-safe
Class IE solenoid valves in safety system designs which are seismically and
environmentally qualified for the intended service.

This practice is acceptable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EJ-367): The use of fail-safe designs is acceptable.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Acceptable design practice.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.4v

FINDING: B&R criteria regarding equipment and system monitoring is not
sufficiently clear and may need to be re-evaluated.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-5, E-9, E-21

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potcacial proMem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 Investigate - not timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 72

BTF ASSESSMENT: This finding indicates that the referenced criteria may not
have been sufficiently clear. In our opinion, such criteria should be clearly

defined.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EJ-301 & 300): This concern may be particularly valid for
monitoring of control systems such as the ESF Load Sequence.r. This area of
concern will be reviewed in light of Post-TMI criteria and addressed as part

' of the Control Room Design .aview in Phase B. Criteria for monitoring will.

encompass alarm criteria for the annunciator, plant computer system, and ESF
~

status monitoring. The criteria in TRD 6Z019ZQ002, System and Equipment
Monitoring Generic Design Criteria, will then be revised accordingly.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of superseded criteria.
See the Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.4w

FINDING: Attainment of separation objectives for ESF Sequencers could not be

verified since the design is not yet complete.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-5, E-6, E-7

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.3.2.ld

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 73

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R agreed that the ESF Sequencer design is not yet complete,
but they described to the Task Force their methods to meet separation and
interface requirements for these components. It appears these methods are
consistent with industry practice.

BECHTEL STF PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEEJ-303): Separation is provided by physical location and it is
adequate. Three load sequencer cabinets are provided, one per actuation
train, and are located in the EAB switchgear rooms for their respective
trains, on different floor elevations of the building. Separation barriers
are not required within the load sequencer cabinets.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Adequate separation exists.

!
.

,
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.4w

FINDING: An imcroved symbolo';y for designation of redundant trains should be
considered.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-7

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential proDlem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 2 - action needed - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 74

BTF ASSESSMENT: Agrees an improved symbology is needed.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEEE-220): Lists as an action item to develop separation criteria
that provides improved symbology for redundant trains (see appendix A of work !

packageEE-220).

(EJ-303): Instrumentation " balloons" have been adopted on P&ID legends. B&R
logics with identified trains will be utilized. Coded designations on the
System 38 Instrument Index have been implemented as part of the instrumnt tag
number.

(EN-619): See also work packages EM-402 and 405.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel criteria will be used.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.4x

FINDING: Proper operation of actuated equipment, such as MOVs and pumps,

should be verified for all possible transitions in operating modes of the ESF
Sequencer. t

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-8

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 75

BTF ASSESSMENT: It is our opinion that all possible transitions in operating

modes of the ESF Sequencer may not have been defined.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EJ-303): The ESF Load Sequencer specification adequately
defines the different modes and combinations thereof for load sequencer
operation. Proper operation of actuated equipment will be verified for
possible transitions in operating modes of the ESF Load Sequencer during
startup.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Design is adequate; verification will be made during startup
testing.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.4y

FINDING: B&R's position regarding sensor response time testing should be
verified.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-12

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5

BTF LINE ITEM: 76

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that all sensors subject to response time testing
are in the Westinghouse scope. However, it is our opinion that regardless of
scope of supply for sensors, the installation should be such that in-situ
response time testing is facilitated.

SECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEEJ-314): Transmitters and process switches subject to response

time testing are provided with process test connections such that in-situ
response time testing can be performed. HL&P will determine the methodology
and be responsible for performing the testing. The method of testing and
equipment used will demonstrate that the response times are within the values
stated in FSAR Table 7.2-3.

(CONTROLS): Process transmitters not in W scope subject to response time

testing will be installed with process test connections such that in-situ
response time testing can be performed.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUPetARY

,-

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.4y (cont.)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Standard installation details provide test connections for all

transmitters.

,
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.4z

FINDING: An analysis of the actuation logic relative to NRC reqirements
between the main FW and AFW systems should be performed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-15

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 77

BTF ASSESSMENT: There are no NRC requirements for a direct actuation signal
between MFW and AFW.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EJ-303 & EM-408): Bechtel STP concurs with the Task Force

Assessment that there are no NRC requirements for a direct actuation signal
between MFW and AFW.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not required.

i

)
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.4aa

FINDING: STP application of "special" raceways should be re-examined.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-18

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - time sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 78'

BTF ASSESSMENT: Application of special raceways should be re-examined and

minimized.

BECHTEL STP PRDJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EE-217): Special raceway is a term used in the automatic

roeting of circuits by computer to identify situations that do not conform to
the established field guidelines for standard raceways; e.g., pull box,
trough, or wireway. The application of special raceways will be minimized.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Application will be minimized.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.3.2.4bb

FINDING: B&R should verify that no Class lE heat tracing systems are required
for STP taking into account all possible modes of plant operation.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-22

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 79

BTF ASSESSMENT: Heat tracing may be required for some safety-related systems.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EE-215): The design of the Heat Tracing System is incomplete.

The present design does not include Class IE heat tracing primarily due to the
fact that the Emergency Core Cooling System uses a boron concentration
sufficiently low to preclude precipitation and the need for supplemental
protection. Other aspects of the IE heat tracing will be completed as ongoing
work.

STATUS: Resolved
|

RATIONALE: The boron concentration precludes the need for lE heat tracing
units. Other aspects are considered to be ongoing work.

3557P/0490P:23
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.5cc

FINDING: The basis for use of Flamemastic and PVC should be re-examined.
.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-2, E-17

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Other - minor item.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 80

BTF ASSESSMENT: Bechtel's position is that the use of Flamemastic is

acceptable provided its use, in concert with other materials in fire stops, is
verified by tests to ensure that derating margins have not been exceeded. PVC
was restricted to yard areas.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EJ-301, 303, 370, 317): All specifications are being reviewed
for utilization of PVC. In some cases, i.~e., vibration monitoring panels, PVC
is used extensively and the panels will be rewired. In cases where the use of
PVC is limited and enclosed, the equipment will be used as is. The approach
that will be taken in Phase B will be: 1) Review specifications / purchase
orders for utilization of PVC, and 2) Disposition each case based on location
and amount of PVC.

( ARCHITECTURAL): The BTF assessment accurately reflects Bechtel's position on
the use of Flamemastic.

3557P/0490P:24
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.3.2.5cc (cont.)

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of review of
specifications. See the Work Package Action Item List.

,

h

.

!
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.la

FINDING: The design bases are not well defined for safety-related HVAC
systems. The plant operating modes and off-nomal operating conditions of
HVAC systems and systems supported by HVAC, including analysis of plant
transient and accident conditions, were not adequately addressed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-3

RELA 11ED FINDINGS: 3.lc, 3.ld, 4.4.2.4n, 4.4.2.4m, 4.4.2.4v

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.
I

|
BTF CATEGORY: 1 - Prompt attention needed.

|
|

BTF LINE ITEM: 81

BTF ASSESSENT: Agrees design bases are not ',11 defined.

BECHTEL STP PROICT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-550, 551 & 555): Bechtel agrees with the Quadrex finding.

Bechtel will supersede the existing System Design Description (SDD) to reflect
realistic design criteria. The revised SDD will be used to assess the Brown &
Root calculations. Additionally, the NUS and Westinghouse OPS contracts will
be reviewed to detemine the work scopes and criteria. Subsequently, the NUS,
OPS and Brown & Root calculations will be evaluated to determine if the
revised design criteria is met, " User" heat loads accounted for, etc. Bechtel
will then define those deficient HVAC systems and required corrective action.
The plan will result in a hold on the applicable systems and construction will |
probably be impacted accordingly. October 1982 is the target date for |
issuance of the superseded SDD.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.la(cont.)

(EN-619): This finding was reported to the NRC as a 10CFR50.55(e) item. (See

IRC Issue No. 95.)

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of superseded 500. See
the Work Package Action Item List.

.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.lb

FINDING: The safety classification of HVAC systems is not traceable to " user"
systems.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-5

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.lc, 3.1.d, 4.4.2.4j

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 1 - Prompt attention needed.

BTF LINE ITEM: 82

BTF ASSESSMENT: Agrees that HVAC systems should be classified safety-related
or non-safety related based on requirements of " User" systems.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TE AM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGES EM-550, 551, 552, 553, 554, 555, 556, 557, 558, 572): The

System Design Description will be superseded to reflect realistic design
criteria. The revised design criteria will ensure that safety-related HVAC
systems are defined and that calculations adequately size the systems
consistent with the design criteria. (The safety classification of HVAC
system will be traceable to user systems based on revised design criteria and
reflected in the revised System Design Description.) Scheduled completion by
October 1982.

(EN-619): This finding was reported to the NRC. (See IRC Issue No. 95.)
Bechtel STP procedure EDP-4.28 provides for the development of a Q-list which
identifies safety-related structures ano systems. Work Package EN-608 and the
follow-on work addresses the development of the Q-list and classification of
systems.

i
1
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.4.2.lb (cont.)

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of superseded SDD. See
the Work Package Action Item List.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RES-LUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.lc

FINDING: Calculations for' hydrogen mixing and the potential for pocket
accumulations in the containment after a LOCA need to be addressed. There was
inconsistency in specifying the hydrogen concentration limit for the battery
room.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-3, H-27

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.1.b, 4.6.2.3s, 4.6.2.1o

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Continue ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 83

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated the design precluded hydrogen pocketing.
Calculations that used a 3 percent limit has been superceded by calculations
which use the correct limit of 2 percent.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-550, 551, 555, 556 & EE-207, EE-209): The calculations will

be reviewed and Bechtel will provide reconinendations accordingly by November
1982. BPC's approach to evaluating H is to review physical drawings during

2
the normal HVAC design program for H concentrations inside closed

2
compartments of the containment building.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of review of
calculations and recommendations are provided. See the Work Package Action
Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.4.2.ld

FINDING: Separation requirements to protect against common mode f ailures such

as fire and jet impingement are not identified.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-6, H-18

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.4.2.41, 4.4.2.4u, 4.4.2.ld line item 85

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 84

BTF ASSESSMENT: General separation criteria are delineated in the SAR.

Ductwork located in compartments wi,th safety-related eauipment is supported to
seismic Category 1 requirements.

BECHTEL STP P% JECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGES EM-550, 551, 552, 553, 554, 555, 557. 558, 571, 572): Bechtel

will revise the existing design criteria for the HVAC systems. Scheduled
completion is October, 1982.

(EN-601): The Quadrex finding correctly states that separation of HVAC from
the effects of pipe break and fire has not been reviewed. Interaction
matrices completed by EDS for pipe ruptures inside containment do not include
the HVAC targets. This is of greatest concern within the containment and IVC
which house multiple trains of safety equipment and have severe pipe break
hazards. Separation of HVAC from in-plant hazards will be evaluated by
Bechtel as discussed in Section 6 of Work Package EN-601.

l

|
|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.ld (cont.)

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be'provided upon issuance of superseded criteria.
See Work Package Action Item List.

.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUM 1ARY

!
FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.ld

|

FINDING: B&R has not reviewed the impact of non-safety HVAC ductwork on
safety-related equipment.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-6, H-18

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.4.2.id line item 84, 4.4.2.4q, 4.4.2.4y.

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 85

BTF ASSESSMENT: General separation criteria are delineated in the SAR.

Ductwork located in compartments with safety-relcted equipment is supported to
seismic Category 1 requirements.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGES EM-550, 552, 553, 555, 557, 558, 571, 572): The HVAC ductwork

supports in safety-related areas in the four buildings which house
safety-related equipment meet Seismic Category I criteria.

(EN-601): The Quadrex finding correctly states that separation of HVAC from
the effects of pipe break and fire has not been reviewed. Interaction
matrices completed by EDS for pipe ruptures inside containment do not include
the HVAC targets. This is of greatest concern within the containment and IVC
which house multiple trains of safety equipment and have severe pipe break
hazards. Separation of HVAC from in-plant hazards will be fully evaluated by
Bechtel as discussed in section 6 of this work package. No other action is
required to resolve this finding. Supports for HVAC in safety equipment areas,

| vas specified by B&R to Seismic Category I criteria. This quite conservative

3557P/0490P:33
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUM 1ARY

r FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.ld (cont.)
I

approach is a reasonable method to preclude the necessity to evaluate systems
interaction hazards on an individual basis.

(EN-619): The Project team review for line item 99 indicates the designs
which have been completed are adequate.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The review has been perfonned by Bechtel. Designs are adequate.

|

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

Fli40!NG NO.: 4.4.2.le

FINDING: The floor drainage system needs to be re-examined with respect to
the availability of ECW leak detection capabilities.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-23

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.ld, 4.4.2.4x

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 86

BTF ASSESSMENT: Agrees that the system should be re-examined with respect to
leak detection capabilities.

BECHTEL STP FROJECT TENi EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-406): Bechtel agrees. Leakage is considered a potentially
significant problem. The Floor Drainage System will be re-examined relative
to availability of ECW leak detection.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of reexamination. See
Work Package Action Item List.

.

>
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.4.2.lf

FINDING: Inconsistencies between the FSAR and other HVAC design documents

need to be resolved.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-Il

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATECORY: 6 - Continue ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 87

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated resolution of inconsistencies is the
responsibility of the discipline, and revised design is eventually reflected
in tne FSAR and design documents.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-559): Bechtel will revise the FSAR following confirmation of
HVAC design criteria and resolution >' NUS and OPS efforts. Scheduled
completion by March 30, 1983.

(EN-619): Work Package EN-600 ana tollow-on efforts provide for tne revision
and updating of the FSAR. The work package review plans developed in
accordance with transition proceaure QE-002 provide for reviews to detect
inconsistencies. EDP 4.23 provides for SAR charge control to maintain
consistancy between design criteria documents and the FSAR.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon revisiun of the FSAR. See the

Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.l(g)

FINDING: The adequacy of HVAC design verification needs to be re-examined

since there are no written criteria for the selection of the design verifier
and there is no documented method or rationale to be used by the design

verifier (see (Question H-17).

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-17

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.4.2.la

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 88

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that selection of a design verifier is the
responsibility of their discipline project engineers and that the
responsibility of the design verifier includes review of assumptions,
methodology and conclusions of a design.

In our opinion, the verifier should be at least capable of originating the
design. However, there are no industry or regulatory requirements to define
the specific qualifications of a design verifier.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): The adequacy of the HVAC design verification is being
re-examined in accordance with transition procedures QE-001 and QE-002.
Bechtel Procedure EDP-4.27 provides criteria for selection of design verifier
and rationale to be used by the design verifier. See also the response to
Finding 4.4.2.la line item 81 by Mechanical for Work Package EM-550.

3746P/0483P:26
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SlM4ARY

FINDING NO.: .4.4.2.1(g) (cont.)
.

STATUS: ~ Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel procedures and the transition program are in place to
address-the concern.

i

L

!

i

)

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMARY

.

FINDING N0.: 4.4.2.2h

[ FINDING: Consideration of actual plant operating conditions (i.e., open doors
I and hatches) has not been made in the HVAC calculations.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-3, H-10
i

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.4.2.4m, 3.lb, 3.lc, 3.2n, 3.2p, 4.8.2.4t

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impact reliable power.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Continue ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 89

BTF ASSESSMENT: Agrees with B&R approach. B&R stated design considers
operating conditions.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGES EM-550, 552, 553, 556, 557, 558): Bechtel will review the

final NUS and OPS HVAC analyses and design criteria and provide
recommendations if appropriate. Scheduled completion by March 30, 1983.

(EN-619): Bechtel procedures EDP-4.26 and 4.27 provide for design reviews and
design verification and bath procedures require reviews such that all
conditions are considered. Further, the work package review plans developed
pursuant to the transition program and procedure QE-002 provide for the review
of STP documents to assure that all operating modes are considered.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: B&R approach is acceptable. However, analysis is being performed
and a completion date is established.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.41

FINDING: Based on a cursory review of a few engineering calculations, the
quantity and quality of the HVAC design inputs appear to be marginal due to
their varying format and uncontrolled modes of transmittal.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-1

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.lb, 4.4.2.4n

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Continue ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 90

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated a design freeze was planned at which time
calculations would be finalized.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGES EM-550, 551, 552, 553, 554, 555, 556, 557, 558): Bechtel will
review the final calculations with scheduled completion by March 1983, and the
calculations will be revised or superseded as required to meet the design
criteria.

(EN-619): Bechtel's procedure during design evolution is to keep track of all
heat loads. As additional heat loads are proposed, they are added to the
initial design bases and the subsequent margin of the HVAC system is

evaluated. Uniform format and controlled modes of transmittal are not
required.

3557P/0490P:38
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. QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION St# MARY

) FINDING N0.: 4.4.2.41 (cont.)
I

STATUS: Resolved

r

RATIONALE: Neither uniform format nor controlled modes of transmitt"1 are
required. However, a review is being performed and a completion date is

, established.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.4j

FINDING: The basis for selecting the various ambient conditions in the plant
areas was not traceable to " user" requirements.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-4

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.1.d, 4.4.2.lb

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - time sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 91

BTF ASSESSMENT: Final design should incorporate user requirements obtained

through interdiscipline coordination.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUtJION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-551, 552, 555): The System Design Description will be

revised to reflect realistic design criteria and " user" heat loads will be
accounted for. Schedule completion by October 1982.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The final design will incorporate user loads. An evaluation is
being performed and a completion date is established.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.4k

FINDING: One inconsistency in the use of ASME Code dates was found.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-5

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 92

BTF ASSESSMENT: The inconsistency is of no significance.

BECHTEL STP PRDJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-555): Bechtel's responsibility is to ensure that ASME Codes
(and appropriate revisions and dates) are identified and referenced. A
determination-will be made as to whether the SDD or procurement specification
is inconsistent and appropriate action will be taken.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The inconsistency is of no significance. Bechtel will ensure that
ASME Codes and appropriate revisions and dates are identified as an ongoing

i effort.

,

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY |

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.41

FINDING: A fire hazards analysis has not been converted into a formal control
document for use by HVAC.

REFERENCED QUESTI6NS: H-6

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.4.2.ld

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Continue ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 93

BTF ASSESSMENT: There is no requirement to convert the analysis into a
controlled document. Continued update should be done.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): The Fire Hazard Analysis prepared for submittal to the

NRC is not a design document although it is subject to document control
procedures to ensure that it accurately reflects information contained in
actual design data. The Fire Hazard Analysis will be updated to reflect the
final design as it evolves. No further action is required to resolve this

item.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: This is an ongoing effort. Bechtel will continually update the
report as necessary.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: '4.4.2.4m

FINDING: HVAC design criteria are not documented in a single, comprehensive
criteria document to cover the various design requirements. The criteria are
listed in the various System Design Descriptions.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS:

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 94

BTF ASSESSMENT: The B&R approach is acceptable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGES EM-550, 551, 552, 553, 554, 555, 556, 557, 558): Bechtel will

be preparing a single design criteria document for the various HVAC design
requirements in addition to incorporating SDDs.

(EN-619): SDDs are to be superseded in accordance with EDP-4.1.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Approach is reasonable.

4
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QUADREX FINDING RESOL UTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.4m

FINDING: In general, maintenance and inspection reauirements appear

adeauate. However, the System Design Descriptions do not contain testing
reauirements. Design provisions for testing have not been addressed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-7

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.20

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 95

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that testing requirements are identified in the
SDDs.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGES EM-550, 551, 552, 553, 554, 555): Bechtel will review the 500

and propose modifications as necessary. However, Bechtel considers it more
appropriate to have eauipment maintenance and inspection reauirements invoked
in the specifications. Scheduled completion by October 1982.

(EN-619): Test reauirements are addressed in tne Review Plans and Checklists
stipulated by Transition Procedure QE-002. Evaluations performed during the
transition program will be documented in system work packages, and additional |
efforts required will appear in the applicable work package. Also, electrical
work packages for Class IE circuits contain check list items requiringi

! verification of on line testing capability.

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SU MARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.4m'(cont.)
4

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Adequately addressed.by the Transition Program.

|

.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.4n

FINDING: The HVAC design does not appear to be overly conservative. The lack
of a consistent method for keeping track of margins raises a concern with
respect to the adequacy of HVAC margins.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-8

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.4.2.la, 4.4.2.41

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - time sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 96

BTF ASSESSMENT: Agrees the existing HVAC margins may not be adequate.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGES EM-552, 555): Bechtel agrees with the Quadrex findings.

Revised design criteria will be developed. Scheduled completion by October
1982.

(EN-619): See evaluation to finding 4.4.2.la, line item 81. The existing
criteria will be superseded. Tracking of margins is not a normal practice.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Tracking of margins is not a normal practice. However, an
evaluation of existing HVAC design is being performed and a completion date is
established.

|
|

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.40

FINDING: B&R does not yet have a procedure to assure that volume damper
pressure drops are accounted for in HVAC fan selection calculations.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-10

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.lb

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - time sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 97

BTF ASSESSMENT: A procedure is not reauired. However the pressure drops
should be accounted for.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGES EM-552, 555): Bechtel will evaluate the calculations. Proper

consideration will be made for volume control damper pressure drops.
Additionally, during final testing, fan performance will be verified which
will account for the actual pressure drop of the volume control dampers.
Scheduled completion by October 1982.

STATUS: Resolved

I
RATIONALE: A procedure is not reouired. However an evaluation is being
performed and a completion date is established.

|
t
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.4p

FINDING: Adequacy of the pressurizer support skirt cooling will need to be
determined during the B&R review of this area.

REFERENCE 0 QUESTIONS: H-12

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 98

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R is awaiting Westinghouse data.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-555): NUS is evaluating the pressurizer support skirt heat
removal capability. Bechtel will review the design following completion of
this effort by NUS. Scheduled completion by December 30, 1982.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Adequacy will be established during ongoing work. An analysis is
being performed and a completion date is established. )

!

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.4.2.4q

FINDING: Adequacy of HVAC supports design will need to be assured as the
design nears completion.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-13

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.4.2.ld line item 85

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

8TF LINE ITEM: 99

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's approach is acceptable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEEC-186): B&R has completed most of the design except for
special duct supports at bends and transitions.

The calculations that.were reviewed by Bechtel during ' Phase A' appeared to be
complete and adequate. No major corrective work will be needed.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Calculations were reviewed and appear adequate.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.4.2.4r

FINDING: Refinement of the reactor cavity cooling system pressure drop

calculation appears to be necessary.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-15

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

1

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 100

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated the calculation was being updated.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-555): Bechtel will generate a new calculation to determine
the pressure drop and verify the adequacy of the equipment provided.
Scheduled completion by March 30, 1983.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Ongoing work. Analysis is being performed and a completion date
is established.

|

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.4s

FINDING: Provisions for damper status indication have not been made.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-16

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - Nc further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 101'

BTF ASSESSMENT: This type of damper does not normally include position

indication.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-550): Bechtel experience indicates that dampers do not

normally include position indication. Accordingly, we consider this Quadrex
Issue is not necessary and no further action is needed.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not normally provided or required.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

e

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.4t

FINDING: Review of HVAC damper vendor's seismic design has not yet been

accomplished. This may or may not be timely.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-16 ,

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive. j

BTF LINE ITEM: 102

i

BTF ASSESSMENT: It is desirable practice to require HVAC component vendors to
submit seismic reports for review prior to shipment of the associated '

components.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-550): Bechtel has reviewed the vendor's (AWV) seismic design

calculations and transmitted comments to AWV for resolution.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Review has been performed by Bechtel.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.4.2.4u

FINDING: A review of HVAC component locations relative to high energy lines
should be performed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-18

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.4.2.ld

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 . Continue ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 103

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's approach was reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:
i

|

(WORK PACKAGE EM-550): Bechtel will evaluate the HVAC component locations

relative to HELB, see Work Package EN-601 (Hazards Analysis). Scheduled
completion is August, 1984. ,

(EN-619): See EN-601 evaluation for line item 84.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of evaluation. See
the Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.4v

FINDING: A decision has not yet been made for pressure _ relief of the RCFC
system (seeQuestionH-21).'

|

| REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-21

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.4.2.1d line item 84.

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 104

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that blow-out panels would be used if required for

pressure relief of the RCFC system. B&R also indicated they had planned but
had not completed analyses required to design these panels. This approach is
reasonable, and the analysis is usually comaleted during thc latter stages of
plant design.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACXAGE EM-555): Bechtel will generate new calculations during the
course of design evolution to determine the requirement of pressure relief
dampers for the RCFC system.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The decision will be made during the course of normal design
evolution.

3746P/0483P:28
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMARY

Fi!! DING NO.: 4.4.2.4w
.

FINDING: A rainimum closure time for the tornado dampers has not yet been
addressed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-22

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.
{

BTF LINE ITEM: 105

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated dampers will close in 0.25 seconds. This appears
reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

|
(WORK PACKAGES EM-551, 552, 557, 570): The vendor has supplied dampers that

will close in 0.25 sec. Bechtel will review design criteria to assure that
0.25 seconds closure time is adequate. Scheduled cumpletion by October 1982.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Closure time appears adequate. However, further review is being
performed and a completion date h established.

3557P/0490P:54
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.4x

FINDING: A review of the ECW system is required to assure that a single
rupture in an ECW line will not result in a loss of the source of the ECW.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-23

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.4.2.le

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - not time sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 106

BTF ASSESSMENT: Safety-related cooling systems should be reviewed to ensure
loss of source is precluded.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEEM-406): Any one of the 3 ECWS trains can be shut down and

isolated to avoid Essential Cooling Pond drainage through a rupture. The
remaining two trains would be sufficient to maintain proper system operation
in any mode. During phase B, leak detection will be considered with respect
to Regulatory Guide 1.97. If leak detection is added, the leak detection
scheme will not require instrumentation on the underground piping.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Single failure of one ECW line will not result in loss of source;
however. the potential merit of a leakage detection system will be
investigated.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

,

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.4y

FINDING: A review of the impact of non-safety-related component f ailures in
the Equipment and Floor Drain System has not yet been performed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-24

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.4.2.ld line item 85,

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - time sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 107

BTF ASSESSMENT: It is important to perform this review early in plant design
to provide protection as required.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE MECHANICAL): Bechtel has established a system interaction work

package, EN-601, which will be evaluating, in part, flooding. Results of the
evaluation and recommendations regarding changes to alleviate potential
flooding problems will be provided. Scheduled completion by December 30, 1982.

!

(EN-601): Equipment and floor drains are a source of potential spatial
interaction hazards to safety-related equipment and must be included in the
program to evaluate and eliminate such hazards. Consideration of these

sources is of particular importance in protection against flooding hazards. '

Bechtel includes these systems in the systems interaction analysis outlined in
Section 6.0 of this work package; thus no further action is required to
resolve this issue.

:
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.4y (cont.)

(EN-613): A review will be conducted in Phase B to assess the impact of the
I failure of non-safety related drain system components on ESF equipment. |

Guidance for this review is provided in EDP 4.1, 4.26, 4.33, 4.37.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the EN-601 System
Interaction Criteria. See Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.4.2.4z

FINDING: Specification of required duty cycles or duration of operation for
safety-related HVAC components has not yet been accomplished.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-30

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not ex-|st.

BTF CATEGORY: 3 - Action needed - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 108

BTF ASSESSMENT: Specifications normally do not need to contain duty cycles
but should contata duration of operation under accident conditions.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGES EM-551, 552, 553, 554, 555, 559, 562, 563): Bechtel agrees

with the Quadrex finding. Bechtel will review applicable specifications to
determine if duration of operation under accident conditions is a necessary
requirement. Subsequently, vendors will be contacted to determine if the
components meet the requirements. Scheduled completion by December 1982.

STATUS: Resolved

i

RATIONALE: Normally not required; however, specifications will be reviewed
and a completion date is established.

'
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.5aa

FINDING: A documented basis for selection of HVAC system alarms does not

exist.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-31

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Other - minor item.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 109

BTF ASSESSMENT: The bases for STP vintage plants are not normally documented.

.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-550): Bechtel notes that past experience usually dictates

what HVAC system alarms are required. Our review indicates that the existing
alarms should be adequate. However, as previously noted Bechtel will be
reviewing in detail and the HVAC SDD will be superseded. If this review
indicates that additional alarm is necessary, Bechtel Mechanical and Control
will coordinate the activity. Accordingly, we do not consider any special
further action is necessary.

(EN-619): See also the evaluation to Finding 4.4.2.la, line item 81.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not normally documented. Adequate as is.

.-
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.4.2.5bb

FINDING: In one instance, an NUS calculation was not available at B&R.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: H-2

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Other - minor item.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 110

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated the calculation was located and with the nuclear
analysis group.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): The calculation was subsequently located and is now
available. No further action is required.

,

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The calculation was located and is available.

:
1-
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|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.la

FINDING: The 10' half cone angle used to define the jet surface is not
appropriate for sub-cooled fluids according to the latest ANSI N176 document.
Therefore, selection of targets may not be conservative.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-4

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.le,4.7.2.3j

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may or may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - added investigation - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 111

BTF ASSESSMENT: The model is acceptably conservative.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): It is an accepted engineering approach to divide a
complex problem into many discrete steps and then deal with the steps
individually. It is necessary, however, to select assumptions and criteria
such that, when the completed steps are integrated, the result is an
appropriate (reasonably conservative yet practical) solution for the original
problem. The objective of providing appropriate overall protection precludes
use of the most conservative alternative for.each step in the process.

In the case of fluid jet expansion for sub-cooled fluids, the 10* half angle
has been considered by both NRC and industry as an acceptable model. Due to
its simplicity and the fact that it results in conservative calculated loads

for components located near the center of the jet, it fits well into the

content of " appropriate overall protection." This is consistent with Bechtel
Topical Report BNTOP 2 " Design for Pipe Break Effects" Rev. 2A.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY .

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.la (cont.)

.

Jet impingement effects will be fully evaluated by Bechtel as discussed in
Section 6 of Work Package EN-601.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The model is deemed appropriate and conservative.

!

_
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUPNARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.lb.

FINDING: EDS did not perform a review or design verification of preliminary
loads transmitted to B&R; these loads have, however, been used as a basis for
plant design.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: C-4, M-8

!-
RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.lf -

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 112

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R methodology is acceptable. The preliminary sizing load
did not require verification. Specific loads generated by EDS are verified.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): It is common practice to use preliminary loads with
conservative margins, then verify the adequacy of the design for final loads
when they are available. However, preliminary loads should be formally
checked in accordance with normal calculational procedure described in
EDP-4.36 prior to use in committed design. B&R was in the process of
verifying adequacy of the design at the time its work was terminated.
Adequacy of final design loads will be fully evaluated by Bechtel.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Verification of preliminary loads is not required prior to
,

committed design.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.lc

FINDING: Secondary effects from the pipe rupture event, such as damage to
pipe supports and out-of-plane loading on U-bolt restraints, were not
adequately investigated. Damage to pipe supports due to pipe impact and jet
impingement was not investigated, and assumed restraint response was not
confirmed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-26, M-19

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.lk

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 113

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R methodology is consistent with industry practice.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): EDS procedures required design for a 10% lateral load

applied in the plane of the restraint but specify no out-of-plane loading on
the restraint.

Due to the fact that essential piping is protected against direct impingement
effects, there is little likelihood of ur acceptable damage due to impingement
on unprotected supports.

Due to the low risk associated with these unanalyzed effects, Bechtel

considers the STP practice acceptable in each case. No further action is
required to resolve this finding.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.lc (cont.)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: B&R's practice is consistent with industry.

4
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

. FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.ld

FINDING: Verification of superpipe stress limits for breaks inside
containment has not been accomplished.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-9

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.4u

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.
.

BTF LINE ITEM: 114

BTF ASSESSMENT: Since EDS postulated breaks at all required locations inside
containment, consideration of superpipe stress limits was not appropriate.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): The B&R approach of analyzing superpipe stress only

for breaks outside containment is consistent with industry practice ,for
designs which employ the break exclusion concept only for portions of piping
outside the containment. Bechtel considers this approach acc.eptable.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Approach is acceptable.

,

b
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.ld

FINDING: An analysis which couples pipe runs inside and outside of
containment may be required.

' REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-9

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.4u

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 115

BTF ASSESSMENT: Analysis not required because the penetration flued head was

designed as a full anchor. B&R's methodology is consistent with industry
practice.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-6J1): See response to Item 4.5.3.4u. Since containment
penetrations are designed to function as full anchors, it is not expected that
loads due to a rupture inside containment will exceed those for which the

outside piping is qualified due to a rupture outside containment. Bechtel
considers the B&R approach acceptable.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Analysis is not required.

3ba. 'P
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Q'JADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.2e

FINDING: EDS did not apply controlled criteria for ALARA, ISI, and
maintenance access in the design.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-26A, P-17

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.lb line item 268, 4.5.3.21

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impac.t reliable power.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 116

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated they would review the EDS design.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALVATION: ,

(EN-601): In its response to Quadrex question P-17, EDS indicated that it did
utilize B&R criteria for consideration of access for required ISI. B&R's
Design Assurance Group and the joint ALARA review group were assigned
responsibility to review EDS implementation of criteria. This approach,
although potentially surf acing access or ALARA problems later in the design
process, is not unreasonable as a mean of incorporating the work of external
design agencies. In providing criteria to externally controlled designers
(when used), Bechtel commonly ellows flexibility in meeting such
requirements. Upon receipt from the external agency, evaluation of
implementation of the stated criteria is made. No further action on this

question is considered warranted.

(EN-603): Access requirements (but not ISI) have been considered in the ;

B&R/HL&P re-reviews and will continue to be considered in the Bechtel ALARA
program. These concerns arc addressed in ALARA checklists.

3557P/0490P:68
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.2e(cont.)

(EN-619): A draft TRD 4U010PQ007-B for ISI did exist and has since been
superseded by Bechtel's Specification 4UO10PS007, Rev. O.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Concerns are addressed in ALARA checklist. EDS did use B&R
criteria for access and ISI.

I
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.3f

FINDING: Timely interchange of jet impingement loads between EDS and B&R is a
problem.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-4

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.30

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 117

BTF ASSESSMENT: Timing is reasonable because evaluation of jet impingement
loading occurs in the later phases of project design.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): EDS interaction matrices identify B&R-designed

structural targets which must be qualified for jet impingement loads. Based
on Bechtel's assessment that it is overly conservative to protect containment
leak tight integrity for all pipe rupture events, it may be possible to

| eliminate qualification of many components (e.g., containment penetrations).
Experience indicates that, with the number of whip restraints provided inside
the STP containment, qualification of structural targets can be accomplished
in the final stages of the project without undue cost or schedule impact.

Jet impingement effects will be evaluated by Bechtel as discussed in Section 6
of Work Package EN-601.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUl#1ARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.3f(cont.)

(EN-619): Timely interchange of information between EDS and B&R is considered

to have been an organizational problem not applicable to BPC and no longer
meaningful.

1

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Timely interchange between EDS and B&R is no longer meaningful.

Loads are normally qualified in the final stages of the projkct.
|

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

.

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.3g

FINDING: Simplified analysis techniques and conservative assumptions,
although technically adequate, may have resulted in overly conservative
protective requirements. Due to the general use of secondary and tertiary
restraints, the actual number of restraints may be greater than required.
Also, in many cases, restraint design loads probably exceed minimum values by
a significant margin, resulting in oversized restraint substructures.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-6, M-7, M-ll, M-15

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.3s, 4.5.2.31

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 118

BTF ASSESSMENT: Added cost of protection against pipe break using the
simplified method is justified on basis of simpler design process and
completing design earlier.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Simplified, conservative methods and assumptions were
used for the design of whip restraints for piping less than 14 inches nominal
pipe size. The additional cost of protection for pipes of this size is not
excessive and, in most cases, easily offset by the advantage of completing the
restraint design early with minimum complication in the design process.

Although methods for design of restraints for piping greater than 14 inches
are less conservative, the restraint structures are substantially larger than

3557P/0490P:72
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.3g(cont.)

typical. In notable cases, such as the main steam line restraint the
oversized restraint structures may add unnecessarily to the cost of the plant.

Whip restraint designs will be evaluated by Bechtel as discussed in Work
Packages EC-135 and EC-181 and in Section 6 of Work Package EN-601. No

further action is required to resolve this finding.

STATUS: Resolved
,

RATIONALE: The technique is justified; however, Bechtel will fully review the
larger restraint designs for cost effectiveness, accessibility and
construction conflicts..

,
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.5.2.3h

FINDING: Specification of a unique curve to define U-bolt restraint
properties without upper and lower bounds is unrealistic. This approach is
likely to increase procurement costs (see Question M-16).

REFERENCE 0 QUESTIONS: M-16

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.4dd

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 119

BTF ASSESSMENT: The practice of specifying U-bolt restraint properties
utilizing a unique curve is acceptable. The possible cost differential cannot
be determined without further analysis; however, it is the Task Force opinion
that such an analysis is not warranted. B&R stated that nearly all the
restraints for Unit 1 are fabricated. However, no cost data were discussed.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-103): U-bars have not been fabricated nor procured. Based

on the documents reviewed, it appears that EDS/BR planned to utilize GE
"off-the-shelf" U-bars. The GE catalog has a specific curve (to define U-bar
restraint properties) which was used in the EDS design.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The approach suggested by EDS/B&R is acceptable.
1

I
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.5.2.31

FINDING: Restraint design complexity appears to be causing a significant
number of interferences (see Question M-26A). Less conservative analyses may
permit a reduction in the size and complexity of the presently designed

restraints (see Question M-12).

REFERENCE 0 QUESTIONS: M-12, M-26A

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.2.3g line item 181, 4.5.3.3s

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities

BTF LINE ITEM: 120

BTF ASSESSMENT: This finding is related to finding 4.5.2.3(g), line item
118. It is known that restraint complexity is a common problem for all
projects.

4

The EDS response to question M-26A indicates that steps have been taken to
preclude or resolve interferences,

f

Additionally, while less conservative analyses may permit a reduction in the
size and complexity of the presently designed restraints, it is more practical
to evaluate each design on a case-by-cdse basis.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

1

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619 & EP-709, EP-702/703): EN-601 provides for a

| comprehensive evaluation of interactic" and interferences and a plan for
j factoring requirements to minimize interferences into the remaining

engineering and construction activities of the project.

STATUS: Resolved i

RATIONALE: A program is in place to minimize interferences.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.5.2.4j

FINDING: Specific guidelines governing the amount of analysis iteration were

not evident (see Question M-7).

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-7

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 121

BTF ASSESSMENT: The EDS response to Question M-7 indicates that four

different methods were used for establishing the design loads. Experience,
judgement and good planning are the best practical assurance that designs are
properly optimized while minimizing the number of iteractions.

Experience indicates that several analysis iterations are nonnally required;
however, experience, judgement, and good planning are the best practical
assurance that designs are properly optimized while minimizing the number of
iterations.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): Specific guidelines on analysis iteraction are not
requined.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not required.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.4k

FINDING: Evaluation of the effects of pipe whip impact, jet impingement, and
restraint loads on structural components should have been completed much
sooner. This evaluation is primarily a B&R responsibility following
completion of the EDS analysis.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-10

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 122

BTF ASSESSMENT: Finalization and reviews are commonly done at a 1 ster date.

Modifications normally occur late in the project for structural harding or
other protection.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Experience indicates that with the number of whip

restraints provided, qualification of structural targets can be accomplished
in the final stages of the project without undue cost or schedule impact.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Commonly done at a later date.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.41

FINDING: No evidence was presented to confirm that the second restraint
prevents out-of-plane loads (see Question M-19).

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-19

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem.

. BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action. '

|
l

BTF LINE ITEM: 123

BTF ASSESSMENT: EDS methodology accounts for out-of-plane loads using

secondary and tertiary restraints. The EDS approach appears to be reasonable,
even though some of the underlying assumptions (such as the use of secondary |
and tertiary restraints to prevent the pipe from whipping) may be more
conservative than the general industry practice.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-181): The use of secondary and tertiary restraints to
prevent out-of-plane loads is conservative. The industry practice is not to
consider out-of-plane loading on the restraints.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: It is not industry practice to consider out-of-plane loading on
restraints.
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QUADREX FINDING RESDLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.4m

FINDING: The stability guidelines used for evaluation of computer output
results for dynamic analyses may be nonconservative.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-23

P. ELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.
(

; BTF LINE ITEM: 124

l

STF ASSESSMENT: The methods appear adequate and consistent with industry
practice.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): PWHIP and SIMPWIP were used to perform pipe whip j

analysis. The stability criteria are based on maximum deformation, maximum
displacement, maximum force and maximum moments, they are consistent with
industry practice.

.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Consistent with industry practice.

i

l
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.5n

FINDING: A test plan to verify theoretical thermal movements should be
developed on a timely basis.

,

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-268

RELATED FINulNGS:

QUADREX RATING: Other - minor item.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 125

BTF ASSESSMENT: The verification plan is usually developed during the latter
stages of plant design.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEPSSG): The thermal expansion verification program is part of
the start-up operation. Verification of expected thermal expansion is based
on as-built arrangements and measurements made during hot functional testing.
PSSG will participate in this verification program. The plans for this
program will be developed at the appropriate time.

.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Will be developed at appropriate time in later stage of plant
design.

|
i
!
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.50

FINDING: Adjustment provisions for pipe whip restraints may not be adequate
if installation tolerances are not clos'ly observed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-26C

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.3r

QUADREX RATING: Other - minor item.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 126

BTF ASSESSMENT: Quadeex indicated in their assessment of M-26C that
adjustment provisions are typical.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(PSSG): Quadrex indicated in their assessment of Question M-26C that
adjustment provisions are typical. Installation tolerances will be closely
observed during cone,truction. Tie gap and final restraint position will be
determined during hot functional testing as a part of the pre-operational
testing program. The Civil / Structural discipline will design or review the
existing designs of rupture restraints. They will include tolerance criteria
in rupture restraint fabrication and installation specification.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Provisions are typical.

f
l
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.2.5p.

FINDING: Stability criteria used for evaluation of dynanic analyses does not
ensure that a maximum response has been determined.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS:

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Other - minor item.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 127

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R methodology is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(PSSG): EDS analysis uses a time period of sufficient duration to assure that
pipe motion has stopped, energy input has ceased and maximum restraint
deformations have been reached. Therefore, dynamic analysis does not need'to

be continued to capture oscillatory response. Rather, separate static
anajysis is performed to assure stability of the system under a steady state
blowdown force. Additionally, the blowdown forces used for time history
analysis by EDS are consistent with this approach, accurate and appropriate.

The methodology as described appears to be a reasonable approach. Bechtel
will follow the same procedure.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel will follow the same procedure. The methodology is
reasonable.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4. 5. 3. l a

FINDING: No analyses have been completed at this time, and no moderate energy
systems were listed for evaluation.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS:

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.lf, 4.5.3.lc, 4.5.3.3m, 4.5.3.4x

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 128

BTF ASSESSMENT: Critical crack analysis at this stage of the project should
not pose a problem.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Protection against water spray and flooding due to
postulated moderate energy pipe cracks is provided mainly through separation
until the final stages of design. Experience shows that additional protective
features identified at that point are not a significant cost or schedule
impact. B&R planned to assess damage to all safety-related equipment for each
postulated crack. Moderate energy pipe rupture effects will be fully
evaluated by Bechtel as discussed in Section 6 of EN-601.

STATUS: Dispositicned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the STP Systems ;

Interaction Design Guide. See the Work Package Action Item List. I
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4. 5. 3. l a

FINDING: The proposed interaction matrix example does not address the
essential aspects of potential targets or emphasize the types of interaction.
A TRD is needed to identify the essential components possibly through the use
of safe shutdown logic analysis.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-3, M-5, M-4, M-10, M-25

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.lc, 4.5.3.3p

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 129

BTF ASSESSMENT: The B&R interaction matrix appears to be a reasonable
approach.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): A Systems Interaction Design Guide is planned for use

on STP to provide guidance on essential target definition. The assessment of
protection of potential targets would have been aided through the use of
shutdown logic diagrams; however, the task has been completed successfully by
other projects without them. It should be noted that such shutdown logic
diagrams are now available in preliminary form having been developed to
support the Fire Hazards Analysis. (See also line item 128.)

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution is provided upon issuance of the STP Systems
Interaction Design Guide and the safe shutdown logics are updated. See the
Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.la

FINDING: No methodology for restraint tiesign was available.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-12<

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.3s, 4.5.3.4aa 4.7.3.la

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 130

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&Rs approach is consistent with industry practice.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Methodology for design of restraints inside
containment is described in EDS proceduras and calculations (refer to Work
Package EC-181).

(EC-181): Restraints outside the containment have not been designed. A

design document was being prepared by Westinghouse for B&R to be used for pipe
restraint design outside the containment. For consistency, Bechtel will
utilize methods similar to those used by EDS for the remaining restraint
designs.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Methodology exists.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.lb

FINDING: Isometric' drawings do not show the location of restraints.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-4

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.4hh

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 131'

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's method for identifying restraint locations is
acceptable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEEN-601): Restraint locations are shown on drawings other than

piping isometrics. Bechtel considers this approach acceptable. No further
action is required to resolve this finding.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Restraint locations are shown on drawings other than piping

isometrics.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.lc

FINDING: The current B&R status indicates a general lack of understanding,
planning, preparation, and availability of procedures. One criteria guideline
document exists, but it has not been issued and is not a formal project
instruction.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-1, M-2
~

I
'

RELATED FINDINGS:

f

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

1

BTF LINE ITEM. 132

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that a TRD was issued in August 1981 and is
consistent with the plan for analysis of pipe break outside containment.

i

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): It is common A/E practice to implement detailed
evaluation procedures only after the design has progressed sufficiently to
provide somewhat complete data. B&R guidelines were adequate for work prior
to the detailed evaluation. Subsequent to the Quadrex review, B&R prepared
draft TRD, " Criteria and Methodology for Evaluation of Postulated Pipe Break
and Crack Effects." This draft TRD was intended to provide the additional
guidelines required.

Bechtel will develop additional guidance to complete the detailed evaluation
of pipe break effects as discussed in Section 6 of Work Package EN-601.

3557P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.lc (cont.)
,

STATUS: Resolved,

RATIONALE: A program is in place to develop the procedures.

i

e

l

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.ld

FINDING: More specific guidelines are needed for criteria to delete lines
from analysis, and consideration must be given to potential secondary effects,
such as pipe whip or jet impingement on the IVC or the MAB.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-3, M-4, M-5, M-10, M-26

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.4z

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 133

BTF ASSESSMENT: The implementation of the 1976 issued guidelines appears )
reasonable and included consideration for secondary effects.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Bechtel agrees with the Quadrex assessment that the

effects of high energy pipe ruptures in areas outside but adjacent to safety
equipment areas,must be evaluated. Large high energy piping in the turbine
building it a potential problem due to jet and whip impact on the IVC. |

|

Postulated rupture of large high energy piping within the TGB may be capable
of causing damage to safety-related equipment located in adjacent areas due to
either direct effects (whip and jet impingement) or indirect effects (najor
structural damage). As the Quadrex finding suggests, these situations must be
evaluated to ensure that protection criteria are met. (See also line item
155.)
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
,

FINDING N0.: 4.5.3.ld (cont.)

STATUS: Dispositioned
.

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the STP systems

interaction design guide. See the Work Package Action Item Ltst.

4
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.le

FINDING: Use of the 10* half angle may not be appropriate for jet impingement
effects.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-4

. RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.2.la,4.7.2.3j

!

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 134

BTF ASSESSMENT: The model is acceptably conservative.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): The model is both conservative and appropriate.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Model is appropriate.

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.5.3.lf

FINDING: Generally, dynamic analysis is required for all superpipe runs.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-6
,

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 135

BTF ASSESSMENT: When credit is taken for a no break zone (superpipe region),
the stresses in the superpipe runs must be verified. B&R stated that for no
break zones, the stresses will be verified.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): The current STP design employs the superpipe concept

for the steam generator blowdown and for MS and FW piping within the IVC.
Subsequent to the Quadrex review, dynamic analysis of MS and FW piping was

completed by Teledyne. Further action is required to resolve this finding,
since no evidence was found of dynamic analysis for the SGBD lines.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of the dynamic
analysis of SG80 lines. See the Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

|

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.lg

FINDING: Responses to questions were sometimes inconsistent and

contradictory, indicating a general lack of expertise with pipe rupture
considerations.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-7, M-8

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 136

BTF ASSESSMENT: Evidence is inconclusive.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): B&R had not begun design of whip restraints outside

containment. Therefore, the consistency of responses and how they reflect on.
B&R expertise in the design of whip restraints is not material to Bechtel'sO
task of completing this work. No further action is required to resolved this
finding.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The finding is not relevant since Bechtel will perform the work.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.lh

FINDING: Not all of the criteria stated for the "no break zone" appear to be
applicable to STP.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-9

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 3 - action recommended - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 137

BTF ASSESSMENT: The criteria should be updated.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Attachment M-9c to the B&R response is intended to

illustrate the generic concept of break exclusion zone. It applies to cases
with a single isolation valve (main steam) as well as those with additional
valves (main feedwater). Therefore, the B&R response showing a second valve
in phantom is correct and the Quadrex finding is invalid. No further action
is required to resolved this finding.

(EN-619): STP project determir.ed that the Quadrex finding is invalid based on
a misunderstanding of the information in Attachment M-9c. Based on the
Quadrex assessment, the Bechtel Task Force recommended a change. Since the
original finding was invalid, the project team has determined that B&R's "no
break zone" was correct.

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4. 5.3.1 h (cont. ) -

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The B&R criteria were' applicable to STP.

:

1.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.11

FINDING: B&R does not plan to look at field installed instrument lines for
interaction analysis.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-10

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.4v

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 138

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R methodology is acceptable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): The fact that impact on instrument lines must be

evaluated was recognized by B&R. All safety-related raceway, small bore
piping and instrument tubing, was to have been routed in the engineering
office with dimensional tolerances specified for field installation. Draft

TRD, " Criteria and Methodology for Evaluation of Postulated Pipe Break and
Crack Effects for South Texas Nuclear Power Plant Unit No.1," dated
August 12, 1981, describes "as-built verification" to account for field
modifications to the routing.

Impact on instrument lines will be evaluated by Bechtel as discussed in
Section 6 of Work Package EN-601.

1

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY j

|
1

FINDING N0.: 4.5.3.11 (cont.)

A hazards review of safety-related instrument lines will be performed during
the normal course of work. Use will be made of the identified " safe areas"
for instrument sensing line routing.

STATUS: Dispositioned

3ATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the 'TP System
Interaction Design Guide. See the Work Package Action Item List.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.5.3,1j

FINDING: 'EHW1 response on bilinear idealization of restraint stiffnesses was

unclear (see Question M-18).

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-18

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: -139

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that power function idealization of U-bar behavior

was used in the energy balance method and that bilinear approximation was used
in non-linear analysis.

In our opinion the B&R approach appears reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-181): Restraints outside the containment have not been
designed. Quadrex agreed with the methodology used by EDS for idealization of
the restraint stiffness. Methods similar to those used by EDS for

idealization of the restraint stiffness will be used for the remainder of the
restraint designs.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Methodology is acceptable.

1
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.lk
i

FINDING: Acceptance criteria for pipe whip are not well formulated.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-26

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.2.lc

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 140

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's acceptance criteria are common industry practice
established by the NRC.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): The assumption of no damage to piping impacted by a

whipping pipe of smaller size and wall thickness is common industry practice,
is accepted by the NRC, and is used by Bechtel. No further action is required
to resolve this finding.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The acceptance criteria is commonly used in industry.

3557P/0490P
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l -QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
-

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.21

FINDING: B&R does not have controlled criteria for maintenance access, ALARA
I or ISI.

REFERENCE 0 QUESTIONS: M-26A

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.lb line item 268, 4.5.2.2e, 4.7.3.2n

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impact reliable power.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 141

BTF ASSESSMENT: An ISI manual was in the process of being issued. The first
phase of an ALARA review has been made.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): B&R criteria contained in TRDs A509NQ002 and A509NQ005
are not adequate. B&R/HL&P re-reviews performed in accordance with the HL&P

ALARA review manual are adequate and are being addressed in ongoing work.

(PSSG:) B&R used " Equipment Removal & Personnel Access" drawings
SK-0241-F-182 through 187 for review of space enveloped for access and
servicing of equipment.

PSSG has considered ISI requirements in " piping stress analysis criteria."
Supports designed by B8R will be reviewed against these requirements.

3560P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

4

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.21 (cont.)

(EN-619): Bechtel is currently reviewing work package EP-930 as ongoing work
to determine that the B&R ISI access criteria was adequately incorporated in
the plant design. Also, Bechtel has issued " Specification for Preservice and
Inservice Inspection Access Design" #4U010PS007, Rev. O. i

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: This is ongoing work. Also, see Specification 4U010PS007.

.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.3m

FINDING: No analysis has been performed; hence, FSAR commitment

implementation cannot be confinned. This situation is untimely.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-2

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.la line item 128, and 4.1.2.lf

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 142

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that pipe rupture analyses have been perfonned by
Teledyne.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): Issue 4.5.3.la has the same concern that no pipe
~

rupture analyses have yet been performed. If FSAR Section 3.6 needs to be
updated, the Work Package Action Item List will track until implementation.

(EN-601): Lack of early detailed review of pipe break effects outside
containment is not expected to result in major problems. Pipe break effects
outside containment will be evaluated by Bechtel as discussed in Section 6 of
EN-601.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of evaluation. See
the Work Package Action Item List.

,
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.5.3.3n

FINDING: Teledyne worst case basis for break selection can produce overly
conservative results.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-4

i

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 .No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 143

BTF ASSESSMENT: The use of worst case basis results in an extra number of
embeds. Embeds not utilized for whip restraints will be used for other

purposes.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): The Teledyne analysis of MS and FW ruptures was

performed for the purpose of design of five-way restraints and analysis of
pipe stress within the break exclusion region. The analysis is acceptably.
conservative. No further action is required to resolve this finding.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The analysis is acceptably conservative.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.30

FINDING: The interface between EDS and B&R for determining acceptability of
jet impingement loads appears to be weak; timely interchange and use of
information is a problem.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-4

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.2.3f

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 144

BTF ASSESSMENT: Timing is reasonable because evaluation of jet impingement
loading occurs in the later phases of project design.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): See 4.5.2.3f. Structural targets are normally
qualified for jet impingement loads in the final stages of the project.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Targets will be evaluated as part of the system interaction
hazards analysis program. Timely interchange of information between EDS and
B&R is not applicable to Bechtel and no longer meaningful.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

-FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.3p

' FINDING: The lack of preparation of a TRD for analysis procedures at this
time indicates that the pipe rupture evaluation will be performed as a
retrofit -- a very costly.and inefficient approach.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-7

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.la line item 129

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing program.
,

A

BTF LINE ITEM: 145

BTF ASSESSMENT: Should not pose a problem.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Although not formally issued for project use, draf t
TRD, " Criteria and Methodology for Evaluation of Postulated Pipe Break and
Crack Effects" was prepared by Westinghouse. This document received
Westinghouse approval on August 12, 1981. Lack of early detailed review of
pipe break effects outside containment is not expected to have major cost or
schedule impact.

Additional engineering documents as necessary to complete the evaluation of
pipe break effects are discussed in Section 6 of Work Package EN-601.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Impact is minor.
|
!

l

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.3q

FINDING: Adequacy of procured equipment is questionable because pipe rupture
effects have not yet been considered.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-4, M-25

Rf.ATED FINDINGS:

QUADPFY RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule

5.? CarEGORY: 4 - Investigate - time sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 146

BTF ASSESSMENT: It is nonnal practice that environmental effects be
considered for qualification of procured safety-related equipment.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE MECHANICAL): Bechtel has established a system interaction work

package which will, in part, establish a pipe break program. Vendor

qualification requirements will be verified against the program criteria when
the environmental conditions are defined. Recommendations will be presented
accordingly.

(EN-601 ): Lack of early specification of these environmental conditions is
not expected to have significant cost or schedule impact. Bechtel will
evaluate accident environmental conditions outside containment as discussed in
Work Packages EN-602, EN-604 and in EN-601. The highest priority for detailed
reviews of environmental conditions will be placed upon those in the IVC,
since the most severe conditions outside containment are expected to occur
there.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.3q (cont.)

(EN-619): The EQ program described in EN-604 will provide for including
environmental conditions developed as a result of pipe break analysis in
considerations for qualification of safety-related equipment.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the EQ program
described in EM-604. See the Work Package Action Item List.

1
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.5.3.3r

FINDING: [ Specification] of tolerance values for installation of restraints
appears to be unduly restrictive.

.

REFERENCED QUESTIO:iS: M-26c

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.2.50, 4.5.3.lc

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may incre.;e cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 . Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 147

BTF ASSESSMENT: The basis fcr this finding is not clear.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): The basis of this finding is not clear. As indicated in
Section 4.5.2.5 (Line 126), gap and final restraint position will be checked
during functional testing as a part of the pre-operational testing program.
Installation tolerances will be closely observed during construction. The
Civil / Structure discipline will design or review the existing design of
rupture restraints, they will include tolerance criteria in rupture restraint
fabrication and installation specifications.

STATUS: Resolvec

RATIONALE: Final position will be checked during pre-operational testing
program. |

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.3s

FINDING: Potential overdesign of pipe whip restraints should be carefully
examined (see Question M-7).

I

!
| REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-7

! RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.1(a) line item 130, 4.5.2.3g
I
I

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 148

BTF ASSESSMENT: This finding is related to finding 4.5.3.la, line item 130.

f Additionally, B&R stated they are aware of the conservatism of the Unit 1 pipe
whip restraints inside containment and would apply this knowledge to preclude'

a similar situation outside of containment.

In our opinion the B&R approach is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-181 & 135): Restraints outside the containment have not been
designed. B&R/EDS design philosophy has resulted in conservative pipe whip

restraints in Unit 1 inside the containment. Some of this conservatism was
recognized by EDS/B&R and in the Unit 2 designs, the restraints were being
simplified and some eliminated with the use of additional analysis. Continued
review of the B&R design will occur as a norn:al course of work.

STATUS: Resolved (

RATIONALE: Approach is reasonable.
)

3746P/0483P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTI0f1 SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.4t

FINDING: Interference resolution process seems to be slow.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-26A

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problen - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 149

BTF ASSESSMENT: Quadrex noted procedures are in place and seem to be

functioning satisfactorily. Experience indicates the process is often slow.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PALKAGES EP-709/702/703): Interference resolutions will be processed by
scheduled model review meetings involving all disciplines. In addition, the

Model Shop will issue a list of all interferences to the disciplines invohad,
and placed on a model action items list. This list will be monitored and all
action items not answered by the assigned date will be placed on the
exceptions list from project for additional tracking.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The slow resolution of interferences is not relevant.

3560P/0490P:10
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.5.3.4u

FINDING: B&R's assumption that pipe whip response inside containment does not

produce pipe stresses outside containment may not be valid.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-1

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.2.ld

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7

BTF LINE ITEM: 150

BTF ASSESSMENT: The containment penetration fluid head is designed as a full

anchor. B&R's methodology is consistent with industry practices.

SECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Since containment penetrations are designed to
function as full anchors it is not expected that loads due to a rupture inside

containment will exceed those for which the outside piping is qualified due to
a rupture outside containment. Bechtel considers the B&R approach acceptable
(Also, refer to evaluation of Quadrex Item 4.5.2.l(d)). No further action is
required to resolve this finding.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Methodology is consistent with industry practice.

3560P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.4v

FINDING: B&R does not plan to routinely review existing interaction matrices
to account for field changes.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-3

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.11

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - not time sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 151

BTF ASSESSMENT: The discipline responsible must be involved in the review of

field changes.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): B&R recognizea the need to review field changes.
"As-built verification" was incorporated in the TRD to be used for final
detailed review both inside and outside containment.

Field changes will be evaluated as part of Bechtel's evaluation of pipe break
effects as discussed in Section 6 of Work Package EN-601.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel will perform reviews.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY,

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.4w

FINDING: Specific measures to mitigate flooding and compartment
pressurization may be required.

;

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-4

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.41, 4.6.4.lb

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 , Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 152

~

BTF ASSESSMENT: As design evolves measures to mitigate flooding and
compartment pressurization may be necessary.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Due to the minimum number and small size of high
i

energy lines located outside the reactor containment building, subcompartment '

pressurization is not expected to be a serious problem. In cases where future
analysis shows that pressurization may be excessive, measures to limit mass
and energy release are expected to provide more practical solutions than
addition of blowout panels.

Additional protection against flooding due to high or moderate energy line
breaks may be required in some plant areas. Typically, this is provided by
features such as water-tight doors, curbs, equipmant pedestals, water level
detection and penetration seals. These features can generally be added late
in the design withcut serious cost and schedule impact.

3560P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.4w (cont.)

Additional measures required to mitigate the effects of compartment
pressurization and flooding will be' fully evaluated by Bechtel as discussed
Section 6 of Work Package EN-601. No further action is required to resolve
this finding.

STATUS: Resolved
i

l

RATIONALE: This will be addressed in the normal course of design evolution.

:

i

|
|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.4x

FINDING: Separation and protective enclosures for environmental effect
mitigation should be verified for adequacy.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-5

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.la line item 128.

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 153

BTF ASSESSMENT: No analysis has been completed for moderate energy line

critical cracks. Upon completion of analyses, results must be compared with
estimate values which were utilized for design.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Lack of early review of pipe break effects outside
containment is not expected to result in serious problems. An evaluation will
be made as described in EN-602, EN-604, and Section 6 of EN-601.

(EN-604): No analysis has been completed to date by B&R for moderate energy
line breaks. These analyses will be completed and then the adequacy of
mitigating measures for environmental effects will be reviewed.

(EN-619): Completing the EN-604 effort is dependent on the issuance of the
Systems Interaction Design Guide.

STATUS: Dispositionce

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the STP Systems
Interaction Design Guide. See the Work Package Action Item List.
3560P/0490P:15
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.4y

FINDING: Methods to be used to determine purp and valve interface loads
should be evaluated for adequacy.

i

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-6, M-8

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential Problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 154

BTF ASSESSMENT: The B&R methods are reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(MECHANICAL): System Work Package EN-601 (Hazards Analysis) will be

performing a pipe break evaluation. This includes, in part, identification of
the location of all safety-related mechanical equipment (pumps, heat
exchangers,etc.). Subsequently, isometrics are prepared and a stress
analysis is perfonned on each high energy line in order to determine the
required locations of postulated pipe breaks as well as their type. Next an
illustration is prepared showing zones of influence and transmitted to the
disciplines for their input regarding impactees (targets) that might fall in
these zones :f influence. Stress then determines if the targets (pumps,
valves, pipes, etc.) can accommodate the impingement loads. Unacceptable
loads are identified as action items to be resolved. The above is discussed

in detail in the Hazards Evaluation Procedure Desk Instruction and Attachment
B-8, thereto, is the vehicle for noting unacceptable loads.

3560P/0490P:16
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QUADREX FINDING RESDLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.4y (cont.)

(PSSG): Bechtel will contact the vendors whenever pump and valve interface
loads exceed the allowables. Time history analysis may be performed, to
determine more accurate interface loads. This will be done on a case-by-case
basis using the Hazards Evaluation Procedure Desk Instruction.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: B&R methods were reasonable. Bechtel methods will be used to
complete the project.

3560P/0490P:17
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.4z

FINDING: TG8 uncontrolled whip should be evaluated for secondary effects.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-10

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.ld

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 155

BTF ASSESSMENT: The effects of pipe whip must be evaluated.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Postulated rupture of large high energy piping within
the TGB may be capable of causing damage to safety-related equipment located
in adjacent areas due to either direct effects (whip and jet impingement) or
indirect effects (major structural damage). As the Quadrex finding suggests,
these situations must be evaluated to ensure that protection criteria are
met.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the System

Interaction Design Guide. See the Work Package Action Item List.

3560P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.5.3.4aa

I

( FINDING: Restraint type selection criteria may need to be improved (see
'

Questu n M-12).

!
REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-12 j

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.l(a) line item 130

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activites.

BTF LINE ITEM: 156

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's approach is consistent with industry practice.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-181): Restraints outside the containment have not been
designed. Rigid, yielding and crushable type restraints were planned to be
used. These are the three normally accepted types in the industry. The
choice of which type to use in a specific location generally depends on the
geometry. Bechtel does not consider that a special document for restraint
type selection is needed.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Document is not needed.

t

!
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.4bb

FINDING: Load combination details need to be improved (see Question M-13).

|

l REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-13

|

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 157

BTF ASSESSMENT: The B&R load combination for pipe whip restraints is

consistent with industry practice.

I

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-181): Restraints outside the containment have not been
designed. Load combinations for pipe whip restraint (used by EDS inside
containment) are consistent with general industry practice and are acceptable.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Load combinations are acceptable.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.5.3.4cc

FINDING: Project procedure details for pipe whip energy balance method should
be provided.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-16,

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 158

BTF ASSESSMENT: Both a B&R and an EDS method existed. It is not clear which
'

method was to be used.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): EDS has prepared a procedure for use of the energy
balance method for STP whip restraint design. No further action is required
to resolve this finding.

Bechtel STP will use the Bechtel Project System Interaction Design Guide for
guidance on pipe whip load analysis when issued.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the STP System
Interaction Design Guide. See the Work Package Action Item List.

3560P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.4dd,

.

'

FINDING: Improved material specifications should be developed (see Question
M-18).

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-18
1

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.2.3h

QJADREX RATING: Potential problem.
,

{BTF CATEE3RY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.>

i
t BTF LINE ITEM: 159

BTF ASSESSMENT: It is normal practice to specify material characteristics
which are consistent with anh'ysis parameters. B&R's approach appears
reasonable.

!

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION: I

|

(WORK PACKAGE EC-103): U-bars have not been fabricated nor procured.

EDS/B&R intended to use GE "off-the-shelf" U-bars. EDS design was compatible
with the design parameters in the GE catalog.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Approach is reasonable. Design is compatible with design
parameters.

I
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY |

|

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.4ee

FINDING: B&R methodology for out-of-plane loading was unclear (see Question

M-19). I

i

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-19 i

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.2.lc

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 160

BTF ASSESSMENT: Methodology is consistent with industry practice.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-181): Restraints outside the containment have not been
designed.

EDS procedures did not consider out-of-plane loading on the U-bars. This is
an accepted industry practice.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Methodology is consistent with industry practice.

3746P/0483P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

:

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.4ff

FINDING: Deflection acceptance criteria was not addressed by B&R.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-24

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - not timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 161

BTF ASSESSMENT: Deflection acceptance criteria should be addressed.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): Bechtel uses the same deflection acceptance criteria,

which is based on the limits provided in Paragraph III.2.a in USNRC Standard
Review Plan 3.6.2.

(EN-619): The finding is a note that B&R did not address the question in
their response. In the response to question M-13, EDS cites the
recommendation of the NRC Standard Review Plan.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: This is an observation by Quadrex that B&R did not address the
question in their response.

{
,

|

'
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.3.49g

FINDING: Existing structural and embed designs may not be adequate due to.

unnecessarily high pipe whip loads (see Question M-24).
!

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-24

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - Timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 162

BTF ASSESSMENT: We ? gree with Quadrex that since the B&R Civil /('"uctural

Group does not provide a load limit goal for the Stress Group to wc4k towards,
existing structural steel and embed designs may require design iterations.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-103): Pipe wnip restraints outside contaiment have not been

located. As a part of the normal design process, the existing embeds and
structural steel will be evaluated for actual design loads. (See also EC-135
and EC-181).

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONAL'E: Evaluation will occur as design evolves.

|
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| QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

I
|- FINDING N0.: 4.5.3.4hh
I

FINDING: The procedure for specifying the desired restraint location was
unclear.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-26A

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.lb

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 , Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 163

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R had not initiated pipe break analysis and restraint
design outside the containment. B&R's response to Quadrex Question M-26A
indicated that they were to follow STP Procedure DC-014 which requires that
all restraint designs be reviewed by affected disciplines and that restraint
locations will be shown on 8-1/2 x 11 drawings used for the restraint design.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Guidance on appropriate location of pipe whip

restraints will be provided by Bechtel's Systems Interaction Design Guide. No
further action is required to resolve this finding.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the STP Systems
Interaction Design Guide. See Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.5.5.la

FINDING: NRC Standard Review Plan criteria for active components requires
that operability under simulated service conditions be demonstrated by testing
or a combination of testing and analysis. Two possible concerns were noted
(see Questions M-50, M-51, and M-52): (1) All active pumps were demonstrated
operable by analysis. (2) Certain valves are required to be operable during
pipe rupture. Valve operability under these loads was demonstrated
analytically.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-50, M-51, M-52

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.5.le

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 165

BTF ASSESSMENT: Brown & Root (B&R) stated that under certain circumstances
when testing becomes impractical due to weight, size, etc., component
qualification by analysis is permitted. B&R further stated that complex
devices such as safety-related pump motors, active valves, etc., are qualified
by testing. B&R's approach is consistent with guidelines in the SRP. Because
of apparent conflicting statements about the qualification methods utilized
for certain valves the qualification procedures for active valves need further
review.

3746P/0483P:50
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

1

FINDING N0.: 4.5.5.la (cont'd) |

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-604): The qualification documentation for all safety-related
equipment will be reviewed and the status documented. Additional
qurJ1fication work needed will be identified. Where existing equipment is
detennined to be lacking adequate qualification documentation, appropriate
testing and/or analysis will be performed.

(PLANTDESIGN): The qualification of motor operated valves and active pumps
testing requirements are clarified by the NUREG-0588 recommendations and the
IEEE Standard.

(EN-619): Refer to line item 166 for additional discussion relative to the
necessity to review STP component qualification against the appropriate
Standard Review Plan.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the environmental

program described in EN-604. See the Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SLM4ARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.lb

FINDING: Brown and Root used the Westinghouse definitions of transients and
plant design events. However, for all systems, Brown and Root utilized a
one-to-one correlation of plant design events to ASME service level stress
allowables. Thus, all normal plant design events were equated to ASME Service
Level A stress allowables, plant upset events were equated to ASME Service
Level B stress allowables, etc. This correlation may not be valid for systems
such as ECCS where a pipe rupture condition (plant faulted event) is usually
defined as a Service Level B load. This could be of rather significant impact
on piping, pipe supports, and components for affected systems.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-29

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.2.le, 4.7.3.lf

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 3 - Action recommended - timing net sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 166

BTF ASSESSMENT: The correlation is not appropriate.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Bechtel concurs that a one-to-one correlation of plant
design events and ASME service level stress allowables is not considered
appropriate for some systems by the NRC. In particular, an evaluation of the

impact of potential licensing review by the NRC utilizing the criteria of SRP
3.9.3, Appendix A (July 1981) will be performed. This document in conjunction
with SRP 3.10 (July 1981) represents the latest NRC position relative to the
assignment of appropriate service stress limits and requirements for
operability assurance testing. Based upon this licensing evaluation, an STP
position will be developed in order to provide current project criteria for
design load combinations and/or operability testing requirements.
3560P/0490P:21
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.lb (cont.)
|

(EN-169): It is within the scope of EN-604 to evaluate and develop
appropriate qualification requirements.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of the licensing

evaluation of Standard Review Plan 3.9.3. See Work Package Action Item List.

!
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.lc

FINDING: Although vendor design calculations and data submittals were
receiving a technical review by Brown and Root staff, there are concerns about
the adequacy of B&R's review, and the general lack of documentation regarding
the depth and findings of such reviews.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-30, M-41, M-49, M-50, M-51

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.3.2.4t, 3.lb

QUADREX RATING: most serious, may impact liscensability

8TF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate, timing sensittve

BTF LINE ITEM 167

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's review procedures appear reasonable. Agree that

extensive review of vendor documents should be performed.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(MECHANICAL): Becntel's Phase A review of vendor calculations / data is to a
level commensurate with the technical significance of the system. The vendor
calculations not reviewed during Phase A will be reviewed during Phase 8 on a
system-by-system basis. EDP-4.58 provides specific guidelines on the
performance of reviews and documentation of reviews of vendor documents. This
procedure will be used for the review of all vendor documents.

(EM-412): Quadrex identified nine items which they feel need to be addressed
for Specification 2R019NS014-D. Seven of the nine items mentioned above are
either not applicable or have already been addressed and resolved by S&R. Two

3560P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.5.5.lc (cont.)

of the items will require additional review during Phase B. These items
address evaluation of sloshing during a seismic event and loads on the 24"
RWST nozzle.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: B&R's adequacy of reviews is no longer applicable. Vendor
documents are being reviewed by Bechtel as part of the Transition Program in

accordance with QE-002.

1

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.ld

FINDING: The MS SRV calculation was designated as non-safety related.
Typically, this system is considered safety-related.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-47

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 168

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated the final analysis will be designated
safety-related and will use verified computer codes.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

| (WORK PACKAGE EM-450): Bechtel will treat t'he MS SRV calculation as
safety-related. Scheduled completion by December 30, 1982.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: EDP-4.37 will be used. All calculations are treated as though
they were safety-related.

i

(

1

;
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.le

FINDING: Brown and Root seemed somewhat uncertain as to the definition of
active versus passive valves and pumps (e.g., are they required to operate j

following an earthquake or pipe rupture?). This will significantly impact
procurement and qualification of these components.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-49, M-51

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.5.la

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 169

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's definition is appropriate.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EJ-367): Definitions for active / passive ASME Section III valves

are not addressed in the specifications. The specifications will be revised
in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.48.

.

Further investigat.in, during Phase B, is required to determine if the stated
definitions were inconsistently applied in the procurement documents and to
what extent qualification of these valves may be impacted. If it is

detennined that components are adversely impacted, the specification shall be
revised and the components will be replaced or modified as deemed necessary.
Relative to pumps see response to line item 165.

|

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.5.3.4hh

|

FINDING: Final restraint position should not be determined solely by analysis.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-268

'

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 164

BTF ASSESSMENT: We concur with the Quadrex statement. The final restraint
position should be detennined during hot functional testing as a part of the
pre-operational testing program.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Guidance on appropriate location of pipe whip

restraints will be provided by Bechtel's Systems Interaction Design Guide. No
further action is required to resolve this finding.

|

|
STATUS: Dispositioned

| RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the STP Systems

Interaction Design Guide. See Work Package Action Item List.

;

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESCLUTION' SUMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.le (cont.)

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon iss'uance of superseded

specification. See the Work Package Action Item List.

.

4

;

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

l-
'

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.lf

FINDING: Licensing acceptability of ANSI N278.2.4 should be confinned.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-50

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.5.4s

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 170

BTF ASSESSMENT: It is not Bechtel practice to use ANSI N278.2.4.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:
,

(WORK PACKAGE EJ-367): It is not Bechtel practice to use ANSI N278.2.4 oraf t
3, dated January 1978, as a basis for general acceptance of a 2:1 ratio for
qualification of inactive valves. A 2:1 ratio for qualification of valves is j
questionable and should be reviewed. Seismic qualification will be performed
and reviewed as part of the overall equipment qualification program.

(EN-619): The draf t ANSI N278.2.4 has been voided. Work on the subject has
been reassigned to ANSI B16 committee and, if apprc++a, will be ANSI B16.41.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the equipment
qualification review program. See the Work Package Action Item List.

.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.5.5.1g

FINDING: Containment penetrations were procured to a primary plus secondary

membrane plus bending stress allowable for upset loads of 3.3 S ,. This is
in violation of the ASME Section III and Section VIII stress allowable of

3.0 S,. It is unknown if this error was promulgated to other components.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-30, M-39

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Mo.st serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 171

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated the error has been corrected and the error was not
promulgated.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): B&R corrected the typographic error in the containment
mechanical penetration Specification 20099NS054-E/PCN#4. This error has not

been promulgated to other components. Further, the penetrations were procured

to a stress allowable of 3.0 S,.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Error was not promulgated.

3560P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.2h

FINDING: B&R directly used the W plant design events for the outside
containment scope. No review was made to upgrade the transient categorization
for plant availability or economic considerations (see Question M-28).

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-28

RELATED FINDINGS:

1

QUADREX RATING: Serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 172

BTF ASSESSMENT: It is desirable to perform system transient ar,alyses for,

design events beyond those specified by the NSSS in order to ascertain the
impact on plant availability. Such analyses are initiated after preliminary
physical configurations of the systems have been completed. Our experience
indicates that the results of these analyses seldom require major
modifications.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): The transition program and procedures provide for the

| review and evaluation of the design relative to plant availability and
economic considerations and the subsequent reissuance of design criteria.

STATUS: Resolved

|

RATIONALE: The transition program and procedure address the concern.

3746P/0483P:2i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.21

FINDING: W specified startup/ shutdown cycles may not be sufficienc for a 40
year plant life (see Question M-31).

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-31

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.3.21

QUADREX RATING: Serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 173

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that this concern was identified by them because

of cold shutdown requirements by NRC. This would involve more
startup/ shutdown cycles than earlier considered by W.

It is our opinion that a joint effort among the AE, NSSS vendor and utility is
necessary to establish realistic startup/ shutdown cycles.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): This is an observation and the number of cycles
,

appears reasonable and in accordance with industry practice.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: In accordance with industry practice.;

i

!

l

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.5.5.3j

FINDING: ISI appeared adequate for the reviewed penetrations except for two
Cases.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-36

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.5.41

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

|

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 174

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated corrective actions had been initiated.

|
BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION: |

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): B&R stated that they had identified the potential
problem involved in performing ISI on penetrations M-46 and M-48 due to |

minimal access.

Bechtel has reviewed the design of M-46 and M-48 penetrations for the ISI

accessibility. These designs have been found inadequate. They are being
replaced by integrally forged penetrations as indicated in containment
mechanical penetrations Specification 2C090RS1000.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Penetrations are being replaced.

3560P/0490P:30
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QUADREX FINDING ~ RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.3k
i

f FINDING: The selection of valve and pump seismic design loads of 3 "g"
horizontal and 2 "g" vertical seems overly restrictive and will result in over

support of the piping system.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-49, .M-51

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.2.31, 4.7.3.3p

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 175

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's approach is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): This is not a safety concern, but a connent that a

cost saving may occur from the use of actual as opposed to envelope loads.

(EC-101): An evaluation for possible cost savings will be done by
September 1982.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Method is conservative.

3560P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

!
1

FINDING N0.: 4.5.5.41

FINDING: Concrete heating effects should be verified (see Qaestion M-33).

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-33

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.5.3j

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 176

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that the thermal analysis is being performed by
the vendor in regard to heating of the Reactor Containment Building wall at
mechanical penetrations.

B&R practice to require mechanical penetration vendors to complete these
thermal analyses and submit these for review prior to shipment of the
penetrations is an acceptable practice.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-103): B&R practice to require mechanical penetration vendors

to perform complete thermal analysis and submit these for review is an
acceptable industry practice.

There may not be any technical problems with the heating of concrete; however,
1) the related specifications will be verified to confirm that vendors do
perform and submit thermal analysis for review, and 2) the concerned
discipline will review the vendor information and transmit heat loads to other
related disciplines for verification of allowable stresses for these heat

loads.

3746P/0483P:35
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.41 (cont.)

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of review of
specifications for vendor thermal analysis. See the Work Package Action Item
List.

|
|

l

|

.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.4m

FINDING: The analytical methods, models and computer codes appeared to be

generally adequate. One notable exception was that Brown and Root was
assuming many terminal components (penetrations, vessels, etc.) are rigid
anchors, when in fact they could have significant flexibility. This
assumption could have significant impact on affected piping stress analyses.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-35

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 177

BTF ASSESSMENT: The assumption used by B&R is acceptable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): The assumption of " terminal components as rigid

anchors" is generally acceptable but reviews will be performed on a case by
case basis. No further action is required on this issue.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The assu,nption is acceptable.

;

I
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUPHARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.4n

:
' FINDING: The rationale for i:xcluding stress calculation in the transition

region from the CCW pump pipe to flued heads needs to be re-examined.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-39

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 178

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that upon their review of the subject vendor

calculation they noted the exclusion of calculated stresses in the pipe to
flued head transition region. This exclusion was ideni.ified as a discrepancy
to their vendor and B&R .equested that the subject stress ir.tensifier be
included in the vendor report. The B&R action is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): B&R stated that upon their review of the subject vendor

calculation they noted the exclusion of calculated stresses in the pipe to
flued head transition region. This exclusion was identified as a discrepancy
to the vendor and B&R requested that the subject stress intensities be
included in the vendor report. Bechtel will follow-up on this item in the
design review phase of the penetrations.

(EN-619): At the time of the question and answer session with Quadrex, B&R
had just received the first vendor calculation and had not yet reviewed it.

3560P/0490P:33
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.4n (cont.)

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of review of
calculation. See the Work Package Action Item List.

I
1

|

|

|

|

|

|

|
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| QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SLNMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.40

FINDING: Review and verification of the RWST vendor report needs to be
completed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-41

RELATED FINDINGS:
.

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

|

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Continue ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 179

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R had planned a review of the report.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-402 and 412): Bechtel will review the RWST vendor's report

and coninent accordingly. Scheduled completion by September 15, 1982.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Review is being perfomed and a completion date is established.

3560P/0490P:35
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.4p

FINDING: Valve opening and closing rates are incompletely specified.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-48

,

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.2m

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - not timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 180

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that a comprehensive system review by the System

Design Assurance Group is presently in progress and will assure that design
objectives oi the systems, including valve opening / closing times, are met.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE CONB10LS): Valve opening and closing rates were specified based
on Westinghouse criteria however, these characteristics will be examined in
Phase B to confirm that system design requirements are met. Specification
data sheets will then be revised as necessary.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of revised Specification
data sheets. See the Work Package Action Item List.

3560P/0490P:36
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.4q

FINDING: It appears that Brown and Root staff is not reviewing revised
technical licensing requirements (NUREG's, IE Bulletins, Regulatory Guides,
etc.), assessing their impact on STP and recommending a resolution to HL&P.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-30

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.le, 4.3.2.lk

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing or planned attivities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 181
.

BTF ASSESSMENT: The process described by B&R for review and evaluation of new
NRC requirements is reasonable.

BEldTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-600): Bechtel Engineering Department Procedures provide for

the review and assessment of licensing requirements. See EDP 2.13 Section
5.41 and EDP 2.16 Section 3.5a. A new procedure has bec:. written and is

undergoing review for approval that addresses the review of IE Bulletins,
etc. The title of the new procedure is " Review and Tracking of NRC Bulletins,
Circulars, Information Notices, and Generi,c Letters." This procedure provides
for recommending resolutions to HL&P. Past issues of Bulletins, Circulars,
and Notices were reviewed to determine if the concerns had been considered and i

findings are documented in Discipline Work Packages as part of the transition
activity.

.

STATUS: Resolved
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.4q (cont.)
.

RATIONALE: The practice used by B&R was assessed as being reasonable. Past
issues of licensing requirements are being reviewed during the transition.
Procedures are in effect to assure future licensing requirements are reviewed,
assessed, and resolved.

4

i

!
!

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.4r

FINDING: A significant problem concerning the various plant operating states
and environmental conditions appeared in that there is no comprehensive system
by system review to ensure that design operating characteristics will be met.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-31, M-48

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 182

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated a Design Assurance Group performs an overall
system review.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): EDP 4.26 " Interdisciplinary Design Review" requires

review to assure that all design requirements are met. EDP-4.27 " Design
Verification" renuires review to provide additional assurance that system
designs meet the design requirements.

STATUS: Resolved

|

l RATIONALE: EDP-4.26 and 4.27 provide for the review.

!

:

i

|
|
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00ADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.5.5.4s

FINDING: For a given valve vendor, and for a given type of valve (e.g.,
butterfly), not all valve sizes need be tested. Brown and Root criteria was
that the tested valve must be within a diameter ratio of 2:1 of the STP
procured valve (e.g., a 16" valve test could qualify all valves from 8"
diameter to 32" diameter). This acceptance criteria may be too wide (see
QuestionM-50). -

'

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-50

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.5.lf

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigation - timing sensitive

BTF LINE ITEM: 183

BTF ASSESSMENT: See assessment of finding 4.5.5.l(f), line item 170.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EJ-367): Will review each valve actuator for proper sizing
during Phase B work.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of review. See the
Work Package Action Item List.

3746P/0483P:46
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.5.5.5t

FINDING: Some overconservatisms exist in the mechanical design, but they do
not appear to be unreasonable. !

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: M-35

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Other - minor item.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 184

BTF ASSESSMENT: The conservatism appears to be reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): The assessment given for the questions states the
combining of dynamic loads for pipe penetrations on an absolute basis is
acceptable for licensing but results in a conservative design. The financial
impact is not large.

(EN-601 ): The B&R approach of combining the loads on mechanical containment
penetrations from piping inside and outside is a conservative but reasonable
approach. Bechtel considers the B&R approach acceptable. No further action
is required to resolve this finding.

(MECHANICAL): No additional action necessary. Bechtel is reviewing
calculations.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The approach is considered to be acceptable.

3560P/0490P:40
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.6.2.la

FINDING: Nuclear Analysis did not control the use of temperature values
issued for equipment design, nor is there any analytical basis for
temperatures used outside of containment.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-15

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.la line item 186, 4.6.2.lb, 4.6.2.11, 4.6.2.3q and
4.7.3.le

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 185

BTF ASSESSMENT: The B&R approach appears reasonable. They had issued a TRD

to control use of temperature values. An analysis was planned to verify that
assumed values were satisfactory.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-602): Bechtel is currently reviewing the appropriate

documents (such as the FSAR, SDDs, etc.) during the Phase A transition effort
and will continue to evaluate them during Phase B. If it is determined during
this review that there are any assumed values, for equipment qualification not
supported by acceptable analysis, Bechtel will perform the qualification

;

! analyses. These analyses will use the techniques recommended in NUREG 0588
and will be performed during the nonnal course of ongoing work.

(EN-604): The temperature values for equipment qualification were controlled
by the issuance of a TRD. Bechtel will review the calculations for adequacy
to ensure that the values used for qualification are supported by analysis.
Where analysis is lacking they will be performed by Bechtel.

!
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j QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.6.2.la (cont. )

(EN-619): .The Environmental Qualification (EQ) program is to be established
by EN-604 which will establish control of requirements and, in conjunction
with the EN-604 effort provide for consistency and appropriateness of
qualification parameters used for equipment quali?ication. The EQ program is

scheduled on the work package Action Item list.

STATUS: 01 spositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon establishing the environmental
qualification program described in EN-604. See Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

'

FINDING NO.: 4.6. 2. l a

FINDING: The !se of saturation temperatures rather than actual temperatures
inside containment is not conservative in all cases as there has been no
analysis perfonned to support the implied assumption that equipment will not
respond to actual temperatures. This approach is not in accordance with
IEEE-323 which requires qualification to actual temperatures.

i

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-15

[ RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.4gg and 4.6.2.la.

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 186

BTF ASSESSMENT: NRC has accepted the use of saturation temperatures, but has
required extensive analytical data to support the position.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-602): Bechtel is currently reviewing the appropriate
documents (such as the FSAR, SDDs, etc.) during the Phase A transition effort
and will continue to evaluate them during Phase B. If it is determined during
the review that there are any assumed values for equipment qu.alification not
supported by acceptable analyses, Bechtel will perform the qualification
analyses. These analyses will use the techniques recommended in NUREG 0588.

This NUREG recommends that the actual temperature of the break compartment

atmosphere will be used in the analysis. The heat transfer to the equipment
is calculated using the greatest convection, condensation using 4x Tagami
correlation or condensation using 4x Uchida correlation. When a condensing
heat transfer coefficient is used, the saturation temperature is appropriate
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

. FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.la (cont.)

in the heat transfer equation and when a convective heat transfer coefficient
is used, the total (actual) temperature is appropriate.

(EN-604) : The temperature values for equipment qualification were controlled
by the issuance of a TRD. Bechtel will review the calculations for adequacy
to ensure that the values used for qualification are supported by analysis.

,

Where analysis is lacking they will be performed by Bechtel.

(EN-619): The EQ program to be established by EN-604 will establish control
of requirements and, in conjunction with the EN-604 effort provide for
consistency and appropriateness of qualification parameters used for equipment
qualification. The EQ program is scheduled on the Work Package Action Item
List.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIO?lALE: Resolution will be provided upon establishing the environmental
qualification program described in EN-604. See the Work Package Action Item
List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
1

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.lb

I

FINDING: There is an irisufficient number of environmental analyses in place, |

and those analyses previously done contained many errors. The only
environmental analysis perfonned by B&R contained a gross error. Obvious.
errors were also discovered in an NUS analysis for inside containment. The
only NUS analysis currently valid is the containment environmental analysis

: for a LOCA.

There is no currently valid mass energy release or environmental analysis for
outside of containment. The few analyses previously performed were not for
curr:intly postulated breaks and/or contained errors. Brown and Root was

uncertain of any need to perform analyses for the high energy lines in the
MAB. The failure to perform any valid environmental analyses outside of
containment is untimely, and could possibly result in either retrofit in the
MAB or ircorrectly designed equipment in the IVC.

A review of work perfonned by or under the direction of the Nuclear Analysis
Group indicates problems or the potential for problems in all areas analyzed,
namely, environmental analysis, reactor-shield wall annulus pressurization

analysis, verification of release of environmental data, essential cooling,

! pond analysis, and battery room hydrogen concentration. Except for a
containment heat sink surface areas analysis, and an NUS LOCA environmental

analysis, there were no analyses found that were sufficient, correct and
current. Other analyses were either obsolete, insufficient in basis, or
contained errors.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-1, 2, 3, 8,10,11,12,13,15,17, and 25

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.lc, 4.6.2.3q, 4.6.4.4g, 4.1.2.lq line item 2
|

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.
4

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - time sensitive.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.lb (cont.)

BTF LINE ITEM: 187

BTF ASSESSMENT: The Nuclear Analysis Group was aware of analyses required,

but continued to get further behind.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK FACKAGE EN-602): The thermal-hydraulic analyses (pressurization and

temperature) perfomed by Brown & Root and NUS are currently being reviewed by
Bechtel. For those cases where analyses that are required have not been done
or are found to be inadequate, Bechtel will perform the analyses.
Pressurization calculations will be done as well as thermal analyses for
equipment qualification for all cases where there is a high energy line break
which could affect safaty-related systems or systems required to safely shut
down the plant.

(EN-619): The transition program and work package review plans pursuant to
QE-002 provides for its review of all calculations for adequacy and provides
for the detemination of additional calculatidni 4 hat may be required. The
concern is addressed by EN-604 relative to calculations which pertain to
equipment qualification. Further, a program is in place, as described in
Appendix E of this work package, that provides for the review of the B&R
calculations and CPVRs to verify their appropriateness and correctness.
Calculations which are found to be inadequate will be redone in accordance
with EDP-4.36 or 4.37.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The transition program and the program described in Appendix E
provide for determining the adequacy of calculations and determination of
additional calculations that may be required.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

s

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.lc

FINDING: Nuclear Analysis has failed to scopa, perfonn, or have analyses
perfonned that should have been completed (including correction of reports
containing obsolete or erroneous analysis) given the present state of STP
design and construction.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS:

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.lt'

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 188

BTF ASSESSMENT: The Nuclear Analysis Group continued to fall behind.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-602): Engineering Department Procedure (EDP) 2.16 describes

the design functions of the various disciplines and their responsibilities for
supporting the work of each other. EDP-3.10 describes the methods for

planning and scheduling the work. EDP-4.25 describes the requirements for
interfaces between the disciplines and external entities for coordination of
design activities. EDP-4.26 describes the requirements for design reviews
among the various engineering disciplines. This group of procedures together
with others which describe the planning, execution and control of the design
activity require that necessary analyses are identified, scheduled, and
performed in a timely manner consistent with the project engineering and
construction schedules during the nonnal course of ongoing work.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.6.2.lc (cont.)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel will perfonn the analyses and reanalysis, where
appropriate, in a timely manner. j
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.ld .

.

FINDING: An identification of Nuclear Analysis calculations needed to support
other disciplines was not evident.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-1

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 189

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated a predetennined list of required analyses that is
comprehensive does not exist.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-602): Engineering Department Procedure (EDP) 2.16 describes

the design formations of the various disciplines and their responsibilities I

for supporting the work of each other. EDP-3.10 describes the methods for i

planning and scheduling the work. EDP-4.25 describes the requirements for
;

interfaces between the disciplines and external entities for coordination of
design activities. EDP-4.26 describes the requirements for design reviews
among the various engineering disciplines. This group of procedures together
with others which describe the planning, execution and control of the design
activity provide the guidance such that necessary analyses are identified, ;

scheduled and perfonned in a timely manner. f

STATUS: Resolved
<

RATIONALE: EDP procedures will be followed.
L

|
'

!
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMAPY

FINDING N0.: 4.6.2.le '

.

FINDING: The annulus pressurization analysis performed by NUS was well
modeled but used an inappropriate computer program (RELAP3). They should htye

lused COMPARE as they had done earlier for another plant.

REFERENCE 0 QUESTIONS:
,

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.3q

'

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may inpact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 190
i

BTF ASSESSMENT: NRC had accepted use of RELAP3.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:
i

(WORK PACKAGE EN-602): NUS has performed a subcompartmen6 analysis for the

annulus using the COMPARE computer code. However, due to pending design

changes in the upper region of the reactor cavity, the calculation was neither
checked nor approved, nor were forces and moments on the reactor vessel or

primary shield wall calculated. Bechtel is beginning, immediately, a
re-analysis of the annulus using the computer code COPDA, the Bechtel Standard
Computer Program used for subcompartment analyses..

!

The annulus pressurization analysis normally receives extensive review by the
'NRC and the impact of revisions to the analysis must be well planned to

provide consistency of the complete plant design. The analysis-design process
is iterative, so this will be an ongoing activity.

STATUS: Resolved

|

!

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY l

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.le (cont.)

RATIONALE: The use of RELAP3 was appropriato. New analysis will use NRC

accepted code.

i

a

#
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.le

FINDING: Brown and Root should have pursued re-analysis as the annulus

pressurization analysis is an input to structural analyses. Both of these
analyses require considerable elapsed time, as does NRC approval of the
results. The failure to submit such an analysis in a timely manner could
cause licensing delays or retrofits. D&R does not appear to be sufficiently
concerned about the timeliness of analysis in relation to construction
schedules or licensing.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-2

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.3r, 4.6.4.3d

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 191

BTF ASSESSMENT: Preliminary analysis conservatism normally allows final

analysis to be completed late in the plant design.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-602): NUS has performed a subcompartment analysis for the

annulus using the COMPARE computer code. However, due to pending design

changes in the upper region of the reactor cavity, the calculation was neither
checked nor approved, nor were forces and taoments on the reactor vessel or
primary shield wall calculated. Bechtel is beginnih0, immediately, a
re-analysis of the annulus using the computer code COPDA, the Bechtel Standard
Computer Program used for subcompartment analyses.

|

I

I
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.le(cont.)

The annulus pressurization analysis normally receives extensive review by the
NRC and the impact of revisions to this analysis must be well planned to
ensure consistency of the complete plant design. The analysis-design process
is iterative, so this will be an ongoing activity.

STATUS: Resolved -

RATIONALE: Analysis is now being perfonmed as an ongoing activity. ,
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.lf

FINDING: Awareness of the proper methodology for handling potential flow
paths during environmental analysis was not evident.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-8

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 192

BTF ASSESSMENT: The B&R methodology appears reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-602): In reviewing the NUS calculations which superseded the
Brown & Root calculations, Bechtel has found that the methodology was
satisfactory.

Bechtel agrees with this analyses methodology and will continue to follow it.
In general, for subcompartment analyses, node boundaries are selected where

; substantial restrictions to flow exist and flow paths are included so as to be
most conservative for the room and braak being considered.

.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Methodology is reasonable.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY )

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.1g

FINDING: Awarenest of the need to model makeup supplies of water for long

term environmental analysis was not evident.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-10

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may in. pact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 193

BTF ASSESSMENT: The B&R approach is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-602): Long-term mass and energy releases in the IVC due to

an 8" feedwater bypass line break and a 4" auxiliary feedwater pump turbine
supply line break were analyzed by NUS. In both of these cases, makeup
supplies of water were considered in the development of the model.

In the case of the 8" feedwater bypass line break, the auxiliary feedwater
makeup supply was analyzed. The flow from the 500,000 gallon condensate
storage tank via the auxiliary feedwater system after isolation was considered
as a part of this analysis.

In the case of the 4" auxiliary feedwater pump turbine supply line break,
makeup supply from the condensate storage tank was also considered. In this

analysis, it was assumed that the auxiliary feedwater is initiated at the time
of isolation and continues for a period of 1/2 hour at which time operator
action is assumed to isolate this system.

3560P/0490P:55
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.1g (cont.) l

As Bechtel continues to review B&R and NUS calculations and as new
calculations are performed, consideration will be given to other makeup
supplies of water for long term enviromental analyses as required.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: B&Rs approach is reasonable. Bechtel's review of calculations
will confirm that consideration is given.

.

$
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.lh

FINDING: Awareness of W trip logic for MSIVs appeared weak (see

Question N-ll).

REFERENCED QUESTIONS:

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.
.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 194

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that the responsibility for MSIV trip logic lies
with the Mechanical Discipline and not with the Nuclear Analysis Group.
Furtner discussions with B&R indicated an awareness of the MSIV trip logic and

I its effect on blowdown analyses.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WOPK PACKAGE EN-619): Interface between the disciplines for Bechtel STP is
addressed in EDP-2.16, 4.25, 4.26, and 4.27. These procedures help identify
responsible groups and should minimize uncertainty with respect to those who
should be aware of information.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: This finoing relates to the Quadrex assessment of B&R personnel
and is no longer meaningful.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.6.2.11

FINDING: Nuclear Analysis did not appear to be sufficiently knowledgeable in
the area of valve perforpance and qualifications.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-12

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.4.4s

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 195
.

-

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that valve performance and qualification are the
responsibil';ty of the Mechanical Discipline.

BELHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE E4-619): Interface between the disciplines for Bechtel STP is
addressed in EDP 2.16, 4.25, 4.26, and 4.27. These procedures help identify
responsible groups and should minimize uncertainty with respect to those who
should be aware of information.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: This finding relates to the Quadrex assessment of B&R personnel
and is no longer meaningful.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.i 4.6.2.1j

; FINDING: Analysis for a double ended break rather than a crack break
disagrees with a FSAR commitment.

,

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-13

RELATED FINDINGS:

l

QUALREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 196

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated the analysis had received NRC acceptance. The

postulated crack breaks should also be analyzed.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): NRC requirements for the design of pipe break

exclusion zones was still evolving in .975 when the STP preliminary design was
being developed. As stated in Report No. LO10RR064, " Dynamic Effects of
Postulated Pipe Failures Outside the Containment," the STP position was that

full credit would be taken for break exclusion zones in the MS and MFW
piping. It was not until 1977 that NRC insisted that STP design the IVC for a
single area MS or MFW rupture even though the piping design met the criteria
for break exclusion within the IVC.

The first analysis of IVC pressurization was based on a double-ended rupture
~

because mass and energy release data was not available from Westinghouse for a
single area rupture. B&R stated in a conference on February 24, 1982 that
analyses were later performed for a single area break and that this is the

3560P/0490P



QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.6.2.lj (cont.),

present basis for the IVC design. Response to FSAR Question 010.18 needs to
be revised to reflect the current design. Consideration of the latest NRC
Review Criteria recommended in the SRP (NUREG-0800) is also planned for Phase

B of the transition.

STATUS: D12 positioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon revisico of the FSAR. See the
Work Package Action Item List.

3560P/0490P
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-QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.lk

FINDING: B&R does not appear to be sufficiently aware of high energy lines in
the MAB.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-3, N-13

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.2.lf

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoir.g activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 197

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated they were aware of the high energy lines in the

MAB, but B&R's priority efforts were concentrated on high energy line breaks
that lie in the isolation valve cubicle and their analyses are ongoing. This
methodology is reasonable to support an expedited construction schedule.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Lack of early detailed analysis of postulated pipe
ruptures outside containment is not expected to result in serious problems due
to severe environments for safety-related equipment or overpressurization of
structures.

(EN-619): B&R stated that they were aware of the presence of high energy
lines in the MAB.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: B&R was aware of the high energy lines in the MAB and their
methodology was reasonable.

I
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.11

FINDING: B&R stated that documents are not issued without verified analysis.
However, SDD 4E010EQ004-A, " Qualification of Class lE Equipment," was issued

without any reasonable analytical basis. Only a fortunate series of
coincidences will prevent a situation in which some equipment is overdesigned
and other equipment is underdesigned.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-15

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.3q, 4.6.2.la line item 185.

QUACREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

-

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 198

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated the basis were presented to Quadrex.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-602): Either an'alyses or enoineering judgement may be a

reasonable basis for including specific data in a design document; however, if
engineering judgement is utilized, it should be justified as adequate or be
analytically verified later in the project. Bechtel is reviewing the

equipment qualification calculations for areas inside and outside of the
containment. For those areas where analyses were not performed or where
analyses that were performed are found to be inadequate, further analyses will
be performed.

(EN-604): References for the environmental parameters are listed in SDD
4E010EQ004-A. The adequacy of calculations which pertain to equipment
qualification is being determined. Those found to be inadequate will be

3560P/0490P:60
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.11(cont.)

reanalyzed and the associated environmental conditions updated. For l

parameters without analytical support, calculations will be generated.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of superseded
SDD-4E010EQ004-A. See the Work Package Action Item List.

s
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.1.m

FINDING: Differences in ECP initial temperature assumptions were observed
between Nuclear Analysis and Heavy Civil.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-17

4.6.4.4 , 4.6.2.lnRELATED FINDINGS: 9

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 199

BTF ASSESSMENT: The B&R rationale is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-406): An NUS Analysis of the ECP was issued on February 17,

1982. This analysis used meteorological data to establish an initial ECP
temperature prior to LOCA. Bechtel Mechanical / Nuclear staff (San Fran.) is
cur ently reviewing the report. Discrepancies / inconsistencies with ECP
initial temperatures will be resolved accordingly by September 30, 1982.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: B&R rationale is reasonable; however, a program is in place to
resolve inconsistencies with ECP temperatures. Remaining work is discussed

under line item 200.

|
,

!
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QUADREX FIND 8RG RESOLUTION SUMMARY
|

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.In

FINDING: Assumptions regarding the availability of various heat sinks under
varying plant conditions should be re-examined.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-17

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.4v, 4.6.2.1m

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 200

BTF ASSESSMENT: Tne B&R assumptions are reasonable, but as plant design is

finalized the assumptions should be re-examined for adequacy.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-406): Due to the STP environmental conditions, there have
been questions raised concerning the ability to keep the ECP temperature below
the technical specification limit to 95'F. The technical specifications may
have to be amer.ded and/or some equipment may have to be requalified, if an
increase in the limit rasults in predicted post LOCA temperatures exceeding
equipment design temperatures. The review of existing ana'yses and
assumptions is scheduled for completion by September 30, 1982. Changes to the
design, or other engineering follow-on activity resulting from the review will
be accomplished as a normal engineering design activity.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of evaluation. See
the Work Package Action Item List.

;
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- QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.10

FINDING: The battery room hydrogen analysis did not address the true problem
of hydrogen concentration near the top _of the room. i

:

t REFERENCED QUESTIONS:

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.4.2.lc, 4.6.2.3s i

!

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.
,

,

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete or. going activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 2 01<

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated their design precludes hydrogen pocketing and

their calculations were satisfactory.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-551): Per our Assessment / Action Plan Bechtel will be
revising the design criteria and evaluating the B&R, NUS and OPS calculations

| to this criteria. Bechtel will determine if ducting is adequate to remove any
hydrogen concentration near the top of the battery room. Evaluations indicate

J a 2 percent hydrogen could exist, which is acceptable.

t STATUS: Dispositioned

'

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of evaluation. See

j the Work Package Action Item List.

i

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.lo

FINDING: This analysis was not properly classified as safety-related.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-2S

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.2.2.ib, 4.8.2.ld line item 270

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 2 - Action recommended - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 202

BTF ASSESSMENT: The analysis should be safety-related.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-551): Final calculations will be classified consistent with
the requirements of EDP-4.37.

(EN-619): See line item 270. All calculations are treated with the same
degree of concern and care as though they were safety-related. Bechtel
procedures EDP-4.34, 4.36, 4.37 and 4.43 are used for reviewing, checking and
verifying computer programs and calculations. (See also Appendix E.)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: EDP-4.37 requires checking and verifying all calculations.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.6.2.2p

FINDING: B&R's plan to analyze all hich energy lines in the IVC and MAB, and
to seismically support all non-safety-related lines does not appear to be
either reasonable or cost effective and the results of this decision appear to
be compromising plant access and maintainability.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-3

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.3.20

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impact reliable power.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 203

BTF ASSESSMENT: The criteria are more stringent than the minimum required and
making the committment early in design may be prudent.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): While the accessibility of plant systems is a
legitimate concern, the conservative seismic treatment of nonsafety-related
equipment is not an untried nor uncommon approach. Problems which are
inherent in such an approach; e.g. cost, construction difficulties, limited
operability and access are also common whenever conservative design
philosophies are implemented. Bechtel's recommendations for the program to be
used for the remaining work are presented in Section 6.0 of the EN-601 Work
Package. Included in this program are features to attempt to provide the best
match between simplified design and construction practices versus minimized
cost and accessibility problems.

|
1

1
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.2p (cont.)

(EN-619): As stated in BPC specification 4U010PS007 dated 7/6/82, Bechtel
Engineering will provide resolution of access problems.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The comitment is prudent. Bechtel will atte. ;:t to minimite cost.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.6.2.3q

FINDING: The chosen analysis methods were often inadequate, such as in the
areas of environmental and hydrogen concentration analysis. Inadequate

computer codes were used for environmental and annulus pressurization and
analyses.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-2

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.lb, 4.6.2.le

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - tim.ing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 204

BTF ASSESSMENT: Numerous potential problems have been identified by Quadrex.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-602): Bechtel is currently reviewing the Brown & Root P/T

calculations for adequacy of analysis methods and for correctness. Among the
items examined will be the computer codes used in the analyses and the
appropriateness of their use. In those cases where required calculations were ;

i

not performed or they are found to be inadequate, Bechtel will perfonn the
!

calculations using appropriate Bechtel Standard Computer Programs. For
example, in the case of containment and subcompartment analyses the computer )
programs used are C0PATTA and COPDA respectively. I

(EN-619): The work package review plans developed pursuant to transition
procedure QE-002 provide for evaluating the appropriateness of chosen
calculation methods. Appendix E of this work package describes the program in
place for determining the adequacy of computer codes.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.6.2.3q (cont.)

: STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The transition program and computer code verification program are
in place.

:

i

r
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.6.2.3q

FINDING: The environmental analysis results are not properly reflected in SDD

4E010EQ004-A.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS:

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.11

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 205

BTF ASSESSMENT: Inconsistencies are possible during design evolution, but are
normally resolved.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-602): The thermal-hydraulic analyses performed by Brown &

Root are being reviewed by Bechtel. For those cases where analyses that are
required have not been done or are found to be inadequate, Bechtel will
perform the analyses during the normal course of ongoing work. Pressurization
calculations will be done as well as thermal analyses for equipment
qualification for all cases where there is a high energy line, a break in
which could affect safety-related systems or systems required to safely shut
down the plant. During the work package review, related documents such as
SDD's and FSAR, will be examined to ensure that they are consistent with the
analyses (i.e., they reflect .he major assumptions and the analyses results).

(EN-604): As B&R or NUS calculations are given final acceptance as a result
of Bechtel's review or new calculations generated the equipment qualification
values will be substantiated or updated.

(EN-619): EN-604 will supercede SDD.
3560P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.3q (cont.)

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of EQ program. See the
Work Package Action Item List.

|

|
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| QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
-

,

* 1

' FINDING N0.: 4.E.2.3r

FINDING: Failure to perform needed analyses in a timely manner can :3ad to
retrofits and canpromise access aspects of the plant design. -

;

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-3, N-4, N-5, N-14

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.le, 4.6.4.3d, 3.la

4

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 206

BTF ASSESSMENT: Completion of analysis in a timely manner is a desired goal.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-602): Engineering Department Procedure (EDP) 2.16 describes

the design functions of the various disciplines and their responsibilities for
supporting the work of each other. EDP-3.10 describes the methods for
planning and scheduling the work. EDP-4.25 describes the requirements for
interfaces between the disciplines and external entities for coordination of
design activities. EDP-4.26 describes the requirements for design reviews
among the various engineering disciplines. This group of procedures together
with others which describe the planning, execution and control of the design
activity require that necessary analyses are identified, scheduled and
performed in a timely manner.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: EDP procedures will be followed to provide timely analyses.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.3s

FINDING: B&R's response to an NRC question regarding hydrogen concentration

was not timely.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-25. H-27

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.4.2. l c , 4.6.2.1o

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 207

BTF ASSESSMENT: A two year elapsed period for responding to an NRC inquiry is

not good engineering practice. i

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

.

(WORK PACKAGE EM-551): No action necessary.

STATUS: Resolved -

RATIONALE: No action required.

I
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.4t

FINDING: Evidence of a thorough review of W data by B&R was not provided.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-4, N-9, N-12, N-18

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.le

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 208

BTF ASSESSMENT: NSSS data were supplied to B&R from HL&P and should be

thoroughly reviewed.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-602): Westinghouse is not a vendor for the AE but for the
utility (HL&P). Westinghouse performs calculations under contract to the
utility taking responsibility for them and transmits the results and, at best,
the assumptions that went into the calculation, but not the calculation
itself. The AE can check the data supplied by the NSSS vendor for
" reasonableness" only and cannot, without the calculation, do a thorough
design review. Bechtel will continue to review the assumptions provided by
Westinghouse (through HL&P) and will check the data to see that it is
reasonable.

(EN-619): The work package review plans developed pursuant to the transition
procedure QE-002 provide for tne evaluation of design interfaces and data
including that of consultants and Westinghouse. (See also Nuclear Systems
comments on Generic Finding 3.lg). Review of data is addressed in EDP-2.16,
4.25, 4.26, 4.27, 4.46, and 4.49.

l
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
t

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.4t (cont.)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel will review W data as it is provided in accordance witn
Bechtel EDP procedures.

I
i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.4u

FINDING: The impact of a much higher localized temperature for the outside

containment concrete is not known.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-13, C-4

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: -7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 209

BTF ASSESSMENT: It is normal practice to design concrete walls for pressure
and not to consider temperature, effects due to jet impingement.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-lli): Past Bechtel experience indicated that the temperature
effects due to pipe rupture on the concrete is very minimal. It will take a

very long time for the heat to actually penetrate the concrete walls and slabs
to produce significant loads. Therefore, this concern does not affect the
concrete design. The temperature effects of a fuel oil fire in the diesel
generator building (DGB) are known and have been considered in the design of

the DGB.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Temperature effects due to jet impingement are not normally
considered, only pressure effects.

.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY ;

FINDING N0.: 4.6.2.4v

FINDING: The analysis of the essential cooling pond (ECP) failed to consider
all design bases. Quadrex calculations made during review of the analysis
indicated that during shutdown of one unit, operation of the other unit would
be in violation of tecnnical specifications. Furthermore, no analysis was
performed of the most severe ECP load, which is simultaneous normal shutdown
of both units. Under these conditions, it is possible that operating limi'cs
of the ECW pumps may be exceeded. It should be noted that there are many
scenarios which can require simultaneous shutdown of two units; in fact,
concurrent trip of multiple units at one site has occurred in the past.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-17

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.4.5k, 4.6.4.4g, 4.6.2.In

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 2 - Action needed - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 210

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated a re-analysis program had been initiated.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-406): Bechtel will review the ECP design criteria and
calculations. Currently, Becntel staff is reviewing the NUS ECP thermal
analysis. Following these efforts, the adequacy of the technical
specifications and impact on equipment qualifications will be evaluated. The )
review of existing analysis and assumptions is scheduled for completion by
September 30, 1982. Changes to the design, or other engineering follow-on
activity resulting from the review, will be accomplished as a norme.1
engineering design activity.

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.2.4v (cont.)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Review is being performed, and a completion date is in place.

:

i

1

4
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.4.la

FINDING: ihe ECW and CCW systems and their components appear to be well

designed. All modes of operation have been accounted for; however, the plant
operating states and environmental conditions may be changed as a result of
further plant analyses.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-16, N-19, N-21

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Continue ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 211

BTF ASSESSMENT: Agrees that further plant analyses may cause changes.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-403, 406): Not an issue. This is a projection / observation.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not an issue. This is an observation.

.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.4.la

FINDING: A complete FMEA including the effects of pipe rupture, in
combination with a single active component failure, has not been performed.
Such an analysis, however, is generally part of an outside of containment pipe
rupture effort, which has not been performed yet and is the responsibility of
others. However, the ability to achieve safe shutdown under this postulation
was demonstrated by the Mechanical Group.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-19

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.le, 4.6.4.lc

QUADREX RATING: Most Serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Continue ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 212

BTF ASSESSMENT: As a nonnal practice this type of review and analysis is
performed as the design becomes finalized.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-403, 406): Bechtel will perfonn FMEAs for the ECW and CCW

systems. Scheduled completion by December 30, 1982.

(EN-601 ): Failure modes and effects analysis will be performed by Bechtel for
all safety-related systems. Failure modes and effects associated with
in-plant hazards events will be fonnally documented as part of the detailed
reviews discussed in Section 6 of EN-601.

t

!
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.4.la (cont.)
,

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the FMEA program
described in EN-601. See the Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMt1ARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.4.lb

FINDING: There appears to be no flooding problem in the ECCS pump room. ,

Verification of this would require a detailed evaluation of all building flow
paths and piping layouts which is beyond the scope of this review. The
analysis wcs thorough and well done with two exceptions. The first exception
was a 44% nonconservative error that carried through the entire calculation.
Even with this error, there is sufficient margin that no flooding problems
should occur f' rom the lines examined.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-23

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.id2, 4.8.2.41, 4.5.3.4w

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 213

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R has corrected the calculation and no system modifications

are needed.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEEM-402): No additional action necessary. Bechtel is reviewing

the Equipment Floor Drain System for design adequacy. It is noted that DER
82-004 has been issued on the level instrumentation for the SIS pump cubicle
sumps. The level switches should be safety-related and seismic category I.

(EN-601): Adequacy of existing STP protection against internal flooding will
be fully evaluated by Bechtel as discussed in Section 6 of the EN-601 Work
Package Report.

3560P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY p;

FINDING N0.: 4.6.4.lb (cont.)

STATUS: Resolvedi

RATIONALE: Calculation was corrected. No known remaining problems exist.

Design will be reviewed prior to reissuance of drawings.

3560P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.4.lb

FINDING: The second exception was use of a seven level designation
(verification not required) rather than a safety related verified calculation.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-23

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.10, 4.2.2.lb, 4.8.2.1d line item 170.

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 2 - Timing sensitive - action needed.'

BTF LINE ITEM: 214

i

BTF ASSESSMENT: Agree that calculations should be designated as

safety-related.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-402): Bechtel will review the calculations and revise the 7
digit TPNS on the calculation cover sheet to reflect the appropriate safety
designation as required. This action is in addition to reviewing the
calculations for technical adequacy in accordance with EDP-4.37. Scheduled
completion by August 27, 1982. '

(EN-619): See line item 170. All calculations are treated with the same
degree of concern and care as though they were safety-related. Bechtel
procedures EDP-4.34 and 4.37 provide for reviewing, checking, and verifying
calculations. Further, appendix E of this report describes the program for
review of B&R calculations and related CPVRs to assure their adequacy.

'

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: EDP-4.37 and 4.34 are in place.

|

|

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.6.4.lc

FINDING: Formal FMEA methodology and single failure analysis guidelines do
not exist.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-19

RELATED FINDINGS: 3.le, 4.6.4.la, 4.3.2.1d .

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Continue ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 215

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated they have a documented procedure.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): FMEAs will be performed by Bechtel for all

safety-related systems. Failure modes and effects associated with in-plant
hazards events will be fonnally documented as part of the detailed reviews
discussed in section 6 of EN-601.

>

(EN-619): See also the evaluation for 4.6.4.la, Line Item 212.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE- Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the FMEA program as
described in EN-601. See the Work Package Action Item List.

,

!

,
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.4.3d

FINDING: There has been a lack of timeliness in performing certain feedwater
system analyses. However, work in progress indicates this is now being
corrected.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-26, N-28, N-31

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.3r, 4.6.2.le, 4.6.4.4h, 4.6.4.41, 4.7.3.lc

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Continue ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 216

BTF ASSESSMENT: Agrees that feedwater system analysis should have been

performed earlier.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGES EM-452 and 451): The feedwater system will be reviewed,

including analyses, and comments will be provided as appropriate.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of work package
effort. See the Work Package Action Items.

:
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

*

FINDING NO.: 4.6.4.4e

FINDING: The ECW and CCW systems have the unusual feature of the inside loop

(CCW) operating at a higher pressure than the outside (ECW) loop. The purpose
of this design is to prevent in-leakage of brackish water into the CCW system
since this brackish water could stress corrode portions of the primary coolant
boundary. The current design has the potential of creating a state regulatory
problem due to possible chromate release. The potential for rad,iation release
is minimized by a radiation monitoring system that will isolate a leaking CCW
heat exchanger.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-19

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Continue ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 217

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's approach is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-403, 406 AND CONTROLS): Resolution of the chromate issue is

pending with HL&P/ State / EPA regulatory authorities. As applicable, Bechtel
mechanical and controls will review the ECW/CCW systems to determine the

optimum locations and type of chromate monitors or grab samples. The use of a
chemical additive other than chromate will be considered.

3560P/0490P:87
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
.

FINDING N0.: 4.6.4.4e (cont.)

Additionally, it appears that the ECW and CCW radiation monitoring systems are
inadequate, because (1) the system does not provide for continuous monitoring
of each train, and (2) the system is not capable of detecting radioactivity in
the ECW system. Accordingly, Bechtel will review in detail and recommend any
necessary modifications to the ECW/CCW radiation monitoring systems during

Phase B. Scheduled completion by September 30, 1982.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The potential for chromate leakage to the environment is remote.

A program is in place to determine location of monitoring instruments.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

.

FINDING N0.: 4.6.4.4f

FINDING: No consideration was given to valve performance qualification
requirements near break locations.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-12

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.11

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 218

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated they have written guidelines.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Operability of a valve subjected to severe

environmental and process conditions associated with a pipe rupture can only
be assumed, for the purpose of safety analysis, if the valve is qualified for
operation under these conditions. As Quadrex points out, the manufacturers
qualification reports must be carefully reviewed to determine if they
adequately demonstrate qualification for the STP systems application.

f

Because of the single failure criterion, only a few valves are assumed to

| perform essential functions during or after being subjected to postulated pipe
! rupture accident conditions. These typically include valves for MS and MFW

containment isolation and certain RCS branch connections. These cases will be
identified during the detailed review to be performed by Bechtel.
Qualification for these conditions will be completed under the program
discussed in Work Package EN-604.

I
;

'
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

|

FINDING NO.: 4.6.4.4f (cont.)
.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Consideration is given in the program developed in Work Package4

EN-604.

.

d

3

;
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.6.4.4g

FINDING: The elevated ECP temperatures occurring during a shutdown should be
investigated for effects on the operation of the system and acceptable
temperature operating range of the ECW pumps. The ECP temperature analysis

performed by the Nuclear Analysis Group did not ccusider the bounding cases
and may also have a non-conservative initial condition error.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-17

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.lm, 4.5.2.4v, 4.6.2.lb, 3.lb, 3.lc, 3.ld, 4.6.2.lm

QUADREX RATING: Poliential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 2 - Timing sensitive - action needed.

BTF LINE ITEM: 219

BTF ASSESSMENT: Agrces that ECP temperatures should be investigated.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-406): Bechtel agrees with the Quadrex finding. Bechtel will
review the ECP design criteria and calculations. Currently, Bechtel staff is
reviewing the NUS ECP thennal analysis. Following these efforts, the adequacy
of the ECW system will be determined and Bechtel will evaluate any impact on
interfacing systems. Scheduled completion by September 30, 1982.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Evaluation program is in place and expected completion date has
been established.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.4.4h

FINDING: The Mechanical Group has been working with Westinghouse on the

generic steam generator auxiliary feedwater hammer problem. The STP feedwater
system is designed to preclude or minimize the potential for occurrence of
this type of water hammer. A study is in process by a Rice University
professor to evaluate all potential water-hammers in the condensate and
feedwater system. Design modifications and/or loads analysis will be made if
the results of this study show them to be required.

REFERENCE 0 QUESTIONS: M-31

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.4.3d

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 220

BTF ASSESSMENT: The finding is a statement of fact and does not identify a
problem or reflect any concerns.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-408): No response necessary. It is noted that Bechtel will

be evaluating STP for water hammer in response to USI A-1.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not an issue, only a statement of fact. Subject matter is an
Unresolved Safety Issue.

l
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.4.41

FINDING: No plan to perform a dynamic analysis of the FW system was evident.

.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-28

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.4.3d

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 221

BTF ASSESSMENT: The margins provided are sufficient to preclude the need for
transient analysis.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGES EM-452 and 451): No response necessary. It is noted that

Bechtel will be performing an HELB analysis. If this effort indicates a

dynamic analysis of the FW system is necessary, then Bechtel will provide
recommendations accordingly.

STATUS: Resolved

' RATIONALE: No analysis needed. If need arises later, Bechtel will perform

the analysis.

I

_.
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QUADREX FIND NG RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.4.4j

FINDING: FW pump low flow recirculation line valve noise and wear can be
uticipated.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-31

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Continue ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 222

BTF ASSESSMENT: This is a typical problem in feedwater systems.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGES EM-452 and 451): Bechtel will evaluate this issue reviewing
,

proper types of control valves or control valve / orifice combinations.
Scheduled completion by December 30, 1982.

(CONTROLS): A thorough review of this problem will take place in Pnase B. FW

pump low flow recirculation line valves will be evaluated for noise and wear
and if required new valves will be procured to replace the valves impacted
with excessive noise and wear.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of review. See the
Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.6.4.bk

FINDING: The division of responsibilities for similar flow and heat transfer
analyses between Heavy Civil, Nuclear Analysis, and Mechanical Analysis of the
component cooling water (CCW), emergency cooling water (ECW) and the essential

cooling pond (ECP) has the potential to cause design interface problems in
these systems. In fact, a previously discussed error in the ECP analysis by
the Nuclear Analysis Group may effect components designed and analyzed by the
Mechanical Group.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-16, N-17 N-20

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.4v

QUADREX RATING: Other - minor item.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Continue ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 223

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated interface problems will be resclved by the
completion of the ECP thermal analysis TRD.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-403, 406): NUS has completed a thermal analysis of the ECP.

Following a review by Bechtel, changes to the CCW, ECW, etc., will be proposed
as necessary. Scheduled completion by September 30, 1982.

(EN-619): The B&R division of responsibilities and interface problems are no
i

longer pertinent. Bechtel practices and procedures are now applicable. '

EDP-2.16 defines the division of responsibilities and EDP-4.25 defines
interface responsibilities and functions.

3560P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.6.4.5k (cont.)

, ,

STATUS: Resolved.

RATIONALE: Review is being performed with a completion date established. See
also resolution to Finding 3.la.

,

;

!

,

I

i

I

,

!
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY s

FINDING N0.: 4.6.4.51

FINDING: The various pumps have large NPSH margins and the NPSH calculations

were well done with the following exceptions. In certain analyses,
frictional, temperature and velocity head effects were considered negligible
and were not calculated. These should have been calculated in case other
factors change (i.e., an out of specification pump) so the true margin is
known. Additionally, the pump vendors NPSH interface was not defined.

r
This is a very common error, but it has caused problems elsewhere.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: N-20, N-22, N-28

RELATED FINDINGS:,

QUADREX RATING: Other - considered to be minor. |

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - time sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 224

BTF ASSESSMENT: The subject effect should be considered where NPSH margins

are small.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE MECHANICAL): Bechtel agrees with the Quadrex finding. Bechtel

is reviewing the calculations. Particular attention will be given to those
calculations where the NPSH margins are small. Comments to the calculations
will be identified in the system work package final reports issued per the
schedule. Those calculations not received during Phase A will be reviewed
during Phase B.

L

>
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

'FINDING NO.: 4.7.2.la
t

FINDING: The FSAR should be corrected since no modal analysis is done.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-7

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.3.1g

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.
~

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 225

BTF ASSESSMENT: The FSAR should be updated.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:
,

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): "On a mode-by-mode basis" statement should be removed

from Sections 3.7.3.8 and 3.7.3.9 from FSAR since it is not used in the piping
analysis for differential seismic motion of the supports. Also "the most
severe floor response spectrum: should be changed to the " enveloping response
spectrum.".

(EN-600): Nuclear licensing will track until FSAR is corrected.

STATUS: Dispositioned
|

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon revision of the FSAR. See the
Work Package Action Item List.

3560P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.7.2.lb

FINDING: EDS stated that they do not review the FSAR for changes or accuracy;
tnisinterfacemaypresentlicendingproblems.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-7

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.,

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No action recommended.
,

BTF LINE ITEM: 226 ,

BTF ASSESSMENT: EDS was included in distribution of FSAR changes. EDS

contract did not include review of FSAR.
. -

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-600): HL&P has the responsibility to review the FSAR for
changes and accuracy. Bechtel Procedure EDP 4.23 Section 3.5 providas for
review by the NSSS Supplier for those changes originated by Bechtel. Bechtel
has the responsibility for assuring subcontractors work is properly reflected [
in the FSAR in accordance with EDP-2.13 and 4.23.

STATUS: Resolved |
|

RATIONALE: Responsibility for changes and accuracy of the FSAR is HL&P's not *

EDS's. Procedures are in place that provide for consultant reviews of changes.

,
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.7.2.lc

FINDING: The FSAR needs to address the EDSs methodology for Class I

components.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-9

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 227
,

BTF ASSESSMENT: The FSAR should be updated.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): Section 3.9.3.3 " Design and Installation Details for
Mounting of Pressure Relief Devices" of FSAR will be updated to include use

i of dynamic time history analysis to determine the response of the piping
system as an option to static load method.

,

A similar statement will be adaed to Section 3.9.1 for ASME Class 1 components.
,

(EN-600): Nuclear licensing will track until the issue is closed out.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon revision of the FSAR. See the
Work Package Action Item List.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.6.4.51 (cont.)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Calculations are being reviewed in accordance with Transition

Procedure QE-001.

3560P/0490P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION ' SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.7.2.ld

FINDING: EDS's use 'f high stiffness (default values) for pipe supports gives
unconservative results compared to actual stiffness values.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-12

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.2.41

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 228

BTF ASSESSMENT: Even though these values are consistent with industry
practice for STP vintage plants, B&R stated that they conducted a parametric
study which showed that use of the high stiffness values did not yield results
significantly different than obtained using more representative support
stiffness values.

BECHTEL STP ?a0 JECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): EDS and B&R used the same stiffness criteria to design
supports. In' performing piping stress analysis, EDS used computer program
default stiffness values, but B&R used the minimum stiffness values from the

criteria. B&R stated that they conducted a parametric study which showed that
use of high stiffness values used by EDS did not yield results significantly
different than obtained by B&R using more representative support stiffness
values. Bechtel will review this study in detail by August 28, 1982.

This study affects only rotational stiffness of anchors. If the B&R study is
accepted by Bechtel then the Project Team will review all piping analysis and
anchor designs against the stiffness values as per this study.

; 3565P/0489P:2
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

i

FINDING NO.: 4.7.2.ld (cont.) .

Reanalysis or redesign if required, will be performed. Since all anchors are
on hold, very little i G act is expected on the anchors. If the above study is
not accepted by Bechtel, then the deviations will be handled on a case-by-case ;

basis.
,

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Values are consistent with industry practice, but a review will be I
performed.

.

.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4. 7. 2. l e

FINDING: Applicability of MEB-6 to STP vintage plants needs to be determined.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-16

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.3.lf, 4.5.5.lb

QUADREX RATING: Most-serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 229

BTF ASSESSMENT: Additional evaluation may be required.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Bechtel will undertake licensing and design reviews in
order to develop an STP position for addressing this issue. Refer to Finding
4.5.5.lb.

(PSSG): If current NRC criteria on the correlation of service level stress
limits to design basis events is applied to STP, then plant faulted conditions
may need to be considered as nonnal conditions for certain systems and review
and reanalysis of these systems will be required. Options available for
operability testing will also have to be investigated.

STATUS: .Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon development of position on
;

Standard Review Plan 3.9.3, Appendix A (July 1981). See the Work Package
,

Action Item List.

|
|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.2.3h

FINDING: Combining the results of SSE SAM loads and inertia loads by Absolute

Sum may be overly conservative.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-7, P-18

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.3.lh, 4.7.3.4v

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 232

BTF ASSESSMENT: The combining of SSE SAM (Seismic Anchor Motion) loads and

SSE inertia loads by absolute sums is acceptable and offers more conservatism

than the SRSS method.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): We agree that above method is overly conservative.

As indicated in the " Piping Stress Analysis Criteria" SRSS method will be used

to combine the results of SSE inertia and SAM loads.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: SRSS method will be used.

|

!
\
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.2.lf

FINDING: The FSAR should be corrected to reflect EDS's modified spectra
method used in the simplified method.

REFERENCE 0 QUESTIONS: P-24

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.3.lc

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 230

BTF ASSESSMENT: The FSAR should be updated.

BECHTEL STP PR0uECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): Tne FSAR Section 3.7.3.1.4 on the simplified method

needs the following correction. "No contribution is taken due to multimodes
because higher modes have been proven to be insignificant," should be changed
to " contribution would be taken due to multimodes if higher modes proved to be
significant."

(EN-600): Nuclear licensing will track until the issue is closed.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon revision of the FSAR. See the
Work Package Action Item list.

d

}
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.2.3g

FINDING: EDS's procedure for transmitting important information may not
eliminate the use of outdated information in analyses.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-4

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 231

BTF ASSESSMENT: Quadrex stated they found no evidence that EDS had used

outdated information. .

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): Design verification process in accordance with Plant

Design Pipe Stress and Supports Group Review Plan and Work Packages will
assure that no outdated information becomes the basis of Bechtel accepted

design. The most recent information will be obtained and incorporated in all
new designs.

.

(EN-619): EDS's procedure and interface with B&R is no longer pertinent.
Bechtel EDP-4.25 provides for adequate interface with consultants and other
entities. Further, the transition program provides for the review of all
designs prior to reissuance.

,

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: EDS is no longer involved with the project, also a program to
review all designs prior to reissue is in place.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.7.2.31

FINDING: EDS should have been aware of increased valve acceleration
capability and should have prevailed upon B&R to revise the criteria.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-8

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.5.3k, 4.7.3.3p

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 233

BTF ASSESSMENT: The valve acceleration allowables used on STP are consistent
with plants of the STP vintage.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): EDS was given allowable valve acceleration criteria by

B&R, valve vendors used the same allowable accelerations for qualifying the
valves. Therefore, Bechtel will use the same allowables and include them in

the " Piping Stress Analysis Criteria." Vendors may be contacted if higher
.

allowable accelerations are necessary.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Valve acceleration allowables are acceptable.

3565P/0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.7.2.3j

FINDING: 10* half expansion angle is overly conservative for jet load

evaluations.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-20

L

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.2.l a, 4.5.3.le

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive. t

i

BTF LINE ITEM: 234 :

BTF ASSESSMENT: The calculated loads may be more conservative than required.

Further review is recommended.

I
BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

i

(WORKPACKAGEEN-601): Use of the 10* half angle expansion model is an'

i

accepted industry practice. For targets located near the rupture location
more realistic expansion models will reduce the calculated impingement loading
for flashing water jets. Since only a limited amount of analysis of jet ,

impingement effects has been completed so far, strict adherence to the 10* !

expansion model has not resulted in extensive overdesign. Bechtel will
sometimes use expansion models other than 10' half angle when justified by jet ,.

ithermodynamics to aid in target qualification.

,

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Accepted industry practice.
!

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

|
FINDING NO.: 4.7.2.3k

Symmetrical baseplate design approach may need to be altered due toFINDING:
construction interferences; EDS procedures may not adequately analyze bolt

pullout loads for non-symmetrical baseplates.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-30

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 235

BTF ASSESSMENT: BTF agrees that construction interferences may require a

number of baseplates to be modified and that EDS could use an approved

baseplate flexibility computer program to cover these cases.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEPSSG): We agree with Quadrex that construction interferences
may require a number of baseplates to be modified and that the EDS should have
used an approved baseplate flexibility computer program to cover

nonsymetrical loading.

PSSG will use Bechtel's computer program to perform baseplate design for
At the as-builtnonsymmetrical loading for new work at the design stage.

stage, if any EDS designed symmetrical base plate becomes nonsymmetrical due
to construction interference, Bechtel's baseplate computer program will be
utilized to check the design.

STATUS: Resolved

3565P/0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
\.

FINDING NO.: 4.7.2.3k (cont.)
|

RATIONALE: .Bechtel's computer programs will be used for nonsymmetric loadings

during the normal course of ongoing work.
1

,

n
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.2.41

The use of different support stiffness values by B&R and EDS shouldFINDING:

be assessed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-12

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.2.ld

QUADREX RATING: Potential prcblem - may cr may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

8TF LINE ITEM: 236

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R was aware that EDS used high stiffness values for pipe

Even though these values are consistent with industry practice forsupports.
STP vintage plants, B&R stated they conducted a parametric study which showed
that use of the high stiffness values did not yield results significantly
different than obtained using more representative support stiffness values.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): EDS and B&R used the same stiffness criteria to design

supports. In performing piping stress analysis, EDS used computer program
def ault stiffness values, but B&R used the minimum stiffness values from the

B&R stated that they conducted a parametric study which showed thatcriteria.

use of high stiffness values used by EDS did not yield results significantly
different than obtained by B&R using more representative support stiffness
values. Bechtel will review this study in detail by August 28, 1982.

If the B&R study isThis study affects only rotational stiffness of anchors.
accepted by Bechtel then BPC will review all piping analysis and anchor
designs against the stiffness values as per this study.

I
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4;7.2.41 (cont.)

Re-analysis or redesign if required, will be performed. Since all anchors are
on hold, very little impact is expected on anchors. If the above study is not

accepted by BPC, then the deviations will be handled on a case-by-case basis.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Values are consistent with industry practice, but a review is
being performed and a schedule is in place. r
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QUADREX FlNDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

-

- FINDING NO.: 4.7.2.4m
1

FINDING: Confirmation of support self weight excitation basis should be

obtained.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-32

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.3.4x

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exf st.
6

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 237

BTF ASSESSMENT: Confirmation of support self weight excitation basis should

be obtained.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): For a low seismic activity area such as STP,
consideration of self-weight excitation is not a requirement. In addition,

support designs on STP have to meet stiffness requirements provided in Piping
Stress Analysis Criteria (5N170RQ001). The stiffness requirements assure
support natural frequen7,ies to be high enough to put them beyond the peak

This will reduce the effectregion of the building seismic response spectra.
of self-weight excitation and make it insignificant.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not required and effect is insignificant.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.7.2.4n

FINDINC. Improved documented guidance by EDS in categorizatian of linear from

plate and shell elements appears to be needed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-36

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.3.4y

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 238

BTF ASSESSMENT: Clear direction should be used to preclude inconsistencies of

support design.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): Bechtel will use only linear type supports on STP.
Linear attachment welds criteria will be used from the " Pipe Support Design

Manual, STP Addendum."

The Bechtel Pipe Support Design Manual does not allow plate and shell type
For designs done by B&R, EDS, and NPSI, the attachment welds willsupports.

be reviewed and reclassified as linear type welds, if required.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Only linear type supports will be used.

1
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.2.40

FINDING: EDS's criteria for jet load evaluations on unbroken piping systems
is not adequate with respect to supports.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-20

| RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 3 . Action - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 239

BTF ASSESSMENT: EDS stated their criteria is based on B&R document
lL369RQ006, Rev. D, Section 3.7 and was developed in conjunction with B&R.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): Bechtel agrees with the Quadrex assessment that

supports for essential piping should be designed for loads from jet
impingement on the piping. EDS has stated that only six (6) stress problems
involve qualification of the piping for jet loads. These problems will be
reanalyzed by Bechtel prior to release of any new construction work on the
affected piping and supports.

Bechtel disagrees with Quadrex that jet impingement on the supports themselves

requires analyses. Because essential piping is protected against direct
impingement effects, there is little likelihood of unacceptable damage due

impingement on unprotected supports.

(PSSG): Jet impingement loads on the unbroken piping systems will be
considered in the faulted condition load on the previously deeigned supports.
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. QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.2.40 (cont.)

If these loads exceed the faulted capacity of the support, then the support
will have to be redesigned.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Appropriate action has been established by EN-601. .
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.7.2.5p

FINDING: Differences in assumed friction factors for support design purposes

were noted.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-33

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Minor item.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 240

BTF ASSESSMENT: The factors utilized fall within a technically acceptable

range of values which is used in the industry.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEPSSG): Different friction factors were utilized by EDS and
B&R. B&R used following friction factors: f(for steel to steel) = 0.45 and

f(for lubrite or teflon) = 0.15 which are conservative.

Bechtel will follow the same friction factors used by EDS and include them in
the " Pipe Support Design Manual, STP Addendum" which are as follows: f(form

steel to steel) = 0.3 and f(for lubrite or teflon) = 0.1.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: EDS factors will be used.

,

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESbLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.7.3.la

FINDING: B&R has not yet developed a criteria for jet impingement protection
on unbroken piping systems. A future TRD is planned.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-20

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.14

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 . Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 241

:

BTF ASSESSMENT: Criteria are necessary.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

,

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): B&R recognized the need for criteria for protection of
unbroken piping against jet impingement. The draf t TRD, " Criteria and
Methodology for Evaluation of Postulated Pipe Break and Crack Effects,"
addresses this; however, it refers to a supplementary TRD and computer program
for details. These supplementary documents have not been completed.

'

Because of the small number of high energy lines located outside containment
and the amount of separation provided in the STP design, very little piping
outside containment will require qualification for jet impingement loads. .

Project documents to be developed by Bechtel will include appropriate criteria
,

for protection of piping against jet impingement. No other actior. is required
to resolve this finding.

I

STATUS: Dispositioned

| *
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.la (cont.)

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the System
Interaction Design Guide. See the Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.lb

FINDING: Approximately 50% of the reviewed SDDs do not yet contain system

operating temperatures.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-1

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 242

BTF ASSESSMENT: The project line list contains current system operating

temperatures for each line.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:4

,

(MECHANICAL): SDDs are being reviewed during Phase A of the transition for
the inclusion of operating temperatures.

(EN-619): SDDs, TRDs, etc. are being reviewed during Phase A of the
transition and revisions to SDDs are being listed as action items or
vork-to-go in the system work packages, in accordance with the transition
procedure (QE-002) and discipline plans for review of system work packages.

1

[ STATUS: Resolved

; RATIONALE: The transition program will result in the reissuance of SDDs in

|
accordance with EDP-4.1 for STP covering requirements for design criteria.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.7.3.lc

FINDING: FSAR paragraph 3.7-17 is inconsistent with the B&R stated basis for
separation of simplified method versus response spectra method.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-1

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.2.lf

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 243

BTF ASSESSMENT: The FSAR should be updated.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): The FSAR will be updated to reflect the criteria
selected by Bechtel.

STATUS: Dispositioned
i

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon revision of the FSAR. See the
Work Package Action Item List.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
4

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.1d

FINDING: Lack of overall coordination from a piping systems standpoint was
observed. It appears possible that numerous requirements associated with
complex safety-related piping system may not be thoroughly satisfied. It is

recommended that B&R consider a " system engineer" approach.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-1, P-3

. RELATED FINDINGS: 3.l a

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 244

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that scheduled interdiscipline meetings were held
by the project.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGES EP-709/702/703): Bechtel's EDP 4.25 and 4.26 provide for

interfacing cmong disciplines.

(PSSG): Bechtel Mechanical Discipline will have a responsible system engineer
for each system. He will interface with other responsible disciplines to
coordinate requirements.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: See EDP 4.25 and 4.26.
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FINDING N0.: 4.7.3.le

FINDING: There was no indication that environmental conditions used by W for
equipment qualification were coordinated with those used by B&R.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-3

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.la line Item 185

QUADREX RATING: Most serious.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 245

BTF ASSESSMENT: Coordination of the NSSS equipment environmental

qualification data with the environmental conditions developed due to the AE
plant design is required.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-604): A reevaluation of all safety-related equipment
relative to seismic and environmental qualification is in process.

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): EN-604 will develop an EQ program to establish uniform
criteria for equipment qualification.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon establishment of the
- environmental qualification program described in EN-604. See the Work Package
Action Item List.
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FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.lf

FINDING: The decision to not apply the recommendations of the NRC MEB-6

position was made in 1976. It is possible that the NRC may impose some of
these requirements as they have on other plants ahead of STP.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-16

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.2.le, 4.5.5.l b

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 246

BTF ASSESSMENT: Additional evaluation may be required.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): If the latest NRC position as reflected in SRP 3.9.3,
Appendix A, is considered applicable to STP as is to be determined by a
licensing evaluation, then plant faulted conditions may have to be considered
as normal conditions for certain systems and review and reanalysis of these
systems will be required. Options for operability testing will also have to
be evaluated.

(EN-619): Bechtel will undertake licensing and design reviews in order to
develop an STP position on the applicability of current NRC criteria on these,

l
i matters.
|

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of evaluation of
applicability of current NRC criteria. See the Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.7.3.1g

FINDING: The FSAR should be corrected to delete the reference to mode-by-mode

analysis and enveloping of response spectra.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-7

RELATED FINDINGS: 4. 7.2. l a

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 247

BTF ASSESSMENT: The FSAR should be updated.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): The statement "on a mode-by-mode basis," should be

removed from Sections 3.7.3.8 and 3.7.3.9 of the FSAR since it is not used in
the piping analysis for differential sesimic motion of the supports. Also
"the most severe floor response spectrum" should be changed to "the enveloping
response spectrum." -

|

(EN-600): Nuclear licensing will track until the issue is closed out.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon revision of the FSAR. See the
Work Package Action Item Tracking List.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.lh

FINDING: The decision to ignore SSE SAM loads as a primary load on pipe

supports should be re-exmined.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-7

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.2.3h, 4.7.3.4v

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 2 - Action - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 248

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R included the effects of the OBE SAMs. The SSE SAMs need

to be examined.

BECHTEL STF PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEPSSG): According to " Piping Stress Analysis Criteria" SRSS
method will t'e performed to combine the results of SSE inertia and Seismic

Anchor Motion (SAM) loads.
,

SAM (SSE) will be considered in finding the spring hanger working range
movement and pipe support clearances.

I
All existing pipe supports, including spring hangers, will be studied to
incorporate the loads and movements. If these loads exceed the faulted

capacity of the support, then the support will have to be redesigned. ,

I

!

|

STATUS: Resolved

| RATIONALE: Examination has been performed. SSE SAM will be considered in

pipe support design. Criteria is in place. See also evaluation for 4.7.2.3h.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

. FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.11

FINDING: The lack of consideration of FW water hammer is not adequate.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-21

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.1.4.4h

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 249

BTF ASSESSMENT: Water hammer analysis occurs in the later stages of plant

design and it may be necessary to augment the pipe support system to protect

from water hammer.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEPSSG): Bechtel will perform a FW water hammer analysis.

(EN-601): Bechtel agrees with the Quadrex assessment that FW water hammer
needs to be analyzed. Discussion of this issue is provided in Work Packages

EN-610 and EM-452.

Recent experience shows that the water hammer scenario, resulting from rapid
check valve closure due to a postulated upstream pipe rupture, is a difficult
problem the resolution of which may lead to significant system design

FW water hammer analysis will be started on a priority basis tochanges.

evaluate the present design in detail.

(EN-619): See also Work Package EM-451 and 452.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.11 (cont.)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Water hammer has been considered. See 4.1.4.4h.
A program is in

place to resolve the concern.

I

i

I
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.lj

FINDING: The adequacy of the Site Review Board procedures and the

qualifications of its members could not be determined; decisions reached by
this Board can be extremely significant.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-26

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 250

BTF ASSESSMENT: The qualification and adequacy of board members were not
discussed.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:
.

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): The review board was a B&R entity whose functions will

now be performed by Bechtel.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The review board was a B&R entity whose functions will now be
performed by Bechtel.

.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.lk

FINDING: B&R assumptions for seismic to nonseismic boundary anchors are

probably unconservative and difficult to technically justify as adequate.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-29

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 2 - Action - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 251

BTF ASSESSMENT: The methodology used by B&R appears to be difficult to

justify technically.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): Bechtel agrees with the finding. The design of all
anchors is being reviewed. The interf ace anchors will be designed for loads
equivalent to the upper bound coilapse moment limits of the piping, as is
stated in the Piping Stress Analysis Design Criteria (5N170RQ001). This is
required only for those anchors which separate Seismic Category I and

Nonseismic interfaces.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel criteria will be used.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.21

FINDING: B&R does not appear to be sufficiently involved in assuring that
adequate design margins are provided to meet the best estimate of actual

cyclic duty to avoid f atigue f ailures.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-2

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.5.21

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impact reliable power.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 252

BTF ASSESSMENT: A joint effort is needed to establish realistic cycles.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): PSSG will confirm the number of thermal cycles for each

system from the Mechanical and Nuclear groups. Using these data, PSSG will
Theperform f atigue analysis wherever required as per ASME Section III Code.

Piping Stress Analysis Criteria (SN170RQ001) require that prior to issuance of
Class 2 and 3 piping analysis, estimates of cyclic duty will be confirmed.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel. is involved in estimating cyclic duty. The concern is

addressed by criteria.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.2m

FINDING: An unsatisfactory design for the IVC interface supports / restraints
for main steam and feedwater lines appears possible. A study of other plant
designs and incorporation of a better design is recommended.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-6

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impact reliable power.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 253

BTF ASSESSMENT: The stated B&R approach is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-558): Bechtel is reviewing the design and will make any
I appropriate recommendations for design changes.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will De provided upon completion of review. See the
Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.7.3.2n

FINDING: Inservice inspection and maintenance access considerations may not

have been given adequate attention during the design and analysis of pipe whip
restraints. The assumption of minimum yield strength to define pipe bending
behavior appears to have led to restraints being located too close to straight
pipe to fitting welds ad the inclusion in the design of unnecessary
restraints. Documented guideance on ISI was available to B&R but was not

formally used in the design process.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-17, M-10, M-12

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.21

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impact reliable power.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 254

BTF ASSESSMENT: The adequacy of these considerations should be confirmed.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEPSSG):
Inservice inspection and maintenance access

considerations are considered in Bechtel's " Pipe Support Design Manual STP
Addendum" and " Piping Stress Analysis Criteria". The rupture restraint
locations determined by EDS Nuclear will be reviewed against Bechtel criteria
for ISI and maintenance access by the Civil / Structural discipline. If any

modifications are required, then these will be implemented.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel criteria will be used.
I

1
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.2o

FINDING: The requirement for seismic support of non-safety high energy piping
in the MAB appeart to be adversely compromising equipment accessibility.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-29

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.2p

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impact reliable power.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 255

BTF ASSESSMENT: The criteria are more stringent than the minimum required.

The commitment may be prudent.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-601): The conservative seismic treatment of
Problemsnonsafety-related equipment is not an untried nor uncommon approach.

inherent is such an approach, e.g. cost, access, etc., are also common
whenever conservative design philosophies are implemented. Programs are

usually put in place to minimize these problems. Bechtel's recommendations
for a program are presented in Section 6.0 of EN-601 work package. Included

in tnis program are features to attempt to provide the best match between
simplified design and construction oractices versus minimized cost and
accessibility problems.

(PSSG): Bechtel will follow the same approach as recommended by EN-601; i.e.,
nonsafety-related piping shall be supported seismically in seismic category I
buildings. Exceptions to this rule will be taken when equipment accessibility
is a problem. Such cases will be evaluated on a. case-by-case basis.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.20(cont.)

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel will attempt to minimize impact on accessibility.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.3p

FINDING: Allowable valve acceleration limits, 2.1g, are too low and will

result in excessive restraints.
1

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-8

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.2.31, 4.5.5.3k

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may impact cost or scl.edule.

I

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 256

BTF ASSESSMENT: Valve acceleration allowables used on STP are consistent with
plants of the STP vintage.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEPSSG):
It is our opinion that becau;e the plant site is in a

very low seismic zone, the limits will not create any excessive restraints.

Furthermore, Quadrex stated that they did not identify any area where the

piping system had any excessive number of supports in order to accommodate the

STP allowable valve accelerations.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Limits are acceptable.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.7.3.34

FINDING: No tolerances are defined for restraint orientation, and a more
definitive criterion is needed for re-analysis of piping systems for small
changes in equipment weights, wall thickness, or routing.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-22

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 257

BTF ASSESSMENT: Orientation tolerances are not required. The effect of

changes needs to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEPSSG): Pipe restraints will be installed as per tolerances

given in " Piping Stress Analysis Criteria" and " Pipe Support Field Fabrication
and Installation Specification."

Bechtel will evaluate these small changes by engineering judgment for their

significance on completed analysis. If significant impact is judged, then

reanalysis will be performed. Otherwise, changes will be noted and will be
considered in the find as-built analysis. More definitive criteria will not
be adopted.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Action will occur as design evolves.

1
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.4r

FINDING: B&R indicated that very little dynamic analysis had been

accomplished thus far on major piping systems.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-6

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 258

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R considered stress analysis as preliminary and dynamic

analysis is to be performed as the analysis is finalized.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): Dynamic analysis may be performed in selected cases to
reduce the overconservatism in support loads which is. generally obtained by

performing static analysis. As stated in response to 4.7.3.lc, computer
analysis will be performed.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: To be performed as design evolves.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.7.3.4s

)B&R was unable to provide documentation outlining their bases forFINDING:

selecting valve end loads.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-6

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 259

- BTF ASSESSMENT: The B&R approach is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): B&R's selection of valve end loads was based on an
These loads were included in the specifications forindustry survey.

procurement. This approach was reasonable.

PSSG will follow valve specifications to select valve end loads.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Valve end loads were based on industry survey. Approach is

reasonable.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.4t

B&R has not documented how relative displacements will be analyzed.FINDING:

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-7

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 3 - Action - not time sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 260

BTF ASSESSMENT: Although the B&R method, as stated for treating SAM in the

piping analysis is typical industry practice, this method should te documented.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEPSSG):
dechtel PSSG will follow controlled document " Piping

Stress Analysis Criteria"'(SN190RQ001) for relative displacements procedure.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: See Bechtel criteria.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY |

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.4u

FINDING: More formal documentation should be prepared for support stiffness

values used in piping analyses.

REFERENCE 0 QUESTIONS: P-12

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 261

BTF ASSESSMENT: The basis for stiffness values should be more formally

documented.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEPSSG): Bechtel will fol kw controlled documents such as Pipe
Support Design Manual, STP Addendum and Piping Stress Analysis Criteria for

support stiffness values.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Pipe Support Design Manual will be used.
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QUADREX FINDING ' ESOLUTION SUMMARYR

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.4v

FINDING: An inconsistency in the treatment of SSE SAM displacements was noted
between the B&R responses.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-7, P-18

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.2.3h, 4.7.3.1h

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 262

BTF ASSESSMENT: The Quadrex finding is correct. However, the inconsistency
was that a more conservative method was used.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): The approach taken by B&R was more conservative.

Bechtel PSSG will follow " Piping Stress Analysis Criteria" which states that
SSE SAM (Seismic Anchor Motion) load shall be considered in support design in
feulted condition.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Pipir.g Stress Analysis Criteria will be used.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.4w

FINDING: Formal documentation of B&R's Stress Group design process and

practices were not evident.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-19

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 3 - Action needed - not time sensitive. t

BTF LINE ITEM: 263

BTF ASSESSMENT: Cocumentation should be prepared.
,

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(PSSG): Bechtel PSSG will follow controlled document " Piping Stress Analysis
Criteria" to perform stress analysis of piping systems.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: See Bechtel criteria.
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.QUADREX FINDING, RESOLUTION SUMMARY

,

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.4x

FINDING: Support self weight excitation has not been considered.
~

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-32

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.2.4m

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 264

BTF ASSESSMENT: Support self weight excitation should be considered.
|

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE PSSG): For a low seismic activity area, such as STP,
consideration of self-weight excitation is not a requirement. In addition,

support design on STP have to meet stiffness requirements provided in Piping
Stress Analysis Criteria (5N170RQ001). The stiffness requirements assure
support natural frequencies to be high enough to put them beyond the peak
region of the building seismic response spectra. This will reduce the effect
of self-weight excitation, and make it insignificant.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not required Effect is insignificant.

|

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
J

FINDING NO.: 4.7.3.4y

FINDING: The proper ASME NF weld classification for pipe support interfaces
should be re-examined.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: P-36

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.7.2.4n

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 265

BTF ASSESSMENT: Agree with the concern.
I.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:,

(WORK PACKAGE EP-701): Bechtel will use only linear type supports on STP.'

Linear attachment welds criteria will be used from the " Pipe Support Design
Manual, STP Addendum" (STP/PSM).

The Bechtel Pipe Support Design Manual (PSM-1) does not allow plate and shell
type supports. For designs done by B&R, EDS and NPSI, the attachment welds
will be reviewed and reclassified as linear type welds, if required..

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The Bechtel pipe support design criteria complies with ASME NF.

1
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.la

FINDING: The instrument air piping, between the valves actuated by redundant
radiation monitors and the valves that divert air flow through safety-related
filter trains in the FHB HVAC exhaust subsystem, does not meet the single

failure criterion.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: E-15 R-6

RELATED FINDINGS: 4. 3. 2. l a

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 1 - Potentially reportable.

BTF LINE ITEM: 265

BTF ASSESSMENT: Actions have been instituted to remove potential for common

mode failure. Review to determine if generic.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): The DER 82-001 Section IV states that the safety of

operation is not adversely affected and the final design of installation
'

details is not approved nor released for construction. The DER also concluces

that the design configuration is not reportable per 10 CFR 50.55(e). Further,
A reviewdesign changes were made by B&R to eliminate any further concerns.

of all safety-related P& ids for application of the single failure criterion to

instrument air lines was conducted. Based on this review it was concluded
Referthat the finding is not generic nor is it a significant safety issue.

to Deficiency Evaluation Report 82-001.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The safety of operation is not adversely affected and design is I

not yet completed.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.lb

FINDING: No procedures exist that define the minimum qualification

requirements for ALARA reviewers.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS:

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 267

BTF ASSESSMENT: No regulatory doctment exists which specify that the minimum

requirements must be defined and documented.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): No regulatory requirements specify that the minimum
Bechtel hasqualificat'on for ALARA reviewers must be defined and documented.

developed ALARA design implementation, review guides and check lists for use
by ALARA reviewers which provide the basis for project specific
implementation. In addit' ion, HL&P has developed an ALARA Training Program

The selection ofwhich is being used by Bechtel to train ALARA reviewers.
ALARA reviewers is made by the Engineering Group Supervisors.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not required.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY--

FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.lb

FINDING: Some design drawings have been reviewed and signed off for ALARA.
There is limited evidence that proper follow-up has occurred to verify
incorporation of ALARA specified designs.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-1

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.2.2e, 4.5.3.21, 4.8.2.2h, 4.8.2.21, 4.8.2.2j, 4.8.2.2k,

4.8.2.2m,4.8.2.41,4.8.2.20,4.8.2.4jj

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Continue ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 268

BTF ASSESSMENT: The first phase of a program has been completed and consisted

of a comprehensive model review with recommendations for design modificaions.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): Findings of the B&R/HL&P re-reviews will be evaluated

and closed out as part of the normal ongoing ALARA review, as will be
documented in the STP Project Engineering Directive on ALARA. Results of

completed B&R/HL&P re-reviews will be developed during the normal course of
ongoing work.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the STP Directive on
ALARA. See the Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.lc

FINDING: Modification of the MAB HVAC system to eliminate filter media needs

to be re-examined.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-5, R-29

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 . Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 269

BTF ASSESSMENT: EPRI Report NP-1013 (3/79) concludes that total filtration of
exhaust from PWR auxiliary buildings is unnecessary.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-552 and EN-603): Although the current design meets Appendix

I, Bechtel is evaluating the filter system requirements based on recent NRC
recommendations. EN-600 and ongoing work will provide reviews of dose
calculations during the normal course of design evolution.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of evaluation of
filter system requirements. See the Work Package Action Item List.

!
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

-FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.ld

FINDING: B&R's position that shielding calculations are non-safety-related
needs to be re-examined.

REFERENCEJ QUESTIONS: R-7

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.2.2.lb

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 2 -' Action recommended - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 270

BTF ASSESSMENT: The classification of shielding calculations should be
re-examined and as a minimum those associated with the control room shielding
should be safety-related.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): All calculations are treated with the same degree cf
concern and care; i.e., all calctlations are treated as though they are
safety-related. All previous calculations by B&R are being reviewed to assure
adequacy and accuracy in accordance with BPC's program to finalize B&R
calculations. See Appendix E of this report. EDP procedures EDP-4.34, 4.36,

4.37 and 4.43 are used for reviewing, checking and verifying computer programs
and calculations.

.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel's position is that all calculations are treated with the

same degree of concern and care in accordance with EDP-4.34, 4.36, 4.37 and
4.43. I

l
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-QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.ld

Several shielding analyses were performed by NUS; however, there isFINDING:

no indication that B&R has verified 'this work.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-12

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.4aa

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

8TF LINE ITEM: 271

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not required.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): Verification of the NUS analyses is not required.

Also, NUS-performed shielding calculations are generally of a preliminary,
PSAR nature which, for the m st part, have been superseded by later B&R

calculations. Where this is not the case, items will be addressed or
Inverification calculations performed in accordance with Bechtel EDP 4.37.

either case, a comparison of calculation models and source terms with present

design (or as-built) values will be performed.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not required.
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QtJADREX'FINBING RESOLUTION SUMMARY.' "' '

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.ld

FINDING: Standard models and ccdes have been used in analyses performed by

B&R, yet B&R exhibited a lack of f amiliarity with and understanding of the

codes.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS:

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 272

BTF ASSESSMENT: A review of Quadrex assessments to Questions R-7, R-ll, R-12,

and R-14 does not support the statement.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEEN-603): The finding is not supported. A review of the RHR and
VCT shielding models used by B&R does show familiarity by B&R analysts with
models used for QAD-PSA or QAD-CYL. Further, the finding is no longer

relevant since B&R is no longer involved in analyses. BPC will review past

analyses for adequacy (see line item 270).

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The finding pertains to B&R personnel and is no longer meaningful.

l
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.ld

FINDING: A re-review of plant shielding is necessary to ensure that analysis
results are properly reflected in design.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-ll, R-12, R-14

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.4y

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 273

BTF ASSESSMENT: Shielding analysis is an ongoing effort and should be
continually reviewed and modified as required to support evolution of plant
design.

,

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): The review of plant shielding was the purpose of Work

Package EN-603. Results of the review indicate that the buts shielding is
adequate. The required ongoing work of review, analyses and calculations will
be performed in accordance with EDP 2.13, 2.16, 4.25, 4.26, 4.27, 4.36 and
4.37.

STATUS: Resolved'

RATIONALE: Reviews will be performed by Bechtel as a normal course of design
evolution.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

! FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.le

FINDING: B&R nas not correlated radiation zones to the snielding design and
shielding design has not adequately considered ISI requirements or the
potential locations for temporary shielding.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-10

RELATED FINDItiGS: 4.8.2.21, 4.8.2.lg

QUADREX RATING: - Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 274

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R's approach is reasonable.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:'

s

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): A general review will be performed for the radiation
zone drawings in TRD A509NQ005. The application of the radiation zones and
discussion of access requirements, including ISI, will be presented in each
calculation. Anticipated operational modes other than normal power operations
will be explicitly considered and/or identified.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of revised Radiation
,

Zone Drawings. See the Work Package Action Item List. !
,
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARi

FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.lf

FINDING: Radiation zone drawings based on accident conditions have not been
preapred.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-30

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.4s

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 275

BTF ASSESSMENT: A regulatory requirement exists in NUREG-0737 which was

issued in response to TMI-2.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): Post-accident (EN-607) radiation zones will be
developed for the entire plant in response to NUREG-0737 recomendations.
Radiation zone drawings.will be revised. See also 4.8.2 4s.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of revised Radiation
Zone Drawings. See the Work Package Action Item List.

!
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.1g

FINDING: A design basis governing removable concrete block walls was not

evident.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-ll

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.2n, 4.8.2.21, 4.8.2.le

QUADREX RATING: Most serious - may impact licensability.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Continue ongoing action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 276

BTF ASSESSMENT: Agrees that no design basis was documented at the time of the

Quadrex audit.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EC-103): A design basis governing removable concrete block
walls will be developed as part of the normal plant design effort. This work
will consist of developing criteria by EN-603 to assure that the following
concerns are addressed by December 1983:

1. Radiation streaming at wall joints.

2. Hazards analysis.

3. Maintenance considerations.

4. ALARA review.

5. Structural design.

STATUS: Resolved
|

RATIONALE: Normal design evolution

1
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.2h

FINDING: No guidelines or procedures exist on how to develop the ALARA review

document list. Procedure STP-DC-016-C, used as a B&R guideline for ALARA
review, is very general and superficial in nature. This document needs to be
revised to include more in-depth review requirements and guidelines for
specific structures, systems, and component design drawings. Sections 5
through 8 of the HL&P ALARA Design Review Manual provides identification of
pertinent ALARA review items.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS:

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.lb line item 268

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impact reliable oower.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 277

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R planned development of additional guidelines.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): The description of review requirements for structures,

systems and components will be outlined in the STP Project Engineering
Directive on ALARA. Work Package EN-607 addresses the concerns relative to
post-accident conditions.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the STP Directive on
ALARA. See the Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SIMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.21

FINDING: B&R reviews of plant design from an ALARA viewpont have not been
adequate.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-1, R-2

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.lb line item 268

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impact reliable power.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 278

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R completed the first phase of a two-phase progren

consisting of a comprehensive review with recommendations for design
modifications.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:|

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): The re-reviewd ALARA program initiated by B&R/HL&P

addressed this lack of previous ALARA considerations. Bechtel will continue
an ALARA program as an on-goin'; effort.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel will continue the ALARA program.

i
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-QUADREX FINDING. RESOLUTION SUMARY,u -o'-<
.
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FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.2j

FINDING: Sufficient evidence was not provided by B&R to indicate that |

maintenance, test, and inspection requirements have been incorporated from an
ALARA standpoint. During a review of the STP model, several layout and
design features were observed which will likely compromise these activities. ,

Some of these problems included improper orientation of valves, very
restrictive access for maintenance on piping, valves, and other components,
potential crud traps in piping and valves, radiation streaming through
penetrations, etc.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-2, R-9

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.1b line item 268, 4.8.2.2k

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impact reliable power.
4

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

RTF LINE ITEM: 279

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R completed the first pnase of a comprehensive review with
recommendations for job design modifications.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVF UATION:-

<

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): The B&R/HL&P re-review program is adequate and has

addressed these ALARA concerns and the on-going Bechtel program will continue

this effort.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel will continue the program effort.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.2k

FINDING: There is no documented basis for locating electrical outlets,
breathing air connections or lighting.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-9

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.2j, 4.8.2.2k

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impact reliable power.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 , Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 280

B1F ASSESSMENT: B&R's ALARA group was to review design to ensure the required

auxiliary services are provided.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): These are specifically addressed in the STP Project

Engineering Directive on ALARA.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the STP Directive on
ALARA. See the Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

|

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.21 ,

FINDING: Th3 radiation shielding TRD does not address the use of removable

shielding.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-ll

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.le, 4.8.2.19

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impact reliable power.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 281

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R planned to use removable shielding to support maintenance

situations.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): Bechtel has design guidance that specifically
addresses design for use of removable shielding.

,

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: This item is addressed in Bechtel's design guidance.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY ;

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.2m

FINDING: An identification of radioactive piping outside containment was not
evident.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-12

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impact reliable power.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 282

dTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated the radioactive piping is identified on a set of
piping classification drawings which were developed for the ALARA review.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): Generally, a list of radioactive piping outside the
containment is not generated; however, marked up P& ids will be issued as a
normal course of design evolution.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not requiced, but P& ids will be marked up for convenience.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.2m-

FINDING: Verification that radioactive piping is properly routed through pipe
chases is necessary.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-10

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.lb line item 268,

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impact reliable power.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 283

BTF ASSESSMENT: Verification was planned to be included in the continuing
ALARA review.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): This is addressed in the STP Project Engineering

Directive on ALARA.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the STP Directive on
ALARA. See the Work Package Action Item List.
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- QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.2n

FINDING: Criteria for streaming through shield penetrations do not appear to
have been implemented.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-7, R-13

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.lg

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impact reliable power.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 284

BTF ASSESSMENT: Previously identified by HL&P and resolution was planned as
part of the ALARA review.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): TRO ASO9NQ005 will be superseded and implemented on

STP in accordance with EDP-4.1 as part of the normal plant design effort.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: See evaluation for 4.8.2.1 . Criteria will be developed as part9

of the normal plant design effort.
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=QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

t

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.20

FINDING: There is no evidence that a thorough design review relative to crud
buildup has been conducted.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-15

.

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.lb

QUADREX RATING: Serious - may impact reliable power.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 285

BTF ASSESSMENT: This was to be completed in the ALARA review.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): Crud buildup has been addressed in the re-review

program of B&R/HL&P and will continue to be a consideration in the ongoing
ALARA review program. The concern is also addressed by the STP Project
Engineering Directive on ALARA which will be issued by August 1982.

STATUS: Disponsitioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will .be provided upon issuance of the STP Directive on
ALARA. See the Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.3p

FINDING: Area Radiation Monitoring humidity conditions were not addressed in
the specification, and will require a revised qualification program.

-

REFERENCE 0 QUESTIONS: R-19

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Noteworthy - may increase cost or schedule.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - not timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 286

BTF ASSESSMENT: All Safety related equipment specifications require

qualification to the environmental parameters the equipment is expected to
encounter.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EJ-306): Section 3.1 of the Radiation Monitoring System

Specification identifies environmental conditions including humidity. A
revision to the specification will be required to address environmental
conditions for post accident monitoring resulting from post-TMI criteria.
Work package EN-604 provides for the review of specifications and
modifications required to adequately address enviromental qualification.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: See Section 3.1 of specification.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY I

,

FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.4q

FINDING: Radiation monitor calibration and alarm set-point considerations
have not been adequately addressed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-3

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.4ff

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 287

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated they were aware that calibration and alarm

set-points had to be considered further. This area is normally addressed
during the preparation of final plant technical specifications. (See also
line item 304.)

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EJ-306): Alarm setpoints should be established at a later date

when more plant data and information is available. This area is normally
addressed during the preparation of the final plant technical specifications.
(See also line item 304.)

STATUS: Resolved

1

RATIONALE: Normally performed later.

|
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'QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION' SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.4r

FINDING: An alternative guideline to the dollar / man-rem value has not been
developed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-3

.

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 288

BTF ASSESSMENT: There is no requirement and there is no industry accepted

methodology.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): There is no regulatory requirement to use a

dollar / man-rem criterion for evaluating in-plant ALARA design features.
Additionally, no industry-wide methodology for evaluation currently exists.
Engineering judgement will be used based on Regulatory Guide 8.8.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not required.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOL'UTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.4s

FINDING: No evidence was provided to indicate that specific plant modes and
environmental conditions were systematically incorporated in design. Some
limited effort has been performed on the RHR system; however, there is no
evidence to indicate that the analysis was properly incorporated in the review.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-4'

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.lf

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 289

BTF ASSESSMENT: The ALARA group (HL&P and B&R) had responsibility for

documentation of the review.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): A general shielding review will be performed and

radiation zone drawings revised. Work Package EN-607 addresses the concern
relative to post-accident conditions.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of review. See the
Work Package Action Item List.

1
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QUADREX FINDING' RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.4s

FINDING: Documentation outlining plant tour assumptions was not evident.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-10

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.lf

i

QUADREX RATING: Potential prcblem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 290

BTF ASSESSMENT: Guidance on plant tour criteria for ALARA is normally
developed jointly by the AE and Owner.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): Plant tour assumptions will be established and

documented subsequent to radiation zone drawing review.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided by documentation of assumptions. See
the Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING'RES'0LU' TION SUMMARY-
~ '

l

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.4t ;

FINDING. Waintenance of negative pressure conditions in areas of potential
airborne contamination has not been adequately addressed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-5

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.4.2.2h

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.
i

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 291

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated a basic consideration is the relative pressures

between contaminated and uncontaminated areas.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEEM-552): A program is in place to resolve this concern.
Bechtel will be revising the design criteria and evaluating the B&R, NUS, and
OPS calculations to this criteria. We will ensure that pressure conditions in
areas of potential airborne contamination is adequately addressed. Schedule
completion is October 1982.

(EN-603): Identification of areas of potential airborne contamination is

[ provided by the Radiation Zone Drawings.

STATUS: Resolved

P.ATIONALE: A program is in place to resolve the concern and a schedule for

| ccmpletion is established.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.4u

FINDING: Basic criteria for controlled temperatures in work areas under
extended maintenance conditions have not been implemented.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-5

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 292

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated criteria have been established and implementation

is the responsibility of the Mechanical Discipline.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-552): An assessment program is in place and Bechtel will be

revising the design criteria and evaluating the B&R, NUS and OPS calculations
to this criteria.

.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of revised criteria.
See Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.4v
I

FINDING: FMEAs from a radiological safety standpoint have not been performed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-6

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.3.2.la, 3.le

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing program.

BTF LINE ITEM: 293

BTF ASSESSMENT: There is no regulatory requirement for performing FMEAs
strictly for radiological safety. Rather, FMEAs are performed to cover
overall safety concerns, including radiological considerations, as applicable.

BECHTEL brP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EJ-306): Bechtel STP concurs with the Task Force assessment.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not required.

1
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.4w

FINDING: B&R has not evaluated filter units for ease of access and minimizing
exposure s. There is no evidence of a B&R review of an NUS report on shielding

of HEPA filters.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-8

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate, timing sensitive

BTF LINE ITEM: 294

BTF ASSESSMENT: A review of the adequacy of the plant design is normally
completed as a part of the continuing ALARA program.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): The continuing ALARA program which includes access

considerations is addressed in the STP Project Engineering Directive on
ALARA. The NUS Report on shielding of HEPA fiters, STP-SA-A73, will be
reviewed.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of review of NUS
report. See the Work Package Action Item List.
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' ' QUA' REX 'F'INDING RES'0' UTION SUMMARY
^

'

D L

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.4x

FINDING: The Zone 1 radiation criteria may be overly conservative.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-10

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 295

BTF ASSESSMENT: The criteria was established by HL&P in 1972 and has been

reviewed and accepted by the NRC during the SAR review.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): This position is more conservative than that of many

Bechtel plants, was established by HL&P, reviewed and accepted by the NRC and
is thus acceptable; however, Bechtel has recommended less restrictive criteria.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The criteria is acceptable, but may be revised.
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' QUAD'EX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
'

R

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.4y

FINDING: Evidence of the interfacing of shielding analyses through the
Structural Group and into construction drawings was insufficient.

,

'

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-l l

.

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.ld

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 296

BTF ASSESSMENT: The interface should be conducted as an ongoing effort in
plant design.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): The implementation of shield wall thickness

requirements is the responsibility of the Civil / Structural Group. Nuclear
will provide markup drawings for Civil to use in verification.

,

(EN-619): Engineering department procedure EDP-2.16 Section 3.5.ld3 provides
for construction drawings to reflect shielding analyses input.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: EDP-2.16 has provision.
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''QUEdREXYINDINdI~RESdLUTION'SUMMAR'
' ' ' ' '' I ~ ' ' ' "

'

. . -

FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.4z

FINDING: Use of the proper source term for pipe chases should be verified.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-12

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 297

BTF ASSESSMENT: Evaluation of source terms is normally included.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): Source terms used for shielding are not consistently

taken from TRD A509NQ005 and this TRD is out of date. Revised source terms
have been obtained from Westinghouse and are currently being reviewed.

STATUS: Dispositioned
,

RATIONALE: Rsolution will be provided upon issuance of superseded TRD. See
the Work Package Action Item List.
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'QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
' '

.. ,

FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.4aa

FINDING: B&R review of NUS analyses was not evident.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-12, R-14

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.8.2.ld line item 271

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 298

BTF ASSESSMENT: The NUS analytical efforts were an extension of the B&R

program and review and approval of NUS analyses was not required.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): Where the NUS calculations are not superseded by B&R

calculations, they will be addressed in accordance with Bechtel Procedure

EDP-4.37.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not required. Calculations are being reviewed and statused by
Bechtel STP during the transition.
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QUADREX FINDI'NG RESOLUTION SUMMARY
. -

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.4bb

FINDING: Adequacy of plugs, hatches and covers should be re-examined and
verified.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-17

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 299

BTF ASSESSMENT: This finding does not appear to be supportable. Quadrex

assessment noted the design meets the requirements of B&R's TRD.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): Criteria will be superseded by Bechtel design criteria
and implemented on STP. The adequacy of plugs, hatches and covers for
shielding will be assessed as part of the shielding review of penetrations.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of Bechtel design
criteria. See the Work Package Action Item List.
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':<". "." -' .." a. .3 . o e, - ,, QltADREX FINDING' RESOLUTIOR* SUMMARY ' :" >
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FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.4cc

FINDING: No documented basis exists for selection of the range of a given

Area Radiation Monitor.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS. R-19

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 300

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that the ranges of the Area Radiation Monitors are

noted in the FSAR (Table 12.3.2-1). These ranges have been reviewed and
accepted by the NRC and documentation of a basis for their selection is not
required.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEEJ-306): Bechtel STP concurs with the Task Force assessment.
The ranges were reviewed and some are being changed. ANSI /ANS-NPSSC-6.81 -

1981 was used for guidance on the review of the area radiation monitors.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not required.
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IUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.4cc

FINDING: B&R has not reviewed the criticality monitors to assure that all of

the design requirements specified in 10 CFR 70.24 have been met.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS:

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing program.

BTF LINE ITEM: 301

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R noted that the criticality monitors were specified to
meet 10 CFR 70.24 requirements but the documentation had not yet been provided

by the vendor for review.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EJ-306): The design intent of the regulation 10 CFR 70.24 is
met by the criticality monitors. However, the calculations associated with
these monitors need to be redone in Phase B.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The design intent is met and calculations will be completed as
design evolves.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

. , - . .. ,, ._ , ,.

FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.4dd

FINDING: An analysis of streaming through reach rod penetrations should be
performed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-20

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.
1

BTF CATEGORY: 3 - Action recommended - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 302

BTF ASSESSMENT: Design analyses for typical penetration details are normally
provided. Variations must be evaluated.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): Reach rod penetration streaming will be analyzed for
each type of penetration and then reviewed for consistency with the ALARA>

program during the normal course of design evalution.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Analysis are to be performed during the normal course of design
evaluation.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
-- e . . . . .

FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.4ee

FINDING: B&R has not yet established how concerns regarding iodine plateout,
and the location of probes in areas of uniform flow will be accomplished.

;

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-22, R-27

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 Complete ongoing activity.

BTF LINE ITEM: 303

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that their design criteria for probe location
followed the guidelines of ANSI N13.1-1969.

,

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:
!

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): This is an industry-wide concern, and using the

guidance of ANSI N13.1-1969 is acceptable. Specific review of sampling system
plateout must, of necessity, follow detailed layout.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: ANSI N13.1-1969 will be used.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

..
. .,

FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.4ff

FINDING: Process and area radiation monitor provisions for detector
replacement and in-situ calibration were not evident.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-23

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - not time sensitive.

.

BTF LINE ITEM: 304

BiF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that provisions for detector replacement and
in-situ calibration had been included in their plant design.

Adequacy of the provisions must be further reviewed to resolve this
contradiction of statements.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:,

(WORK PACKAGE EJ-306): Provisions for detector replacement and in-situ
calibration require further evaluation in Phase B to assess adequacy.
Calibration methods and procedures will be supplied by the radiation
monitoring system vendor. Final monitor locations will take into account both
calibration and replacement requirements.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will De provided upon completion of evaluation. See

the Work Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

.

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.499

FINDING: Qualification requirements, such as total integrated dose limits and
durability, in purchase specifications should be re-examined.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-25

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.6.2.la

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 305

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that they had planned to re-examine their purchase

specifications for equipment qualification requirements such as total
integrated dose and durability considerations.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:
i

(WORK PACKAGE EN-604): B&R had intended to re-examine the purchase
,

specifications for equipment qualification requirements. A review of this
type is included as a part of the Bechtel equipment qualification program. A
task group is being formed with assigned responsibility for review of all
safety-related equipment and the equipment environmental and seismic
qualification programs. The group will provide a common basis for the review
of all qualification programs and reports. The initial effort is to identify
all safety-related equipment. Support will be provided to the group from the ;

discipiri;1 responsible for seismic response spectra, pressure and temperature
limits, and exposure to radiation, steam, and chemicals. The task group will

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

.
~

FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.4gg (cont.)

determine the current qualification requirements for the project and review
vendor qualification documents already submitted to determine if the vendor's
qualification program is in compliance with the project requirements for the
project. For future equipment purchases, the specifications will be updated
to reflect current environmental condition and qualification requirements for
the equipment being purchased. These task group efforts will provide
consistency in the overall qualification review program.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: See 4.6.2.la, Line Ite:1 186. This activity is included as part of
the Environmental Qualification Program.

,
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.4hh

FINDING: There is no evidence that all components requiring flushing and
draining provisions have been considered.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-28

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 7 - No further action.

BTF LINE ITEM: 306

BTF ASSESSMENT: Provisions are incorporated as part of the ongoing design

evolution process. Documented evidence of specific design decisions may not
exist.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEEN-603): Flushing and draining provisions are normally
incorporated as part of the ongoing design evolution of process systems using
design criteria as guidance for location. Therefore, documented evidence i
specific design decisions may not exist for all systems or components. The
ALARA considerations will be addressed in the STP Project Engineering

Directive on ALARA.

(PLANT DESIGN): The Work Package review plans, developed pursuant to the
transition program procedure QE-002, includes consideration of flushing and
draining provisions and are being evaluated during the transition program.
For systems requiring flushing, design verification has been performed.
Comments will be documented in. Work Package Final Reports.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Part of design evolution process.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

.r. .
.

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.411

FINDING: Adequacy of airborne contamination analyses should be addressed.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-30

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 4 - Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 307

BTF ASSESSMENT: Adequacy of the analysis should be reviewed.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORP. PACKAGE EN-603): Dose assessment calculations are currently being

reviewed and results will be provided in work package EN-600.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of review of '

calculations. See the Work Package Action Item List.

!
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

.

FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.4jj

FINDING: A review should be performed to assure that curbs are provided
wherever they are required.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-26

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATECORY: 4 . Investigate - timing sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 308

BTF ASSESSMENT: The review should be performed.

I BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

/

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): A review to assure curbs have Deen provided where

necessary will be incorporated in the ALARA review program.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon issuance of the STP Directive on'

ALARA. See the Work Package Action Item List.

.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMARY
'

FINDING N0.: 4.8.2.4kk

FINDING: No documented basis exists for the shield design of the counting

room.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-21

RELATED FINDINGS:

QUADREX RATING: Potential problem - may or may not exist.

BTF CATEGORY: 5 - Investigate - timing not sensitive.

BTF LINE ITEM: 309

BTF ASSESSMENT: A background radiation limit for the counting room is
Inonnally set at 100 mrem /yr.

!

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:
r

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): No specific analyses for the counting room have been
"

performed. This task will be initiated when shielding models have been
compared to present design values.

;

STATUS: Dispositicned |

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of analyses. See the
'Work Package Action Item List. ,

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.4LL

FINDING: Analysis of sump overflow is necessary (see Question R-24).

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: R-24

RELATED FINDINGS: 4.5.3.4w, 4.6.4.lb

QUADREX RATINd: Potential problem.

BTF CATEGORY: 6 - Complete ongoing activities.

BTF LINE ITEM: 310

BTF ASSESSMENT: B&R stated that this analysis was previously requested by,

HL&P. The analysis should be conducted as input to the design verification or
ALARA review noted in finding 4.8.2.l(b), line item 268.

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-603): The action item referred to in the Bechtel Task Force
response and the Quadrex assessment of Question R-24 has not been uncovered by
an investigation by Bechtel and HL&P. Since it was discussed under the
Radiological Control section, it is assumed the concern is about offsite doses
from sump overflow, or occupational exposure (ALARA) from sump overflow. The

rupture of large tanks in plant liquid waste systems would have a considerably
larger effect than overflow of radwaste sumps and have been analyzed in FSAR
Chapter 15. Provisions for control of contamination from sump overflow are
addressed in the checklists for ALARA reviews both for control of the spread
and subsequent cleanup of radiological contamination.

<
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SLMMARY

.
-

4
.

FINDING NO.: 4.8.2.4LL (cont.)

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): See response to Finding 4.6.4.lb, line item 214 in

which the response of Work Package EN-601 states that the adequacy of existing
STP protection against internal flooding will be fully evaluated by Bechtel as
discussed in Section 6 of the EN-601 Work Package Report.

STATUS: Dispositioned

~

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of EN-601 flooding
evaluation. See the Work Package Action Item List.4

,

|
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QUADREX FINDING RES0i.UTION SUMMARY

SECTION 4.9

The findings in this section did not involve the B&R Disciplines. The
findings are the result of an examination of an "In-Service Inspection"
Technical Reference Document and a review of the STP plant model. Therefore,
these findings differ considerably from the other findings, but the potential
problems have been addressed by the Bechtel Project Team and evaluations are
given for each finding.

,
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
.

FINDING NO.: 4.9.la (Page 4-93 of Volume 1 of the Quandrex Report - Reference A)

FINDING: The B&R draft TRD (4U010PQ007-A) contains an augmented ISI line list
(Table I). All of the piping on this list is subject to 100% volumetric
inspection of circumferential pipe welds exceeding one inch and longitudinal
pipe welds sized four inches and larger. The draf t TRD also contains the piping
ISI boundary table (Appendix B) produced by Southwest Research (SWRI). Some
lines, such as the Auxiliary feedwater lines, 4" AF-1005,1006, and 1007, appear
on the Table I list for 100% inspection and also on the piping boundary table
for exemption from inspection. As Table I in the draft TRD appears to be the
governing document, the piping ISI boundary table needs updating.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(PLANT DESIGN): The TRD and ISI boundary tables have been superseded. See

Bechtel Specification 4U010PS007, Rev. 0 which provides the basis for design and
construction requirements for ISI. Engineering shall be responsible for ISI
access requirements, performance of the access program, and resolution of access
problems.

3663P:0489P:2
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.9.la (cont.)

(EN-619): Table 1 was not the governing document. Both tables were required,
however, the revised specification clarifies this issue. Access requirements
for ISI, maintenance, and ALARA are addressed in the evaluations for Findings
4.5.2.2e, 4.8.2.lb, line item 268 and 4.5.3.21.

STATUS: Resolved

RATI0t4 ALE: See Bechtel Specification 4UOl0PS007, Rev. O.

3663P:0489P:3
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.9.lb (Page 4-93 of Volume 1 of the Quandrex Report - Reference A)

FINDING: Additionally, the draft TRD contains an access exception list
(Appendix D) where access criteria have not been achieved. This exception list
contains 414 welds on 213 spools. Some of these exceptions are close to meeting

the criteria and some are not. A few lines shown on Table I for 100% ISI also
appear on the exception list. For example, line 8" AF-1006 and line 30" MS-1003
are on both lists. This indicates that ISI may be difficult to perform due to
reduced access.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(PLANT DESIGN): The exception list has been deleted from the TRD.

i

STATUS: Resolved
i

RATIONALE: The exception list was a preliminary list and has been deleted from
the TRD. See Bechtel Specification 44010PS007, Rev. O. The exception list is '

an intermediate list only, and indicates where possible problems at various ;

welds could exist. After evaluations are performed, a Special Problems List
i

i
!

!

!
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.9.lb(cont.)

will be developed and the exception list eliminated. The Special Problems
List will be developed during the normal course of design evolution to
indicate problem areas that should be verified and resolved by the NDE

contractor.

>

I

I
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.9.lc (Fage 4-93 of Volume 1 of the Quadrex Report - Reference A)

FINDING: There are a few minor problems with the draft TRD for ISI as follows:
(1) Special problems list (Appendix E) has not been included in the draft; and
(2) The ISI engineer is to approve exceptions on page 7, second paragraph and to

receive certification documents for the Ultrasonic (UT) calibration blocks.
However, it is not clear who he is and where he is located.*

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(PLANT DESIGN): The Special Problems List is a working list to be developed
during the normal course of design evolution. The list will indicate expected
problems with 100% volumetric examination, but actual determinations are to be
made by walk-downs of the piping systems and resolution provided by the NDE
contractor.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The list is a working list to be developed during the normal course
of design evolution.

HL&P stated that the engineer was located at the Crest Park f acility.*

,

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.9.'l.d (Page 4-94 of Volume 1 of the Quadrex report-reference A)

t

FINDING: On the main steam line 30" MS-1001-GA2, upport MS-1001-SS-05

appears to cover the weld or welds noted on the augmented list Table I for
100% inspection. If the support cannot be relocated, perhaps some maintenance
access engineeritig could be performed to permit timely temporary removal of
the support for ISI.

REFE2ENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable4

| QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicablei

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

i BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(PLANT DESIGN): An evaluation will ne maoe to cetermine if the support should

be moved or made removable in order to allow for ISI.

STATUS: Dispositioned

; RATIONALE: Resolution will be provideo upon completion of review. See tne
! Work Package Action Item List.

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.9.2 (Page 4-94 & 4-95 of Volume 1 of the Quadrex
report-reference A)

FINDING: Review of the maintenance access engineering consisted of
examination of the scale models, review of various plan and elevation
drawings, and discussions with several HL&P engineers. Examination of the
model indicated considerable effort early in the project to engineer
maintenance access. However, as the design progressed, other priorities were
given preference and maintenance space was reduced due to subsequently located
components. For example, ooth Residual Heat Removal (RHR) neat exchangers lA

and IB originally had space for unrestricted overhead tube bundle removal. A
major main steam line pipe restraint structure now partially restricts tube
bundle removal on exchanger lA. Also, valve RH-060B on line 12" RC-1212 BBI
has been located such that complete dismantling of the operator or removal of
structural restraints appear necessary for valve maintenence. Space is
severely limited around this valve.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STF PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(PLANT DESIGN): Civil / Structural drawings 1-5-1667 and 1670 indicates that

the structural restraint is removable for access to the RHR tube bundle. A
review of the structural restraints will be performea to determine

accessibility to valve RH-0608.

3746P/0483P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

,

FINDING N0.: 4.9.2 (cont'd)

!

STATUS: Dispositioned ,

L

4

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of review. See Work
Package Action Item List.'

.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.9.2a (Page 4-95 of Volume 1 of the Quadrex Report - Reference A)

FINDING: One check valve on cold leg safety injection line 12" SI-1315-8BI has
been located close to the main coolant loop tap, whereas the other check valve
is some distance away. Other similar taps into the main coolant loops have both
check valves located some distance away. Both check valves should be located as
near the main coolant loop as possible.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable
.

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

4

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION>

(WORK PACKAGE EP-709): Plant design will evaluate the need to relocate check,

valve closer to the main coolant loop.

STATUS: Dispositioned
,

,

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of review. See Work

Package Action Item List.

,
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMIMRY

FINDING N0.: 4.9.2.b (Page 4-95 of Volume 1 of the Quadrex report-reference A)

FINDING: Review of the pressurizer area indicated adequate room for removal
of pressurizer heater elements and engineered space for work on the valve
located at the top of the pressurizer. However, the concrete plugs in the
pressurizer doghouse are located in the vertical wall rather than the roof
which is usually preferred because it is much easier to remove heavy
components with the polar crane. Personnel access to the top of the
pressurizer is by ships ladder. If the roof plugs cannot be provided, a stiff
leg or gin pole could be installed to permit lowering these pieces to the
operating aeck through the vertical wall opening. From our experience, the
pressurizer relief spray valves are high maintenance items.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(PLANT DESIGN): The plugs in the vertical wall are intended to reduce
blowdown pressure, not be provide maintenance access. Valve removability will
be reviewed during Phase B.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will oe provicea upon completion of review. See Work

Package Action Item List.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.9.2c (Page 4-96 of Volume I of the Quadrex report-reference A)

FINDING: An aisle used for operator and maintenance access is severely
restricted by pipe supports on a potable water line 3" PW-1002 in the MISA
area as indicated by the model. A similar problem exists for the 4" EW-1303
line.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMEDT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EP-709/702/703): Having examined the model in area M15A, it

appears that there is adequate aisle space for maintenance access.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: A review has been performed and the access is considered to be

adequate.

i

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.9.2d (Page 4-97 of Volume I of the Quadrex report-reference A)

FINDING: Maintenance and operator access problemsfill occur due to the
elevated location of valves on line 3-inch WL-1206 q07 in area MISB and on
line 8-inch CC-1528-WA3 in area M88. s

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EP-709/702/703): Plant Design has reviewed subject valves and

does not see a problem from a maintenance standpoint.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: A review has been perfomed and the access is considered to be
ac' equate.
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.9.2e (Page 4-97 of Volume I of the Quadrex report-reference A)

FINDING: The required maintenance on the component cooling pump coolers
should be evaluated for space. From the model, space appears adequate for the
motor rotor and impeller removal, but the cooler tube bundle pull space may be
restricted.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EP-709/702/703): A study for train separation is being done for
the component cooling water pumps, and adequate space for maintenance and
removal of the tube bundle will be supplied.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: A study is in place and adequate space will be provided for the
actual plant components.

3746P/0483P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.9.2f (Page 4-97 of Volume 1 of the Quadrex Report - Reference A)

FINDING: The area over the canned RHR pumps did not show f acilities for pump

removal and/or inspection of the model. The model was " cut" at this point, so
detailed examination was not possible. We highly recommend overhead f acilities

for pump dismantling. |

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEEP-709/702/703): A monorail is located above the RHR pump for

dismantling. See Dwg. No. 1-N-5002.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The facility exists.

;
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.9.29 (Page 4-97 of Volume 1 of the Quadrex Report - Reference A)

FINDING: The pressurizer relief tank top access covers appear to have an
overhead obstruction in the inmediate vicinity. A minimum 2-foot clearance is
recommended for removal of the covers.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:
<

(WORK PACKAGE EP-709): An evaluation will be made to determine if the overhead
obstruction should be deleted in order to facilitate removal of relief tank
access covers.

i STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of evaluation. See Work
Package Action Item List.

i 3663P:0489P
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i QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY
'

:

FINDING NO.: 4.9.2h (Page 4-97 of Volume 1 of the Quadrex Report - Reference A)

'

FINDING: A 3-inch valve in line 3-inch RC-Il06-BBI has limited space for
access. Valve stem removal may not be possible. |

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not' applicable ,

; ;

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicaole-

!

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable
6

(

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable
,

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable ,
;

'

1

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION: .

I

j (WORK PACKAGE EP-709): Plant Design will review the valve for access to remove

valve stem and appropriate modifications will be made. i

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of review. See the Work |

Package Action Item List.

I
;

:

'

:
i

i
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.9.21 (Page 4-97 of Volume 1 of the Quadrex report - Reference A)

FINDING: Valve RH-019A on line 8" RH-110-BBI near RCP-1A has overhead
obstruction. Valve stem removal may be a problem.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable
,

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable
!

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORKPACKAGEEP-709): An evaluation will be made to determine if the valve
should be relocated or obstruction removed.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of evaluation. See the
Work Package Action Item List.
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.QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.9.2j (Page 4-97 of Volume 1 of the Quadrex Report - Reference A)
3

FINDING: Reactor containment cooling f ans, located on elevation 52-feet, have
space restrictions for work on the motor and fans. Additionally, the access
aisle getting to the f ans is partially blocked.

,

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicaole

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(EM-555 and EP-709): Plant Design will review this problem in detail, and will
interface with Mechanical to determine space requirements for maintenance of
equipment. Plant Design will also interface with Electrical and Stress for
relocation of cable trays and pipe supports.

STATUS: Dispositioned

i

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of review. See the Work

Package Action Item List.

;

.

|

|

|
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.9.2k (Page 4-97 of Volume 1 of the Quadrex Report - Reference A)

FINDING: Some provision will be required to obtain access to the main steam
vaives located near the top of the steam generator.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EP-709): An evaluation will be made to determine if platforms
should be provided for access to steam valves.

STATUS: Dispositioner

RATIONALE: Trae: ,t3! -yiew is completed, or item appears on Work Package
Action Item List.

1
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.9.2.1 (Page 4-98 of Volume 1 of the Quadrex report-reference A) ,

FINDING: The model indicates that a structural member was notched to permit

installation and/or maintenance of 2" CV-ll44 on line 2" FW-1014-R3.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(PLANT DESIGN): The Structural memoer will be reviewed to assure adequacy.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of review. See the
Work Package Action Item List.

f
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.9.2m (Page 4-98 of Volume 1 of the Quadrex Report - Reference A)

FINDING: Check valve SI-009C was tilted to a 45 aegree angle on the model to

permit maintenance access to the internals of the valve. Unless this is a
special check valve, it will probably hang up during plant operation.,

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EP-709): Problem to be resolved during Phase B. Cneck valve will
be repositioned and relocated, if required, to ensure proper operability.

STATUS: Dispositioned

RATIONALE: Resolution will be provided upon completion of review. See Work
Package Action Item List.

|

1
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.9.2n (Page 4-99 of Volume 1 of the Quadrex Report - Reference A)

FINDING: Check valve RC-041C has been installed upside down on the model.

Again, overhead obstructions would not permit internal valve access and this
valve will not function properly unless it is a special valve.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL sTP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EP-709): The valve listed by Quadrex does not exist on the model
| or in the composite drawings. In addition, no check valve was found on the

model that was installed upside down.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: No check valve was found that was installed upside down.

3663P:0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING N0.: 4.9.2o (Page 4-100 of Volume I of the Quadrex report-reference A)

FINDING: An HVAC duct is located under radwaste piping in the MEAB area on ,

elevation 29 feet.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

-

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EP-709/702/703): Plant Design will interface with HVAC and will
resolve problems as required.

,

(Mechanical): There is not criteria prohibiting the location of HVAC ducts
under radwaste piping.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Coordination between Plant Design and HVAC will resolve problems j.

as required.

<
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.9.2p (Page 4-101 of Volume I of the Quadrex report-reference A)

FINDING: CV-517 is located over the HVAC duct and access appears to be

difficult.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EP-709/702/703): Plant Design has reviewed location and

accessability to CV-517 and has found no problem.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: A review indicates that access is adequate.

3746P/0483P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

IhDING N0.: 4.9.2q (Page 4-101 of Volume I of the Quadrex report-reference A)

FINDING: It is difficult to determine precisely on the model, but it appears

that numerous manual valve handwheels are blocked or are potential knuckle
busters due to the close proximity of structural members.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

| (Plant Design): Plant Design is aware of this potential problem and will
resolve on a case-by-case basis.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Problems with actual plant components will be resolved on a

case-by-case basis.

3746P/0483P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

|

FINDING NO.: 4.9.2r (Page 4-102 of Volume 1 of the Quadrex report - Reference A) I

FINDING: The reservoir makeup pumping structure is shown on drawing
9Y-50-0-H-4912-0. The bottom of the pump suction housing is shown at elevation
-19 feet and the pump top flange is +21 feet for an overall length of 40 feet
for the pump. However, the overhead crane hook will only rise 31 feet above the
21 foot elevation. Another ten or eleven feet on the crane structure would have
permitted the pump to be pulled in one piece for maintenance and overhaul
without the need for a portable crane. The circulating water pump structure on

drawing 6-P-22-M-0029-2 appears to have the same situation. If a large portable

crane was originally planned as onsite maintenance equipment, tnen the extra
cost for the taller hoisting structures would not be worthwhile, 'unless of

~

course, the portable crane access is restricted.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUADREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EM-510): This issue involves maintenance and servicing problems

of the reservoir makeup pump facility intake structure and circulating water
intake structure crane. The hoisting structures are adequate because the

preferred method is to disassemble the pump as it is hoisted rather than risk
damage to the shaft by hoisting as a unit and laying it down in one piece.

3663P:0489P
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

FINDING NO.: 4.9.2r(cont.) ,

STATUS: Resolved

: RATIONALE: Hoisting structures are adequate.

i

i

:
1

1

!

,

:

|
'
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QUADREX FINDING RESOLUTION SUMMARY

|

FINDING NO.: 4.9.2s (Page 4-102 of Volume I of the Quadrex report-reference A) |

FINDING: An excellent drawing has been prepared showing placement of all

dismantled turbine generator parts and the associated loading of the deck
during TG overhaul.

REFERENCED QUESTIONS: Not applicable

RELATED FINDINGS: Not applicable

QUAnREX RATING: Not applicable

BTF CATEGORY: Not applicable

BTF LINE ITEM: Not applicable

BTF ASSESSMENT: Not-applicable

BECHTEL STP PROJECT TEAM EVALUATION:

(WORK PACKAGE EN-619): This is not a negative issuc, The drawing is

excellent.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Not a negative issue.

3746P/0483P
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APPENDIX D - GENERIC QUADREX FINDINGS
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'
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'
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,

3.2p Local Temperatures During Maintenance
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1. SUMMARY ON THE QUADREX GENERIC FINDINGS EFFORT

In addition to the Quadrex Discipline Findings there are reventeen Quadrex
Findings labeled Generic. This appendix contains the Generic Findings, the
Bechtel Task Force assessments, and the Bechtel project team evaluations.

These generic findings were based on a combination of the individual
discipline findings, and represented observations of practices, policies, and
procedures which Quadrex stated were applicable to one or more of the
disciplines within the R&R organization (with r 1spect to required corrective
action for past events). The observations were presented as an overview of
all the involved disciplines and include suggestions where improvements could
be made by B&R to minimize or preclude deficiencies from occurring in the
future similar to those noted in the discipline findings.

Since B&R is no longer involved with the project, the validity of the Quadrex
observations on the practices, policies, and procedures of B&R are no longer
germane nor applicable to future STP activities. Bechtel is now the
Architect / Engineer and will employ practices, policies, and procedures, based
upon those effectively utilized in the conduct of engineering design on many
current nuclear projects. Therefore, in performing this review it was
considered most appropriate to: (1) determine if any of the Quadrex generic
concerns could have adversely affected the design; (2) review Bechtel plans
and procedures that will be used in the completion of the project to avoid
Quadrex type concerns in the future; and (3) identify any new discipline
findings within the context of the Generic Findings not contained in the
discipline findings that could affect the design.

5097P/0558P
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.

In reviewing the Generic Findings it was found that they could be consolidated
or best resolved under one of four groups as follows:

a) Appropriateness of Initial Finding: 3.lc, 3.1g, 3.2k

Design or Criteria. 3.2m, 3.2n, 3.20, 3.2p

The Bechtel Transition Program is comprehensive and designed to
'identify and resolve design problems which may have occurred as a

result of the deficiencies implied by the Quadrex Findings. The
transition program, and specifically the transition procedures QE-001
and QE-002, provide for a thorough review and status determination of
the project design, and provide the mechanism whereby detected defects
will be documented for corrective action and factored into the project

schedule.

b) Appropriateness of Method, Finding: 3. l a, 3. lb, 3.1d, 3.le,

Procedures and Documentation 3.lf, 3.11 3.lj

As stated above, the Transition Program is comprehensive and designed
to identify and resolve design problems that may have occurred. In

addition, Bechtel will conduct future project activities in a manner

which should preclude the types of deficiencies described in the
Quadrex Report. This will be accomplished by the Project Team using
Bechtel Engineering Department Procedures adapted for the South Texas
Project, Table 1, which will be followed in the perfomance of future
design activities for the project. These procedures are based upon
those uset. ,.:ffectively for the engineering activities perfomed at
other major nuclear projects. The effective use of these procedures is

assured by the on-project indoctrination, training, monitoring, and the
Quality Assurance Audit Program.

| 5097P/0558P
|
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c) Overconservatism in Design Finding: 3.2q

The generic aspect of this concern is whether the design is overly
conservative and costly procedures have been used. While Bechtel's
review has identified some conservatisms, the evaluation of whether or

not these are excessive or justified was outside the scope of this
review. In any event, overconservatism is an economic issue as opposed
to a safety concern.

d) Not a Generic Concern Finding: 3.lh, 3.21

The specific item listed as the basis for Generic Concerns of 3.lh has
been resolved by Discipline Line Items 60, 70, and 73.

The basis for Fi.1 ding 3.21 is not well supported by the data and must
be considered a recommendation for future consideration.

Finally with the possible exception of 3.21 there are no additional concerns
in the generic findings that are not addressed in the specific discipline

findings; thus, additional resolution effort is not required for the generic
items.

5097P/0558P
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Table 1

STP ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT PROCEDURES

RELEVANT TO THE QUADREX GENERIC FINDINGS

EDP No.

2.13 Project Engineering Team Organization and
Responsibilities

2.16 Project Design Group Functions
4.1 Design Criteria
4.2 Generic Engineering Documents

4.4 Project Design Standards and References
4.7 Bechtel Manuals

4.22 Preparation and Control of SAR
4.23 SAR Change Control

4.25 Design Interface Control
4.26 Interdisciplinary Design Review
4.27 Design Verification
4.28 Project Q-List

4.33 On-Project Design Review

4.34 Off-Project Design Review (Design Control Check List and
Design Review Notice)

4.36 Standard Computer Programs

4.37 Design Calculations

4.43 Standard Project Document Numbering System

4.46 Project Drawings
4.47 Drawing Change Notice

4.49 Project Specifications

4.55 Project Material Pcquisitions '

4.58 Specifying and Reviewing Supplier Engineering and Quality
Verification Documentation

4.63 Supplier Deviation Disposition Requests
4.64 Review of Supplier Audit, Survey, and Inspection Reports
6.10 Supplier Quality Assurance Program Selection and Evaluation

5097P/0558P
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II. DISCUSSION4

The objective of the EN-619 review was to assure that in the coursei

of the Transition Phase the effects of practices discussed in the
Generic Findings, if they existed, were detected by the Bechtel
review and addressed in the planning for project completion. In
order to assess the extent to which this has been accomplished and
uncerstand fully the basis upon which the Bechtel determination of a
Resolved status for each was reached, it is necessary to review in
detail Section III of this Appendix. For the convenience of the
reader, the full text of the original Quadrex Finding followed by the
evaluation by the Bechtel Task Force has been included. This
preliminary data is followed in each case by a Project Team
Resolution Summary Sheet. This sheet, in and of itself, is not the

'

complete assessment but rather provides:

a. Status: As discussed in Section I of this appendix all
issues are considered resolved.

i

1 b. Rationale: A short statement intended to call out the more
pertinent actions taken or being taken to assure orderly
completion of the project.

c. A list of references to related discipline responses
identified by line item number. Each of these references

,

to a greater or lesser degree responded to one or more
aspects of the Generic concern, including the original
related Quadrex Question. In addition to references given'

by the BTF, other references are included because they are
related, and as a result, some redundancy exists because j
several references resulted from the same Quadrex question.

5097P/0558P
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While the referenced line item responses are considered
adequate to indicate that the specific Quadrex issues have
been addressed they do not constitute a total discussion of
the Bechtel Transition effort which may relate to the
general area of concern. Such a discussion herein is
beyond the scope of the EN-619 effort and consideredi

unnecessary to resolve the various Quadrex Issues.

d. A list of the more pertinent Engineering Procedures fro.'
Table 1 to be used on the project to address concerns
discussed by Quadrex.

e. Additional Discipline Comments: Additional information
considered to be helpful to or to augment the data
discussed in c and d above taken from work package data or
developed by EN-619 during the review.

I

!
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III. GENERIC FINDINGS

The generic findings are presented in the same order as in the Quadrex
Report. The Task Force comments follow the Quadrex text of each generic

finding and finally pertinent Project Team comments are given which were
3

developed based on the Task Force guidance and evaluations of the design
documents.

The generic findings present conclusions and general observations of Quadrex
based in part on the more specific discipline findings. The Task Force
commentary first presents a brief sunmary of the B&R comments on the finding;
then cites related findings used by Quadrex as the basis for developing their
generic finding; and finally describes typical Bechtel practices and
procedures which the Task Force assumed would be applied to the ongoing work

in the areas of identified concern.

The Project Team Effort is based on the guidance of the Task Force and
consists of reviews of design documents. Included in the Project Team
Comments are related findings, related Bechtel procedures that address the
finding, pertinent discipline comments, the status, and the rationale for the
scatus.

5097P/0558P
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M I3II A (Repeated from Reference 8)
.

~GIh?.RIC FISDINGS i.

1

Quadrex Eanhing
: Mcs: Serious ?indings
...

1

3.1(a) 3&R Svstems I.evel! Integration

There is no ins.ication that'an effective systens i:?.egia, tion and overview
~ ' . *function exists within th,e 3&R design process.

arrangements and' e nt layout that take inth N ount such factors~

Plant
44 physical separa: ion, syst'er and equipment performan'ce compatibility, j

access for maintenance and,ISI, and othe: si=ilar aspec s can be too. easily ;

.-
overlooked or missed with the present design review process. .

i 1:
. *

A working. interface &
t

The technical disciplines are.onganized .very tightly.- 4

relationship among the di,sciplines is not routine, particularly regarding
follow-through at the discipline input-output int,erf ace. Assigned responsi-

-The. Mechanical .systems engineering >.is only a recent development.bility fe:
Group has come ' closest in the past to performing nhis role, but indicated0*.h e.: Groups -

that they are not pe==itted to review 1&C logic diagrams.
indicated that Mechahical had responsibility for assuring adequate equipment i

.

*

layout in the plant; however, the Mechanical Group was also not aware ofEI,&? has indicated that their organizatien structurethis responsibility. '

is closely aligned with that of 3&R, and -that no systens engineering function
exists within the utility either. ,

concern is with the achievement of internal consistency amongA majc:
various design documents and the maintenance of that censis ency over time

For exa=ple, an overall plant s eparation .s cheme -eith personnel turnover.
is needed to address the multi-disciplinary concerns of Piping, Mechanical, j

j
This guicance, in the form of a TRD, does not.

Ilectrical, I&C, EVAC, etc.
exist'; consequently, each discipline now provides their own interpretationconstitutesand acceptance criteria using engineering judgment as to what ,

-

adequate separation (see Question E-6).

Also, a multi-disciplinary interpretation of the single failure criterion
.

does not exist in controlled documentation.-
~

-
.

.

- - - 3 u,
-

- z,

Task ? cree Ccmments on .Ouadrex Findinc 3.NaY
i

In respense to the Quadrex cencern on systems level integration 3&R stated -

tha throughout the' design they used a muld-discip!!ne review crcup to
To increase the ccnfidence that effectve svstemsinsure svstem intecratien.

integra:icn was beinc achieved, the System Design Assurance Group w'as~

formed in February 1980.

3&:, discussed with the Task Tcree the reis end responsibilities ef; and the
desien review process used by the Sys:em Desien A<surance Group (see se:-

~ Ter de: ailed assessmenu cf related findings seetien 2.2.3 cf this . eperi).
hhibi; 3, line items 4E, 52, 57, 62, 58,115,150,1E2 and 244.

A-1
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(Reptatdi from Reference B)
EXHIBIT A

GENERIC FINDINGS

Quadrex Rankin'g
Most Serious Findings

3.l(a) B&R Systems Level Integration

' Cont

Bechtel's approach to the above Quadrex concerns is generally covered by
Engineering Department Procadures. It is the Project Engineer's responsi-
bility, working through the design discipline group superviscrs, to assign
responsible systems engineers to assure that proper systems integration is
achieved. The Mechanical Discipline, gcnerally, has the overall system
responsibility for the balance of plant systems and is provided with support
from other disciplines as appropriate. Therefore, Mechanical Discipline,
assigns a Responsible Engineer to each system, from design inception to
completion of design, to assure proper system integration.

T.c accomplish interdiscipline design coordination, the originating discipline
routes coordination prints to other interfacing disciplines. Routings are
documented as appropriate to show interdiscipline coordination. The inter-
facing Group Supervisors receiving the print for coordination are responsible
for evaluation and review of matters. pertinent to the reviewing group's area
of responsibility. .The originating Discipline Engineer coordinates the
ccmments and has them incorporated on the drawing.

Bechtel's established procedures require a project to identify the applicable
systems and structurec requiring interdisciplinary design review, including all-
systems and structures significant to the safety, reliability and operability of
power plants. These interdisciplinary design reviews are conducted:

When the design inputs (basic design criteria and system functionale

requirements) have been cstablished.
'

When the basic system design has been completed (flow diagram, pipinge
and instrument diagram, control logic diagram, equipment specifications,
equiptrant arrangements).

When the physical layout for the facilities in which the system is to bee
located has been substantially completed.

During the interdisciplinary design reviews the review team addresses the
ccmmitments in the SAR and Design Criteria, assures that: assump-ions are
adequate and reasonable; code requirements are met; design interface
requirements are satisfied; appropriate design methods are used and a!!
ccnditiens have been considered; accessibility has considered ISI, maintenance
and repair, radiation exposure, the public and plant perscnnel; adequate
pre-cp and subsequent testing requirements are inccrporated. Summary
repcris cf the review. documenting the areas covered and conclusions
reached, are prepared. These reports may be in the ferm of meeting nctes,
check lists and/cr a review write-up. These reperts will indicate any acticn
!! ems for future clcse out.

A-2



(Repeated from Rtference B)

F.XHIBIT A

GENERIC FINDINGS

,

Quadrex Ranking
Mest Serious Fi:: dings

3.1(a) B&R Systems Level Integration
Cent

Other concerns raised by,Quadrex in this finding dealt'with the plant
arrangement and equipment layout responsibility and .the working interface
relationship among the disciplines. '

B&R indicated that, in addition to the Systems Design Assurance Group; they
also rely on the Physical Design Assurance Group to address the layout and
arrangement considerations raised by Quadrex. B&R also indicated that they
use various project criteria manuals such as Design Manuals, SARs, etc. , to

form the basis for design and that these are maintained throughout the life of
the job. For detailed assessments of related findings see Exhibit B, line
items 49, 68, 84, and 206.

The Bechtel Plant Design Discipline has the responsibility for the overall
plant arrangement design concept and prepares the general arrangement and
equipment location drawings. Information to prepare these drawings is
provided by the other engineering disciplines who also review and coordinate
with these drawings to assure that all disciplines are working to a common set
cf general arrangement and equipment location drawings.

A final issue raised by Quadrex in this finding is that B&R does not.have a
multi-disciplinary interpretation of the single failure criterion in a controlled
document. For detailed assessment of a related finding see Exhibit B, line
item 49.

Generally, it is Bechtel's. approach not to attempt to encompass all disciplines
with a single multi-disciplinary definition of single failure criterion, but,
rather, to use standard industry interpretations as used in Regulatory
Guide 1.53, IEEE 279 and 379 and ANSI Standards.

.

!

|

|
'
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

!
:

PROJECT TEAM COMtENTS ON FINDING N0: 3.la B&R Systems Level Integration

STATUS: Resolved.

RATIONALE: The transition program and work package review plans are extensive
and provide for the evaluation of the adequacy of systems integration and
design interface to detect deficiencies that may have accurred due to this
generic finding. Implementation of the Bechtel Project Team Concept using
proven Bechtel practices, policies and procedures which stress the need for
multi-level system integration activities, will be used on the project to deal
with the concerns while response to Finding 4.3.2.lb discusses issuance of a
top level Systems Interaction Design Guide.

RELATED FINDINGS: Line Items 48, 49, 50, 52, 57, 68, 84, 85, 116, 180, 182,
206, 223, 244, 253, 274, 278, 289, and 294.

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-2.16, 4.1, 4.4, 4.22, 4.23, 4.25, 4.26, 4.27, 4.33,

4.46, and 4.49.

ADDITIONAL COMfENTS:

(EN-602): Interface between safety-related systems and their connected
systems and/or supporting systems will be identified. The functional
relationships between these systems will be determined. The design adeauacy
of system interfaces will then be confirmed.

(EN-601): Access requirements for maintenance, ISI and operability will be
evaluated as a part of the physical layout reviews which will be completed on
a system-by-system and area-by-area basis.

(EE-220): Reissuance of separation criteria is discussed in line items 49 &
50.

5104P/0558P
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY-

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING NO: 3.l a (cont. )

(EN-601): The Project will implement procedures based upon Bechtel standards
which delineate the minimum interdisciplinary interface requirements.

(EN-601): An overall plant separation program to address spatially-coupled
interactions will be implemented as detailed in Section 6.0 of EN-601.

(EN-601): A comprehensive implementing document establishing the use of
industry standards and regulatory guidance on a single-failure criteria
application is not a mandatory requirement. In the short-term, continued use

of implementing procedures on a typical or system basis is acceptable. It is,

however, advisable for the purposes of assuring consistent application of the
many aspects of single failure criteria, to provide STP specific comprehensive
guidance for use in an integrated evaluation of these issues. Such a guidance

document or program will be developed.

5104P/0558P
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(Repeated from Reference B)-

EXHIBIT A

GENERIC FINDINGS

Quadrex Rankin'g
Most Serious Findings

.

3.1(b) B&R Review of Engineering Data

The generic concern is in three parts; namely,

(1) Input data to a technical group does not appear to be consistently
reviewed by that group for its reasonableness prior to use (see

t

| Questions C-1,'H-1, E-3, H-27, M-28, N-3, and N-9). Conversely, the
technical groups do not consistently check to see that their outputI

data is used correctly.

Proper control and use of input data from HL&P is also a concern.

(2) Calculations containing errors are being reviewed and verified as
correct with a higher frequency than should be encountered (see
Questions C-16, H-15, N-1 and N-15).

(3) B&R review of vendor submitted reports is not consistent; sometimes
they are very well done, and at other times they are poorly done (see ;

Questions M-41, M-49, M-51, M-52 and N-1). No documented criteria
exists governing the evaluation process for vendor reports.

Erown and Root continues to pursue a policy that work jerformed by major
~

subcontractors or suppliers, such as EDS Nuclear and Westinghouse, is
design verified by these firms and can therefore be assumed to be correct.
There is no evidence that analysis methods chosen by these suppliers are
reviewed.for acceptability and consistency. This policy raises many ques-
tions regarding overall technical adequacy at the interface with these '

suppliers; for example, no evidence was obtained that 3&R is checking and I
!approving analysis cethods selected by Westinghouse.

3rown and Root does not provide adequate guidance to vendors stipulating
acceptable analysis and testing methods, required data, and report fc mat.
Vendors are encouraged to select the analysis and/or testing method (s , and
subsubsequent review of submitted reports serves as the focal point where
inadequacies are detected and corrected (see Questions H-10 and M-46).
This approach is neither cost-effective nor adequa e, since exai::ples of
inadequate analysis methods approved by 3&R have been obse:ced.

Task Force Cctr.:nent on Quadrex Finding 3.l(b) .

This generic finding is related to a Quadrex concern regarding S&R review of
engineering data. including:

Review cf data for reascnableness by a disci-line receiving the data.6

<
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(RIpeated from Reference 8)

EXHIBIT A

GENERIC FINDINGS

Quadrex Ranking
_

Most Serious Findings

~

3.l(b) E&R Review of Enitineering Data
Cont ,

Review and verification of calculations that contaf6 errors.e
arm
U

'

Inconsistent review of vendor submittals.
-

e

Lack of guidance to vendors on acceptable methods of analysis ande
testing. i

B&R indicated that their review process of various engineering data is similar
to other A/E's. Specific findings, on this subje.ct are assessed in Exhibit B,
line items 1, 59, 70,167, 208.and 213.

Since the subject of errors in verified calculations was not made in a specific
discipline finding, it will be addressed here. (A closely related finding is
contained in Ex.hibit B, line item 187). This finding appears to stem, mainly,
from the Quadrex assessment of B&R's response to question C-16 (Vol. II of
the Quadrex Report). The Quadrex. concern is that a significant number of
mistakes exist in verified calculations. It appears this situation is attribut-
able to the lack of minimum qualificatien requirements for verifiers. The
B&R response to question C-16 indicates that a design criteria document;

(STP-DC-015) exists which speufies personnel requirements for design verifi-
cation. They further stated that design verifiers are senior engineers who
must have had experience in areas related to their design activity. It ,

should be noted that the Quadrex finding does not provide examples of
' design errors, other than the one addressed in line item' 213 of Exhibit B,

and that the Task Force did not review STP-DC-015.

It is a Task Force observation that this Quadrex concern is based upon a
small sampling of calculations; therefore, further analysis would be required
to assess the seriousness of this finding.

Bechtel procedures for review of engineering data require that calculations
be checked by an engineer who is capable of originating the calculation.

Sechtel design verification is accomplished by requiring that engineering3'
grcup leaders and supervisors review the data. For selected calculaticns,

i

the discipline chief engineers' office is required to review and verify the
overall design approach including assumptions, methodology, reasonableness, ,

and completeness. In addition, appropriate design reviews are conducted as
described under 3.l(a).

1

| ( '

,
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING N0: 3.lb B&R Review of Engineering Data

STATUS: Resolved.

RATIONALE: The transition program addresses the concerns of this finding for
past activities. Bechtel's procedures and practices deal with these concerns
for future activities. The response to finding 4.1.2.la addresses
resonableness of data; 4.1.2.5y and 4.6.2.lb discusses calculations; and
4.3.2.4t discusses vendor review.

RELATED FINDINGS: Line Items 1, 7, 12, 15, 16, 17, 59, 60, 67, 70, 83, 89,
90, 97,100,117,144,167,179,185,199, 208, 213, 224, 271, and 298.

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-2.16, 4.1, 4.25, 4.26, 4.27, 4.34, 4.36, 4.37, 4.46,
4.49, 4.55, 4.58, 4.63, 4.64, and 6.10.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

(EN-619): The transition program and work package review plans provide for
the evaluation of the current design and resolution of noted deficiencies.
The concerns of this finding are addressed by the work package review plans,
especially calculations. An entire check sheet is devoted to reviewing
calculations for accurracy, input data, e:c. In addition, other programs
(indicated by specific line items) have b' ten established to provide for
additional evaluations of noted deficiencies; e.g., see Appendix E relative to
computer codes and calculations. The reasonableness and accuracy of
calculations are discussed in the team assessments of line items 1,12, and
213. See also related Generic Finding 3.11.

!
'

1
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(Reptated from Reference B)
EXHIBIT A

- .

GINIRIC FINDINGS

'

Quadrex Ranking
Most Serious Findings

.

3.1(c) Plant Operating Modes and Environmental Conditions Analvsis

Thorough and consistent treatment of various plant operating modes and
environmental conditions was not evident.

No written design bases are provided to guide the designer in what
combinations of events and plant modes must be considered. Consideration
of degraded equipment performance was also not evident.

Design criteria provided in issued System Design Descriptions (SDDs) and
Technical Reference Documents (TRDs) appear to adequately reflect industry
issues for the 1973-1975 time frame; however, they do not adequately
address more recent developments (without consideration of TMI-2 concerns)
snch as loss of off-site power, environmental conditions in specific
plant areas, postulated failure modes, and anticipat'ed operating conditions
degraded from a normal, full power, all equipment operable initial
assumption. Casualty events, for example, were only added in late 1979
to the FW and HVAC SDDs. - .

In many instances, the initial condition assumed for system design was
stated to be " normal plant operation"; however, this assumption by itself
is si= ply not a sufficient basis for design. Many analyses have been
based solely on an assu=ption of normal plant operating conditions.

~

There is little evidence that other plant operating modes, such as partial
power, load shifts, startup, shutdown, pre-op testing, startup testing,
:uonnal plant testing, refueling, maintenance, transients, and accidents
have been considered. Furthermore, assumed " worst case" conditions may ~
not properly bound the set of anticipated plant conditions (see Questions E-3
and N-17). STP is the first plant to use the Westinghouse three train
ECCS configuration; censequently, it is important that any worst case
assumptions used to bound the plant analysis be both complete and accurate.

For example, assumptions regarding door and hatch positions seem unrealistic
based on plant operating experience (see Questions H-3, H-14, and N-8). |

|

Failure to consider the loss of off-site power condition in a t'celyi

canner has led to recent MAB, EAB, and FH3 studies and the need to designate
and upgrade certain HVAC systems to be safety-related (see Question E-5).
Prior to initiation of these studies, HVAC outside containment was designed -
for normal plant operating conditions.

The absence of postulated line cracks and breaks outside containment in
|

the MAE and FHE is inadequate (see Questions M-3, M-5, N-1, and N-3).
,

Similarly, the inability of Nuclear Analysis to develop appropriate'

envircnmental conditions for these areas in a timely manner is also
inadequate.

A-d
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(Repeated from Reference B)
E.UIBIT A

.

GENERIC FINDINGS-

Quadrex Ranking
Mest Serious Findings

3.1(c) Plant Operating Modes and Environnental Conditions Anrlysis
Cont ,

Task Force Ccmment on Quadrex Finding 3.l(c) '

W. .

Quadrex's concern in this finding is primarily focused on the deficiencies in
the areas of HVAC and Essential Cooling Pond (ECP) design due to a lack cf
well defined design basessincluding various plant operating modes. Ccncern
is also expressed about the absence of required analysis considering postu-
lated high energy line break and cracks that may affect equipment
qualification.

'

E&R stated that they had alreadv' recognized the problems in these areas and
appropriate corrective actions ha'd been initiated. B&R further stated that
their en-going effort to review the design for environmental conditions will
assure that all the requirements are satisfied. For detailed assessments of
related findings see ' Exhibit B, line items 81, 82, 89, 120, 132, 197, 200, 210
and 219.

As a standard practice Sechtel establishes project design criteria to assure
that during the design process all the essential facets of design are accounted-

fer. If there are any problem areas identified needing further resolution,
they are documented as unresolved items in System Descriptions.

.

.
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMENTS ON FINDING N0: 3.lc Plant Operating Modes and
Environmental Conditions Analysis

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Resolution is accomplished by finalization of the Transition
effort and implementation of the Work Package action items in accordance with
proven Bechtel practices, policies, and procedures.

RELATED FINDINGS: Line Items 6, 58, 75, 81, 82, 89, 91, 128, 132, 153, 166,
181, 182, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 192, 197, 199, 200, 204, 205, 210,
211, 219, 223, 229, 242, 246, 289, 292 .

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-2.16, 4.1, 4.2, 4.4, 4.22, 4.23, 4.26, 4.27, 4.46,

and 4.49.

ADDITIONAL COMENTS:

(EN-619): Supplementary information on environmental conditions is developed
in Work Packages EN-601, EN-602, EN-603, and EN-604. Work Package EN-609

provided for the review of recent industry issues in the form of I&E
Bulletins, Circulars, Notices, Generic Letters, and NUREG reports. Also, a
procedure was developed to assure timely reviews of new NRC transmittals.

Relative to nonnal plant operations design basis, the work package review
plans specifically address consideration of "all operating modes" and
consideration of transients. The concern is also addressed by ANSI N45.2.ll
which is cited for guidance by Bechtel Procedures EDP-4.1, 4.25, 4.27, and
4.49.

(EN-601): Preliminary Bechtel assessments indicate that. due to the minimum
Inumber of high energy lines and the degree of Compartmental 12ation provided in

the MAB and FMB, lack of early detailed review of pipe break effects will not
result in major problems. Pipe rupture outside containment will be fully
evaluated by Bechtel as discussed in Section 6 of EN-601.

5104P/0558P
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(Repeatedfrom Reference B) t
D3ilEZT A 2

:

GENIRIC TIhDINGS !4'

1

'

Quadrex Ranki::g
,

Most Serious Findines
.

3.1(d) Safety-Related vs'.Non-Safetv-Related Distinctions

It was observed on many occasions that B&R uses a very sharp distinction
between S/R and non-S/R categorinations for both equipment and calculations.
A non-5/R designation results in the design outputs not'being subjected to '

design verification. M .,

.

In several instances, design activities that affected plant safety were
*

designated as non-S/R.
i,

In these cases, the B&R position was felt to be either inaccurate or
questionable: ,

"

(1) A lack of awareness of high energy piping in the MA3 (see Questions
M-3, N-3, N-15, and R-5).

(2)' Certain calculations, such as shielding (see Questions N-23, N-25,
and R-7). -

(3) hTAC system requirements for off-nor:a1 conditions (see Question
H-5). -

~

(4) Computer code'CPVR status (see Questions C/M-3 and C/M-8).

(5) Identified support systems (see Questions E-3, E-15, E-4, H-13, M-5,
M-25, N-10, N-17, and R-6). ,

( 6)' Operations performed at remote panels (see Questions E-13 and R-10).

(7) Systems interaction (see Questions E-18, E-23, M-3, M-10, M-50, P-20,
and R-12).

It was ' frequently stated during the design review that only h7C reouirements
must be met whether or not those requirements are accurate, reasonable, or
even meet the intent of the regulations. There has been no planned effort
to reviev new hRC requirements (excluding TMI-2 concerns) te determine
their inpac on STP, and propose recer.mendat ons for F 1? cencurrence (see
Quest.ons C-3, C-5, C-6, C-35, H-6, F-16, and R-1).

'

{esk Terce Cc n:nent en Cuadrex Finding 3.l(d)

The Ctairex concern in this generic finding rela:es :: the ELF. distint-icn
ci safe:y rela:ed and ncn-safety related cal:ula:icns and equipment. Ouedrex i

sa:ed tha: ncn-safe:v rela:ed calcula:: ens are net verified and that seme
safeT reja:ed cal:ulaifens were classif.ed as .:n-safety re!ated.

A-3
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(Rep 0ated from Reference B)
'

D3IBIT A
,

GENERIC TINDINGS
s ,

'

Quadrex Ranking
.Most Serious Findings

3.1(d) Safety-Related vs. Non-Safety-Related Distinctions
Cent ,

i B&R stated that all calculations are checked and, in ad$tien, safety related
calculations are verified.ThTor detailed assessments of related findings see
Exhibit 3, line items 34, 57, 63, 82, 202, and 270. The finding related to
systems integration is addressed in Task Ferce comments on generic finding

'3.l(a).
i

Bechtel practice for performing calculations and specifying equipment is.
similar for both safety related and non-safety related items. However, a
distinction is made for documentation purposes.. All calculations are checked,
and selected calculations are reviewed by the cognizant chief engineer's
office.

.

4

4
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING N0: 3.id Safety-Related Versus

Nonsafety-Related Distinctions

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Adherence to Bechtel Procedures to complete the project will

provide a rational basis for the division of safety versus nonsafety-related
distinctions.

RELATED FINDINGS: Line Items 5, 6, 18, 34, 35, 54, 57, 63, 81, 82, 84, 91,
99, 138, 201, 202, 203, 214, 229, 246, and 270.

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-2.13, 4.1, 4.2, 4.26, 4.27, 4.28, and 4.43.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

(EN-619): Efforts developed and to be implemented pursuant to EN-600, EN-607,
EN-608, and EN-609 address the concern. Bechtel's position on the need for a
" sharp distinction" is best covered in response to line item 202. The Project
Team, in the development of Work Package EN-613, has noted one case where B&R

apparently may not have properly identified a safety-related component. This
has been identified and discussed in letters ST-YB-HL-1053, dated 7/16/82, and
ST-HL-AE-859, dated 7/29/82. The major area of concern by Quadrex was related
to calculations. The program described in Appendix E provides for assurance
of the adequacy of computer calculations. Further, Becntel treats all

calculations with the same degree of concern and care as though all were
s afe ty-re l ated. No sharp distinction is made.

1
!

|
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(Repoated from Reference 8)-

EXHIBIT A
.

GENERIC TINDINGS

Quadrex Ranking
Most Serious Findings

.

,3.1(e) FMEA and Single Tailure Criterion Analvsis

No written guidelines exist for the conduct of failure = ode and effects
analysis. The only FMEAs provided were those in the FSAR which is not a
design document. These TMEAs are too superficial, and are not adequate to
assure a satisfactory design.

No guidelines exist on what types to failures should be considered for various
types of equipment. There is no documented evidence that the single failure
cri*.erion has been satisfied. An HVAC/I&C single failure criterion violation
har been noted (see Questions R-6 and E-15).

One concern is the varied interpre'tation by individual disciplines that can be
given to " direct and consequential failures" resulting from a postulated event;
such failures establish the initial condition assumed in evaluating the plant for
single failure tolerance. There is evidence that 3&R does not fully under-
stand these implications (see Questions M-4, H-6, P-20, N-19 and E-2).*

A number of disciplines were asked to provide a listing of postulated single
failures considered in their design. None of these disciplines was able to

( provide such a list (see Questions H-6, P-20, N-19, and E-4).
,

.

Task Force Comments on Quadrex Findinc 3.l(e)

This generic finding reflects a Quadrex concern that B&R had not properly
applied the single failure criterion inasmuch that:

No guidelines were documented for either perforning a FMEA or
*

e
Identifying what failures should be considered.

Existing documentation gave no assurance that the criteria weree

satisfied.

The B&R System Design Assurance Group discussed their responsibilities with
the Task Force and stated that they were actively involved in dealing with
the Gusdrex concerns. Ter detailed assessments of related findings see
Exhibi; E line items 47, 58, 2!2, 215 and 241.

The general Bechtel approach is that essential design bases are defined by
projec: design criteria and augmented by cther design input documents. The
design review and verificaticn process coupled with FMEAs en selected
systems provides assurance tha: the single failure :riterien is satisficd and
: hat sufficien; documentation is available. This werk is cen: rolled by an
established se: cf Bechtel Eng:neering Departmen: Frecedures. The Sech:ei
STP team shculd investigate this subject during the detailed review cf the
status of the Project.

;.-; c



GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMENTS ON FINDING N0: 3.le FMEA and Single Failure Criterion

Analysis

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: This is not a progrannatic generic concern, but technical tasks
adequately covered by discipline resolutions. The generic aspects related to
these concerns are interdiscipline actions discussed in 3.la and timely
actions discussed in discipline disposition of Finding 4.6.4.lc.

RELATED FINDINGS: Line Items 47, 52, 84, 212, 215, 241, and 266.

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-4.4 and 4.7.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

(EN-601): Guidelines for the evaluation of failure modes and effects analysis
to treat single failure consequences were developed for STP by NUS in the
Event System Analysis Program. B&R indicated that this program had been
implemented on STP for selected systems. Bechtel's plan for determining the
status of this program and for addressing these concerns in future work is
discussed in Findings 4.6.4.la & c.

(EN-619): See Evaluation 4.6s1.lc. Also the adecuacy of FMEAs are being
considered in the review of system work packages in accordance with the
Checklists and Review Plans specified by Transition Procedure QE-002 (pages 14

and 15). While not required by Regulations, guidelines did exist. Bechtel

intends to prepare new guidelines for completion of the project. Section
7.2.2.2.3.2 of the FSAR provides documented evidence of the intention to

comply with NRC General Design Criteria GDC-24. The single failure criterion
concern is addressed in the System Work Package Review Plans and checklists,

as specified by transition procedure QE-002, and design documents are being
reviewed for adeauacy. The HVAC/I&C single failure criterion concern noted is
addressed in the Resolution Summaries for Findings 4.3.2.la and 4.8.2.la.

5104P/0558P |
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(Rep;ated from Referenca B)IXRIBIT A
.

'

GINIRIC TINDINGS-

.

Quadrex Ranking.

Most Serious Tindings

3.1(f) TSAR Commitment Tracking

There was no documented evidence for assuring that individual TSAR coccitments
for-systems, equipment eq calculations were being syste'=atically inplemented
into the design..'

}W
, .

t .

There were many inconsistincies noted be: ween the FSAR and other design and
procurement documents. There was no assurance that subcontractor methodology
changes would be reflected in the TSAR commitments. For example, numerous
differences were observed between. IDS practices and the FSAR promises.-

There did not appear to b'e any method te assure.that timely updating of the
TSAR was being accomplished. .In a number of areas, the FSAR is now out-of-
d'a te .

There is a potential for a lack of awareness of individual TSAR commitments
by STp site personnel. This could represent a significant problem for-

field initiated design changes.

One G: cup censpicuous by its absence during this design review program was
I.ic ensing . No evidence was fcund of an effective I.icensing Group -input to
the various. disciplines to assure consistency in understanding and implemen-
tation of .GC requirements. Conversely, there was no evidence of an. effective
means to secure a timely NRC review and concurrence ef desired alternative
methods that differ from those described in the FSAR. B&R I.icensing does .

, not appear to take the initiative to keep the TSAR curre:it and accurate.~

A consistent and documented B&R position regarding Code and Standards inter-
pretations was not evident. These interpretations are left to individuals
or to vendor suppliers. The ASMI Code interprenations area appears to be
particularly weak (see Question M-30).

Task Force Comments on Quadrex Findinc 3.l(f) -

This generic finding centers around a Quadrex concern that the B&R
I.icensing Group may not have been effective in carrying cut the responsi-
bilities normally associated with the nuclear power plant licensing process.
In general, the Quadrex cc'ncerns relate to:

-

Timelv undatinc of the TSAR to reflect and be consistent with the.

.atest cesigns -..

l

Assuring perscnnel are aware cf liter. sing cc : irner.ts and aree

incorporatinc them into the design

;.- :
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(R;peated from Reference B)
EXHIBIT A-

.

G7.NERIC FINDINGS

"

Quadrex Ranking
Most Serious Findings

.

3.l(f) FSAR Commitment Tracking'

Cont

Coordination of the B&R positions regarding Codes and Standardse

interpretations.

The B&R Licensing Group discussed their responsibilities with the Task
Force and stated that they were actively involved in all of the above noted
areas of Quadrex concern. For detailed assessments of related findings see
Exhibit B, line items 6, 55, 59, 61, 87, 207, 225, 226, 227, 230, 243 and
247.

The A/E licensing responsibility is being transferred to the Bechtel STP.
The general Bechtel approach to licensing is based on a set of established
Engineering Department Procedures. These procedures delineate the licensing
responsibilities, including requirements that FSAR changes be controlled and
that commitments be followed throughout the design. They additionally*

require that Codes and Standards interpretations be coordinated through
specialist groups in a timely manner.

{~ -

.

.

.

.

'
e
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING NO: 3.lf FSAR Commitment Tracking

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: This issue is resolved by discipline disposition of 4.3.2.19 A

computerized tracking system (Licensing Commitment Tracking List) is in place
,

and will be maintained by Bechtel on STP.

RELATED FINDINGS: Line Items 6, 55, 59, 61, 87, 171, 207, 225, 226, 227, 230,

243, and 247.

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-2.13, 2.16, 4.4, 4.23, 4.24, 4.25, 4.26, 4.27, and

4.33.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

(EN-600) : Disciplines are resolving this issue. EN-600 will track all FSAR
change notices generated by each discipline. Design commitments from the FSAR
are being listed on the Licensing Commitment Tracking System (LCTS). The
procedure will then require that the implementing document for each commitment
be located and listed. Thus, a one-to-one correlation will be possible after

a certain time period. Timely updating of the SAR is the responsibility of
HL&P. The HL&P site personnel will have a computer terminal on site through
which they will be able to access HL&P's portion of the LCTS. Bechtel
Licensing will issue reports as requested from the site for the Bechtel
controlled portions of the LCTS. Bechtel's SAR Change Procedure makes the
Licensing Group the central focal point of all SAR changes.

' (EN-619): The continuing efforts pursuant to EN-609 will provide for
systematic reviews of new NRC Bulletins, Circulars, Notices, and Generic j

letters.

5104P/0558P
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(Rep 0ated from Reference B)
*

EXHIBIT A
*

.

GENERIC FINDINGS

.

. Quadrex Ranking
- Most Serious Findings

3.1(g) Plant Design Basis

There was very little evidence of a well-thought-out and, consistent basis
for design. Much of the plant design basis is rooted solely in engineering
judgment, and the rationale for this judgment has not, been documented in a
retrievable manner. Personnel turnover can adversely' impact this approach.

No document exists that identifies the interface design information required
by each discipline from the other technical disciplines (see Question N-1).
For at least the Civil / Structural. discipline, the lack of verified data may
have produced a very conservative design. Consequently, much of the design
is based on unverified preliminary data which could cause problems if the
data is later shown to be inadequate. A possible cause for the~ extensive
use of preliminary data may be that construction pressures controlled the
Engineering schedule.

A number of key front-end criteria documents are missing for STP. A plan to
identify and develope these TRDs on the project was not evident. Prior to

mid-1980, it does not appear tnat B&R recognined that fact. For instance, a
number of these documents have either been recently issued or are currently

(. undergoing review prior to initial issue, such as:
,

(1) Safety-Related Classificatinn
(2) In-service Inspection TRD-

(3) Environmental Qualification TRD .

Significant quality variations were also observed in the design review
comments provided for internal documents prior to their initial issue or
their subsequent revision. It was noted that the Materials Group does not

review subcontractor material selections.

B&R indicated that y has reviewed portions of the initial STP design, but
the quality and completeness of their review is Lacertain. 'There is no
evidence that revisions to the initial BER design have been reviewed by y
(see Question I-5). For example, B&R was not certain how carefully y had
reviewed the proposed SI valve relocatien further away from the RC loop.
It is not clear that assurance is obtained frem E that thet: interface
requirements have been satisfied.

.

There are indications that E changes to the FIP are not being reviewed en a
timely basis. Examples of this include the pressurs:er skirt and the RER
ector voltage design changes. The interface between SER, E, and HEEP needs
to be improved.

EDS indicated that S&R drawing changes are net rev;ewed en a rcut ne basis.

1
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(Reptated from R,ference B)*

EXHIBIT A I

'l
.

GENERIC FINDINGS

-

Quadrex Rankin's
Most Serious Findings

.

3.1(g) Plant Design Basis

'(cont)

In numerous instances, y design bases for the nuclear island portion have
been directly carried over to the balance-of plant design without confirming
their appropriateness for this application.

In other instances, design details have been obtained from other PWR plac~s
and used without <.cafirming their applicability to the STP plant.

B&R has not adopted a consistent requirement for design margin to be achieved
by each discipline. There was ample evidence that individual engineers make
the determination of the cargin to be included in the design (see Questions C-12
and H-8).

B&R does not require use of either design manuals that. provide guidance on
acceptable practices or individual engineer log-books to record key bases,
assumptions or decisions. These manuals are especially crucial for the first
engineered nuclear plant by an A/E. Consequently, fundamental background
information regarding the STP design is difficult to retrieve since many

[ current 3&R engineers are not sufficiently familiar with the STP design or its,

'

basis.
.

Task Force Comments on Quadrex Finding 3.l(g)

The Quadrex concern here is that the plant design basis should be well-
thought out and well documented. The additional items listed in this generic
finding deal with the mechanism which assures that the plant design basis is
properly thought out and documented.

Specific discipline findings relating to this generic finding are assessed in
Exhibit B, line items 1, 2, 6, 10, 15, 16, 17, 22, 25, 41, 48, 49, 51, 54, 57,
58, 70, 81, 90, 94, 96, 109, 112, 117, 132, 141, 151, 167, 172, 189, 203, 208, 231,
252, 254, 263, 267 and 268.

As can be seen from the number cf related discipline findings associated w".h
this generic finding, Quadrex identified many specific areas where they felt
the plant design bases were of concern. These findings relate mcstly to
cencerns for consistency in the design bases, discipline interfacing, the need-
for frcnt end design criteria and the review process for input and output
da:a . All cf these matters are dealt with by Bechtel Engineering Department
Frecedures and project irstructions that evolve frcm those procedures. Ter
example, by :ne assignment cf Fesponsible Engineers for the balance of plant
systems, Eechtel experience has shown 9.a: input da*a frc= subcentrac:crs
and cu:pu: data directed to them is prcperly reviewed and cocrdinated.
Ocnsider:ng :he current status of engineern; design and constructicn, Eechte!
ST? xd! documen: the plant design basis during the Transitien Phase and

A-1- .
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EXEIBIT A
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.

GENERIC FINDINGS
.c

k.

Quadrex Ranking+

Most Serious Findings

3.1(g) Plant Design Ba' sis
(cont)

,

continuing into the. detailed review of the status of the project using 3echtel
experience, discipline standards and manuals, Engineering Department Pro-
cedures and experience in" interfacing with NSSS vendors:

.
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING NO: 3.lg Plant Design Basis

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: This is more of an observation than a programmatic generic
concern. Adherence to Bechtel Procedures such as EDP-2.13, 2.16, 4.1, and

4.58 will provide clearly delineated design criteria to be applied on the
project.

RELATED FINDINGS: Line Items 1, 2, 10, 13, 16, 17, 22, 25, 48, 49, 50, 51,
54, 57, 58, 70, 81, 90, 91, 94, 96, 98, 109, 112, 132, 141, 167, 172, 187,
188,189, 203, 208, 231, 254, 263, and 268.

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-2.13, 2.16, 4.1, 4.2, 4.4, 4.7, 4.23, 4.25, 4.26,
4.27, 4.28, 4.33, 4.34, 4.36, 4.37, 4.46, 4.49, 4.58, 4.63, 4.64, and 6.10.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

(Nuclear Systems): This finding implies that the AE is respcnsible for the
adeauacy of reviews performed by the NSSS supplier; however, this is not
practical nor necessary. Bechtel will submit selected design documents to
Westinghouse for review in accordance with a mutually aggreeable plan and
schedule. The details of how this will be accomplished and exactly which
documents will be reviewed are being developed. As a minimum, those documents

that enable Westinghouse to verify that design interf ace reouirements have
been met for system processes, physical arrangement / layout and balance of

plant design will be submitted for review. Westinghouse is expected to
provide formal documentation to the effect that the design interf ace
requirements have been met. Bechtel will not specify nor monitor the depth or

adeauacy of that review.

5104P/0558P
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING NO: 3.19 (cont.)

As a part of the design interface review program that is being developed with
Westinghouse, Sechtel will evaluate changes to design on a case basis and
resubmit items that have previously been reviewed by Westinghouse if

,

necessary. New design items that appear to affect the interface requirements
" will be evaluated and submitted in a similar manner.

Brown & Root's response to this series of concerns stated that documents had
been submitted to Westinghouse for review. Westinghouse has not usually
responded unless a significant question was raised. Therefore absence of a
comment was interpreted as "No Comment." This has been historically true for
other projects and other NSSS vendors. However, Bechtel's development of a
design interface review program with Westinghouse for the South Texas Project
will include documentation to show that critical interfaces have been
satisfactorily met.

Bechtel's standards for review of vendor documentation, contained in EDP-4.58
require review of engineering documents at the earliest possible time. The
NSSS Interface Document between Bechtal, HL&P and Westinghouse specifies that
drawing reviews should be completed within 30 working days, except where a
different period is mutually agreed to and individually scheduled. Other
changes to the PIP will be reviewed and statused similarly.

While the comment relates specifically to presumed B&R practices which have

not been substantiated by objective findings, Bechtel recognizes the need for
a viable interface between the AE, the NSSS supplier and the Owner. An NSSS

Interface Document (Rev. 1) between Bechtel, Westinghouse and HL&P was signed
by the Project Managers of each organization and distributed on June 18,

|

1982. To date, the interface between the organizations has been effective and j

viable. It is anticipated that this condition will continue. Direct |

5104P/0558P
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING NO: 3.19 (cont.)

communication between responsible individuals in each organization is freely
exchanged. Bechtel has responsibility for the technical administration of the
NSSS contract and HL&P retains commercial responsibility.

(EN-619): While the documentation of rationale of angineering judgement or
documentation of interface design information is often helpful, it is not
required to be documented in manuals or log books.

,

5104P/0558P
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(Repeated from Reference B)-

- EXHIBIT A
.

GENERIC FINDINGS

-

QuadrexRankidg
Most Serious Findings

.

3.l(h) Equicment Reliability Requirements

Specific reliability requirements, such as for the ESF sequencer, have not
been established (see Questions E-7 and E-8). If the ESF sequencer reliabi-
lity should turn out to be incompatible with the remainder of the EST
equipment, then B&R's dependence upon meeting only the single failure
c~iterion would be unsatisfaccry from a systems viewpoint.

The absense of specified reliability requirements in both mechanical and
electrical equipment specifications, and the inability to produce a standard
checklist of postulated failures to be considered casts doubt on the rigor of
the safety-related evaluation process.

Throughout the d'esign review, specifications to constrain spurious operation
were absent. Such omissions are no longer the industry " norm."

Task Force Comments on Quadrex Findings 3.l(h)

This generic finding reflects a Quadrex concern that S&R had not specified
equipment reliability figures to safety related equipment vendors. This is
reflected in their observations that: ,

The single failure criterion could be jeopardized.e

No procedures or checklists were established to verify proper equipmente

operation.
'

As noted in the assessment in Exhibit B, line item 60, B&R stated that there
is no requirement to specify a unique reliability figure and that, as a general
A/E practice, specific equipment reliability values are not prescribed.

Bechtel experience with the procurement of safety related equipment has
shown that the specification of a quality level consistent with the intended
function of the equipment is required to support the capability to meet the

.

single failure criterion and prevent spurious cperations. Sechtel guidelines
provide assurance that equipment and systems are designed to facilitate
periodic testing and maintenance in order to =aintain system availability.

,

A-16
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING N0: 3.lh Equipment Reliability Requirements

STATUS: Resolvad

RATIONALE: Bechtel does not agree that Quadrex had identified a potentially
significant generic concern. During the transition phase, Procedure QE-002
provides for review of the adequacy of the STP design. Reliability along vith
other pertinent parameters are included in this review and further design will
be in accordance with Bechtel procedures and practices.

RELATED FINDINGS: Line Items 60, 70, and 73.

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-4.1, 4.4, and 4.27.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

(EN-619): The specifications are being reviewed for adequacy during the
transition phase in accordance with the System Work Package Review Plans
stipulated by the Transition Procedure QE-002. The adequacy of the
specifications will be established or action taken to establish the adequacy.

The adequacy of equipment to meet service requirements and maintainability
requirements will be evaluated and appropriate action taken by Bechtel in
accordance with the Transition Procedure QE-002 and Syitem Work Package Review

Plans. (See also EN-600).

5104P/0558P
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(Repeated from R;ference 8) i

EXHIBIT A
!*

GENERIC FIhDINGS
.

.

I Quadrex Ranking
Most Serious Findings

3.l(i) Nuclear-Related hnalysis

The chosen analysis methods demonstrate a sharp para'dox between the more con-
ventional engineering work and the uniquely nuclear e:igineering work required
for portions of the STP de' sign. In certain disciplines,_such as Civil /
Structural and Electrical, technically adequate methods have been chosen.
However, for the nuclear aspects of the project, Brown and Root has been much
less adeqaute in its choice of analysis methods and assumptions. In addition,
an abnormally high error rate was observed in these calculations. In many
instances, insufficient wo-k has been accomplished for the present state of
STP design, procurement, and construction.

.
. .

The areas of greatest concern have been with Nuclear Analysis, Piping and
Supports, Special Stress, and HVAC. During the design review, many questions,,
were referred to these " pillar" groups for resolution; consequently, they .o
appear to be the highest risk Groups in terms of meeting STP licensing needs. '.

The amount of nuclear-related analysis that is subcontracted by B&R is higher
than a typical A/Es practice. The technical guidance provided by some of
these Groups for subcontracted consultants, such as EDS and NUS, does not

( appear to be adequate. Review of these subcontracted analyses does not appear,

- to be sufficient.

A few examples pertinent to nuclear-related analysis are as follows:

(1) The B&R pipe rupture report provided to the NRC in 1975 is not yet a
control document for the STP design. Pipe rupture analysis outside
containment is scheduled to start in May 1981.

(2) The AFW pump motors to be located at a low elevation in the IVC may not
be qualified for the currently postulated accident environment. No
accident enviro: nental analysis has been performed for outside contain-
ment. For EST system. components, this situation is not adequate.

(3) Durations of required operation for safety-related HVAC equipment have
nct been specifiec.

(4) In other instances, inappropriate methods have been selected. Specific
details regarding these ccncerns are provided in Sec-ions 4.4, 4.5,
4.6, and 4.7 of this report.

A.
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(Repeated from Reference B)
EXHIBIT A

GENERIC FINDINGS

Quadrex Ranking
Most Serious Findings

3.l(i) Nuclear-Related Analysis
' Cent

Task Force Comment on Quadrex Finding 3.l(i)

This generic finding centers around a Quadrex concern that the B&R snalytical
efforts which are required to support the unique engineering design work
associated with nuclear power plant design may not have been adequately
completed. In general, the. items relate to:

Calculations with an abnormally high error ratee

Analyses not yet accomplished "e

Large amount of subcontracted analysese

Inadequate guidance to subcontractors '

. , , ,e
,,

'

E&R stated that NUS had entered into a con' tract with HL&P to conduct the
initial nuclear analysis for inside the contaicment.

For detailed assessments of related findings see Exhibit B, line items 8, 28,
*

108, 128, 146, 187, 197, 206, 210 and 219.

As stated in the Task Force comments on finding 3.l(d), Bechtel practice for
performing calculations and specifying equipment is similar to that used by

*B&R for both safety related and non-safety related items. However, a
distinction is made for documentation purposes.

-.

The Task Force observed that the abnormally high error rate which is of
concern to Quadrex appears to be based on a small sample; therefore, further
investigation would be required to assess the seriousness of the finding.

The Bechtel organization includes personnel with many years of experience in
the design of nuclear plants and it is expected that the analysis will either be
reviewed and updated or completed during the ongoing design to adequately
support engineering requirements. It is expected that much of the analytical
effert will be conducted by Project or specialized Staff personnel.

Centrols en subcontracted analysis include requirements for, and verification-
of an acceptable QA program and, as a minimum, review of results for
reasonableness and completeness.

A '.S
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY
.

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING NO: 3.11 Nuclear-Related Analysis

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The programmatic aspects of this concern primarily relate to

inconsistent handling, poor scheduling, and appropriateness of computer
calculations performed by the Nuclear Group. This was also the subject of a
deficiency previously reported to the NRC. Bechtel Procedures, particularly
EDP-4.36 and 4.37 address this issue and the associated deficiency relative to
the correctness of the calculations and proper documentation of computer codes.

RELATED FINDINGS: Line Items 8, 81, 100, 108, 111, 128, 146, 178, 187, 197,
206, 210, 219, 228, 232, 248, and 249.

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-4.1, 4.4, 4.25, 4.26, 4.27, 4.36, '4.37, and 4.49.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

(EN-619): The completeness and adequacy of the analysis method, calculations
and assumptions is being evaluated during the Transition Program in accordance
with the System Work Package Review Plans stipulated by Transition Procedure
QE-002, page 14 and 15. The overall adeouacy of analyses will be established
or action will be taken and this will be documented in the individual system
work package for which the analysis applies. Interface with subcontractors is
adequately addressed by procedures EDP-4.25 and 7.3. See also the responses
to the related findings listed above and in appendix E.

5104P/0558P
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(Reptated from Reference B)

EXHIBIT A
*

.

GENERIC FIhTi1NGS

'
.

'. Quadrex Ranking
Most Serious Findi_ny

3.1. (j) Final Desian V iification

The B&R design verification process permits the use of preliminary data up to
-

the point of STP . fuel loading.
W .

In the Structural area, the final verification will likel,y occur after
construction has been completed.

For equipment subject to qualification, final verification will likely occur after
delivery has been made to the site.

There are no documented, standards regarding the minimum qualifications
required for a design verifier Typically, the Discipline Prepet Engineer
selects the design verifier from within the discipline, but his basis for
selection is not documented. While this approach does not violate NRC
requirements, the observed error rate suggests that a tighter design review
and design verification process is needed. The only evidence of a completed
design verification is a signature, since B&R does not require either the use
or completion of design verification checklists. Consequently, there is
evidence that the key design verification questions are not being adequately
considered (e.g., are the assumptions valid, are the input and output
reasonable). This process in not typical of indust f practices in recent
years.

There is evidence that errors have not been detected by the design verifier
-

(see Question C-16). However, in at least one instance, a technical discipline
' had a very effective design verification accomplished by an individual in

,

'

another discipline (see Question H-17).

Task Force Comments on Quadrex Finding 3.1(j)

The main concerns in this generic finding are the untimeliness (i.e., late in
the design process) of design verification and errors encountered in the
verified calculations. The latter suggests that mini =u: recuirements for a
design verifier are not specified and thus leads te a high rate of er:c: in the
verified documents. (See also generic findings 3.l(b).)

B&R practice is to design structures and systems using preli=Inary data. As .

data become finalized, which in seme cases nay be after eo:pletion of
construction, the design is verified using the actual data. This is consistent

vtth industry practice. For detailed assessments cf related findings see

Exhibit 3, line items 10, 88, 206 and 216.

t

.
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(RepeatedfromRCferenceB) *

EXHIBIT A*

GENERIC TINDINGS

'

Quadrex Rankins
Most Serious Findings

.

,3.l(j) Final Deslan Verification
Cont

It is general practice to use preliminary engineering data for initial design
(sizing) of structures and systems. These preliminary data are used
judiciously, with the application of appropriate factors depending on the
confidence level inherent in the data. Final design verification should be
accomplished when the engineering data are final or nearly final. Bechtel
Engineering Department Procedures provide guidance on this design process.

.
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING N0: 3.1j Final Design Verification

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel's practices, policies, and procedures, particularly
EDP-4.27, will be used for the completion of the engineering design of the STP
project.

RELATED FINDINGS: Line Items 10, and 88,.

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-4.27, 4.36, 4.37, 4.46, 4.49.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

(EN-619): Bechtel Procedure QE-001 provides for the review of the adequacy of
past design verifications. These reviews are being performed during the
Transition and will be documented in the system work packages. Bechtel
Procedure EDP-4.27 defines how the final design will be verified. Paragraph
4.2 specifically discusses the qualification requirements of verifiers.

(Plant Design-Layout): The transition review will be made by all
disciplines. All areas of concern are to be documented and compiled in Work
Package Final Report Summaries and the associated Work Package Action Item
List.

5104P/0558P
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GENERIC FINDINGS

Quadrex Ranking'

Serious Findines

3.2(h) Plant Oneration/ Criteria

Trom previous nuclear plant experience, supplementary criteria and require-
ments are needed to assure that systems and components vill accommodate all
plant operating conditions?, and they frequently extend beyond the minimum
set needed to satisfy NRClicensing requirements. Be'casse of their impor-
tance, such criteria and. requirements should appear in design control docu-
ments, and their implementation into the design should be evident.

\
These criteria and requirements generally specify such characteristics as.

plant equipment layout trade-off objectives, performance bounds for valves,
access provisions for maintenance, inspection and test, minimum performance

~

requirements, and identification of equipment needed to accommodate degraded
initial plant operating conditions. For some utilities, a number of these
requirements result from a systematic "what if" analysis of plant response
alternatives to adverse operating conditions.

.

Ve found no evidence that B&R has considered or assumed responsibility for
HL&P power production needs in their stated design criteria. Many indivi-

dual operational problems observed on the plant mc, del at Crestpark provide
evidence that reliability, maintainability and similar considerations have
been largely overlooked, and appear to be ecmpromising the maintainability
and accessibility of the plant.

'

Task Force Ccements on Quadrex 3.2(k) .

.

The Quadrex concern is that so much emphasis will be placed en satisfying
the NRC licensing requirements that attention will be lax with regard to
plant maintainability and system operations as related to power production.

Some of the specific discipline findings of this Quadrex concern are dis-
cussed in Exhibit B, line items 172,180,182, and 218.

As part of the detailed review of the status of the Project, plant maintainabi-
lity and systems operations should be reviewed. See Task Force ccmment
for generic finding 3.l(a).

.
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING NO: 3.2k Plant Operation Criteria

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Finalization of the Transition Phase Work Package Effort and the
subsequent effort resulting from actions discussed under concern 3.lg will
establish the design basis of the plant. Interaction with HL&P and agreement
on the design bases will enable HL&P to develop operating procedures which are
consistent with the design.

RELATED FINDINGS: Line Items 172, 180, 182

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-2.16, 4.1, 4.23, 4.25, 4.26, 4.27, 4.46, and 4.49.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

(EN-619): The various aspects of this concern (power production needs,
reliability, etc.) are addressed in Review Plans for System Work Packages in

accordance with Transition Procedure QE-002.

5104P/0558P
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(Repeated'from Reference B)-

EXHIBIT A
.

GENERIC FINDINGS

k
Quadrex Ranking
Serious Tindings

.

3.2.(1) Use of Plant Sunmetrv

Effective use of natural plant symmetry in the arrangement of mechanical.
components was not evident. Locations chosen for RER valves, SI valves,
and accumulator tanks suggest that the use of symmetry was not a major
design objective in the RCB.

Task Force Comments on Quadrex 3.2(1)

The Quadrex concern here appears to be that the use of plant symmetry'
would reduce the complexity of th,e RCB design.

It might be expected that the use of 2 or 3 trains in a system to provide
redundancy would provide an opportunity for the use of plant symmetry.
However, the requirements for the interaction of trains with other systems
that are not redundant necessitates that the systems be located in fairly
close proximity to the non-redundant systems, thus minimizing the oppor-
tunity for symmetry in the plant layout.

.

( It is Bechtel's general practice to use plant svmmetry where appropriate;
however. considering the status of design and construttien there may be
little potential for the enhancement of the use of plant symmetry, but reason

-

able opportunities in symmetry or duplication of design details should not be
overlooked.

.
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GENERIC QUAD'EX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING NO: 3.21 Use of Plant Symmetry

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The Project assessment is essentially the same as the Bechtel Task
Force Assessment, which is "Considering the status of aesign and construction,
there may be little potential for the enhancement of the use of plant
symmetry, but reasonable opportunities in symmetry or duplication of design
details should not be overlooked."

RELATED FINDINGS:

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-4.1, 4.46, and 4.49.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

(EN-619) : The Transition program, procedures, and review plans provide for
the evaluation of the design. Required actions to complete the design will be
documented in the system work packag23. The subject of symmetry may appear in
individual work packages if deemed appropriate by the discipline. With the
exception of certain requirements dictated by the unique 3 train Safety System
at STP, symmetry of design in STP is consistent with plants of this vintage
and would not be expected to result in significant operational difficulties.

5104P/055SP
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(Repeated from Reference 8)
EXHIBIT A

.

GESTRIC FINDINGS

-
s

Quadrex Ranking-

| Serious Findings

3.2.(m) ValveOcening$ndClosingRates

If ambiguously specified, unanticipated valve closure or opening rates can
pose operating difficulties for the plant. Instances of incomplete specifi-

cation of valve closure za Acceptable
bounds on valve closing an(tes were noted during the revi.ew.d opening rates should be consistent with appro-
priate transient analyses,; bowever, performance of such transient analyses
could not be confirmed during this design review.

t

'

Task Force Comments on Quadrex'3.2(m)

Quadrex's concern is that B&R is using W criteria for valve closure / opening
rates for BOP. systems. Quadrex felt thiit B&R shculd have reviewed valve
opening / closing characteristics to ensure that the system design objective is
met.

B&R stated that a review of valve closure / opening rates was underway, see
Exhibit B, line item 180.

The Bechtel STP team should, during detailed review, verify that the valve-

. i. closing / opening rates are consistent with those on other similar projects and'

where a need for transient analysis is identified it should be performed to
ascertain that the systems design objective is accomplished.

.

.
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING N0: 3.2m Valve Opening and Closing Rates

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: While specification of such items as valve closure rate is a
discipline concern, see finding 4.5.5.4p, the generic aspect of this concern
is resolved by 3.la. Engineering procedures require that the system design
requirements be incorporated into the specifications. Review of vendor ,

engineering, inspection, etc., is utilized to detennine that specification

provisions are satisfied.

RELATED FINDINGS: Line Item 180.

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-4.1, 4.25, 4.26, 4.27, 4.46, and 4.49.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

(EN-619): This is a discipline concern, 4.5.5.4p, and as stated in the
proposed resolution, the opening and closing characteristics will be examined
during the normal course of ongoing work to confinn that system design
requirements are met.

The adequacy of specifications is being addressed in accordance with the
Transition Procedure QE-002 and Review Plans for System Work Packages.

See the resolution to Finding 4.5.5.4p wherein it is stated that the valve

oper.ing and closing characteristics shall be examined in Phase B to confirm
that system design requirements are met.

Further, the Transition Program provides for a thorough evaluation and, if
analyses are deemed necessary, this will be documented in the applicable work

packages.

5104P/0558P |
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(Rep;ated from RefIrence B)
EXHIBIT A

~

' GENERIC FINDINGS

Quadrex Ranking
Serious Findings

3.2(n) Access Provisions

Access provisions for maintenance, inspection and test appear to be deter-
nined solely by engineering judgment rather than from established and
documented requirements (see Questions M-26A, R-1, M-36, and F-17). There
is ample evidence that analysis methods used to assure adequate access for
maintenance and ISI, coupled with considerations for AI. ARA radiation
exposures, have been inadequate. The decision to provide seismic supports
for non-safety piping in the MAB, rather.than perform a systems interaction
analysis, has caused access space.to be severely compromised.

Task Force Comment on Quadrex ' Finding 3.2(n)

The generic finding notes a Quadrex concern that the engineering judgement
utilized by B&R to provide sccess for maintenance, inspection and testing
was inadequate. B&R stated that their design criteria for access was eit%r
noted in existing design documents or was being developed. For detaile -
assessments of related findings see Exhibit B, line items 95, 141, 149 , 174
203, 254, 268, 274 and 304. Additionally, see Task Force comments for
generic finding 3.l(a).e

It is Bechtel practice that the access design provisions are reviewed.and
cvaluated for maintenance, inspection and testing provisions with considera--

tion to ALARA principles, and modifications are developed, as required,
"

.

: based on guidelines provided by the individual Bechtel Discipline design
standards.

.
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION StMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING N0: 3.2n Access Provisions

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The generic aspect of this issue again is addressed by the
resolution of 3.la while the specifics are addressed in the discipline
resolution to 4.8.2.lb and 4.9.lb.

RELATED FINDINGS: Line Items 95,141,149,174, 203, 254, 268, 274, and 304.

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-2.16, 4.1, 4.4, 4.23, 4.26, 4.27, 4.46, 4.47, and

4.49.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

(EN-619): The adequacy of the aspects of this concern is being evaluated in
accordance with the Review Plans and Checklists, and Transition Procedures
QE-002 and QE-001. Results of the evaluations and the required corrective
actions are being documented in applicable work packages. See also Work
Package EA-005.

(EN-601): The approach taken by B&R in the seismic treatment of
non-safety-related equipment in proximity to safety-related equipment
represents a common practice in the design of nuclear power plants. By
attempting to eliminate the need for detailed systems interaction analysis
through conservative designation on nonsafety-related components to seismic
Category I status, B&R presumably reduced the design effort necessary to
address this issue. Such an approach may have inherent penalties relative to
constructability, cost and as pointed out by Quadrex, operability and access.
In Section 6.0 of Work Packaga EN-601, Bechtel outlines a program for
addressing this concern which also attempts to reduce the amount of required
engineering effort. Further, by applying the experience gained on previous
projects, this program is expected to minimize the impacts on material

,

! procurement, construction, and eventually operation' of the plant. in any

5104P/0'558P
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING NO: 3.2n (cont.)

event, it is common practice within Bechtel nuclear projects to systematically
evaluate the results of such " analysis-minimizing" conservatisms through
drawing and model reviews, field verifications and other review techniques.
These reviews are intended to optimize the final plant design with regard to
numerous design factors, including accessibility.

5104P/0558P
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(Repeated from R;fer;nce B)
~XKIBIT A

.

GB'iRIC FINDINGS

Quadrex Ranking1

Serious Findings
,

3.2(o) TestProvisions$

Pre-op test requirements and resultant test provisions do not appear to
considered and implemented int'o the design docu-

have been systematically,h-3, H-7, E-11, and I-21). .mentation (see Qtiestions t ,

;>

Task Force Comment on Quadrex Finding 3.2(o)

Quadrex's concern addresses an inconsistent implementation of pre-op test
requirements and resultant test provisions.

B&R stated that testing requireme'nts were included in their System Design
- Description. For detailed assessments of related assessments see Exhibit B,
line items 62 and 95.

Bechtel's STP team will review the SDDs during the detailed review of the
status of the prcject, and where deemed appropriate (based on current
practice) will identify testing requirements and resultant test provisions.

(, -

.

e

&

a
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING N3: 3.20 Test Provisions

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: Bechtel will establish a startup group to work with Bechtel
Engineering / Construction and HL&P during the design or production phase of the
project. This will bring concerns associated with system start-up to the
attention of the engineer at a point in the process where pre-op test
requirements can be factored into the design. The programmatic aspects of

this issue are addressed by adherence to Bechtel practices.

RELATED FINDINGS: 62, 95.

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-4.26, 4.27, 4.36, 4.37, 4.46, and 4.49.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

(EN-613) : Test requirements are addressed in the Review Plans and Checklists

stipulated by Transition Procedure QE-002. Evaluations performed during the
transition program will be documented in system work packages and additional
efforts required will appear in the applicable work package.

s

5104P/0558P
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(Rep 9ated from Reference B)
D'HIBIT A

GBIRIC IINDINGS'

Quadrex Ranking
Serious Findings

,3.2(p) I,ocal Temocratures During Maintenance

Areas in the MAB and FHB have predicted temperatures in the 76*F to 85*F
range, and certain'eubicles are predicted to be as high as 103.8*F during
routine. operation.

HVAC considera ions for maintenance personnel, especially if suited-up fer
radiation protection, may not be adequate to meet EIAP's needs (see Ques-
tion H-3).

-
.

Task Force Comments on Quadrex.Findino 3.2(p)

Quadrex's finding addresses a concern that local temperatures in some plant
areas are predicted to be as high as 103.8F and may not be appropriate from
a maintenance point of view.

These Quadrex concerns will be reviewed during the detailed review of the
status of the Project.

As a standard practice Bechtel develops HVAC designs for different plant
areas by considering personnel occupancy requirements as appropriate for'~

the access needs of the area. These access needs are established based on
consideration of various plant operating modes and equipment servicing

i requirements. In this manner inappropriate ambient temperatures should be
, avoided.i

.
,

.
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARY

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING NO: 3.2p Local Temperatures During

Maintenance

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: This is not a programmatic generic issue in itself and the
condition cited will be resolved by discipline Finding 4.4.2.11. The generic
aspect of the concern is the proper definition of design requirements as
discussed under 3.2k.

RELATED FINDINGS: Line Item 81 and 89.

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-4.1, 4.26, and 4.27.
.

1

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

(EN-619): The Transition Program, Review Plans and Checklists, and transition
procedure address this concern, evaluations and recommended action are

documented in applicable work packages.

(Mechanical): Per the Mechanical Discipline assessment / action plan outlined
in Line Item 81, Bechtel will be revising the HVAC design criteria and
evaluating the B&R, NUS and OPS calculations to this criteria.

1

|
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(Rep::ated from Reference B)

GDERIC FINDINGS

Qaadrex Ranking
Serious Findings

,

.3.2(q) Pipe Sucport Requirements

Continued use of abnormally low seismic values for valve and pump end loads
(even though the chosen values were an industry norm in the 1975 period) is
a major factor in the number and size of pipe supports currently provided
in the STP design. Other firms have progressed in recent years to the use
of much higher accel' ration limits for valves and other components so as toe
reduce the number of supports (see Questions M-51, P-6, and P-8).

Task Force Comments on Quadrex Finding 3.2(c)
'

The Quadrex concern is that the STP allowable valve and pump acceleration
IDnits of 3"g" horizontal and 2"g" vertical will cause the size and number of
pipe supports to be larger than would be required if the acceleration limits
of 4 to 5 g's as current day contracts call for were available for STP.

This matter has been specifically addressed in Exhibit B assessments, line
items 175 and 233.

[ The Bechtel STP will, during the detailed review of the status of the Project,
evaluate the Quadrex concerns. .

.

O

e

.
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GENERIC QUADREX FINDING

RESOLUTION SUMMARf

,

PROJECT TEAM COMMENTS ON FINDING N0: 3.2a Pipe Support Reauirements
.

STATUS: Resolved

RATIONALE: The generic aspect of this concern is whether the design is overly
conservative and costly procedures have been used. While 8echtel's review has
identified some conservatisms, the evaluation of whether or not these are
excessive or justified was outside the scope of this review. In any event,
overconservatism is an economic issue as opposed to a safety concern.

RELATED FINDINGS: Line Items 175, 233, 253, and 256.

RELATED PROCEDURES: EDP-4.1, 4.4.

ADDITIONAL COMfENTS:

(EN-619): This is a discipline concern and is addressed in Findings 4.5.5.3k
and 4.7.2.31. As stated in tne resolution to 4.7.2.31, the values are

acceptable.
.

If additional effort is determined necessary as a result of the evaluations
pursuant to the Transition Program, that effort will be documented in the
system work packages.

!

5104P/0558P
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APPENDIX E

CPVR PROGRAM TO FINALIZE B&R CALCULATIONS

Applicable Work Packages are:

EC-100, 101, 110, 111, 112, 113, 120, 121, 122, 130, 131, 132, .135,
138, 140, 145, 151, 160, 161, 162, 163, 176, 177, 180, 181, 186, 223

EM-402, 406, 407, 408, 409, 450, 451, 452, 453, 454, 457, 501, 502,
503

EN-602, 603, 604

I

i 0415N/0006N
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Bechtel Power Corporation-;

n.

SPC PROGR AM TO FINALIZE BLR COMPUTER CALCULATIONS-

.

Each discipline will review the B&R calculations and associated CPVR's, turned
over during the Transition Phase as part of the work package reviews, and
develop their status. As a result of this effort along with his previous
experience the EGS will establish which calculations are required to document

-

his design effort. In order to minimize the recalculaticnal effort he will
use B&R calculations previously transmitted in all cases where their
appropriateness and correctn'Ess can be verified in line with the attached flow
chart and as discussed below.'

A. If the calculation is not required as part of the design bases
documentation it will be marked Preliminary and filed under
Preliminary or Superseded Calculations.

B. If the calculation is required as part of the design documentation
and, in the judgement the EGS is appropriate and meets all other .

Industry Codes or Standards associated with the design, it must still
meet certain standards of acceptability as delineated in. Bechtel
Engineering Department Procedure (EDP's) 4.36 and 4.37 before it can
be marked Final.

1. B&R calculations developed using codes with documented CPVR's
consistent with B&R procedures may be marked Final if, in the
judgement of the EGS, the verification adequately meets the
requirements of Paragraph 5 of EDP 4.36. This level of
acceptance is to be used only in the case of relatively simple
one of a kind solutions and where in the judgement of the EGS
the reasonableness of the solution is self evident.

2. B&R calculations not meeting the one of a kind criteria of
Faragraph I or calculations which while meeting B&R criteria for i
code verification do not meet the requirements of EDP 4.36 but
in the judgement of the EGS were made with the valid codes, must
be verified before acceptance as final in accordance with EDP
4.37. As a minimum this verification can be accomplished using -

limited reruns or bounding calculations of the design problems
on the similar verified versions of SPC or contractor codes. If "

in the judgement of the EGS the reruns provide reasonable and
consistent results, he can accept as Final single or groups of ;
calculations encompassed by this verification. ,

;

3. E&R calculations which in the judgement of the EGS do not meet 3

the criteria of Paragraph I or 2 above, must be redone in .

accordance with EDP 4.36 or 4.37 before they can be accepted as ><

Final by the EGS. ?
P

In addition to the above verification effort, from time to time Discipline
Chiefs, at their discretion, may require that calculations be given adcitional
review prior to acceptance, and will so advise the EGS. .

2823P/0477P
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VERIFICATION PROGRAM
FOR B&R

COMPUTER CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX F Log. Ns.: EN-619
IF of IF

i
-

DEFINITIONS OF TASK FORCE '
CATEGORIES

CATEGORY 1: Potentially Reportable - 10CFR50.55(e)

This category is used to " flag" any Quadrex findings which may affect safety and/or quality and
may be potentially reportable under 10CFR50.55(e). It must be recognized that this category

>

does not imply an item is reportable, but only that it may be potentially reportable. The Task
Force did not make any attempt to delve further into these particular findings to establish
their actual reportability. This category does, however, demand that prompt attention be given

|,
to the particular finding in question.

CATEGORY 2: Action Recommended - Timing Sendive

This category identifies findings wherein the assessment has concluded that an apparent problem
exists and early action is recommended to correct it or investigate its consequences. Timing
of the corrective actions is sensitive to minimize the impact on quality, project schedule, or
economics.

CATEGORY 3: Action Recommended - Timing Not Sensitive

This category identifies findings wherein the assessment has concluded that an apparent problem
exists and action is recommended to correct it or investigate its consequences. Timing of the
corrective actions is not sensitive to minimize the impact on quality, project schedule, or
economics.

CATEGORY 4: Added investigation Recommended - Timing Sensitive

This category identifies findings wherein the assessment has established that additional action is
i

necessary to determine,if a problem exists. Timely action is recommended to analyze and assess
the situation and to initiate corrective action as necessary. _._

CATEGORY 5: Added Investigation Recommended - Timing Not Sensitive

This category identifies findings wherein the assessment has established that additional action is
necessary to determine if a problem exists. The timing of this investigation is not sensitive.

CATEGORY 6: Complete Ongoing or Planned Activities

This category identifies findings wherein the assessment has concluded thr.t the ongoing B&R effort

!,
as described to the Task Force would have been adequate with no additional effort beyond what
was already planned.

CATEGORY 7: No Further Action Recommended

This category identifies findings that, in the Task Force's opinion, represent:
. ;

!

Work already satisfactorily completede
A statement of fact requiring no action*

Findings for which the bases have already been resolveda ,

inaccurate findings, findings incomplete or incorrectly stated, or items for which the !e
current situation is satisfactory {

~

.

.

!

!
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APPENDIX G

1. HL&P Connents on EN-619 Work Package Report

Letters: ST-HL-YB-0915, Dated July 9, 1982 and
ST-HL-YB-0935 Dated July 15, 1982

ST-HL-YB-1077, Dated August 16, 1982

2. Bechtel Resolutions to HL&P Comments on EN-619 Work Package Report

The HL&P comments contained in the letters ST-HL-&B-0915 and 0935 were
developed from a review of the EN-619 Work Package Report, and were

developed prior to the report receiving an internal review by Bechtel.
The comments were submitted and treated as auestions for the purpose of

providing clarification of the statenents in the report, and resulted in
statements that should be more easily understood and a more thorough and

complete coverage of the findings.

3099P '9456P



The Light-

Company Hou5 ton Lighting & Power P.O. Box 1700 Houston Texas 77001 (713)228-9211

July 9, 1982
ST-HL-YB-0915

- SFN: Z-6950
PFN: G 15.01/D 4.19.1

Mr. R. L. Rogers
Project Engineering Manager
Bechtel Power Corporation
P. O. Box 2166
Houston, Texas 77001

Subject: Work Package EN-619 - Review of the Quadrex Report
Draft Final Report
SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION

Reference: ST-YB-HL-909

Dear Mr. Rogers:

Attached is a partial submittal of comments on Work Package EN-619 Draft
- Final Report. The scope of these coments, excluding Generic Issues, includes:

(1) Comments on the Summary
(2) Coments on Appendix A
(3) Coments on Appendix B

(4) Comments on Appendix C (Excluding Generic Issues)

Preliminary handwritten versions of most of these comments were discussed
in meetings during the week of June 28th. Our comments regarding the Generic
Issues in C will be issued soon.

Very truly yours,

g//bkBECHTEL POWER CORPORATION

r.ECENED

S. M. Dev
JUL 16 882 Manager, Engineering

South Texas Project
ADMINISTRATIVE 00CUWENT CONTROL

JGW:V

Attachments

( cc: C. G. Robertson J. R. Molleda
,

R. R. Hernande: S. Timmaraju' |

|
J. N. Bailey STP Engineering File |

J. u. Barker STP RMS
|

.
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COMMENT ON SUMMARY REPORT

1. Referenqe and address ST-HL-YB-0507 (Goldberg to Halligan). In
particular, your attention is directed to the last paragraph wherein
Bechtel was instructed to take into account additional information and
to ensure that the disposition of Quadrex Findings reflects such review
has been accomplished. Your attention is also directed to the second
paragraph concerning resolution of Generic Findings. Some indication
of the validity of the Quadrex Generic Findings as true Generic Effects
must be made. The validity assesement must be based on the results of
the actual review to date.

2. A more complete description of the scope and purpose of the
Appendices is required in the report to include their relationship to
each other.

3. The definition of " Resolved" and "Dispositioned" must be clearly
stated and consistently applied. In particular Page 3 of the report,
Paragraph 8 of Appendix B, and Paragraph 10 of Appendix C must be in
complete agreement in statement and application. The following definit-
ions are offered for your consideration:

Review is complete to establish " validity" orResolved -

"non-validity" and further specific activities
are not expected to be necessary to correct or
change the existing design as a result of Quadrex.
Findings.

Finni Disposition Review is complete to establish " validity"-

or "non-validity" and further specific
activities by Bechtel have been identified.

Identified Disposition Review is not complete with respect-

to " validity" but a plan of action
or activities has been specifically
identified.

4. Revise the use of the words resolution throughout the report to be
consistent with either resolved or dispositioned.

5. A more conplete discussion of the role of the transition review and
its relation to Quadrex Finding, should be provided. l

!
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Comments on Summary Report
Paga 2

-

6. Page 1, Paragraph 1 Provila the title to Reference A as part.of-

the second sentence and change Reference C to Reference A in the last
sentence.

Correct "of" to "or"-in the last line-7. Page 1 - Paragraph 3 -

Change to read ". . . therefore, such activities8. Page 2, 4th Line -

identified in this work package. . . "

Delete "in addition".8a. Page 2, 7th Line -

9. Delete the sentence beginning with " revisions".

Change reference "1" to reference10. Page 2, Section 2.1.1, 3rd Line -

"B".

Delete "in attempt".11. Page 3, 2nd Paragraph --.

.

12. Page 3, 3rd Paragraph, 3rd Line - - Add bstween words "providing" and
" final" the words "or implementing".

Revise to read "During a later13. Page 3, 5th Paragraph, 1st Sentence -

phase of the Engineering program".

14. Page 3, 5th Paragraph At the end of the paragraph, add explicitly-

the definitions of resolved and dispositioned.
15. Following the above revision for Section 2.1.2 Re-review and-

revise, as necessary, to ensure that the words " disposition", " disposition-
ed", " resolved", " unresolved", etc., are consistently used. In particular,
Paragraph 4 on Page 3 appears to use the terms synonomously.

Change " proposed" to " programmed".15. Page 4, 4th Line -

!

l

l
-

t

I

l
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Comments on Summary Report
Page 3

17. Page 4, 1st Paragraph Implies that all Findings are covered in-

system work packages whereas some are discussed only in this EN-619
Packatg. Therefore, add a sentence that explains this. Also, this work
package needs to identify those actions that are exclusive commitments
within this package.

18. Page 4 Section 2.1.3 Should be revised to add a statement on-

the team evaluation of Section 4.9.

19. Page 4, 4th Paragraph, 1st Line Change to read ". . . based on a-

combination of the individual discipline. ."..

20. Page 4, 4th Paragraph " Is it correct to state that Generic-

Findings do not contain any new items not identified specifically by line
item Findings? This does not appear to be consistent with the Task Force
statements.

,
21. Page 5, 1st Paragraph, 3rd Line Add after " applicable" the words,-

"with respect to required corrective action for past events".
.

22. Page 5, 2nd Paragraph,1st Line - Add after " involved", the words,
"with respect to corrective actions relating to Quadrex".

23. Page 6, Paragraph C - Does not appear to be consistent with the Task
Force statements.

24. Page 7, Paragraph 7 Add at the end of the first sentence "as-

justified in Appendix D".
,

25. Page 6, Page 10 Section 2.2, 1st Paragraph Add after the-

sentence " Tracking and closecut are to be accomplished through normal
Project handling procedures for action items".

.

=
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Conenents on Sunanary Report
Page 4

26. Page 10 Delete Paragraph B.-

Change to read ". . . provide the closeout27. Page 10 Paragraph C -

of findings for which final disposition or planned disposition has not yet
been achieved. . .".

Delete Paragraph B, as it relates to28. Page 10, Section 2.3 --

revising sunanary sheets.

29. Page 13 - Describe the use made by Bechtel of Reference C.

.

e
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Ccunent cri Appendix A

1. In addition to the Bechtel letter please iw'hda the IEAP letter
that asunented on the Bechtel Task Form Report (ST-HL-YB-0507) .

.

1

5
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COMMENTS ON APPENDII B

,

1. Since this is only a summary level document and does not provide
additional information, we prefer to have this Appendix B deleted from
the Final Report.

. .

9
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GENERAL COMMENTS ON APPENDIX C
(Excluding Generic Issues)

1. WORK PACKAGE NUMBERS:

Further work activities and already completed work activities require
identification of the appropriate eork package numbers. Each work package
that states a position on a Quadrex issue should be referenced. An
evaluation paragraph may not be necessary, but a reference is.

2. SCHEDULES FOR ACTIVITIES:

Those items that are " Timing Sensitive" should have identified
schedules for the appropriate actions required to disposition the activity.
If Bechtel Project has evaluated a " Timing Sensitive" item as identified
by the Bechtel Task Force and finds no reason to pursue this matter
expeditiously, then this evaluation should be clearly stated. When
schedules are given, only the month and year are necessary.

3. BECHTEL PROCEDURES, STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES:

An action identifying a Bechtel Procedure Standard and Guideline must
be explicit such that the reviewer can identify the document by a
reference. Also, use the same term for the same type documents.

4. NUREC's:

The report should be reviewed and appropriate words utilized in des-
cribing $UREG's to ensure that they are not being quoted as regulatory
requirements except for any explicit cases wherein STP has specifically
committed a NUREG.

5. ONGOING ENGINEERING DESIGN ACTIVITIES:

Some of the findings have been identified as representing future
engineering design activities that are normal to a nuclear project. In
such cases, the rationale should identify that this activity is a normal
engineering design activity. The summary statement by the Bechtel
Project Team should lead the reader to that same conclusion.

.

" -
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6. ORGANIZATIONAL PROBLEMS:

A number of Quadrex Findings relate directly to perceived Brown &
Root organizational problems or perceived Brown & Root administrative
functions. In these cases, the ratfor.41e should identify these as a
Brown & Root organizational matter. The description in the summary should
again describe Bechtel's organization in such a manner as to dispose of
the ites.

7. CROSS-REFERENCES:

The identification of related issues should be reviewed to ensure
that the appropriate cross-referencing has been accomplished.

8. BECHTEL' TASK FORCE AND BECHTEL PROJECT TEAM AGREEMENT:

The summary provided by the Bechtel Project Team should clearly
indicate if Bechtel Project Team agrees or disagrees with the Bechtel Task
Force Assessment. It is particularly important that any disagreement be
identified together with the importance of the disagreement.

9. STATUS:
.

A re-review of the " Status" of each item should be performed to ensure.. .

consistency among the related findings.

.

10. RATIONALE:

The " Rationale" statements should be re-reviewed to ensure that the
reason for Finding being considered " Resolved" is stated clearly.

.

|
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON APPENDIX C
.

COVER SHEET

1. Item 5 is recommended to be revised as follows:

"'Quadrex Rating' indicates the ranking of the finding as given
in the Quadrex Report".

2. Item 11 is recommended to be revised since we are not using terms

"open" or " closed".

3. Add an Item between Nunters 7 and 8 that defines the term "BTF
Assessment". It should point out that the Summary Sheet often has
only a s'iopsis of the total Assessment statement.

O

l
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SECTION 4.1

4. Line Item 1 - The last sentence in the EC-103 evaluation uses the
words "many times" which may imply that a formal program is in place.
Therefore, it is recommended that this sentence be revised to state
that this type of communication is informal.

'

5. Line Item 2 - Discusses in detail the use of 130k loading. However,
this particular aspect of the original Quadrex Finding 4.1.2.1(a)
that the BTF separated into Line Items 1 and 2 did not reference the
Questions associated with the 130k loading. Therefore, it is recom-

mended that the discussion be deleted. The last sentence of the 1st
page of the summary states, "The effect" which implies that an effect
is expected. If this is not the normal case, please revise to state
"Any effect". The Rationale statement refers to EN-602 efforts. For
this to be an adequate rationale, an EN-602 Evaluation Section is
needed or a brief statement in the Rationale as to what effort is.

being extended.

6. Line Item 3 - Should be reviewed per our general comment concerning a
review of the " Status" section.

7. Line Item 4 - Should be reviewed per our general comment concerning a
review of the " Status" section.

8. Line Item 5 - Discusses R.G. 1.122 to which STP did not commit.
Therefore, the discussion does not appear to relate to the Finding._,

Re-evaluate if this paragraph should remain in the Evaluation
section. -

.

9. Line Item 6 - Starts immediately into the evaluation based on the
detailed information contained in the referenced questions. There-
fore, an introductory sentence on defining the problem is needed.
The evaluation should point out that R.G.1.104 is discussed in
detail in the FSAR. A statement concerning NUREG-0577 is needed
since the evaluation discusses the other example given by Quadrex
in the questions. Refer to our general comment concerning the use
of the term requirement in relation to NUREG's.

10. Line Item 8 - Should be reviewed per our general comment concerning
a review of the " Status" section. Refer to cmr comment on the BTF
report concerning the contractual arrangements with Teledyne.
Since EN-601 program addresses this coacern, a brief evaluation
should be provided rather than just a reference.

11. Line Item 10 - Should be revised to reference the Bechtel procedures
to be used for design verification. The discussion of the last
sentence would appear to more appropriately state " meaningful"
instead of " major".

12. Line Item 15 - Should be reviewed per our general comment concerning
a review of the " Status"section. Work Package EN-604 on Equipment
Qualification should be included.

,

l

l
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SECTION 4.1

4. Line Item 1 - The last sentence in the EC-103 evaluation uses the
words "many times" which may imply that a formal program is in place.
Therefore, it is recommended that this sentence be revised to state
that this type of communication is informal.

5. Line Item 2 - Discusses in detail the use of 130k loading. However,

this particular aspect of the original Quadrex Finding 4.1.2.1(a)
that the BTF separated into Line Items 1 and 2 did not reference the
Questions associated with the 130k loading. Therefore, it is recom-
mended that the discussion be deleted. The last sentence of the 1st
page of the summary states, "The effect" which implies that an effect
is expected. If this is not the normal case, please revise to state

"Any effect". The Rationale statement refers to EN-602 efforts. For
this to be an adequate rationale, an EN-602 Evaluation Section is
needed or a brief statement in the Rationale as to what effort is.

being extended.

6. Line Item 3 - Should be reviewed per our general comment concerning a
review of the " Status" section.

7. Line Item 4 - Should be reviewed per our general comment concerning a
review of the " Status" section.

8. Line Item 5 - Discusses R.G. 1.122 to which STP did not commit.
Therefore, the discussion does not appear to relate to the Find $ng.

,,

Re-evaluate if this paragraph should remain in the Evaluation
section.

-

.

9. Line Item 6 - Starts immediately into the evaluation based on the
detailed information contained in the referenced questions. There-
fore, an introductory sentence on defining the problem is needed.
The evaluation should point out that R.G. 1.104 is discussed in
detail in the FSAR. A statement concerning NUREG-0577 is needed
since the evaluation discusses the other example given by Quadrex
in the questions. Refer to our general comment concerning the use
of the term requirement in relation to NUREG's.

10. Line Item 8 - Should be reviewed per our general comment concerning
a review of the " Status" section. Refer to our comment on the BTF
report concerning the contractual arrangements with Teledyne.

,

Since EN-601 program addresses this concern, a brief evaluation
| should be provided rather than just a reference.

11. Line Item 10 - Should be revised to reference the Bechtel procedures
to be used for design verification. The discussion of the last
sentence would appear to more appropriately state " meaningful"
instead of " major".

12. Line Item 15 - Should be reviewed per our general comment concerning
a review of the " Status"section. Work Package EN-604 on Equipment ,

Qualification should be included. |
,

-
,

i
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13. Line Item 16 - Should be reviewed per our general comment concerning
a review of the " Status" section. A statement on the involvement of
the Bechtel " materials" group should be added. In addition to
reviewing the procedures, a visual examination of the fuel pool liner
is requested.

14. Line It.em 18 - Evaluation should be revised to (1) Clearly indicate
that the FSAR description on tangential shear has been followed, and
(2) Clearly state the problem.

15. Line Item 20 - Evaluation should be revised to clearly state the
status of the calculations and, if they are in the process of being
updated, confirm that the appropriate pressure load is being
included.

16. Line Item 21 - Should be reviewed per our general comment concerning
a revicw of the " Status" section.

17. Line Item 25 - Should be revised to state Bechtel's approach to the
Quadrex concern expressed in the last sentence of the Finding regard-
ing criteria.

18. Line Item 27 - Should be revised to clearly address the Quadrex
Finding on the use of a standard penetration being more efficient.

19. Line Item 28 - Rationale should also point out that the basis of the
Finding involves B&R personnel, which no longer has meaning.

20. Line Item 29 - Should be revised so that the EN-619 evaluation
paragraph clearly refers to Question C-26 as the basis for the state-
ment.

21. Line Item 30 - Should be revised so that the EN-619 evaluation
paragraph clearly refers to Question C-29 as the basis for the state-
ment.

.
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SECTION 4.2

22. Line Items 34 through 46 - Should be re-reviewed and revised, as
necessary, based on the following general comments:

a. The CPVR and calculation review program in Appendix E
should be referenced rather than the IOM..

b. Several of the evaluations discuss in detail two codes
used in shielding calculations. However, the Findings
are more generic in nature so these detailed discussions
appear inappropriate.

c. Several itema are timing sensitive so a schedule should be
provided.

23. Lin's Item 34 - Should be revised to reference IRC #96 rather than #94.

24. Line Item 39 - References EDP-4.31, which does not appear appropriate
since this procedure is not to be used on STP.

25. Line Item 40 - Should be revised to address the last sentence of the
Finding on limitations to re-verification. Also, provide a reference
to Bechtel procedures to be used in the future.

26. Line Item 41 - Should be revised to address whether Bechtel will have
a " controlled" document.,,

.

O

!
|

t
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|
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SECTION 4.3

27. Line Item 47 - Should be revised to clarify that:

a. The original design configuration was determined, not
reportable.

b .' Changes were made to the design to eliminate the arrange-
ment.

28. Line Item 48 - Should be revised to state that the configuration was
not a " design error" as stated in the 1st sentence of the Finding.
Also, provide a brief statement on the EN-601 FMEA effort rathat than
just a reference to Section 6.0.

<

29. Line Item 49 - Should be clarified to state whether a " plant-wide" top
level separation document is necessary and if one will be used by STP.

.

30. Line Item 50 - Should be revised for the EE-220 evaluation to state
the plan of action. It is unacceptable to only state than an item
will be resolved. Also, add a statement on the fact that Bechtel has

experience at design of nuclear plants and knows the various documents
that are required. The " Controls" discussion appears to apply to all
Bechtel disciplines, so this should be part of the EN-619 evaluation.

31. Line Item 52 - Should be revised to delete the references to the NUS
,

procedure, etc., since these were not used extensively on the Project.
However, the Safety System Hazard Analysis effort may be pertinent to
discuss. -

32. Line Item 53 - Should be revised to clarify whether the design spec-
ifications contained basic separation requirements even though
specific guidance was not given. The EE-220 statement should be
revised to state the actions to be taken. A general statemant on
the Bechtel approach of defining specific ract 'sments to vendors
appears to be needed. Note that EJ-314 alss o3 .4sses this Finding.

33. Line Item 54 - Should be revised to more clearly address whether a top
level document for equipment classification requirements is necessary
and/or to be develop 2d by Bechtel. Also, the two discussions on the
Q-List should flow together rather than being distinct statements with
different levels of detail.

34. Line Item 56 - Should be revised to clearly state that the NRC review
of this design change is progressing as per an FSAR question. Also,
the rationale may imply that Bechtel does not review Westinghouse
design changes, which in fact does occur.

35. Line Item 57 - Should be revised to clarify how Procedure 4.1
" options" relates to identifying support systems, etc.

36. Line Item 58 - Should be expanded to address more than just HELBA such
as radiation, etc. Also, review the " Status" per our general comment..

.

_ _
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37. Line Item 59 - Should be revised to delete the specifics on the ESF

sequencer and address the general concern on how Bechtel approaches
giving specific guidance to vendors on regulatory requirements and
codes and standards. The evaluation of the EN-630 appears inappropr-
inte in that EN-630 does not involve a review of the designs by

,

|vendors in meeting standards for items such as separation.
'

38. Line Item 61 - Should be revised to either delete the reference to
"B&R Assessment" or quote the assessment since we want to minimize
references to other documents.

39. Line Item 64 - Should be revised for the EE-220 evaluation to state
what is being " resolved". Also, provide a schedule or state it is
not timing sensitive.

40. Line Item 65 - Should be re-reviewed to determine if Quadrex was in
error when they said it violated B&R procedures. Also, point out that
the design verifier and checker are allowed to be the same person per
industry standards.

41. Line Item 66 - Should be expanded to include all battery systems, so
Work Packages EE-207, 210 and 224 may be applicable. Also, provide a
schedule or state it is not timing sensitive.

42. Line Item 67 - Should be revised to delete the EN-630 reference since
that scope of work does not appear to be directly applicable.

..

43. Line Item 69 - Should be revised to efthar delete the Architectural
evaluation or provide 'imilar statements from each discipline or
preferably just provide a description of the Bechtel team approach.
Also, discuss the Transition review effort on identifying inconsist-
encies as part of checklist activity.

44. Line Item 70 - Should be revised to more clearly state whether
specific procedures for reviewing a particular vendor document are
written.

45. Line Item 73 - Should be. revised to clearly state that separation is

provided by physical location and that it is adequate.

46. Line Item 74 - Should be revised to state the actions to be taken per
EE-220. A more general discussion should be provided since all of the
details are not agreed to as yet.

47. Line Item 76 - Should be revised to include the EJ-314 evaluation
also.

48. Line Item 77 - Should be revised to clearly state whether there is an

NRC requirement or not. Since post-TMI concerns were outside the
scope of Quadrex, the evaluation should put this in perspective.

49. Line Item 79 - Refers to a Boron Injection System. Please confirm
that this is the proper reference.

.

.
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SECTION 4.4

,

50. Line Item 81 - Should be revised to clarify the actions scheduled to
be completed by September 24, 1982.

51. Line Item 83 - Should be revised to give current status of calculat-
ions. Also, address more clearly the Bechtel approach on hydrogen
pocketing following a LOCA.

52. Line Item 84 - Should be revised to delete the seismic II/I discussion
since this change in design concept has not been approved and the
Quadrex Finding was directed at B&R, which had only Cat. I.

53. Line Item 85 - Should be revised to clearly state that "the four
buildings" are those which house safety-related equipment.

54. Line Item 86 - Should be revised to state whether the ECW leakage
problem, as identified by Quadrex, appears significant.

55. Line Item 87 - Should be revised to add a statement that Bechtel EDP's
require updating of these documents to maintain consistency.

56. Line Item 89 - Should be revised to state the Bechtel approach on
consideration of actual plant operating conditions.

.
57. Line Item 90 - Should be revised to clearly state the status of this

calculation.
.

58. Line Item 92 - Should state that the one example is on the action'iten
list to be resolved and whether it is significant.

59. Line Item 94 - Should be revised to clarify whether a single document
is necessary and/or is to be issued for STP.

60. Line Item 96 - Should be revised to point out that the design was the.

subject of a reportable deficiency.

61. Line Item 101 - Should be revised to delete a specific fire damper
reference since others may be used. Also, in the last sentence, "not

~

applicable" implies that the Finding does not relate to STP design,
which is not the case.

62. Line Item 105 - Should be revised to clearly state that, although a
minimum time was not specified, the vendor supplies dampers with a
certain closure time of .25 seconds.

63. Line Item 106 - Should be revised to include in the evaluation the
statement in the rationale regarding significance or the item should
be considered pending.,

64. Line Item 107 - Should be revised to delete the Seismic II/Id

'

discussion.

65. Line Item 110 - Should be revised since the Finding was simply that a
calculation was not available to Quadrex.

.. - . _ . . . - . _ - _ - - _ - . . .- -
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SECTION 4.5

66. A general comment on this section is that the same issue, such as
"10" half cone angle", is the subject of several Findings. So it is
recommended that only one response be written and each subsequent
evaluation would reference it.

67. Line Item 114 - Should be revised to include M-9 as a referenced
question. Also, the BTF divided the Finding 4.5.21d into two line
items which may be appropriate, so this should be re-reviewed.

68. Line Item 115 - Should be revised to clarify the term "unlikely" since
this could imply that there are cases where this will occur.

69. Line Item 116 - Should be revised to note that the B&R/HL&P ALARA re-
reviews did not include ISI. Therefore, the Bechtel review of these
items should be stated with acy conclusions.

70. Line Item 117 - Should be revised to clarify that the concern was an
interface between EDS and B&R, which is no longer meaningrui.

71. Line Item 118 - Should be revised to clarify the term " detriment".

72. Line Item 119 - Should be re-reviewed and confirm that a U-Bar
specification was not a part of a bulk material specification.

~'

73. Line Item 121 - Should be revised to address more clearly the need for
" Specific Guidelines" for the EDS scope of work discussed in the
referenced question. -

74. Line Item 126 - Should be revised, for the last sentence states

"should" instead of "will".

75. Line Item 128 - Should be reviewed per our general comment on review
of the " Status".

76. Line Item 129 - Should be. revised to clearly state if a TRD is needed
! or not.

|

77. Line Item 132 - Has a typographical error in the BTF Assessment, the I
year should be 1981 not 1982.

78. Line Item 133 - Should be revised to delete the discussions that go
beyond the scope of the Finding.

79. Line Item 135 - Should be re-reviewed to confirm that superpipe
criteria is applied to MS and FW only.

80. Line Item 137 - Should be re-written since the evaluations appear to
be contradictory.

.

81. Line Item 138 - Has a typographical error, the date is 1981 not 1982.
Also, the evaluations appear to be contradictory.

-
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82. Line Item 141 - Should be revised to reference EP-930 review for
ISI. Also, the word "should" in the last sentence should be "will".

83. Line Item 142 - Should be re-reviewed to confirm that commitments to
perform pipe rupture are part cf the LCTS.

84. Line Item 143 - Should be revised to use a word other than " invalid".

85. Line Item 144 - Should be revised 70 point out that the concern
related to the EDS and B&R interface is no longer mesningful.

86. Line Item 147 - Should be revised since "should" is used again in the

last sentence.

87. Line Item 148 - Should be revised to clearly state the Bechtel
approach.-

88. Line Item 150 - See previous coement on the use of term "unlikely" in
Item 115.

89. Line Item 152 - Should be revised to clearly state the flooding
includes moderate energy line sources and can affect buildings other
than MEAB.

90. Line Item 153 - Should be reviewed to determine if the status should
be the same as previous EN-601 items.

91. Line Item 155 - Should be revised to delete the discussion outside the
scope of the Quadrex Finding. '

92. Line Item 157 - Should be revised to clearly identify the scope of
work by EDS in the second sentence.

93. Line Item 159 - Sh'ould be re-reviewed and confirm that a U-Bar
specification was not a part of a bulk specificaton..

94. Line Item 161 - Should be revised to clearly state whether the
criteria was addressed by B&R,

95. Line Item 165 - Should be re-written, since it is presently contra-
dictory.

96. Line Item 166 - Should be revised to delete the discussion of MEB-6
since this is not the Project commitment.

97. Line Item 169 - Should be revised to expand the scope beyond just
ASME III solenoid valves.

98. Line Item 170 - Should be revised to clearly state the relation with
ANSI 278.2.4 anduif it is to be used by Bechtel on STP.

.
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99. Line Item 171 - Should be revised to state if a problem exists. Refer

to the IRC evaluations.
'

100. Line Item 175 - Should be revised to clearly state whether there is a
concern, since the EC-103 has an evaluation underway but it is
" Resolved".

' 101. Line Item 178 - Should be revised to point out that B&R had not
reviewed the calculation that was referred to by Question M-39.

i

102. Line Item 180 - Should be revised to clearly state that valve opening
and closing times were specified but were based on Westinghouse
criteria and still need confirmation of adequacy based on a system

review. ;

f

f
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SECTION 4.6

103. A general comment applicable to Line Items 185, 187, 188, 196, and
205 is that each is categorized as Timing Sensitive and Pending, so
a schedule should be provided.

104. Line Iten 187 - Should be revised to discuss more than just P/T cal-
culations, since B&R's Nuclear Analysis Group had a broader scope.
Also, the 1st sentence should indicate that the calculations are
currently under review.

105. Line Ites 188 - Should be revised to ad1 to the Rationale that re-
analysis will be performed where appropriate.

106. Line Item 190 - Should be revised in the Rationale to substitute
" accepted" rather than " approved" unless Bechtel has received
approval by some process such as Topical Report.

107. Line Items 194 and 195 - Should be revised to add that these concerns
relate to B&R personnsi and are no longer meaningful.

108. Line Iten 196 - Should be revised to correct the time frame of the
NRC change in criteria. It occurred in 1977, not during the FSAR
review (See ST-HL-AE-197). Also, the last sentence on the 1st page
should state "NRC Review Criteria".

'

109. Line Item 197 - Should be revised to either delete the reference to
the B&R Assessment or provide a full and complete quote so we can
minimize the number of reference documents. Also, the Rationale
should address the Finding of B&R awareness in addition to methodol-
ogy being reasonable.

110. Line Ites 198 - Should be revised to address the SDD and it is
unacceptable for the review not be be performed because of a lack of
transfer documents.

111. Line Item 199 - Should be updated based on the June 11 date.

112. Line Item 200 - Should be revised to addreas the specific concern on
assumptions regarding Units 1 and 2 operational modes and combinat-
ions. A suggested re-wording of the evaluation is:

"The review of the existing analyses (and assumptions)
!i is scheduled for completion by September 30, 1982.-

Changes to the design or other engineering follow on
activities resulting from the review will be accomplished
as a normal engineering design activity".

. .
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113. Line Item 201 - Should be re-reviewed as to whether Bechtel can !
|conclude by evaluation whether there is a problem with hydrogen at

the top of the room.

114. Line Item 202 - Should be revised to address more clearly the Bechtel
approach to calculations, since the referenced procedures provides
codifying information rather than requirements.

115. Line Item 203 - Should be revised to delete the Seismic II/I discuss-
ions. Also, Bechtel should address the concern of whether the access
and maintainability has been significantly compromised.

116. Line Item 204 - Should be revised to include a reference to Appendix
E.

117. Line Item 208 - Should be revised to add a statement on review of
1

Westinghouse information during the transition is also occurring.

118. Line Item 210 - See Comment #112.

119. Line Item 212 - Should be revised to delete the NUS ESAP discuss' ion,
since the effort was not carried out.

120. Line Item 213 - Should be updated to include the recent DER on the
; sump pumps.
1

~~

; 121. Line Item 214 - Should be revised to clarify the referenced EDP 4.33,
since it is not discussed.

-

.

122. Line Item 215 - See Comment #119.

I 123. Line Item 223 - Should be revised to address the " division of
responsibility", as expressed by Quadrex.

1

'I
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SECTION 4.7

124. Line Item 226 - Should be revised to more clearly address the Finding
in that a major subcontractor (EDS) was no: directly responsible for
the FSAR section describing their work. The Bechtel position on
their subcontractors should be given. Also, the thrust of the
evaluation should be Bechtel procedures on keeping the FSAR current.

125. Line Item 231 - Should be revised to add a statement that the Finding
critizing EDS and B&R interface is no longer meaningful.

126. Line Item 233 - Should be revised to clearly state whether the values
are reasonable and acceptable in general to Bechtel.

127. Line Item 234 - Should be re-reviewed to determine if the evaluation
can be a simple reference to the 4.5 Finding on the use of 10' Cone.

128. Line Item 235 - Should be revised to clarify whether a re-review of
previous baseplate designs by the Bechtel computer program is to |

occur or just new work. '

129. Line Item 236 - Should be revised to clarify whether the fact that
EDS and B&R used different values is Laportant (i.e., are both
acceptable).

I130. Line Item 243 - Should be revised to delete this level of detail,
since it is not agreed to by HL&P as yet.

_

131. Line Item 246 - Should be revised since the- EN-619 paragraph implies
that EN-601 Work Package will determine applicability of MEB-6', which
is not exactly correct.

132. Line Item 250 - Should be revised to simply state that an issue on
the B&R Site Review Board is no longer meaningful.'

133. Line Item 251 - Should be revised to clearly state whether Bechtel
agrees with the Finding.

134. Line Item 255 - Should be revised to delete the Seismic II/I plus it
is not clear why an item is being upgraded, since all were to be
Seismic I by B&R.

135. Line Item 257 - Should be revised to clearly state whether the
" definitive criterion" discussed by Quadrex will be in the Bechtel-

documents.

!

l

!
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SECTION 4.8

136. A general comment is that the ALARA Directive is referenced repeat-
edly, so a schedule date for its issuance should be added to the
first item in which it is referenced.

137. Line Item 266 - Should be revised to have the same response as

4.3.2.1(a) (See our Comment #27).

138. Line Item 267 - Should be revised to clarify if minimum qualificat-
ions are in procedures.

139. Line Item 268 - Should be revised to add a statement concerning the
Bechtel method of " proper follow up".

140. Line Item 269 - Should be revised to clarify that the current design
meets Appendix I but there will be a review of the need for filters
including HEPA also. Also, provide a schedule or state it is not
timing sensitive.

141. Line Item 270 - Should be revised to clarify that all calculations
receive the same eview and that EDP 4.43 has codifying information.

142. Line Item 271 - Should be revised to clarify whether the NUS calcul-
ations ' ere required to be verified by B&R under their subcontractw
arrangements._,

143. Line Item 272 - Should be revised t'o add to the rationale that this
concern related to B&R personnel, which is no longer meaningful.

144. Line Item 273 - Should be clarified as to the scope of the " ongoing"
work.

145. Line Item 274 - Should be revised to delete " spent resin transfer",
since this is an off normal condition. Also, confirm the statement
regarding updated zone drawings, since the FSAR has updated versions.

146. Line Item 275 - Should be revised to insert "reccamendations" after
". . . NUREG-0737".

147. Line Item 277 - Should be reviewed per our general comment on
" Status". Also, add a statement concerning the Bechtel method on
selecting those areas chosen for ALARA review.

148. Line Item 279 - Should be revised to clarify that the B&R/HL&P re-
review did not cover test and inspection requirements.

149. Line Item 280 - Should be revised to clarify that the B&R/HL&P re-
review did not cover electrical outlets.

.

,
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150. Line Item 281 - Should be revised to discuss removable shielding in
general, not just concrete block wall.

151. Line Item 282 - Should be revised to clarify the need for marked up
P&ID's. If they are not required, then the item could be considered
" Resolved".

152. Line Item 284 - Should be revised to have " Design Criteria" as
" design criteria" or a reference to "in accordance with EDP 4.1".

153. Line Item 286 - Should be revised to include a reference to EN-604
Work Package, if appropriate.

154. Line Item 287 - Should be revised to include a statement on calibrat-
ion such as that made in Line Item 304.

155. Line Item 288 - Should be revised to clearly state the Bechtel method
of making ALARA decisions.

156. Line Item 289 - Should be revised to clarify the term "non-manual
operational modes".

157. Line Item 290 - Should be revised to clarify whether the assumptions
are documented.

158. Line Item 294 - Should be revised to clarify the "NUS Report". Also,
provide a schedule or state it is not timing sensitive.

159. Line Item 297 - Should be updated to reflect current status of
Westinghouse source terms. -

160. Line Item 299 - Should be revised per Comment #152. Also, clarify
whether the adequacy has been determined not acceptable or not
reviewed as yet.

161. Line Item 305 - Should be revised, since the Controls writeup
describes the EN-604 effort in more detail than the 604 paragraph.

162. Line Item 306 - Should be revised to include a statement that during
Transition review these considerations were reviewed.

163. Line Item 307 - Should be revised to clearly state the Bechtel plan
of. action. Since the BTF assessed this item to be timing sensitive,
the Team evaluation should either expedite the calculation review
or determine that it is not timing sensitive.

164. Line Item 309 - Should be revised to clarify the 1st sentence as
meaning a calculation was never done or whether it has not been
transferred from B&R.

.
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SECTION 4.9

165. The following general comments are on the format of each of these
items:

a. .Since this section was not given unique Finding Numbers,
an additional reference to page on which the item
can be found should be given.

b. Place "Not applicable" after Referenced Questions,
Related Findings, Quadrex Rating, BTF Category, BTF
Line Item, and BTF Assessment.

c. The ISI, maintenance access, and ALARA access consider-
ations should be described from a program viewpoint in
the first Finding evaluation.

,

d. Either provide Work Package references or describe why
they cannot be provided.

e. Commitments to make plant changes to installed hardware
should not be made unless the determination has been
made that requirements cannot be met and the change has
been discussed and approved by HL&P. A commitment to
evaluate the need for the change is appropriate.

~~

166. Finding 4.9.la - Should be revised to expand the Finding to a more
full quote from Quadrex report rather than just " update". Also, note
the TRD number is 4010PQ007. See Comment #165- c, above.

167. Finding 4.9.lb - Should be revised to correct the TRD number and
state what is meant by " project documents". Also, add a discussion
on the concern that items could be on both the exception list and the
list that states 100% volumetric examination is to be performed.

168. Finding 4.9.2a - Should be revised to differentiate between the other
4.9.2a, such as Part 1 and.2.

169. Finding 4.9.2.b - Should be re-reviewed, since it is our understand-
ing that the vertical wall plugs are for overpressure protection and
were not intended for access.

170. Finding 4.9.2c - Should be re-reviewed, since it is our understand-
ing that the supports were re-designed subsequent to the Quadrex
review If so, this fact should be added to the evaluation. Also,
it is preferable to state that adequate aisle space is available
rather than "no potential problem".

171. Finding 4.9.2k - Should be revised per our Comment #165 e.

.
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172. Finding 4.9.2n - Should be re-reviewed, since we are uncertain of
the valve number provided by Quadrex (i.e., we believe the proper
number is RC-047C). Also, it is our understanding that this was a
model error and not a design configuration.

173. Finding 4.9.2o - Should be revised to clarify whether Bechtel
criteria allow HVAC duct to be located under Radwaste piping. If
it is allowed, then the item is " Resolved".

174. Finding 4.9.2q - Should be revised to include a statement on whether
Bechtel criteria are in existence to minimize this from occurring.

175. Finding 4.9.2r - Should be revised to indicate that it is a preferred
method of pulling the pump and disassembling it rather than risk
damage to shaf t by laying it down in one piece. Thus, a taller crane
is not necessary.

.
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SF & YB-0935.

JUL 191982 Sm: Z-6950
Pm: titr%/D4.19.1 *

ADusHSTMTIVE DOCUMu(7 m

Mr. R. L. Rogers
Project Engineering Manager
Bechtel P w Corporation
P. O. Box 2166
lbuston, 'Ibxas 77001

Subject: Work Package Dr-fl9 - Review of Draft Report
SOCTfH TEXAS PRT2cy ErMTRIC GENERATING STATICN

Re: ST-YB-10-0909
ST-E-YB-0915

Dear Mr. Rogers:

Attached are crmnents on the Generic Issues as presented in Appendix C
and Appendix D of Work Package EN-619, Draft Report.

On July 13, 1982, prelinunary versions of these ccrtments were diesM
with your representatives.

We again suphasize our instructions given verbally at all the meetings on
m-619 that our omments are to be considered as " questions" regardless of the
I raseology used. ':he magnitude of the review coupled with a short turnaroundt
time precluded refining the ccnments into proper questions in all cases.

You are also requested to provide minutes of all meetings between IE4P
and BPC wherein IE4P ccriments on EN-619 were divlsM.

We understand that you are considering reissuing the Draft Final Report
for IEAP review. If it is reissued, we will ensure that our review occars in
a tamely manner.

Very truly yours,

S. M. Dew
Manager, Engineering )
South Texas Project i

l

JGW/asl

Attachnent

_ _ _ _
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GENERAL 039ENTS' W GENERIC ISSUES

.

.

1) the possible inpression in reading.the Generic Issues section is that ;

the Generic finding is " resolved" solely b= cama Bechtel has re ares ;

in place that will either resolve new or ready or preclude the =11W
deficiency. This does not appear to be sufficient. The report should
sumarize, in sans fashicn, the results of the actual review that has .

taken place to date and the plans for the empleting such review. In
,

addition, report items should make clear how Bedtel has handled any
prnh1=== or suggesions identified in the Task Force Assessnent. For i

ammiple, under Generic Finding 3.lb, the Task Force observed that the
Quadrant ocncern regarding the frequency of errors in e=1m1=tions "is
based upon a anall saipling of c=1m1=tions; therefore, further analyses
would be required to assess the seriousness of this finding." It is
not possible to detennine fran the zor i. what Bechtel has dcme ocn-
-ing this subject and any conclusions thereon. Bedstel should provide
sudt infomation as described above, and at least briefly ==narize 1

what has been found with re. g t. to the Generic Finding to date and W)at !
will be done in the contiming effort.

2) The clic=hla part of ST-HL-YB-0507 (Report Oczanent) should be addressed.

3) Move Generic Staunaries fran A==vliv C to Appendix D.

4) Review "Ratimale" to ensure that all wuriate Diacipline Findings
are referenced.

SPECIFIC C3NENTS W GENERIC FINDINGS APPDOIX C

Finding 3.la: Is spatial emnling diam ==ad twice?

Address specifically the level of review and validity of the finding.

Finding 3.lb: Address Quadrex Part 1 of 3.lB. Address calculational errors
(Quadrex Part 2) of 3.lb. Address the overall philnamhy on vendor report,

] review and guidance to vendor.
i

The Bechtal project team did not address the Quadrex finding in a meaningful
manner.

Finding 3.le: Address nonnal plant operations design basis.

Finding 3.ld: Address the deficiency if any of a sharp distinction of safety
related versus non-safety related. Has Bechtel identified any design featuresi

| that were required to be safety-related that BER had not so identified.

Finding 3.le: Were written gnidalines requ2 red? Was h==nted evidence that
single failure criteria had been satisfied requs. red? If so, in what form?

Finding 3.lf: Was doctanented evidence...ISAR cannitments...being im-

-- . - - . _. - - .-. . ._. -. _ _ _ _
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plemented in design rapired? If so, what fom? Was B&R deficient in
implenentation? Was FSAR out of date with respect to a) out of control,
b) too slow, c) unsatisfactory (unacceptable)?

,

Finding 3.lg - Was rh'=antation of raticnale of engineering judgment
used in establishing plant' design basis maary or required? Was inter-
discipline documentation ofinterface design information reauired to be

*

docunented in design manuals or individual log books?

Finding 3.lI - Bechtel's scope of service nust be described in short
fom to address the " major =*->-hactor interface" concern.

3.lj - Address or reference the resolution of the " design verification".

.
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August 16, 1982
: ST-HL-YB- 1077

SFN: B-02SO
PFN: G 1S.1

Mr. R. L. Rogers
Project Engineering Manager
Bechtel Power Corporation
P. O. Box 2166
Houston, Texas 77001

Subject: Comment on App. D of Advance Copy of EN-619
SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION

Dear Mr. Rogers:

Attached is a written statement of the verbal comment provided
by Mr. C. Robertson of HLGP to your Mr. S. Bernsen at their August 11,
1982 meeting. An advance copy has been given to Mr. Bernsen.

Very truly yours,

.

S. M. Dew, F. E.
Manager, Engineering
South Texas Project

,,
.N

\('JGW:adm
'cc: C. G. Robertson

J. G. White !
i

STP RMS

.

.

|
|
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With respect to the Generic Findings listed in Appendix, D, Bechtel
Tin its final review should verify the following:

.

a) that each question referenced by,Quadrsx in its Generic Finding
should have a listed Related Finding except in those few cases
where there is no Discipline Finding arising from the referenced
question that is in fact related to the generic issue.

b) that the listed Related Findings do actually represent items
relevant to the generic concern.

c) that each separately expressed concern identified within the
Generic Finding that has at least one related Discipline Finding.

.
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P. O. Box 2188 '
.

Houston, Texas 77oo121e8 TsLamtemas

ST-YB-HL-1167
August 3,1982

,

.
.

Houston Lighting & Power Company
P.O. Box 1700

,

Houston, Texas 77001
,

Attention: Mr. S. M. Dew
Manager, Engineering

Subject: South Texas Project
Bechtel Job No. 14926-001
Quadrex Work Package EM-619 '

'File No. G15.01

References: (1) ST-HL-Y8-0915, dated July 9,1982
(2)ST-HL-YB-0935,datedJuly 15,1982
(3) ST-HL-YB-0507, dated April .7,1982
(4) ST-YB-HL-0452, dated April 5,1982

Gen'tlemen:
.

This is in response to your letters, References (1) & (2), which documented
! various questions relative to our Draft Report.

The following comments are submitted in response to reference (1):

a) Suggestions for clarification relative to the body of.the summary
report (comments 1 through 29) are included in the Draft Final
Report. With regard to comment 29, the use of the B&R Assessment
report (Reference C of the EN-619 report) by Bechtel is described in
Section 2.1.1 of the Report. It also seemed obvious that some

* clarification of Section 2.1.2 (Tracking, now called Status of
Quadrex Discipline Findings) was needed to assist the reader.
Therefore, additional information has been added and redesi5nated as
Section 2.1.3.

,

b) As requested by the comment on Appendix A, Reference (3) is now
Appendix B of the EN-619 Report. |

'

Further,thecommentscontainedinRefire'nce(3)weretakeninto
~

consideration in developing the EN-619 report, as was described in
reference (4). Relative to the third paragraph of reference 3, your

. attention is . directed to the comment on Generic Finding 3.lg which.

discusses the interface document between HL&P, Bechtel, and
'

Westingho'use. Connents are given r' elative to Bechtel review of,

Westinghouse design applicable to STP. In addition, Bechtel's
Engineering Procedures have the necessary provisions to assure
adequate review of work performed by subcontractors or suppliers.,

|
| 0426N/0006N
|
|
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Bechtel Power Corporation
'

. Houston Lighting & Power Company ST-YB-HL'

,

_~ Attention: Mr. S. M. Dew
'

~

Page 2 -

c) Based on discussions with HL&P representatives on July 13, it became-

clear that the format of Appendix B to the EN-619 Draft Report did
not provide the information intended, i.e., consolidated data on the
status of the EN-619 effort. Therefore, the information formerly
contained in Appendix B has been reformatted and is presented in

';

Section 2.1.3 of the summary report in the form of discussion and
tables 2.1.3-1, -2, and -3.

d) The general coments (1 through 10) on Appendix C have been
addressed. Also, the specific comments (1 through 175) on Appendix C
have been addressed and additional clarification provided for these
line items.

The following comments are provided in response to reference (2):

a) The general comments,1 through 4, have been addressed. As'

requested, Appendix D has been reformatted to include all of the
information on the Generic Findings. As previously mentioned'

applicable parts of Reference (3) were considered in the reformatting
of Appendix D.

,

b) In addition to our revision to the Generic Findings Summary Sheets in
Appendix D, the specific comments of reference (2) were addressed as
described in the following:

3.l a The typographical error on spatial coupling was corrected. Relative'

to the validity of the findings one can refer to the BTF assessment;-

of 13 related findings, only 2 are time sensitive. Line Item 49 was
considered a Category 2 and is dispositioned pending issuhnce of the
Systems Interaction Design Guide, one of the six primary resolution
actions noted in Section 2.1.3 of the Final Report, while Line Item

. 206 is resolved.
!

3 lb Quadrex Part 1 has been addressed in several Line Items particularly
Line Item 1, while Line Item 189 discusses the methodology to assure

,

that appropriate procedures are used by BPC.'

Relative to part 2, the work package review plans of the transition
' - program contain a check list-which.provides for the sampling of

calculations which should identify any trend in calculational
errors. Corrective action will be taken when a trend is identified.

|-

| |
'
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Bechtel Power Corporation^

.

Houston Lighting & Power Company ST-YB-HL~

* Attention: Mr. S. M. Dew.

Page 3- .
. ,

3.1c Six of nine Line Items associated with this concern are resolved. Of
the remaining three, Line Item 82 was classified as Category 1 by'

the BTF, and the potential reportability of the issue is resolved
through action taken by IRC Item 95. While the normal plant
conditions as applied specifically to HVAC are addressed by Line
Items 81 and 89, the discussion on Line Item 58 indicates that normal
plant operating conditions were considered in the designs reviewed by
Quadrex.

3.1d Bechtel's position on the need for " sharp distinction" is best >

covered in response to Line Item 202; and it is noted in Appendix E,
that Bechtel procedures do not make such a distinction for i

calculations. The Bechtel Transition Team in the development of Work
'

Package EN-615 has noted one case where B&R apparently did not
properly identify a safety-related component. This has been
identified as IRC item 123.

3.le Guidelines did exist and Bechtel intends to supercede them for
completion of the Project. Section 7.2.2.2.3.2 of the FSAR provides
documented evidence of STP intention to comply with GDC 24.'

Documented evidence soley. developed to indicate that single failure
criteria has been met is not required.

3.lf Design commitments from the FSAR are being listed on the Licensing
Commitment Tracking System (LCTS). The procedure will then require
that the implementing document for each constitment be located and
listed. Thus, a one-to-one correlation will be possible after a
certain time period. The HL&P site personnel will have a computer
terminal on site through which they will be able to access HL&P's
portion of the LCTS. Bechtel Licensing will issue report's, as
requested from the site, for the Bechtel controlled portions of the
LCTS. Bechtel's SAR Change Procedure makes Licensing the central
focal point of all SAR changes.

3.lg Bechtel's STP Project Procedure, EDP-4.37, states, "Where detailed
calculations are not warranted, a calculation sheet shall be
completed to clearly state the basis of how the design data was
otherwise developed. Such cases may include use of recognized
tables, or where judgement is employed in sizing equipment"..-
Interdiscipline design information will be documented; the form of
documentation varies from references in calculations to sections of
design manuals.

,

:.

j.

.

|
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Attention: Mr. S. M. Dew-
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Page 4 -

3.11 A discussion of the proposed Bechtel Scope of services is contained
..

in the draft contract between HL&P and Bechtel, while EDP 4.25 & 4.58
provide the mechanism used to handle consultant service agreements.

3.lj As indicated in our response, Transition procedure QE-001 adequately
provides for the review of past design verifications and Bechtel EDP
4.27 defines how the final design will be verified. Especially note
paragraph 4.2 of the procedure which discusses qualification
requirements of verifiers. Refer particularly to Line Item 65.

The Draft Final Report for EN-619 has been revised to address your questions
as outlined above, and the revised report is currently undergoing Bechtel
internal review. A copy of the revised pages of the draft report is enclosed
for your information.

Very truly yours,

BECHTE POWER CORPORATION

<
.-

. L. Ro ers
Project Engineering Manager

Attachment

cc: L. J. Klement (HL&P), w/o Att. .

M. E. Powell (HL&P), w/o Att.
C. Robertson (HL&P), w/o Att.
J. White (HL&P), w/o Att.
STP-RMS
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